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A Bicentennial Tribute to Community Achievement
The Department of Housing and Urban Development and
the American Revolution Bicentennial Administration are
proud to present Horizons on Display, their Bicentennial
tribute to community achievement. Throughout 1976,
Bicentennial celebrations will occur under the banner of
one of three themes: Heritage '76, Festival USA, and
Horizon~ '76. Horizons on Display is one program developed under Horizons '76, the Bicentennial theme that
commemorates our past by planning for the future.
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Horizons on Display also is the official United States
demonstration project for Habitat, the United Nations
Conference on Human Settlements, Vancouver, Canada,
May 31-June 1, 1976. For additional Habitat and Hori·
zons on Display information, write Horizons on Display,
1111 18th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Introduction
We express our appreciation to these groups
for their assistance and cooperation in developing
Horizons on Display.

Horizons on Display recognizes 200
examples of the problem solving capacity in American communities. It
will, it is hoped, open up a richer
dialogue among private citizens and
organizations and all levels of government; this tribute to community
achievement· should remind us that
our mutual goal is to improve the
quality of life for all Americans.
Horizons on Display is only one
frame in the ongoing documentary of
America, one fragment of the story
of what is happening at the community level all across this land. We
honor 200 accomplishments in com·
munity development, 200 programs
that presently are operational (in the
hope that you may visit them during
the Bicentennial year), and that are
located along the scale of American
development from small towns and
rural communities to the great cities
and metropolitan areas where most
Americans now live. The 200 projects
include a mixture of public and private efforts. Some represent the culmination of one individual's untiring
drive to effect change; others demonstrate the power of a group of
interested citizens to get the- job
done. In a sense each of the 200 sites
represents a community's gift to the
Nation for this momentous birthday.
The brief descriptions in this
catalogue can only suggest the com·
plexity that lies behind even the
simplest improvement. In an immensely complex society, it is easy to
point out the refurbished building or
the new industrial park; harder to
hint at the hard work and tedium

involved in the process behind that
change. But it is this process, in
many respects, that we choose to
credit here.
When we began to identify the
hundreds of projects that originally
were considered for inclusion in this
catalogue, we talked as futurists,
looking for innovations that would
bespeak new directions for community development over the next
decades. But that is not where we are
today. In a sense the future is now,
and this catalogue points to achievements large and small that fit the
pragmatism of our time: the problems are all around us and the way to
deal with them seems to be one step
at a time, trying and testing together.
By recognizing solutions to problems
common to many communities,
Horizons on Display hopes to stim·
ulate an exchange of information and
site visits that may inspire other communities to try new approaches to
these problems.
Some mention is appropriate
about the method that produced this
book. We are an institution and we
talk to institutions and associations
and organizations. These groups,
listed below, provided some direction
for Horizons on Display, suggesting
hundreds of possible candidates and
commenting on the comprehensive
Iists. As joint program sponsors, the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development and the American Rev·
olution Bicentennial Administration
reached out to contacts in every
state, to the other Federal agencies in
Washington and in the Federal

regions, and to the State Bicentennial
Commissions. But we know we have
missed some good things. And sac·
rificed others to maintain a
geographic balance, and to give rea·
sonable representation to each of the
ten action areas chosen by the Bicentennial Administration to define
Horizons '76: Citizen Involvement,
Communications, Community Development, Economic Development,
the Environment, Health, Human
Values and Understanding, Learning,
Leisure, and Transportation. Stated
simply, Horizons on Display honors
200 representative community
achievements, at 200 sites that reflect
the American landscape. The descriptions that follow try to evoke
some sense of place and scale and of
the particular efforts, still continuing,
that make each a better place to live.
During this Bicentennial year, representatives of all of the 'countries of
the world will meet for a United
Nations conference on human settle·
ments. Habitat, as that conference is
called, will focus on solutions developed by each nation to meet
worldwide challenges of urbanization
in ways that will benefit man's
society and his environment. The
projects included in Horizons on
Display will be the official American
demonstration program for Habitat.
Habitat will say to the world community what the Bicentennial
Horizons '76 theme says to America:
that solutions exist to human settlement problems, and that with greater
understanding and commitment, we

have the capacity to meet the community challenges a'lead.
This time we live in is troubling
and complex; as we come together to
celebrate the Bicentennial we see
great problems, continuing inequities.
But if we look clearly at our past, we
see that every period has presented
great challenges, and that one of the
exhilarating lessons of our history is
that Americans have met these challenges with vigor and determination
and humor and imagination. In a
sense we are all part of a continuing
American Revolution.
It is our hope that the delegates to
Habitat, Bicentennial visitors from
other countries, and many, many
Americans will visit the Horizons
sites. As Robert Frost once wrott,
"You come too." If you cannot visit
a site, thumb through this catalogue;
read the story of community
achievement with an eye to local
adaptation of a program or a process.
Accept these 200 projects as
evidence, not of perfect solutions,
but of the capacity to innovate, to
tackle problems, to accept challenge
at the community l~vel. If you know
of a better solution to community
problems, write us about it. We'll
share the news with anyone who asks
us. If one of these ideas matches a
problem in · your community, get
busy. Your community is part of the
continuing American Revolution, too.
Join us in a Bicentennial celebration
of our continuing capacity to meet
the problems that face us. We dedicate this catalogue to the community
of Americans.

American Federation of Labor and Con!J'ess
of Industrial Organizations
American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees
American Institute of Architects
American Institute of Planners
American Public Works Association
American Society of Landscape Architects
American Society of Planning Officials
Assembly of Govern~ntal Employees
Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning
Center for Community Change
Conservation Foundation
Foundation for Cooperative Housing
International Association of Chiefs of Police
International City Managers Ass&ciation
International Personnel Management Association
League of New Community Developers
National Association of Counties
National Association of Housing end
Redevelopment Officials
National Association of Neighborhood Health Centers
National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs
National Center for Voluntary Action
National Council for Community Services to
International Visitors
National Federation of Settlements and Neighborhood
Centers
National Governors' Conference
National League of Cities
National League of Women Voters
National Model Cities Community Development
Directors Association
National Municipal League
National Recreation and Park AsSociation
National Association of Social Workers
National Trust for Historic Preservation
National Urban Coalition
National Urban League, Inc.
United States Jaycees
Urban Institute
Urban Lend Institute
U.S. Conference of Mayors
Transportation Association of America
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Commissions. But we know we have
missed some good things. And sacrificed others to maintain a
geographic balance, and to give reasonable representation to each of the
ten action areas chosen by the Bicentennial Administration to define
Horizons '76: Citizen Involvement,
Communications, Community Development, Economic Development,
the Environment, Health, Human
Values and Understanding, Learning,
Leisure, and Transportation. Stated
simply, Horizons on Display honors
200 representative community
achievements, at 200 sites that reflect
the American landscape. The descriptions that follow try to evoke
some sense of place and scale and of
the particular efforts, still continuing,
that make each a better place to live.
During this Bicentennial year, representatives of all of the "countries of
the world will meet for a United
Nations conference on human settlements. Habitat, as that conference is
called, will focus on solutions developed by each nation to meet
worldwide challenges of urbanization
in ways that will benefit man's
society and his environment. The
projects included in Horizons on
Display will be the official American
demonstration program for Habitat.
Habitat will say to the world community what the Bicentennial
Horizons '76 theme says to America:
that solutions exist to human settlement problems, and that with greater
understanding and commitment, we

have the capacity to meet the community challenges a.,ead.
This time we live in is troubling
and complex; as we come together to
celebrate the Bicentennial we see
great problems, continuing inequities.
But if we look clearly at our past, we
see that every period has present~
great challenges, and that one of the
exhilarating lessons of our history is
that Americans have met these challenges with vigor and determination
and humor and imagination. In a
sense we are all part of a continuing
American Revolution.
It is our hope that the delegates to
Habitat, Bicentennial visitors from
other countries, and many, many
Americans will visit the Horizons
sites. As Robert Frost once wrot\,
"You come too." If you cannot vis1t
a site, thumb through this catalogue;
read the story of community
achievement with an eye to local
adaptation of a program or a process.
Accept these 200 projects as
evidence, not of perfect solutions,
but of the capacity to innovate, to
tackle problems, to accept challenge
at the community l~tvel. If you know
of a better solution to community
problems, write us about it. We'll
share the news with anyone who ask::s
us. If one qf these ideas matches a
problem in your community, get
busy. Your community is part of the
continuing American Revolution, too.
Join us in a Bicentennial celebration
of our continuing capacity to meet
the problems that face us. We dedicate this catalogue to the community
of Americans.
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TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIANS OF
ALASKA CENTRAL COUNCIL
114 SOUTH FRANKLIN
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
(907) 586-2204

CONTACT:
CLARENCE JACKSON
PRESIDENT
Angoon. Hoonah. Kake. Klukwan. The
names are American (if not particularly reminiscent of apple pie). They
are a few of the fifteen communities in
southeastern Alaska where Tlingit and
Haida Indians elect delegates to a
Central Council that officially represents its members on all community
issues. The communities are all small;
many are island communities, their
total population not entirely native.
They are fishing villages, often remote
from other communities, with poor
transportation making even neighboring communities less than accessible.
In this part of America, distances are
measured in air-miles. The villages
share many other American problems.
Unemployment is high, housing is
poor, the water supply often is inadequate. The isolation of each small
community is much more severe than
small rural communities suffer in "the
lower 48." It is an isolation that
atrophies the prospect for change, for
.a better life for young people, even the
energy to overcome prejudice and
preserve the history and culture-of the
native population.
The need to focus political efforts
on the assistance available to such
communities is hampered at two
levels: most of these communities have
no municipal employees to direct such
an effort, and the once close-knit
community structure has been fragmented. There are mayors and city

councils as well as several types of
Indian council!!.
To counteract this divisiveness, the
Tlingit and Haida Indian Council has
assumed a leading role in planning and
economic development for its fifteen
constituencies. One role has been to
coordinate the process of applying for
Federal assistance. To carry out this
function, the Council has involved
village representatives in gathering economic data, in identifying the work
force, in doing a marketing survey, in
determining village eligibility for
various programs.
Such basic planning data is necessary, for instance, before communities
are eligible for public works assistance.
A.ad the market survey, to cite another
example, tried to identify the potential for a mail order catalogue. The
Council envisions a purchasing association based in Seattle to reduce the
heavy costs of consumer items for
villages where everything comes in
from outside.
An interesting aspect of citizen
involvement in these communities has
been in the use of VISTA volunteers.
Originally the villages disliked the
VISTA workers and rejected their
help. The Council proposed using
VISTA volunteers from within the
villages: an unusual procedure for the
Federal . ACTION program. But this
shift made a significant difference in
the development of the community's
overall economic plan; there are now
16 VISTA volunteers in the villages.
Some have gone on to community
positions; all provide a link from the
villages to the Council. Their focus on
community analysis is producing individ~al economic development plans;
the1r efforts already have been cited as
outstanding by the Economic Development Administration of the Depart-
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CITIZEN
INVOLVEMENT
TLINGIT AND HAIDA INDIANS OF
ALASKA CENTRAL COUNCIL
114 SOUTH FRANKLIN
JUNEAU, ALASKA 99801
(907) 586-2204
CONTACT:
CLARENCE JACKSON
PRESIDENT
Angoon. Hoonah. Kake. Klukwan. The
names are American (if not particu·
larly reminiscent of apple pie). They
are a few of the fifteen communities in
southeastern Alaska where Tlingit and
Haida Indians elect delegates to a
Central Council that officially repre·
sents its members on all community
issues. The communities are all small;
many are island communities, their
total population not entirely native.
They are fishing villages, often remote
from other communities, with poor
transportation making even neighbor·
ing communities less than accessible.
In this part of America, distances are
measured in air-miles. The villages
share many other American problems.
Unemployment is high, housing is
poor, the water supply often is inadequate. The isolation of each small
community is much more severe than
small rural communities suffer in "the
lower 48." It is an isolation that
atrophies the prospect for change, for
.a better life for young people, even the
energy to overcome prejudice and
preserve the history and culture-of the
native population.
The need to focus political efforts
on the assistance available to such
communities is hampered at two
levels: most of these communities have
no municipal employees to direct such
an effort, and the once close-knit
community structure has been frag·
mented. There are mayors and city

councils as well as several types of
Indian councii~To counteract this divisiveness, the
Tlingit and Haida Indian Council has
assumed a leading role in planning and
economic development for its fifteen
constituencies. One role has been to
coordinate the process of applying for
Federal assistance. To carry out this
function, the Council has involved
village representatives in gathering economic data, in identifying the work
force, in doing a marketing survey, in
determining village eligibility for
various programs.
Such basic planning data is neces·
sary, for instance, before communities
are eligible for public works assistance.
Alild the market survey, to cite another
example, tried to identify the potential for a mail order catalogue. The
Council envisions a purchasing association based in Seattle to reduce the
heavy costs of consumer items for
villages where everything comes in
from outside.
An interesting aspect of citizen
involvement in these communities has
been in the use of VISTA volunteers.
Originally the villages disliked the
VISTA workers and rejected their
help. The Council proposed using
VISTA volunteers from within the
villages: an unusual procedure for the
Federal . ACTION program. But this
shift made a significant difference in
the development of the community's
overall economic plan; there are now
16 VISTA volunteers in the villages.
Some have gone on to community
positions; all provide a link from the
villages to the Council. Their focus on
community analysis is producing indi·
vidual economic development plans;
their efforts already have been cited as
outstanding by the Economic Development Administration of the Depart-

ment of Commerce. Although retaining volunteers continues to be a
problem, this step toward local control
hopefully can improve the capacity for
self-determination among all the vii·
Iages.
DIMENSIONS FOR CHARLOTTE·
MECKLENBURG
209 EXECUTIVE PARK
CHAR LOTTE, N.C. 28202
(704) 372-9262
CONTACT:
MARION H. WARD
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
For many Americans, involvement in
the political process begins and ends in
the voting booth. In the 1972 presidential election, however, one out of
every three Americans of voting age
chose not to vote, declining even this
most basic form of political participation.
In contrast to the national trend,
residents of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg
area of North Carolina are experiencing an exhilirating rebirth of "oldfashioned" representative democracy.
Helping citizens reestablish their role
in the political process is Dimensions
for Charlotte-Mecklenburg, a not-forprofit organization whose purpose is
to provide for maximum citizen participation in a community goals program.
Formed in July, 1973, Dimensions
for Charlotte-Mecklenburg evolved
almost spontaneously from citizen and
public officials' concern over the
course of future development in their
rapidly expanding urban area. Nine
months later, one hundred citizens
met and studied various aspects of
community life in a preliminary attempt to propose goals for the area.
Out of this meeting carne a series of
essays proposing goals in areas such as

transportation, health, public security,
education, and cultural activities.
These essays, in turn, served as the
focal point for a community-wide dialogue in the spring of 1974. In 30
locations around Charlotte, over 2,1 00
citizens met to discuss the proposals.
Through this community review
process, citizens altered nearly half of
the proposals and added twelve new
ones. By the end of July, citizens had
identified 105 goals for the community.
Since July, 1974, task forces have,
been busy identifying specific ways to
accomplish the goals in twelve broad
areas. Some goals already have been
met. The Mecklenburg County Health
Department recently established an
independent environmental health
agency in response to citizen recommendations. Citizens' recommendations also helped establish a position
for a full-time director of the city's
Council on Aging. The results come
slowly, but signs are encouraging for
the future.
Dimensions· for
CharlotteMecklenburg began in 1973 as a twoyear experimental project, but has
now established itself as a process that
citizens and public officials agree is
working. The main factor contributing
to the success of Dimensions has been
the encouragement of citizen in·
volvement in all aspects of the goals
process. The citizens are everywheremonitoring
agencies,
evaluating
achievements of present methods to
reach goals, and studying new ways to
solve old problems. Impressed city and
county officials have provided Dimensions with two-thirds of its $76,000
annual budget for a third year. Witl1
private contributions making up the
remainder, Dimensions for CharlotteMecklenburg will continue to provide
5
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a structure for citizen participation. It
is but one example of perhaps a dozen
goals programs .across the country that
are providing a counterforce to public
apathy. From Dallas-the grandaddy
of them all-now in its twelfth year, to
Ft. Collins, Colorado, to Corpus
Christi, to Birmingham, Alabama, and
back to Charlotte, citizens are making
. their voices heard in defining the
future for their own communities.
SOUTHERN MUTUAL HELP
'ASSOCIATION
POST OFFICE BOX 365
ABBEVILLE, LOUISIANA 70510
(318) 893-3912
CONTACT:
SISTER ANNE CATHERINE
BIZALION
DIRECTOR
In 1969, a group of experienced social
workers got together with Amal·
gamated Meat Cutters representatives
.to conduct a survey of Louisiana's
sugar cane workers. They had hoped
to organize the workers in 17 of the
state's parishes. The survey docu·
mented the oppressive conditions ex·
isting on the plantations and gave
insight into the powers of the plantation owners. They controlled a large
percent {331,185 acres) of the land
area in Louisiana and repeatedly had
crushed workers' efforts to organize,
the last attempt occurring in 1953.
Amalgamated cancelled its plans, but
the social workers, many of them
veterans of the 1953 effort and the
civil rights struggles of the sixties,
stayed. That summer they formed the
Southern Mutual Help Association,
headquartered in the heart of sugar·
cane country in Abbeville, Louisiana.
Today Southern•Mutual continues its
patient, seemingly endless struggle to
bring about change, under the direc6

tion of Sister Anne Catherine Bizalion,
a Dominican nun who was part of the
original group.
What the sugarcane workers needed
most was leadership-leadership that
would represent the interest of the
ninety thousand children and adults
who live and work on Louisiana's
sugarcane plantations. Under the
guidance of Southern Mutual Help, th~
ninety thousand plantation people
became a recognizable political and
economic force larger than parish
governments. Given the potential
political and economic leverage of
ninety thousand united people,
Southern Mutual Help staff members
travelled to New York and Washington
to learn about grantsmanship. from
private foundations and Federal
agencies. They learned their lessons
well; the 1974 budget was over a half
million dollars with funds coming
from the Department of Labor for a
migrant resettlement program, the
state for job training programs under
the
Comprehensive
Employment
Training Act, Self-Help Housing and
VISTA. These programs have adult
education, health, and counseling com·
ponents also. In addition, Southern
Mutual Help staff members helped the
town of Abbeville prepare an applica·
tion for community development
funds from the Department of Hous·
ing and Urban Development. The application was approved, and Abbeville
plans to funnel $85,000 of the grant
money to do housing renovation.
Perhaps the Association's greatest
success has been in helping sugarcane
workers win wage increases. In 1969,
their hourly wage was about $1.45;
today, the rate is $2.40. ~verage farm
income has increased from $2,800
annually to $3,500, due directly to
Southern Mutual's presentation of

statistics and testimony at the annual
Department of Agriculture wage hearings, and to Southern Mutual's success·
ful litigation against the Department.
The accomplishments have not
come easily, but the leadership of
Southern Mutual Help has brought
about attitudinal changes in some
areas such as Abbeville. Daniel Noel,
former Chief of Police and now Mayor
of Abbeville, stated "it (Southern
Mutual) has changed the attitude of
white officials toward the problems of
the poor." Moreover, the six years of
economic gains have helped relieve the
workers' sense of frustration after all
the years of defeat at the hands of the
plantation owners.
NEW DIRECTIONS CLUB, INC.
3520 MONTROSE BOULEVARD .

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006
{713) 527-9474
CONTACT:
PAT MCCOY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
New Directions Club, Inc., is a non·
profit organization that operates nine
halfway houses in Harris County
{Houston) and Galveston County,
Texas. It is unique in that it is run
entirely by ex-convicts for ex-convicts.
New Directions was founded by
Sonny Wells, a newsman well known
in the Houston community as a five·
time offender who'had made good. In
the late 1960's, Wells began providing
assistance to ex-convicts who were
coming to him for help in resettling in
the outside world. His activities with
former offenders grew steadily, and in
1970 New Directions was formally
organized and a halfway house
opened. Initial funding came from
private individuals and the Texas
Criminal Justice Council, a state
agency that funnels assorted Federal

and state funds to worthwhile causes.
New Directions received political sup-port from then Mayor Louie Welch of
Houston, and from UN Ambassador
George Bush, a onetime Houston resi·
dent, who helped the halfway house
win support among his former business
associates in the city. Many church
groups and community service clubs
pitched in.
The nine 'houses have helped more
than 1,000 residents since 1970. Resi·
dents stay an average of three months
and come from all over the state. They
represent nearly every age group, race,
and class. About 95 percent of the
residents are paroled to New Direc·
tions by the state; some are discharged
from the penal system and come to
New Directions on their own almost as
a decompression chamber on their way
back up. For food, therapeutic treat·
ment jobs, clothing; shelter, and assist·
ance from New Direction's placement
office, residents must help with house
maintenance, pay ·a nominal fee
toward their upkeep, and agree to save
one-quarter of their incomes.
The house staff offers a variety of
counseling services, including help
with alcohol and drug abuse problems.
Counseling is very informal. and the
staff are all ex-convicts themselves.
The heart of the New Directions pro·
gram seems to be in these tough and
intensive rap sessions, in the awareness
that those helping have all been on the
other end, and in the far-flung web of
support, almost like an extended
family, that comes from the com·
munity and from the constant·
presence of ex-residents who visit and
offer their support.
Through work, counseling, and
participation in a variety of halfway
house cultural and recreational activities, residents gradually drop their old

ways and acquire more stable living
patterns. When they return into
society they almost always make it;
less tha.n five percent of New Direc·
tions ex-convicts resume criminal
behavior. Statewide, that rate is 22
percent. A unique success in criminal
rehabilitation, where there have not
been many success stories to tell.
EAST TENNESSEE COMMUNITY
DESIGN CENTER
1522 HIGHLAND AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37916
(615) 525-9945
CONTACT:
MS. ANNETTE ANDERSON
COORDINATOR
Townsend, Tennessee, north of Knox·
ville, is a mountain community of 267.
Its elementary school serves a lowincome rural area and has an enroll·
ment of 243. The clay playground is
the only recreation area available; the
community badly wanted an improved
recreation facility. The East Tennessee
Community Design Center (ETCDC),
in an agreement with the Townsend
PTA and Chamber of Commerce, has
produced a long-range development
plan with initial emphasis on a play·
structure. The PTA provided $2,000 in
initial funding raised through bake
sales and school festivals.
· The money went for materials.
Volunteer design professionals from
ETCOC provided design and construction drawings and consultation; the
whole community participated in the
process. · ·High school students registered in a Department of Interior
program did all the conStruction. The
completed playstructure and con·
tinuing development of additional
recreational facilities represent the
effectiveness of a community-oriented
design center in involving low~income

communities
in
planning
and
advocacy.
Tlw Townsend playstructure represents just one of more than 20
design programs that the ETCDC (one
full-time staff coordinator, a Board
and volunteer professionals) has
helpep pommunities bring to fruition.
ETCDC is cited as one representative of the community design center
concept-the involvement of profes·
sional planners working with other
citizens for community change.
PUBLIC CITIZENS VISITORS
CENTER
1200 15th STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005
(202) 659-9053
CONTACT:
MS.SARAJANEJOHNSON
DIRECTOR
Tourism is big business in America. In
1972 114 million Americans packed
up their troubles in an old kit bag and
smiled, smiled, smiled as they traveled
370 billion miles to see the ocean,
Disneyland, or a city they had not
been to before. Families on vacation
or business trips represented an aggregate boost to the economy of almost
$60 billion dollars. Tired and happy,
horne il9ain with slides and sun-burn or
a new business contract, for most
Americans the question that remains is
whether that vacation could have been
a more productive experience. The
question is especially pertinent for the
visitor to our nation's capital, where
the average visitor often misses the
substance of what makes Washington
unique-the workings of his govern·
ment.
In 1974, under the aegis of Ralph
N~er's Public Citizens Organization,
the Public Citizen Visitor's Center
opened Its doors in downtown Wash·
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statistics and testimony at the annual
Department of Agriculture wage hear·
ings, and to Southern Mutual's success·
ful litigation against the Department.
The iiCComplishments have not
come easily, but the leadership of
Southern Mutual Help has brought
about attitudinal changes in some
areas such as Abbeville. D11niel Noel,
former Chief of Police and now Mayor
of Abbeville, stated "it (Southern
Mutual) has changed the attitude of
white officials toward the problems of
the poor." Moreover, the six years of
economic gains have helped relieve the
workers' sense of frustration after all
the years of defeat at the hands of the
plantation owners.
NEW DIRECTIONS CLUB, INC.
3520 MONTROSE BOULEVARD
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006
(713) 527-9474
CONTACT:
PAT MCCOY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
New Directions Club, Inc., is a non·
profit organization that operates nine
halfway houses in Harris County
(Houston) and Galveston County.
Texas. It is unique in that it is run
entirely by ex-convicts for ex-convicts.
New Directions was founded by
Sonny Wells, a newsman well known
in the Houston community as a five·
til'ne offender Who.had made good. In
the late 1960's, Wells began providing
assistance to ex-convicts who were
coming to him for help in resettling in
the outside world. His activities with
former offenders grew steadily, and in
1970 New Directions was formally
organized and a halfway house
opened. Initial funding came from
private individuals and . the Texas
Criminal Justice Council, a state
agency that funnels assorted Federal

and state funds to worthwhile causes.
New Directions received political sup-port from then Mayor Louie Welch of
Houston, and from UN Ambassad~r
George Bush, a onetime Houston res•·
dent who helped the halfway house
win ~pport among his former business
associates in the city. Many church
groups and community service clubs
·
pitched in.
The nine 'houses have helped more
than 1,000 residents since 1970. Resi·
dents stay an average of three months
and come from all over the state. They
represent nearly every age group, race,
and class. About 95 percent of the
residents are paroled to New Direc·
tions by the state; some are discharged
from the penal system and come to
New Directions on their own almost as
a decompression chamber on their way
back up. For food, therapeutic treat·
ment jobs, clothing; shelter, and assist·
ance from New Direction's placement
office residents must help with house
maint~nance, pay ·a nominal fee
toward their upkeep, and agree to save
one-quarter of their incomes.
The house staff offers a variety of
counseling services, including help
with alcohol and drug abuse problems.
Counseling is very informal. and the
staff are all ex-convicts themselves.
The heart of the New Directions pro·
gram seems to be in these tough and
intensive rap sessions, in the awareness
that those helping have all been on the
other end, and in the far-flung web of
support, almost like an extended
family, that comes from the community and from the constant·
presence of ex-residents who visit and
offer their support.
Through work, counseling, and
participation in a variety .of hal~ay
house cultural and recreational actiVI·
ties, residents gradually drop their old

ways and acquire more stable living
patterns. When they return into
society they almost always make it;
less tha.n five percent of New Directions ex-convicts resume criminal
behavior. Statewide, that rate is 22
percent. A unique success in criminal
rehabilitation, where there have not
been many success stories to tell.
EAST TENNESSEE COMMUNITY
DESIGN CENTER
1522 HIGHLAND AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 37916
(616) 525·9945
CONTACT:
MS. ANNETTE ANDERSON
COORDINATOR
Townsend, Tennessee, north of Knoxville, is a mountain community of 267.
Its elementary school serves a low·
income rural area and has an enrollment of 243. The clay playground is
the only recreation area available; the
community badly wanted an improved
recreation facility. The East Tennessee
Community Design Center (ETCDC),
in an agreement with the TQwnsend
PTA and Chamber of Commerce, has
produced a long-range development
plan with initial emphasis on a playstructure. The PTA provided $2,000 in
initial funding raised through bake
sales and school festivals.
The money went for materials.
Volunteer design professionals from
ETCDC provided design and construction drawings and consultation; the
whole community participated in the
process. ·High school students regis·
tered in a Department of Interior
program did all the cOnStruction. The
completed playstructure and continuing development of additional
recreational facilities represent the
effectiveness of a community-oriented
design center in involving low-income

and
communities
in
planning
advocacy.
Tl'!e Townsend playstructure represents just one of more than 20
design programs that the ETCDC (one
full-time staff coordinator, a Board
and volunteer professionals) has
helped pommunities bring. to fruition.
ETCDC is cited as one representative of the community design center
concept-the involvement of professional planners working with other
citizens for community change.
PUBLIC CITIZENS VISITORS
CENTER
1200 15th STREET, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005
(202) 659-9053
CONTACT:
MS. SARAJANE JOHNSON
DIRECTOR
Tourism is big business in America. In
1972 114 million Americans packed
up their troubles in an old kit bag and
smiled, smiled, smiled as they traveled
370 billion miles to see the ocean,
Disneyland, or a city they had not
been to before. Families on vacation
or business trips represented an aggre·
gate boost to the economy of almost
$60 billion dollars. Tired and happy,
home again with slides and sun-burn or
a new business contract, for most
Americans the question that remains is
whether that vacation could have been
a more productive experience. The
question is especially pertinent for the
visitor to our nation's capital, where
the average visitor often misses the
substance of what makes Washington
unique-the workings of his government.
In 1974, under the aegis of Ralph
N~er's Public Citizens Organization,
the Public Citizen Visitor's Center
opened Its doors in downtown Wash-

ington. It is an unusual, one-stop
facility that will provide bus maps,
free pamphlets, written tours of the
city, occasional informal discussions
with government figures. It encourages
visitors to attend hearings "inside the
buildings they too often only admire
from the outside." The Center
publishes "Inside the Capitol," a biweekly calendar of events, sending
more then 5,000 copies to subscribers
and to various distribution sites
around the city.
Largely staffed by volunteers, the
Center also runs a seminar program for
high school and college students,
orienting their Washington experience
to a topic of special interest.
The Visitor's Center is a non-profit
facility with an annu;~l budget of
arO\Jnd $35,000, funded by private
contributions and by Public Citizen,
Inc., itself supported by individual
contributions. First year score card:
over 17,000 visitors, 11 ,000 written
11 ,000 telephone
queries,
over
queries. An earnest operation that is
looking toward assisting the opening
of slmil11r centers in other cities.
GUADALUPE CENTER
346 WEST FIRST SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84404
(801) 355-1541
CONTACT:
REVEREND JERALD H. MERRILL
DIRECTOR
Sometimes getting started is easy. The
problem in the Mexican-American
neighborhood of Salt Lake City was
not a crucial one: a need for a place to
socialize, a place for kids to get together. The 35 families of Guadalupe
Mission, the Catholic Mission in Salt
Lake City. opened Guadalupe Center
at a store front location in 1962.

Having a place to get together- at the
same time that a new mission priest
came to Salt Lake City-focused attention on issues that were significant to
the community. The group process
that began in 1962 tackled small com·
munity problems-and then built on
those successes to tackle larger prob·
lems: housing, education, delinquency.
The target community is the predominantly Catholic, Mexican-American
community in Salt Lake City; leader·
ship had developed within the community. An early project within the
center was the opening of La Morena
Cafe, ten tables where people col.lld
gather to eat and talk; today La
Morena has become a popular restaurant whose profits provide some
$50,000 to fund other projects.
Another early effort was the establishment of the Westside Catholic
Credit Union, state-chartered, which
has made over $1 million in loans to
its membership.
Today, Guadalupe center implements other agencies' programs and
sponsors four specific programs:
1. Voluntary Improvement Program (VIP). An attempt to
meet the literacy needs of
adults Who function at the
0-4 reading level in English.
2. Guadalupe Early Learning
Center. A program for poQr
children with little Spanish, .
developing an academic success model for 5-9 year olds.
3. Escalar1te Park. A persistent
need h'as been housing. The
Center is participating with
the Utah Non-Profit Housing
Corporation to build 119
units for low-income elderly
and handicapped people.
4. Pine Canyon Ranch for ijoys.
Two working ranch sites pro·
7

•
vide a behavioral and educational program for seriously
delinquent 15-1 8 year old
boys. Guadalupe is closely associated with this corrections
effort.
Guadalupe Center, then, represents a community-based effort
that has responded to the needs of
its own ethnic population, and
stretched to benefit the entire community. The Junior Chamber of
Commerce designated the Center as
one of the 100 outstanding selfhelp projects in the country.
INNER CITY AUTO REPAIR
AND TRAINING CENTER
1801 W. GREENFIELD AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53204
(614) 643-9563
CONTACT:
TERRENCE A. BRULC
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
The problems are depressingly the
same, whether the neighborhood is in
Tampa or Phoenix or in this case,
South Milwaukee. Too few jobs. Not
enough money. Nothing for the kids
to enjoy. Older people who cling to
older ways-Chicano, Slovak, Italianand young people who mess around
with cars and aren't particularly interested in the old ways or the old
animosities. Sometimes things get
worse. Sometimes they don't change
at all. Once in a while something
happens and. in a small way, for a
handful of people, things get better.
Terry Brule came to the South Side
neighborhood of Milwaukee as a yQUth
worker with a federally funded neigh·
borhood program. The idea for the
Inner City Auto Repair and Training
Center (ARTC) grew out of rap sessions with the kids, when it became

8

obvious that cars were a common
interest that didn't come freighted
with personal animosity or ethnic tensions. Mobil Oil rented the group an·
abandoned service station for a dollar.
Allstate Insurance, the Jaycees and the
city Community Relations Department were early supporters. (Which
does not begin to describe the hustle,
the meetings, the endless one on one
personal contacts that it takes to make
something happen.)
What happens at ARTC? Low cost
auto repair. Inner city residents get
cars repaired by inner-city young
people (12-23) learning auto mechanics. Experienced mechanics train
volunteers by working in tandem with
them. Alternative Education. The
Center through its focus on skills
development and job training has also
pushed people into learning to read
and write and run a tandem with
them. Alternative education. · The
Center through its focus on skills
development and job training has also
pushed people into learning to read
and write and run a business operation
as well as repair cars; the high schools
now give credit for Center courses. A
place to hang. The Center is just that;
two hundred inner city kids a month
drop in to talk about cars, be with
people, exchange parts. Economic and
community development. Meaning
that jobs have opened up. That many
young people make substantial
amounts at the Center. That a cohesive
enough group has developed ·t o begin
to be concerned with other neighborhOod problems-rodent control, better
housing, recreation. A tough, tight
neighborhood happening that could be
replicated in other communities.
THE PATCH, INC.
POST OFFICE BOX 5301

242 BOULEVARD SOUTH EAST
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30307
(404) 525-5336
CONTACT:
MS. ESTHER LEFEVER
DIRECTOR

Cities sometimes bypass and forget
neighborhoods with names like Cabbagetown. A mill area, with jobs,
housing, and services all coming from
the company. An Appalachian community in the city whose residents
came to downtown Atlanta at the turn
of the century from Kentucky,
Tennessee, and north Georgia to work
in the mill.
By the seventies poor housing, lowpaying jobs, and schools insensitive to
the strengths and weaknesses of this
community moved a number of
parents to resentment, concern, and
action.
The Patch, Inc., is the product of
their concern, a community learning
center for eight to sixteen year olds,
with piniHJOflg, a library, clay, all the
usual pleasures, as well as programs to
strengthen the basic school skills.
Nothing extraordinary. Nothing outside groups had not tried before. But
more significant, somehow, because
home-grown. And more able to encourage the sense of self-worth and
pride that are particularly im~rtant
when you live in a neighborhood
called Cabbagetown.
The Patch in its fourth year has
expanded into community planning
with residents, helping them find ways
to reach identified goals. Residents
hope to buy several buildings and a
business to bring capital into the area.
Ms. Lefever, the director, has
written, ''The difficulty of a project
such as Patch, Inc., is that so much
energy goes into constant fund~

raising"; the history of The Patch
could be told in its budget summaries:
"$40.00, Mennonite House; $37.21;
fund-raising activity; $22.35, fund
raising activity; $10.00, Pat Chapman;
$5.19, Patch Kids; $236.62, fundraising festival. .." Entries like these,
as much as the growing list of business
and foundation grants, outline the
growth and importance of The Patch
to its community, an importance
recognized in the designation of the
project by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce as one of the 100 outstanding self-help projects in the
country.
ANTI-CRIME CRUSADE
5343 NORTH ARLINGTON AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46226
(317) 545-2958
CONTACT:
MRS. MARGARET MOORE POST
COORDINATOR
"It's so easy. I don't know why people
say it's so difficult." The speaker is
Mrs. Margaret Moore Post; the attitude
represents the spirit that has made t~e
record of the Indianapolis Anti-Crime
Crusade a model for volunteer organizations across the country.
Sparked by indignation at the
murder of a retired school teacher 14
years ago, the Crusade organized
woman power to make a-difference in
their own community. Somehow the
Crusade has always worked at ·the
problem at hand-one reason it is still
a viable volunteer organization. The
school teacher was murdered by a
young school drop-out; one of the first
Crusade efforts focused on a program
to return 2,000 drop-outs to school.
One of the country's first court·
watcher programs led to a dozen reforms in court procedures. Volunteers

~--------------------------------------------------sparked one of t:fte nation's first street
lighting improvement efforts; more
thari 12,000 new street lights have
been installed across the city. Today
police professionals emphasize the
imperative for citizen involvement in
crime prevention. Indianapolis was the
first city in the nation to have 2,500
block clubs organized to encourage
citi~e~n responsibility for crime prevention. The process has a simple foundation: women focu·sed on curbing one
crime, putting one drop-out back in
school getting one new light on a dark
street, observing one day in court,
getting one father a job. Over the
years, some 60,000 women have been
involved, and the program has developed a blue-print for volunteers that
has guided similar efforts in dozens of
cities aeross the country.
The most recent focus for the
Crusade has been a concern with the
problems of rape. A city-wide meeting
kicked off a two-year program to
reach hospitals, the police, prosecutors, the whole community. The Lilly
Foundation provided funding for the
first national conference to combat
rape, where representatives from 22
states and 122 cities and towns took
home guidelines for their own communities. Lilly has given a $95,000
grant to Indianapolis for a victim
assistance program, and the state legislature has responded to the program
witll two pieces of rape legislation.
Except for the conference grant, costs
for lndiiJilapolis Women United
Against Rape have been $1 ,733.67.
The Anti·Crime Crusade is nationally recognized as a model of
concerted citizen effort to make a
difference. A low-cost, high commitment program, with a particularly successful approach to mobilizing the

support of community leaders and the
mettia.
ALLEGHENY WEST COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
2801 HUNTING PARK AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19129
(216) 228-4200
CONTACT:
PHILIP PRICE, JR.
DIRECTOR
Enlightened self-interest may sou!ld
like a term left over from another era,
it represents, however, one effective
impetus to community development.
A case in point is the experience of
the Tasty Baking Company. The comPII"!Y and many of its employees had
.called North Philadelphia home for 45
ye"rs:_The firm, in the sixties, had just
completed an expensive plant modernization only to find its neighborhood
becoming a slum. Not finding an
answer in existing public programs, the
company decided to embark on its
own renewal program, creating the
Alletlleny West Community Development Project (AWCDP) in 1968. As a
1973 study of the program comments,
"(Tasty) became one of the few
private businesses to enter the social
aren" in this fashion. Although a
number of firms around the country
have become involved in neighborhood
renewal ...none of their efforts match
AWCDP's in comprehensiveness and in
corporate financial commitment." As
a closely held corporation where all
major decisions were made by the
chairman subject to board approval,
T8$tV was able to move into such a
program more quickly than most cor·
porations. The company has involved
residents and the city to a degree that
any street-organizer 11110uld envy. l'he
vehicle for involvement is a non-profit
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30307
(404) 525-5336
CONTACT:
MS. ESTHER LEFEVER
DIRECTOR
Cities sometimes bypass and forget
neighborhoods with names like Cabbagetown. A mill area, with jobs,
housing, and services all coming from
the company. An Appalachian community in the city whose residents
came to downtown Atlanta at the tum
of the century from Kentucky,
Tennessee, and north Georgia to work
in the mill.
By the seventies poor housing, lowpaying jobs, and schools insensitive to
the strengths and weaknesses of this
community moved a number of
parents to resentment, concern, and
action.
The Patch, Inc., is the product of
their concern, a community learning
center for eight to sixteen year olds,
with ping-pong, a library, clay, all the
usual pleasures, as well as programs to
strengthen the basic school skills.
Nothing extraordinary. Nothing outside groups had not tried before. But
more significant, somehow, because
home-grown. And more able to encourage the sense of self-worth and
pride that are particularly impo_rtant
when you live in a neighborhood
called Cabbagetown.
The Patch in its fourth year has
expanded into community planning
with residents, helping them find ways
to reach identified goals. Residents
hope to buy several buildings and a
business to bring capital into the area.
Ms. Lefever, the director, has
written, "The difficulty of a project
such as Patch, Inc., is that so much
energy goes into constant fund-

raising"; the history of The PatCh
could be told in its budget summaries:
"$40.00, Mennonite House; $37.21;
fund·reising activity; $22.35, fund
raising activity; $10.00, Pat Chapman;
$5.19, Patch Kids; $236.62, fundraising festival ..." Entries like these,
as much as the growing list of business
and foundation grants, outline the
growth and importance of The Patch
to its community, an importance
reCQ!Plized in the designation of the
project by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce as one of the 100 outstanding self-help projects in the
country.
ANTI-CRIME CRUSADE
5343 NORTH ARLINGTON AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46226
(317) 545-2958
CONTACT:
MRS. MARGARET MOORE POST
COORDINATOR
"It's so easy. I don't know why people
say it's so difficult." The speaker is
Mrs. Margaret Moore Post; the attitude
represents the spirit that has made the
record of the Indianapolis Anti-Crime
Cru_sade a model for volunteer organizations across the country.
Sparked by indignation at the
murder of a retired school teacher 14
years ago, the Crusade organized
woman power to make &"difference in
their own community. Somehow the
Crusade has always worked at ·the
problem at hand-one reason it is still
a viable volunteer organization. The
school teacher was murdered by a
young school drop-out; one of the first
Crusade efforts focused on a program
to return 2,000 drop-outs to school.
One of the country's first court·
watcher programs led to a dozen re·
forms in court procedures. Volunteers

sparked one of t~e nation's first street
lighting improvement efforts; more
than _12,000 new street lights have
bee_n Installed across the city. Today
pollee professionals emphasize the
Imperative for citizen involvement in
crime prevention. Indianapolis was the
first city in the nation to have 2,500
block clubs organized to encourage
citil"n responsibility for crime preven·
tion. The process has a simple foundati~: wome_n focu·sed on curbing one
cnme, puttmg one drop-out back in
school getting one new light on a dark
street, observing one day in court
getting one father a job. Over th;
years, some 60,000 women have been
involved, and the program has devel·
oped a blue-print for volunteers that
has guided similar efforts in dozens of
cities across the country.
The most recent focus for the
Crusade has been a concern with the
problems of rape. A city-wide meeting
kicked off a two-year program to
reach hospitals, the police, prosecutors, the_ whole c?mmunity. The Lilly
~oundat1~n provided funding for the
first national conference to combat
rape, where representatives from 22
states and 122 cities and towns took
h~. guide~ines for their own com·
munlties. L1lly has given a $95 000
gra_nt to Indianapolis for a victim
:-'Sistance program, and the state legisa~re has r-;sponded to the program
Wltll two Pieces of rape legislation.
Except for the conference grant costs
for Indianapolis Women United
Against Rape have been $1,733.67.
. The Anti·Crime Crusade is nationally recognized as a model of
c~ncerted citizen effort to make a
dl!ference. A low-cost, high commitment program, with a particularly suc·
cessful approach to mobilizing the

support of community leaders and the
me<tia.
ALLEGHENY WEST COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
2801 HUNTING PARK AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 19129
(216) 228-4200
CONTACT:
PHILIP PRICE, JR.
DIRECTOR
~nlightened self-interest may sound
!Ike a term left over from another era,
1t represents, however, one effective
impetus to community development.

A case in point is the experience of
the Tasty Baking Company. The comparw and many of its employees had
called North Philadelphia home for 45
ye,.rs~ The firm, in the sixties, had just
completed an expensive plant modernization only to find its neighborhood
becoming a slum. Not finding an
answer in exis~ing public programs, the
company dec1ded to embark on its
own renewal program, creating the
Allegheny West Community Development Project (AWCDP) in 1968. As a
1973 study of the program comments
"(Tasty) became one of the fe~
private businesses to enter the social
aren,. in this fashion. Although a
number of firms around the country
have become involved in neighborhood
renewal ...none of their efforts match
AWCDP's in comprehensiveness and in
corporate financial commitment." As
a closely held corporation where all
major decisions were made by the
chairman subject to board approval,
Tasty was able to move into such a
program more quickly than most cor·
po~ations. The company has involved
residents and the city to a degree that
any_ street-organizer would envy. The
vehtcle for Involvement is a non-profit

contributing companies also have
benefited from state tax credits available under the Pennsylvania Neighborhood Assistance Act to corporations
that spend money to improve
"imPOverished neighborhoods."

SOUTH EAST COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATION
10 SOUTH WOLFE STREET
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21231
(301) 327-9100
CONTACT:
MS. CAROLYN JONES
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

The program reaches 23,000 neigh·
borhood residents. A sampling of pro~aniS assisted (aside from administrative expenses) would include educatiQfl (support for a community pre·
school and two child care centers)·
jobs (hiring adults at local plants:
SU!llmer youth program); land use
~vest pocket parks, tot lots); housing
Improvement (occupied housing im·
prpvement programs, rehabilitation of
"shells" for sale), and recreation
(scouting, sports teams, and other
com"'lunity organization programs).
At the start, Tasty Baking contributed
f~nds for two full·time staff to work
wtth the community. In 1970 a technical advisor was hired to supply the
know-how about all physical improvements in the area. Today, two incorporated ci_vic associations, six neighborhood Improvement organizations
and more than sixty block committees
rep~esent community involvement; the
proJect for fiscal '76 has a $300,000
bud~t. Tasty Baking supplied all
fundmg.for the first 22 months; other
c~pames, large and small, have added
thear support ever since.
Not every urban community will
find a Tasty Baking Company. But as
~ir board chairman has commented,
"One way to show business in a
positive posture Is to have it working
to improve the living environment
with neighboring residents." An outstanding example of corporate commitment to the city.

Baltimore has always been a neighborhood city; fifty years ago, when other
cities were reaching for symbols of
modernism and growth, Baltimore was
known as the city of white stoops-the
scrubbed white steps of row houses,
block after orderly block of blue collar
neighborhoods.
Southeast Baltimore has not
changed that much. It is a neighbor·
hood of 80,000, with a rich diversity
of ethnic groups, first and second
generation Poles, Germans, blacks
Irish, Lithuanians, Italians, Czechs'
Ukrainians, Appalachian immigrants:
Finns, Swedes, Greeks, Danes, Spanish
Americans, and Lumbee Indians from
North Carolina-American as can be.
Like many neighborhood coati·
tions, the South -East Community
Organization (SECO) came together
over a _single crisis issue; in 1970 a
proposed
interstate
extensiqn
threatened to split the neighborhood
physically. A mixed bag of groups
successfully worked together on this
and then a number of other specific
issues. Since that time, SECO has
attracted more than 100 neighborhOQd
organizations to broaden its focus to
the development and preservation of
the area. A spin-off-Southeast Devel·
opment Corporation-was one of the
first efforts in the country to involve
its constituency in complex development and planning programs that have
strong land u~, high density development and environmental implications.

publicly supported foundation insur·

in~ tax deductible contributi~ns; all
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Other groups under the SECO
umbrella are particularly concerned
with environmental issues that relate
specifically to the neighborhood: park·
ing management, placing streets off
limits to over three-quarter ton vehicles, better air efforts, commercial
trash that blights open spaces. SECO is
concerned, too, with housing rehabilitation (almost· _a sine . qua non for
neighborhood groups) and the preser·
vation of historic landmarks, especially
in Fells Point, built by merchants and
seamen close to 200 years ago, when
the city was ·the nation's shipbuilditlg
center. SECO directs one of the largest
senior citizen programs in the country,
and a well-thought-of youth services
program that has a · counselor/client
ratio of one to three.
Growth and success cause difficulties. Some tension exists betweef')
the need to operate democratically
(one of SECO's identifying features
has been its annual congress) and the
need to plan and develop priorities.
But six years of growth have made
SECO a viable community force. It has
been able to initiate redevelopment
without displacement of the ethnic
groups that · give its turf its special
strength.
ROXBURY ACTION PROGRAM, INC.
10 LINWOOD STREET
ROXBURY, MASS. 02119
(617) 442-4400
CONTACT:
GEORGE J. MORRISON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ten years ago the Roxbury Action
Program (RAP) was one of a crowd of
civil ril#lts/community groups vying
for a piece of the action in Boston.
Today, the crowds have thinned considerably; RAP i$ still around, stronger
than ever, _and having no trouble find10

ing new worlds to conquer within the
turf they initially claimed: the Highland Park area of Boston.
Their target area had all the classic
problems: blight. deterioration, -unttmployment and underemployment, poor
schools, inadequate city services. Ten
years later, it has not yet become the
model black community RAP erwl·
sions-President George J. Morrison
was once quoted as saying 'We're just
keeping up with the decay"-b~.tt RAP
can point to significant achievements
in housing development and 111anagement, a new RAP pharmacy teenage
and senior programs, and a significant
success in involving residents in plan·
ning for their own future.
If RAP has a special knack, it seems
to be developing community control
at the same time it takes ~II advantage
of the high-level technical and profes·
sional services with which Boston
abounds. With a staff of 25, RAP has
close relationships with the Harvard
Graduate School of Design, MIT, the
Boston Architectural Center, as well as
good open channels with the city. A
decade ago the American Friends Serv·
ice Committee guaranteed Morrison ·
and co-founder Lloyd King $46,000
for each of two years to establish their
own program, no strings attached. Today RAP pays close to $250,000 in
real estate taxes to the city; a five m.illion dollar apartment house complex
and the revitalization of historic John
Eliot Square as a hub for the community are underway. A superb example of
a multi-dimensional approach to re·
newal in the possible and human scale
of one neighborhood.
PROJECT:
THE EAST LOS ANGELES
COMMUNITY UNION
1330 SOUTH ATLANTIC

BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90022
(213) 268-6745
CONTACT:
DAVID LIZARRAGA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
East Los Angeles is a community unto
itself, 250,000 Chicanos whose jobs,
housing, lives, and culture often emphasize separateness. In 1968, the Of·
fica of Economic Opportunity d,signated The East Los Angeles Community Union (TELACU) as the first com·
munity development corporation in
California. Since then the Union has
been a coalescing force that has focus·
ed Chicano pride and energy, first
around housing, then reaching out to
the larger issues of community devel·
opment and community control.
Until the establishment of TEL·
ACU, there had been no new construe·
tion in East Los Angeles in nearly 40
years, a period when the area's popula·
tion mushroomed. TELACU began
with a small six-unit building, moved
into senior housing and by 1975 could
point to a significant involvement in
the long period of planning and tenant
involvement in Nuevo Maravilla. Maravilla had been a barrack:Jike, 504-l.mit
public housing project. Using modernization funds from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development in
the first use of such funds for con·
struction and demolition, TELACU
created a revlt~,tlized, total community.
TE LACU played an important role in
the affirmative action program that
provided training and jobs for resi·
dents. Today, a Nueva Maravilla provides not only housing but language
classes, health and senior services, oneon-one social services to families with
problems, and recreation and counseling for residents.

TELACU has provided more than
shelter: an arts center has flourished in
what was an abandoned meat market
a co-op gallery and workshop put
gether by Chicano artists. As one put
it, "You walk in and your chest sticks
out so far." An old boat house, a
der~ict, park and lake have.been rejuvenated to become a cultural center for
the whole community. Dance, theater,
arts and artisans thrive.
TELACU's programs have brought
over $40 million in improvements into
its community; i_ts board represents
ten community organizations; it. has,
above all, helped change the mood of
isolation and apathy in the Olicano
community to a mood of aggressive
pride.

tC:.

THE WOODLAWN ORGANIZATION
1180 EAST 63rd STREET
CHICAGO, I_LLINOIS 60637
(312) 288-5840
CONTACT:
MS. LEZLIE CARR
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
RELATIONS
The Woodlawn Organization (TWO) is
one of the few community develop·
ment organizations in the country to
have made the transition from a radi·
cal protest group to an almost establishment-like stance as a community
development organization.
In its beginnings Woodlawn was a
square mile area of middle-class neighborhoods south of the University of
Chicago, close to Lake Michigal"\.. and
to one of Chicago's greatest parks.
After World War II the neighborhood
was inundated by thousands of rural
Southern blacks; by the late fifties, it
was a case study in urban morbidiW.
The neighborhood and the community
group that formed during the early

sixties became synonymous for many
Americans with confrontation and
protest af,d social conflict. The Wood·
lawn Organization, a coalition of 100
community groups under the leadership of the Reverend Arthur M. Brazier, was a spiritual child of Saul Alin·
sky and his commitment to selfdetermination and community participation. During the sixties, then, TWO
often fought with the city, the University, the Board of Education to rally community-read black-support.
Some housing was built, some change
effected. The area remained-and re·
mains, in large part-a community on
the brink. Today, however, some feel
the decay may have stopped. Much
credit for the change goes to TWO and
its subsidiary, The Woodlawn Com·
munity Development Corporation.
Today TWO's activities have moved
from the streets into the offices where
three types of activities are supervised:
real estate development and manage·
ment, economic development, and
community action and social service.
More often than not TWO in one or
more of these areas works closely with
old enemies; today, say its spokesmen,
"before anyone does anything in
Woodlawn, they touch base with us."
Today there is new housing, Jackson
Park Terrace, where TWO hopes to
maintain a good mix of low and mid·
die-income black and white residents.
There are a number of community
health clinics. There is a supermarket
and a theater, both money-makers for
the Corporation, although a small
TWO shopping center did not make it.
lacking the large low-price stores that
poor consumers have to patronize.
TWO and the Corporation run a job
training program, a security service, a
crime prevention program, and an
adoption referral service. Throughout

the area, new and rehabilitated hous·
ing is beginning to cut into what was
once a pervasive atmosphere of decay
and despair.
Like most community groups that
have marked their sixteenth year,
TWO funding sources run the range
from contributions to profits from the
sales of its neighborhood publication,
The Observer, to the whole roster of
available State and Federal funding
possibilities. Each of the 110 neighborhood groups in TWO elects seven representatives to the Delegate Assembly
that meets once a year to set general
policy. A smaller Steering Committee
and Board of Directors are responsible
for carrying on activitieS.
Woodlawn does not look very dif·
ferent today, sixteen years after Alin·
sky organized six·neighborhood groups
to head off University expansion. The
vastly more sophisticated group that
now exists sees a new Woodlawn that
could draw white business and white
residents, '.'to create a total cornmun·
ity ...forWoodlawn."
BEDFORD-STUYVESANT
RESTORATION CORPORATION
1368 FULTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11216
(212) 636-1100
CONTACT:
BERNARD MCDONALD
DIVISIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
This huge, multi-dimensional community development corporation repre·
sents the major example of economic
development and community control
currently going. It is a many faceted
approach to remaking a neighborhood
from the inside out-with significant
assistance from what may be called the
American Establishment.
Bedford.Stuyvesant is a New York
community whose population of over
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BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90022
(213) 268-6746
CONTACT:
DAVID LIZARRAGA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
East Los Angeles is a community unto
itself, 250,000 Chicanos whose jobs,
housing, lives, and culture often emphasize separateness. In 1968, the Office of Economic Opportunity d,signated The East Los Angeles Community Union (TELACU) as the first com·
munity development corporation in
California. Since then the Union has
been a coalescing force that has focus·
ed Chicano pride and energy, first
around housing, then reaching out to
the larger issues of community development and community control.
Until the establishment of TEL·
ACU, there had been no new construction in East Los Angeles in nearly 40
years, a period when the area's population mushroomed. TELACU began
with a small six-unit building, moved
into senior housing and by 1975 could
point to a significant involvement in
the long period of planning and tenant
involvement in Nuevo Maravilla. Maravilla had been a barrack:like, 604-l.lnit
public housing project. Using moderni·
zation funds from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development in
the first use of such funds for con·
struction and demolition, TELACU
created a revitalized, total community.
TELACU played an important role in
the affirmative action program that
provided training and jobs for residents. Today, a Nueva Maravilla provides not only housing but language
classes, health and senior services, oneon-one social services to families with
problems, and recreation and counseling for residen1S.

TELACU has provided more than
shelter: an arts center has flourished in
what was an abandoned meat market,
a co-op gallery and workshop put together by Chicano artis1S. As one put
it, ''You walk in and your chest sticks
out so far." An old boat house, a
der~ict,park and'lake have.been rejuve·
nated to become a cultural center for
the whole community. Dance, theater,
arts and artisans thrive.
TELACU's programs have brought
over $40 million in improvements into
its community; its board represents
ten community organizations; it. has,
above all, helped change the mood of
isolation and apathy in the Chicano
community to a mood of aggressive
pride.
THE WOODLAWN ORGANIZATION
1180 EAST 63rd STREET
CHICAGO, I~LINOIS 60637
(312) 288-5840
CONTACT:
MS. LEZLIE CARR
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
RELATIONS
The Woodlawn Organization (TWO) is
one of the few community development organizations in the country to
have made the transition from a radical protest group to an almost establishment-like stance as a community
development organization.
In its beginnings Woodlawn was a
square mile area of middle-class neigh·
borhoods south of the University of
Chicago, close to Lake Michigan.. and
to one of Chicago's greatest parks.
After World War II the neighborhood
was inundated by thousands of rural
Southern blacks; by the late fifties, it
was a case study in urban morbidit9.
The neighborhood and the community
group that formed during the early

sixties became synonymous for many
Americans with confrontation and
protest and social conflict. The Woodlawn Organization, a coalition of 100
community groups under the leadership of the Reverend Arthur M. Brazier, was a spiritual child of Saul Alin·
sky and his commitment to selfdetermination and community participation. During the sixties, then, TWO
often fought with the city, the University, the Board of Education to rally community-read black-wpport.
Some housing was built, some change
effected. The area remained-and re·
mains, in large part-a community on
the brink. Today, however, some feel
the decay may have stopped. Much
credit for the change goes to TWO and
its subsidiary, The Woodlawn Community Development Corporation.
Today TWO's activities have moved
from the streets into the offices where
three types of activities are supervised:
real estate development and management, economic development, and
community action and social service.
More eften than not TWO in one or
more of these areas works closely with
old enemies; today, say its spokesmen,
"before anyone does anything in
Woodlawn, they touch base with us."
Today there is new housing, Jackson
Park Terrace, where TWO hopes to
maintain a good mix of low and mid·
die-income black and white residen1S.
There are a number of community
health clinics. There is a supermarket
and a theater, both money-makers for
the Corporation, althou!ll a small
lWO shopping center did not make it,
lacking the large low-price stores that
poor consumers have to patronize.
~~ and the Corporation run a job
~1n1ng program, a security service, a
cnme prevention program, and an
adoption referral service. Throughout

the area, new and rehabilitated housing is beginning to cut into what was
once a pervasive atmosphere of decay
and despair.
Like most community groups that
have marked their sixteenth year,
TWO funding sources run the range
from contributions to profits from the
sales of its neighborhood publication,
The Observer, to the whole roster of
available State and Federal funding
possibilities. Each of the 110 neighborhood groups in TWO elects seven representatives to the Delegate Assembly
that meets once a year to set general
policy. A smaller Steering Committee
and Board of Directors are responsible
for carrying on activities.
Woodlawn does not look very diff~rent today, sixteen years after Alinsky organized six neighborhood groups
to head off University expansion. The
vastly more sophisticated group that
now exists sees a new Woodlawn that
could draw white business and white
residents, '-'to create a total commun·
ity ..
Woodlawn."
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BEDFORD-STUYVESANT
RESTORATION CORPORATION
1368 FULTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11216
(212) 636-1100
CONTACT:
BERNARD MCDONALD
DIVISIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
This huge, multi-dimensional community development corporation represents the major example of economic
development and community control
currently going. It is a many faceted
approach to remaking a neighborhood
from the inside out-with significant
assistance from what may be called the
American Establishment.
Bedford.Stuyvesant is a New York
community whose population of over

400,000 would rank it as a major
American city. With a black population of 82 percent, and all but 3 percent of the remainder Puerto Rican, it
is the largest ghetto in the country. In
terms of every significant urban indicator-morbidity and mortality rates,
median school years completed, economic assets, condition of housing
stock-Bedford-Stuyvesant was a community in trouble.
The Restoration Corporation started in 1967 as an experiment born of
Senator Robert Kennedy's dreams of
slum redevelopment; his death fueled
the ' determination of the community
and many ou1Side interests with ties
close to the Kennedy family to make
Restoration go. The thrust is economic
development, with the rationale "to
forge the resources of government,
business, and local residents into an
effective mechanism for urban development." A dual corporate structure
exis1S: the community development
corporation is sponsored by the Restoration Corporation, representing the
community, and the Development and
Services Corporation, which brings to
bear the resources and ideas of· New
York business and finance. This
unique partnership has effected the
passage of Special Impact Program
legislation, a major funding source.
(Senators Robert Kennedy and JacoiJ
Javi1S, members of the original board,
co-sponsored the legislation.) It has
attracted huge sums in foundation and
private support; has developed a mortgage pool program through which
banks and insurance companies committed $65 million for home purchases
and refinancing by area residents, and
provided overall support for many
community projec1S. · (Members of
both boards can be seen on the ice
each year at the annual Bedford-

'Stuyvesant skating parties. For many
years these parties were at Rockefeller
Center; today they a.-. held in the
neighborhood, at a new rink developed
by the Corporation as a major recreational facility.) One project of which
the community is particularly proud is
the Design Works, a sophisticated community enterprise whose designs, often
reflecting African motifs, have been
purchased and marketed international·
ly.
Like a national government in miniature, Restoration accep1S responsibility for change in all the numerous
areas that affect life for community
residents. Health? Restoration is an
"effective advocate of patients' righ1S,
a health educator, a gadfly to existing
institutions." Recreation? Restoration
will "beg as well as borrow" to accommodate the thousands of children
who enjoy its summer programs; these
are increasingly important as city budget problems curtail other activities.
Education? The Corporation's small·
scale programs operate through five
neighborhood centers, where training
runs from English as a second language
to preparatiQn for the city police examination. Higher education has been
particularly responsive to the Corporation; a number of innovative programs
at existing institutions reflect BedfordStuyvesant needs. Progress has been
_more difficult at the primary level,
where the problems approich the
monumental.
Redevelopment-the process and
the physical product-is a particular
strength. The Corporation's offices are
housed in what once was headquarters
for a dairy company. Now it is almost
a "little city hall" for BedfordStuyvesant. The recycled building
houses commercial space, community
meeting rooms, and the 218-seat Billie
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Holiday Theater, a new cultural asset
for a community that has always had
to go elsewhere for live theater, children's productions, lectures. The
building is also the hub of the Corporation's six million dollar downtown
center that provides much needed facilities while acting as a focus for community cohesion. The entire project
had to be undertaken speculatively because no anchor tenant was willing to
take the initial gamble. As the Corporation describes it, "An extremely complex financial arrangement was achieved whereby short-teJ:Ill financing guaranteed by the Ford Foundation would
carry the project until long-term mortgages could be secured." As an outside
observer commented, "Restoration...put its life on the line in undertaking this extraordinary project."
Physical development? As with
most community development corporations, housing has been a basic concern, and new and rehabilitated projects help to reclaim the neighborhood.
Super Block transformed two streets
into a park, plaza and play area; residents worked with I.M. Pei and M.
Paul Friedberg, architect and landscape architect, to· ·provide a fresh
open space and street furniture in a
space that cities often neglect-underutilized streets.
Every Restoration project has addi·
tional mileage for the community,
since strenuous efforts are made to
train residents to do the jobs-ilet as
contractor, repair the iron work, landscape, open small businesses. Working
a dozen approaches at the same time,
the Corporation has become almost
synonymous with Bedford-Stuyvesant.
Other communities may not be able
to replicate the prestigious Development and Services Board( other communities already feel the funding
12

pressures that affect Restoration on an
even larger scale; but any community
committed to redevelopment cannot
ignore the achievements of BedfordStuyvesant. An ongoing commitment
to change.
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATION AND AREA
DEVELOPMENT
2118 SOUTH SUMMIT AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA
57105
(605) 336-5236
CONTACT:
VICTOR PAVLENKO
DIRECTOR

The Center for Community Organization and Area Development (CENCOAD) has an eighteen-county neighborhood; its citizen participation component potentially represents the residents of 213 towns in South Dakota,
Iowa, and Minnesota. Founded in
1969 as a private, non-profit corporation affiliated with Augustana College
in Sioux Falls, CENCOAD is a catalyst
toward a new community; not a built
"new town," but a horizontal community of small towns cooperating in
problem-iOiving.
According to Vic Pavlenko, now
director, "CENCOAD isn't interested
in any more action groups; rural America is over-organized. It's a question of
consensus building, of identifying the
priorities. Once the priorities are there,
the action groups can mobilize."
CENCOAD has pioneered the use
of "enablers"-local people trained to
identify what their neighbors want in
order to invent their own future-a
favorite CENCOAD phrase. Trained by
the college, the enablers are "IQcal
consultants" paid through matching
grant money from Augustana. As the
scale of a desired project exceeds the

capability of a single town, enablers
try to develop linkages to neighboring
communities. CENCOAD also uses
opinion surveys and ·a computerized
citizen feedback that provide data for
citizen-oriented issues.
Often called in to provide a data
base or other aspects of technical assistance, CENCOAD has provided
technical and consultative services to
20 rural school districts, has participated in ongoing local efforts to improve transportation of local agricultural products, and has worked on the
successful enactment of secondary air
quality standards in South Dakota.
The core staff of seven with its relatively sophisticated computer capability has itself been an "enabler" for
many community projects. CENCOAD
has been responsible for staffing a
multi-county health planning organization and an areawide senior citizen
project, and for organizing a Clinical
Pastoral Education project at Augustana. Another area of responsiveness
to specific community needs has been
in program planning for urban American Indians in Sioux Falls, with the
development of day-care centers and
other facilities. Community de~elop
ment is a recurrent theme in CEN·
COAD's list of achievements. Funded
in part by grants, in part by contract
fees for services, CENCOAD plans to
be wholly supported locally by 1978.
CENCOAD is focused on the scale
with which one town issue resonates in
another; its symbiotic community is
213 towns in a three-state area, in the
river basin of the Big Sioux River.
CENCOAD does not sentimentalize
the image of small towns and rural
values; it does recognize and try to
maintain those strengths within a more
contemporary concept: the regional
neighborhood.

COUNTRYSIDE COUNCIL
SOUTHWEST STATE UNIVERSITY
MARSHALL, MINNESOTA 56258
(507) 537-6291

CONTACT:
JOHN KOSTISHACK
DIRECTOR
The Countryside Council represents a
19-county area in southwestern Minnesota with a population of around
335,000. The region's problems are
those that plague much of rural America. Larger farms, increased mechanization, and improved management and
production techniques have pushed
people from the land. Small town
businesses have suffered, opportunities
diminished. What are the alternatives
for the community (in the broadest
sense) that remains? One, obviously, is
continuing stagnation and deterioration. The other is to define and develop new strategies that enhance the
quality of life in a changing social and
econom.ic environment.
In response to a proposal from
Southwest State University Foundation in Marshall, Minnesota, the W.K.
Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek
late in 1972 granted $774,000 to fund
"a far-reaching community development program in southwestern and
west central Minnesota." The ongoing
program is known as "Challenge in the
Countryside."
The first step was the organization
of the Citizens' Countryside Council:
67 members represent the 19 counties
and a consortium of post-secondary
regional educational institutions. Although the process is not a unique
one-task forces, problem definition,
written reports, recommendations for
action-the Council has been unusually
successful in maintaining the involvement of the region'~ educational insti-

iilif=.,~~~----------------------------------------~
tutions in the process. And their
recommendations are being implemented. For example, the work of the
Arts Task Force has brought a Southwest Minnesota Arts and Humanities
Council into action. This first nonprofit regional arts and humanities
organization in the state has developed local arts programs, sponsored
touring artists, and brought additional
arts funding into the region. The efforts of the Council's subcommittee
on "people transportation" successfully brought about a State appropriation of oyer four million dollu~ to
make mini-bl.ls service available in Minnesota's rural counties. The Council
also has organized a much-praised
Community Development Information
Center, dealing exclusively with rural
America and specifically the
19-county area, whose full-time librarian focuses on the use of current
data rather than a strict reference role.
In its second year the Council received additional funding from several
sources. Nine area banks provided
$45,000 for training sessions for local
officials; Minnesota channeled
$50,000 to the Co!.!ncil for local community use in a study of natural resources, and the Otto Bremer Foundation gave a five-year grant of $50,000
to provide scholarships at member
educational institutions for students
25or older.
There is a serious commitment to
excellence by all task force members;
and 1111 citizens can participate because
there is a little money for mileage and
related expenses. And the excellence
of this rural community development
effort comes through its reports and
newsletters to exhibit a particularly
vivid concern for the special quality of
life in its region. Even the Council's
logo is homegrown: in a contest that

made many aware of the Council's existence, a 15-year old high school girl's
design was chosen to identify all Council publications. All in all, a model of
regional rural cooperation.
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lding, of identifying the
e the priorities are there,
Jps can mobilize."
has pioneered the use
-local people trained to
their neighbors want in
!nt their own future-a
:OAD phrase. Trained by
the enablers are "local
paid through matching
from Augustana. As the
~red project exceeds the

COUNTRYSIDE COUNCIL
capability of a single town, enablers
SOUTHWEST STATE UNIVERSITY
try to develop linkages to neighboring
MARSHALL, MINNESOTA 56258
communities. CENCOAD also uses
(507) 637-6291
opinion surveys and ·a computerized
CONTACT:
citizen feedback that provide data for
JOHN KOSTISHACK
citizefW)riented issues.
DIRECTOR
Often called in to provide a data
base or other aspects of technical asThe Countryside Council represents a
sistance, CENCOAD has provided
19-county area in south~tern Minnetechnical and consultative services to
sota with a population of around
20 rural school districts, has partici·
335,000. The region's problems are
pated in ongoing local efforts to imthose that plague much of rural Amerprove transportation of local agriculica. Larger farms, increased mechanizatural products, and has worked on the
tion, and improved management and
successful enactment of secondary air
production techniques have pushed
quality standards in South Dakota.
people from the land. Small town
The core staff of seven with its relabusinesses have suffered, opportunities
tively sophisticated computer capabil·
diminished. What are the alternatives
ity has itself been an "enabler" for
for the community (in the broadest
many community projects. CENCOAD
sense) that remains? One, obviously, is
has been responsible for staffing a
continuing stagnatiQO and deterior·
multi-county health planning organizaation. The other is to define and devel·
tion and an areawide senior citizen
op new strategies that enhance the
project, and for organizing a Clinical
quality of life in a changing social and
Pastoral Education project at Auguseconomjc environment.
tana. Another area of responsiveness
In response to a proposal from
to specific community needs has been
Southwest State University Foundain program planning for urban Ameri·
tion in Marshall, Minnesota, the W.K.
can Indians in Sioux Falls, with the
Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek
development of day-care centers and
late in 1972 granted $774,000 to fund
other facilities. Community de~elop
"a far-reaching community development is a recurrent theme in CENment program in southwestern and
COAD's list of achievements. Funded
west central Minnesota." The ongoing
in part by grants, in part by contract
program is known as "Challenge in the
fees for services, CENCOAD plans to
Countryside."
be wholly supported locally by 1978.
The first step was the organization
CENCOAD is focused on the scale
of
the Citizens' Countryside Council:
with which one town issue resonates in
67 members represent the 19 counties
another; its symbiotic community is
and a consortium of post-secondary
213 towns in a three-state area, in the
regional educational institutions. AI·
river basin of the Big Sioux River.
thqugh
the process is not a unique
CENCOAD does not sentimentalize
one-task forces, problem definition,
the image of small towns and rural
written reports, recommendations for
values; it does recognize and try to
action-the Council has been unusually
maintain those strengths within a more
successful
in maintaining the involve·
contemporary concept: the regional
ment of the region's educational insti·
neighborhood.

tutions in the process. And their
recommendations are being implemented. For example, the work of the
Arts Task Force has brought a Southwest Minnesota Arts and Humanities
Council into action. This first nonprofit regional arts and humanities
organization in the state has developed local arts programs, sponsored
touring artists, and brought additional
arts funding into the region. The efforts of the Council's subcommittee
on "people transportation" successfully brought about a State appropri·
ation of oyer four million dollau to
make mini-bus service available in Minnesota's rural counties. The Council
also has organized a much-praised
Community Development Information
Center, dealing exclusively with rural
America and specifically the
19-county area, whose full-time librarian focuses on the use of current
data rather than a strict reference role.
In its second year the Council re·
ceived additional funding from several
sources. Nine area banks provided
$45,000 for training sessions for local
officials; Minnesota channeled
$50,000 to the Council for local com·
munity use in a study of natural resources, and the Otto Bremer Founda·
tion gave a five-year grant of $50 000
to provide scholarships at me,;,ber
educational institutions for students
25 or older.
There is a serious commitment to
excellence by all task force members·
and a/~ citi~ens can participate becau~
there 1s a little money for mileage and
related expenses. And the excellence
of this rural community development
effort comes through its reports and
~letters to exhibit a particularly
~1v1d_ concern for the special quality of
hfe 1!' its region. Even the Council's
logo IS homegr'own: in a contest that

made many aware of the Council's ex·
istence, a 15-year old high school girl's
design was chosen to identify all Coun·
cil publications. All in all, a model of
regional rural cooperation.
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LANE COUNTY REGIONAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM
LANE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
EUGENE, OREGON 97401
(603) 6$7-4370
CONTACT:
PAUL WEBER
DIRECTOR
In 1965, on the basis of a history of
intergovernmental cooperation that
began in the 1940's,the city of Eugene
joined surrounding Lane County in a
program of cooperative use of a cen·
tral computer facility. Today that
somewhat heady step into technology
has become a computer consortium
that serves over 100 county and outside agency programmers. And the
Lane County Regional Information
System is a nationally recognized leader in the application of the computer
to local and county government.
Just about any kind of information
related to the efficient management of
community services is processed by a
computer system that is shared by
Eugene, Lane County, and 16 addi·
tiona! government units. Virtually
every department in the city and the
county depend upon automated com·
puter applications to accomplish basic
departmental responsibilities. (And
almost everyone in top management
has taken ·the education class on the
system - and can serve as tour guide
in a pinch. An early description of the
project commented that one of the
then County Commissioners had
shown visitors the computer center so
often he could quote capacities of the
disc packs.) The computer, for exam·
pie, compiles figures for electricity and
water billing for Eugene Water and
Electric Board, as well as recording the
assessed valuation of each piece of
property in the county for tax pur-

poses. The system supports a multiagency police information network,
the administration of major govern·
mental agencies, records. of the dis·
trict and circuit courts; much of this
data is interdependent and used by
several agencies. Dog licenses, traffic
violations, marriage and divorce rec·
ords-all are instantly retrievable. The
system handles a daily workload that
averages 400 "batch jobs" and
100,000 "on-line" transactions. AI·
though data is a central resource, some
smaller agencies may use only a portion of the available service. Nearby
Benton County, for instance, is a user
only of assessment and tax data,
Paul Weber, director of the system,
sees the computer as Increasing the
responsiveness of government to the
people it serves, while providing more
service for the tax dollar. Says Weber,
"We asked every department to deter·
mine what its operating costs would be
without the computer. The result
showed a $2.1 0 return on every dollar
invested in data processing." The cost
benefit is accompanied by increased
productivity. The computer represents
an opportunity to generate a greater .
amount of product (service) from the .
same resources; Lane County has
demonstrated a marked reduction and
leveling off of the real unit cost of
performing some government services.
At
time when observers see the
greatest productivity crisis in the country at the state and local government
level, it comes as no surprise that a
constant stream of national and local
visitors pass through Eugene. Interest
should accelerate as the Regional In·
formation System continues the work
that began in 1970 toward the development of an Inter-Regional Information System between local govern·
ments in Oregon.
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LANE COUNTY REGIONAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM
LANE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
EUGENE, OREGON 97401
(503) 687~370
CONTACT:
PAUL WEBER
DIRECTOR
In 1965, on the basis of a history of
intergovernmental cooperation that
began in the 1940's,the city of Eugene
joined surrounding Lane County in a
program of cooperative use of a central computer facility. Today that
somewhat heady step into technology
has become a computer consortium
that serves over 100 county and outside agency programmers. And the
Lane County Regional Information
System is a nationally recognized leader in the application of the computer
to local and county government.
Just about any kind of information
related to the efficient management of
community services is processed by a
computer system that is shared by
Eugene, Lane County, and 16 additional government units. Virtually
every department In the city and the
county depend upon automated computer applications to accomplish basic
departmental responsibilities. (And
almost everyone in top management
has taken ·the education class on the
~ste":' - and can serve as tour guide
1n a Pinch. An early description of the
project commented that one of the
then County Commissioners had
shown visitors the computer center so
o!ten he could quote capacities of the
d1sc packs.) The computer, for example, compiles figures for electricity and
water billing for Eugene Water and
Electric Board, as well as recording the
assessed valuation of each piece of
property in the county for tax pur-

poses. The system supports a multiagency police information network,
the administration of major governmental agencies, records. of the district and circuit courts; much of this
data is interdependent and used by
several agencies. Dog licenses, traffic
violations, marriage and divorce records-all are instantly retrievable. The
system handles a daily workload that
averages 400 "batch jobs" and
100,000 "on·line" transactions. Although data is a central resource, some
smaller agencies may use only a por·
tion of the available service. Nearby
Benton County, for instance, is a user
only of assessment and tax data,
Paul Weber, director of the system,
sees the computer as increasing the
responsiveness of government to the
people it serves, while providing more
service for the tax dollar. Says Weber,
''We asked every department to determine what its operating costs would be
without the computer. The result
showed a $2.10 return on every dollar
invested in data processing." The cost
benefit is accompanied by increased
productivity. The computer represents
an opportunity to generate a greater .
amount of product (service) from the •
same resources; Lane County has
demonstrated a marked reduction and
leveling off of the real unit cost of
performing some government services.
At
time when observers see the
greatest productivity crisis in the country at the state and local government
level, it comes as no surprise that a
constant stream of national and local
visitors pass through Eugene. Interest
should accelerate as the Regional Information System continues the work
that began in 1970 toward the development of an Inter-Regional Information System between local govern·
ments in Oregon.
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LAND AND BUILDING INFORMATION SYSTEM
DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT
53 SOUTH BROADWAY
YONKERS, NEW YORK 10701
CONTACT:
JOHN KONZIE LASKI
CITY ASSESSOR
(914) 963-3980, ext. 231
For many years, the city of Yonkers
depended on an antiquated property
tax procedure that was both inefficient and often inequitable in assessing
38,000 city parcels. To some extent
this weakness contributed to neighbor·
hood decline by preventing the upgrading of poor quality housing. An
assessor's office study found that
owners of poor quality housing paid ·
higher property taxes, in relation to
the assessed value, than owners in
higher income neighborhoods, and
that property tax assessments bore
little relation to actual market value.
The assessed valuations were based on
reproduction costs and depreciation
without regard to neighborhood property values or income generating possibilities. Upward transitional neighborhoods were under-assessed while
blighted neighborhoods were overassessed. The need for upgrading the
city's assessment _procedures was long
overdue.
The Assessment Department developed Its Land and Building Information System as part of Yonker's overall
efforts to improve its management
capabilities with an information base
supporting the decision-making process. As an added benefit, the system
has provided a major support for the
city's neighborhood preservation pro·
gram.
By using statistical techniques and

by compiling an accurate, complete
file on real estate property characteristics, the system is providing a valuable analytic tool for evaluating neigh- .
borhood economic gl'owth. Property
characteristics include the types of
zoning, topography. real estate sales
indicators, and others. The system also
permits the monitoring of land use
changes throughout the entire city and
provides reports on the nature, loca·
tion and magnitude of. change, using
the block and lot as the basic data
element. A rapid comparison is permitted as to how various types of land
use perform in generating tax revenues.
Since the city initiated the computerized system four years· ago,
most of the 38,000 parcels have been
re-evaluated, and all data are being
automated. Currently the value of all ·
parcels is being determined and linked
to a building's characteristics and
financial components. The system has
been a major factor in preventing the
decline and abandonment of many
apartment buildings and.in eliminating
assessment inequities.
Today a number of metropolitan
information systems are providing
crucial date for efficient city management; Yonkers represents an excellent
example within a specific functional
area.
GEOGRAPHIC BASE Fl LE
SYSTEM
DEPARTMENT OF METROPOLITAN
DEVELOPMENT
2041 CITY-COUNTY BUILDING
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204
(317) 633-3805
CONTACT:
BERNARD W. WILCOX
PRINCIPAL PLANNER
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Americans love answers. If you are
willing to accept that fairly broad
statement, then there is no arguing
that our favorite toy is surely the
computer, which has more answers
than anything else. Sometimes more
answers than we know what to do
with.
To the urban planner or corporate
marketing executive, the sea of computer data now available can make the
difference between an informed or an
uninformed decision, between a profit
or loss statement at the end of the
year. Yet these same users often are
responsible for pulling out much more
data than they can use, either because
they have not specifically defined their
questions or because they find the
data is presented in a format unsuited
to their decision making needs. The
latter problem is one that continuousi.Y plagues urban planners.
Urban planners, perhaps more than
other devourers of data, need information that can be related to some
geographic area-be it the boundaries
of a county or of a square citY block.
For years specific information in such
a format was unavailable, primarily
because the Bureau of the Census did
not store its collected data in a manner
that corresponded to city streets or
neighborhoods. Instead, the Bureau
recorded data for entire cities or in
smaller areas called tracts or blocks.
The tracts or blocks, however, did not
correspond to geographical units such
as fire districts, elementary schools, or
traffic zones. In 1967, however, the
Bureau developed the Address Coding
Guide (ACG), a vehicle that would
allow communities to retrieve data
information from these more specific
geographic areas.
Using the concepts represented by
the Address Coding Guide, planners in
16
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city of Indianapolis undertook the
task of developing a computer pro·
gram that would link census data to
local geographic areas. The planners
broke down the city's streets into
45,000 block face records. Each block
face corresponds to one side of a city
street running from one intersection to
the next. Planners then coded the
congressional districts, city council districts, traffic zones, environmental
study areas, and school districts that
correspond to each block face in the
city. After a year and a half of
developing, updating and correcting,
the planners completed their geographic base file system in 1972. Development costs were $100,000 and yearly maintenance costs keeping records
current run about $40,000.
The Indianapolis Geographic Base
File (GBF to its friends) has been
operational for four years. Today in
Indianapolis when reside11ts of a three
block area feel that they are not
receiving adequate police protection,
city officials can determine the crime
rate for that precise three block section and respond appropriately. Members of the city council have used the
system to inventory the delivery of
social services in their respective legislative districts. In the private sector,
the Indiana National Bank uses the file
to monitor its marketing efforts in
select neighborhoods.
Indianapolis planners indicate their
willingness to work with agencies
interested in developing a similar system, warning the Geographic Base
Files are more difficult to implement
and use than is generally portrayed.
For the many local public and private
agencies that use the Geographic Base
File, however, the system is providing
the answers-no more, no less-the
very model of a mqdem limited information system.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT CABLE
TELEVISION
TULSA CITY.COUNTY LIBRARY
400 CIVIC CENTER
TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74103
(918) 581-5674
CONTACT:
TOM LEDBETTER
MANAGER
Most city officials across the United
States are concerned with the problem
of communicating effectively with citizens. Insufficient dialogue before long
becomes no dialogue at all.
The city of Tulsa operates a cable
channel under the auspices of the
Tulsa Cable Television System. Operating out of the Tulsa City-County
Library, the cable system's Government Access Channel (Channel 24) is
used to make the public business just
that. As an example, the channel
announces meetings of the city commissioners, and videotapes them as
well. Many citizens for the first time
are ~uned in to the activities of city
government. Tom Ledbetter, the channel manager, feels the system exemplifies the intent of the Federal Communications Commission's directives
that existing channels should be more
accessible to local use. The staff of
Channel 24 work with all city and
county agencies, responding to agency
requests for videotaping one or more
of their program efforts.
Plans for Channel 24 were drawn
up by the Library Commission and
accepted by the city in 1973. Since
the Library provided both an information source and neutral political
ground, it became the logical studio
site.
The Government Access Channel
has been in operation since 1973. The
first year's $200,000 budget was used

for equipment, remodeling an area of
the library for a studio-work space,
and salaries. Within its limited budget
-$60,000 for 1976 -the Government
Access Channel is a first class operation. Funds come from the city budget
and a portion of the city's revenue
sharing money.
Tulsa may be the only city in the
United States to operate a full-time
channel for public communications.
Channel 24 covers committee meetings, provides public service information and includes book reviews from
the library and sports events from the
Department of Recreation. The system
also telecasts arts and crafts and music
classes offered by different city departments. The greater the variety of
programs produced, the larger the
audience, and the t:able staff find
people are more inclined to watch
when someone they know is featured
in the programs. The system's usefulness, staff state, would be improved if
some feedback system existed. As long
as city agencies request videotaping,
however, the service will continue. The
Government Access Channel is literally
a communications channel.
BROADSIDE TV
ELM AND MILLARD STREETS
JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE 37601
(615) 926-8191
CONTACT:
BLAINE DUNLAP
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Though television viewing is fast becoming our national pastime (recent
studies indicate that the average American watches over three hours of television daily), most of us have little
relationship to what we see. Since
19-73, however, about forty thousand
families in eastern Tennessee and

llllllg¥=~~--------------------------------~
southwest Virginia have experienced a
new latitude in program choice. Today
reiidents of this area can watch progr~ms that correspond to their special
interests and needs; occasionally they
may even see themselves or friends and
neighbors as participants. The driving
force behind this regional programming effort is Broadside TV, a nonprofit videotape production unit.
The development of cable TV and
the portable videotape camera have
made the production of such community-based programming possible.
Cable TV has helped bring interference-free broadcasts to mountainous
regions where reception previously was
next to impossible. The batterypowered, portable videotape camera,
microphone, an~ tape deck allow tape
makers a mobility and informality that
traditional TV camera crews could
never hope to achieve in mountainous
rural areas.
The main focus of Broadside programming is on commu.nity and problem oriented communication. Tapes
dealing with strip mining, land use,
zoning hearings, and food co-ops bring
issues of local concern into area
homes. Each of twelve local cable TV
stations run four to six hours of these
Broadside tapes each week. Other outlets for Broadside production are local
schools, whose closed-circuit video
systems have shown tapes on regional
job opportunities and environmental
problems. Broadside maintains a tape
library whose contents may be paid
for in cash or in kind (bartering
continues as a means of exchange in
much of Appalachia).
Since its inception in 1973, Broadside has relied heavily on funding from
the Appalachian Regional Commission. The 1974 budget exceeded
$140,000; the Commission provided

over half that amount with the remainder coming from local cable TV companies and schools and colleges in the
area. Staff members hope that Broadside will be financially self-sufficient
by 1976.
Several factors point to a successful
realization of that goal. In a region
heavily serviced by cable TV, Broadside is certain to benefit from the
increasing number of cable subscribers.
Moreover, Broadside has developed a
fine working relationship with the
Johnson City and Elizabethton school
system. Both have encouraged Broad·
side to use their studios and equipment. Such cooperation demonstrates
an increasing demand for the kind of
regional program Broadside produces.
EDUCATIONAL RADIO TALKING
BOOK
1108 NORTHEAST 36TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73125
(405) 521-3451
CONTACT:
TRAVIS HARRIS
VISUAL SERVICES DIRECTOR
It is easy to check through the grocery
ads, glance over the front page, and
keep up with the plans for Brenda
Starr's wedding over breakfast coffee,
unless you are blind or visually handi·
capped. Then keeping up with current
news and the small things that are part
of every.o ne's conversation becomes a
matter of waiting till someone in the
household .has time to read the papers
out loud. And newspapers and magazines do not provide a satisfactory
communications channel for current
information and educational items of
particular relevance to the blind.
The State Office of Visual Services
staff, working with other interested
community people in Oklahoma City,
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT CABLE
TELEVISION
TULSA CITY-COUNTY LIBRARY
400 CIVIC CENTER
TULSA, OKLAHOMA 74103
(918) 581-5674
CONTACT:
TOM LEDBETTER
MANAGER

for equipment, remodeling an area of
the library for a studio-work space,
and salaries. Within its limited budget
-$60,000 for 1976 - the Government
Access Channel is a first class operation. Funds come from the city budget
and a portion of the city's revenue
sharing money.
Tulsa may be the only city in the
United States to operate a full-time
channel for public communications.
Channel 24 covers committee meet·
ings, provides public servi~ informa·
tion and includes book rev1ews from
the library and sports events from the
Department of Recreation. The syste':"
also telecasts arts and crafts and mus1c
classes offered by different city departments. The greater the variety of
programs produced, the larger !-he
audience, and the cable staff f1nd
people are more inclined to watch
when someone they know is featured
in the programs. The system's useful·
ness, staff state, would be improved if
some feedback system existed. As long
as city agencies request videotaping,
however the service will continue. The
Govern,;ent Access Channel is literally
a communications channel.

Most city officials across the United
States are concerned wit!' the p~obl~"!'
of communicating effectiVely With Cltl·
zens. Insufficient dialogue before long
becomes no dialogue at all.
The city of Tulsa operates a cable
channel under the auspices of the
Tulsa Cable Television System. Oper·
ating out of the Tulsa City-County
Library, the cable system's Gover~
rnent Al;cess Channel (Channel 24) ts
used to make the public business just
that. As an example, the channel
announces meetings of the city com·
missioners, and videotapes ~em. as
well. Many citizens for the f1rst t1me
are tuned in to the activities of city
government. Tom Ledbetter, the cha~
nel manager, feels the system exempli·
fies the intent of the Federal Com·
munications Commission's directives
BROADSIDE TV
ELM AND MILLARD STREETS
that existing channels should be more
JOHNSON CITY, TENNESSEE 37601
accessible to local use. The staff of
Channel 24 work with all city and
(615) 926-8191
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Plans for Ct:tannel 24 were drawn
up by the Library Commission and
Though television viewing is fast beaccepted by the city in 1973. Since
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relationship to what we see. Stnce
The Government Access Channe1
1Q.73, however, about forty thousand
has been in operation since 1973. The
families in eastern Tennessee and
first year's $200,000 budget was used

southwest Virginia have experienced a
new latitude in program choice. Today
reSidents of this area can watch programs that correspond to their special
interests and needs; occasionally they
may even see themselves or friends and
neighbors as participants. The driving
force behind this regional programm·
ing effort is Broadside TV, a non·
profit videotape production unit.
The development of cable TV and
the portable videotape camera have
made the production of such com·
munity-based programming possible.
Cable TV has helped bring interfer·
ence-free broadcasts to mountainous
regions where reception previously was
next to impossible. The battery·
powered, portable videotape camera,
microphone, an!J tape deck allow tape
makers a mobility and informality that
traditional TV camera crews could
never hope to achieve in mountainous
rural areas.
The main focus ,of Broadside pro·
gramming is on community and prob·
lem oriented communication. Tapes
dealing with strip mining. land use,
zoning hearings, and food co-ops bring
issues of local concern into area
homes. Each of twelve local cable TV
stations run four to six hours of these
Broadside tapes each week. Other outlets for Broadside production are local
schools, whose closed-circuit video
~ystems have shown tapes on regional
Job opportunities and environmental
problems. Broadside maintains a tape
library whose contents may be paid
for in cash or in kind (bartering
continues as a means of exchange in
much of Appalachia).
Since its inception in 1973, Broad·
side has relied heavily on funding from
t!'e Appalachian Regional Commis·
Slon. The 1974 budget exceeded
$140,000; the Commission provided

over half that amount with the remain·
der coming from local cable TV com·
panies and schools and colleges in the
area. Staff members hope that Broad·
side will be financially self-sufficient
by 1976.
Several factors point to a successful
realization of that goal. In a region
heavily serviced bv cable TV, Broad·
side is certain to benefit from the
increasing number of cable subscribers.
Moreover, Broadside has developed a
fine working relationship with the
Johnson City and Elizabethton school
system. Both have encouraged Broad·
side to use their studios and equipment. Such cooperation demonstrates
an increasing demand for the kind of
regional program Broadside produces.
EDUCATIONAL RADIO TALKING
BOOK
1108 NORTHEAST 36TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. 73125
(405) 521-3451
CONTACT:
TRAVIS HARRIS
VISUAL SERVICES DIRECTOR
It is easy to check through the grocery
&eft, glance over the front page, and
keep up with the plans for Brenda
Starr's wedding over breakfast coffee,
unless you are blind or visually handi·
capped. Then keeping up with current
news and the small things that are part
of everyone's conversation becomes a
matter of waiting till someone in the
household .has time to read the papers
out loud. And newspapers and maga·
zines do not provide a satisfactory
communications channel for current
information and educational items of
particular relevance to the blind.
The State Office of Visual Services
staff, working with other interested
community people in Oklahoma City,

developed a plan to provide a total
broadcast service for the blind and
physically handicapped.
With state funding, the Oklahoma
Radio Talking Book Network went on
the air in July, 1973. The broadcast
facility is located in the Oklahoma
Library for the Blind and Physically
Handicapped and with extensive
volunteer assistance is now on the air
15 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Volunteers read local newspapers
daily, and record books, magazine
articles, and other topical material for
broadcast. A daily log might include a
Wall Street Review, a chapter from a
contemporary novel, excerpts from
Time, Playboy, Esquire, and Vogue,
religious programming, and Western
Roundup, a dipping into the endless
and endlessly addictive stacks of
novels of the Old West..." saddlebags
filled with gold-the prize in a desper·
ate manhunt that led across Comanche
infested prairies.••"
The Oklahoma Network leases the
subcarrier beam of two FM stations,
KAFG in Oklahoma City and KKUL
in Tulsa (a subcarrier beam is a small
section of the total "wide" transmis·
sion beam used by a radio station).
This "piggy back" system enables the
Radio Talking Book Network to use
the powerful broadcasting signal ·and
wide range of a commercial station at
relatively little expense. After two
years of operation in Oklahoma City,
the service added the Tulsa outlet in
1975.
The emphasis in Oklahoma's program has been on strong consumer
participation, with an active advisory
committee of blind and handicapped
persons. The Network recently initiated a 24-hour, 7-day open line where
listeners can call in free of charge from
anywhere in the state to comment or

to ask advice. The program is helping
the handicapped community across
the state while increaSing the larger
community's awareness of this special
group.
Radio for the blind and physically
handicapped is a relatively new con·
cept. The first such station went on
the air in Minnesota in 1969. The
Oklahoma Station exemplifies the con·
tribution of the 20-plus such stations
that now operate around the country.
PROJECT ACCOUNTABILITY
1321 H. ST., N.W. RM. 419
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005
(202) 727-2423
CONTACT:
CHARLES S. WILLIAMS
PHILLIP E. BRAUDY
CO-DIRECTORS
More than one-fifth of the urban
population in the District of Columbia
lives in Anacostia, where the largest
and oldest con~ntration of public
housing is located. Tenants of these
dwellings have treditionally had no
clear-cut access to city officials who
were responsible for the delivery of
city services to their neighborhoods.
Trash was not collected, faulty stoves
and refrigeratOf'S were not repaired or
replaced, housing codes were poor1y
enforced.
District officials managed to ignore
or forget this community, as if its
physical separation east of the Ana·
costia River somehow distanced its
needs as well. In 1971, for example,a
suit was filed in the Federal Court
charging the city government with
"flagrant discrimination" in all munici·
pal services, zoning, and housing,
against the 240,000 persons living east
of the Anacostia. In 1972, the Federal
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City College initiated Project Accountability under a Federal grant from the
Office of Education.
Project Accountability is a videotape project to establish a means of
communication between citizens with
housing complaints and public housing
officials. Initially members of the com·
munity were contacted through a
clean-up effort organized in a local
neighborhood. Follow-up interviews
were conducted with tenants who had
specific complaints. The interviews
were videotaped and shown to the
housing manager for a reaction from
her perspective. The video process
continued with a playback of the
housing manager's response at a ten·
ants' meeting and concluded with a
videotaped interview with the Mayor's
Assistant for Housing Programs, during
which he saw all the previoUs interac·
tions. A similar process of dialogue via
videotape occurred around private
housing and zoning problems in Anacostia.
Videotape offers a clear, direct
means by which people can communicate. The process itself captures a raw
reality and urgency that officials,
often tied to memoranda, regulations,
and procedures, cannot ·easily reject.
The use of videotape to document a
trash problem In one public housing
project, for example, directly altered
the schedule of pick-ups and improved
sanitation services in that neighbor·
hood.
The Project Accountability videotape segments became the basis for a
90-minute public television special in
1973, entitled: "Housing in Anacostia,
Fact, Failure, and Future," telecast
live from Anacostia on WETA (Channel 26). The program won two
Emmy's from the Washington chapter
of the National Academy of Arts and
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Sciences. The videotaping process has
served to catalyze community interest
end development in the housing issue
through the direct involvement of more
than 200 residents in the TV special. A
core group of citizens has continued to
monitor . housing practices in Anacostia. As a result, District officials are
paying increased attention to code
enforcement, tenant complaints, and
new housing starts. An interesting
approach to improved accountability
that could work in any community.
BILINGUAL BROADCASTING
STATlON KBBF
4010 FINLEY AVENUE
SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA 95401
(707) 545-8833
CONTACT:
RICHARD MAHLER
DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT
Language remains a barrier to many
Mexican-Americans. While they may
feel more secure communicating in
Spanish, or consciously choose Spanish as a first language to preserve and
transmit their heritage, the result is an
isolation from the larger American
scene. Individual publications, specific
social agencies may provide services to
the Chicano community, but often the
mass media ignore this audience. Or
present a stereotyped image of the
Chicano that offends rather than communicates. The media, then, may reinforce this isolation.
These generalizations are very real
in rural areas like Santa Rosa, California, where a large, under-employed
Mexican-American population had no
media access until the formation of
Station KBBF. A young Chicano, Jose
Mireles, took the first step when he
was successful in getting a Spanish
language program on a local commer-

cial radio station. Dissatisfied with the
possibilities of one-hour a day broad·
casting, Mireles and some young
friends set about organizing a noncom·
mercia! station. California Rural Legal
Assistance funded the Bilingual Broadcasting Foundation in 1971, with a
board of volunteers, farm workers,
community leaders, and Chicano educators. Many citizens and private
organizations provided grantS and
assistance, including the Robert F.
Kennedy Memorial Foundation and
the Campaign for Human Development; equipment and technical assistance were given freely as the building
went up on surplus Federal land.
Station KBBF went on the air in
1973. It programs both in Spanish and
English "not only to educate Chicanos, but to educate the English·
speaking community to Chicano culture." Health and nutrition information, sports and news, employment
information, English lessons, music
and entertainment today reach an
audience of as many as 200,000 across
nine counties. A voice that speaks for
social change in a minority community.
REMOTE SENSING PROGRAM
GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701
(907) 479-7291
CONTACT:
JOHN M. MILLER
HEAD OF SCIENTIFIC SERVICES
PROFESSOR ALBERT E. BELON
Ninety percent of Alaska's land today
is owned by the Federal government;
after the Statehood Enabling Act provisions are fully met the state will
control twenty-eight percent, and
when Alaska Native Claims Settlement

Act prov1s1ons have been fulfilled,
native corporations will control eleven
percent of this vast state to the north.
A major question, today, is which part
of Alaska's acreage should be selected
for native land management corpora·
tions, which for the best interests of
the state, and which for "national
interest" lands.
Alaska is big, sparsely settled, with
an abundance of natural resources
flung over hundreds of thousands of
square miles. Alaska's limited econ·
omy cannot afford to produce comprehensive resource inventories by
conventional methods. The launching
of the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) has opened the door
for an economic, large scale inventory
of Alaska's inaccessible regions. The
ERTS approach has as much as a
twenty to one cost advantage over
conventional techniques.
With a 1975 deadlifte for land
selection, Doyon, Ltd., one of the
native land management corporations
in central Alaska, used the ERTS
technique to select some 13 million
acres from an area three-quarters the
size of Texas. Within a tight time limit,
ERTS provided an answer to the question: "If we want to maximize timber
and mineral potential, which acres
should we select?"
At the request of Doyon, Ltd., the
University of Alaska, with funds from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
NASA, undertook a pilot project to
demonstrate the utility and economy
of satellite data.
Both prospecting area maps and
land use maps were prepared for seven
scattered regions. Thematic maps, defining treas where further prospecting
is warranted, include a mineralization
analysis indicating the probability of
metallic or non-metallic mineral prod-

ucts. Land use maps also were prepared because of their increasing im·
portance in land .disposition and re·
source exploitation. Broadly-defined,
bo._,ically-coarse vegetation types
were depicted. Images acquired both
in ~nter and summer seasons were
registered to township maps and used
in making interpretations of the areal
extent of commercial timber potential.
The maps permit the native land
corporation, for example, to negotiate
for an entire forested area instead of
an uneconomical portion of a potentially valuable commerciat forest. The
maps also support selective decisons
without the requirement of extensive
field surveys and enable the corporation to make rapid decisions about
how to use funds that are available for
preliminary surveys.
The most conservative assumption
is that the application of LANDSAT
data at least doubled the value of the
land selected in comparison with 'the
land not selected. In a state where
reapportionment may produce revenues to deal with comparatively elemental and crucial needs, it is sophisti·
cated space technology that is provid·
ing the appropriate tools to do the job.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL
LAND RESOURCE
DEMONSTRATION
CONTACTS:
PAUL CUNNINGHAM
DIVISION OF BUDGET, POLICY
PLANNING, AND COORDINATION
STATE CAPITAL BUILDING
BOISE, IDAHO 83720
(208) 384-3416
BRENT LAKE
LAND CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

STATE CAPITAL BUILDING
SALEM, OREGON 97301
(503) 378-4296
MIKE MCCORMICK
OFFICE OF COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
STATE CAPITAL BUILDING
OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 98504
(206) 735-2425
The Pacific Northwest depends heavily
upon resource-based industries such as
agriculture and wood products for its
long-term economic strength. Proper
management of the region's land and
water resources and access to the best
information available are priority concerns for the region's planners, public
officials, and citizens. Consequently
the states of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington have joined with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the Department of Interior in a
project designed to test the usefulness
of information retrieved through satellite remote sensing.
Working as the Pacific Northwest
Regional Commission, the governors
of the three participating states and a
Federal co-chairman in 1974 sponsored a Land Resource Inventory Task
Force. The Task Force will monitor
the demonstration project, which will
continue through 1978, and evaluate
the effectiveness of satellite remote
-sensing. Funding and task force representation exemplify the broadest range
of cooperation-Federal, regional,
state, and local involvement as well as
the region's universities.
The task force will monitor information in five specific areas: urban
land use, agriculture, forestry, range
land, and noxious weeds. A remote
sensing satellite (LANDSAT) will offer
planners, managers, and elected offi·
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portance in land .disposition and re·
source exploitation. Broadly-defined,
botanically-coarse vegetation types
were depicted. Images acquired both
in .;,inter and summer seasons were
registered to township maps and used
in making interpretations of the areal
extent of c001mercial timber poten·
tial.
The maps permit the native land
corporation, for example, to negotiate
for an entire forested area instead of
an uneconomical portion of a potentially valuable commerciat forest. The
maps also support selective decisons
without the requirement of extensive
field surveys and enable the corporation to make rapid decisions about
how to use funds that are available for
preliminary surveys.
The most conservative assumption
is that the application of LANDSAT
data at least doubled the value of the
land selected in comparison with ' the
land not selected. In a state where
reapportionment may produce revenues to deal with COOlparatively elemental and crucial needs, it is sophisticated space technology that is providing the appropriate tools to do the job.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL
LAND RESOURCE
DEMONSTRATION
CONTACTS:
PAUL CUNNINGHAM
DIVISION OF BUDGET, POLICY
PLANNING, AND COORDINATION
STATE CAPITAL BUILDING
BOISE, IDAHO 83720
(208) 384·3416
BRENT LAKE
LAND CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

STATE CAPITAL BUILDING
SALEM, OREGON 97301
(503) 378-4296

MIKE MCCORMICK
OFFICE OF COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
STATE CAPITAL BUILDING
OLYMPIA, WASHINGTON 98504
(206) 735-2425
The Pacific Northwest depends heavily
upon resource-based industries such as
agriculture and wood products for its
long-term economic strength. Proper
management of the region's land and
water resources and access to the best
information available are priority concerns for the region's planners, public
officials, and citizens. Consequently
the states of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington have joined with the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the Department of Interior In a
project designed to test the usefulness
of information retrieved through satel·
lite remote sensing.
Working as the Pacific Northwest
Regional Commission, the governors
of the three participating states and a
Federal co-chairman in 1974 spon·
sored a land Resource Inventory Task
Force. The Task Force will monitor
the demonstration project, which will
continue through 1978, and evaluate
the effectiveness of satellite remote
-sensing. Funding and task force representation exemplify the broadest range
of cooperation-Federal, regional,
state, and local involvement as well as
the region's universities.
The task force will monitor infor·
mation in five specific areas: urban
land use, agriculture, forestry, range
land, and noxious weeds. A remote
sensing satellite (LANDSAT) will offer
planners, managers, and elected offi-

cials a regional perspective for land
resource planning and management.
LANDSAT should provide prospective
users with information on a cost effective basis. In addition to that advantage, LANDSAT offers a photo that
covers 13,000 square miles with precise details on features of 30 meters or
more. Satellite remote sensing also allows monitoring of man-made or
natural changes in the earth's surface
on a regular basis; it is expected that
LANDSAT will provide the information at a cost competitive with more
conventional methods of data retriev·
al.
Advanced technology, of course,
makes such an experiment possible.
But one should not slight the level of
cooperation required for such an ef·
fort. In pursuing the demonstration
project, cooperating Federal, state,
and local governments and agencies
will be able to utilize the LANDSAT
information in making planning and
management decisions for the Pacific
Northwest.
The advanced technology,- ot
course, makes such an experiment
possible, but one should not slight the
cooperation manifested by the groups
carrying out the program. Presently,
the experiment marks the coopera·
tion of Federal and State governments,
and the region's universities. If the
project meets its goals, local govern·
ments will be able to draw upon the
information in making their own deci·
sions. Access to such information will
help open up a dialogue throughout
the region ensuring communication on
and understanding of tomorrow's difficult choices.
HUMAN SERVICES· COORDINATION
ALLIANCE
BROWN EDUCATION CENTER

675 RIVER CITY MALL
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40202
(502) 587-6813

CONTACT:
MS. DELORES DELAHANTY
EXECUTIVE DIRE"cTOR
In the con1plex universe of most
American cities, the needs of an indi·
vidual, one neighborhood, or a whole
community may be considered by half
a dozen or more community agencies
and departments as well as a layer of
private facilities. More often than not,
each plans, programs, and delivers services independently. Because of the
lack of clearly defined responsibilities,
many recipient needs are unrnet, lost
in a morass of good intentions. Each
agency can be held responsible only
for the services that it provides and
not for seeing that the service system
as a whole performs acceptably.
Without coordination and integration,
the gap often widens between problems and resources.
To alleviate these problems, the
human service agencies of Louisville,
and Jefferson County, Kentucky, decided to form a consortium to develop, design, and implement a services
integration system for the community.
RepreSentatives from local public and
private agencies came together in
March, 1972, to form the Human
Services Coordination Alliance, Inc.,.
The project received Federal funding a
year later.
The consortium has ll_lajor responsi·
bility for the coordination of services
that include education, manpower,
health, housing, income maintenance,
and social and rehabilitative services,
including delinquency prevention and
control, services to the elderly, day
care, and family planning.
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llllr.~-~~-----------------------------Within the city and county agencies, an additional process was developed - an intake, screening, and referral network- to improve a client's
chances of receiving the ri{llt kind of
help wherever he enters the system. (A
Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare report has indicated that 60
percent of all persons applying to any
agency for the first time have more
than one problem and must be referred elsewhere. Of this 60 percent,
only 22 percent actually received the
help they needed.) In Louisville and
Jefferson County the materials and
procedures provided by the referral
network improve the odds in favor of
the client. The computerized system
also develops data that permits agencies to pinpoint the gaps in service and
changes in client characteristics that
are necessary information for planning.
Most of us are just learning to see
the computer in terms of communications. To insure the most effective use
of the referral network, the Alliance
has trained 650 service ·workers from
14 city and county agencies. During
the system's first year of operation,
the Alliance handled 10,000 referral
transactions. In each instance the
HSCA process improved the likelihood
that the system actually helped.
The establishment of the Human
Service Coordination Alliance bridges
the gaps between the services rendered
by the social agencies of Louisville and
Jefferson County. Today available
services are listed by problem area for
easy reference, and staff can follow a
client through outcome or referral. A
system to improve the odds on help·
ing.
THE GAYLORD WHITE PROJECT
2029 SECOND AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y. 10029
(212) 650-7851
CONTACT:
CARTER L. MARSHALL, M.D.
ASSOCIATE DEAN
MOUNT SINAl SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
19 98th STREET, STAND A
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.10029
The elderly are all around us, clutch·
ing their shopping bags at bus stops,
cooking on hot plates in small hotel
rooms, rocking on the porches of old
farmhouses whose younger occupants
have moved on. Despite the books and
studies and congressional hearings that
have documented their needs, the elderly in large numbers are often an
invisible part of that "other America"
Michael Harrington has described.
The problems, obviously, are compounded for the elderly poor. But
even for those with economic security,
shifting -family patterns, divorces, fixed incomes, death and distances often
make loneliness and apathy companions
for the old. Out of the mainstream,
the aging begin to ignore good eating
habits, personal hygiene, basic health
care, and caring for appearances. As
these attitudes persist and multiply, a
condition of "pseudo-senility" exists.
The paramount need becomes a process to reach the elderly, to keep them
in touch with everyday life.
The elderly watch more television
than any other adult age group in
America. The City University of New
York's Mount Sinai School of Medi·
cine, Department of Community Medicine, began to explore the use of
telecommunication technology to disseminate health information to an
inner city geriatric population in 1971.
The Lister Hill National Center for

Biomedical Communications provided
funding; the Gaylord White public
housing project in East Harlem provided the site. The median age of
residents was 76, with an interesting
mix of cultural and ethnic backgrounds.
Each tenant received a free outlet
for a special bi-directional cable television system in his apartment. A
basement became the studio. The Gaylord White Channel was activated especially for the program; subscribers
could still use the regular cable channels. Some live telecasting is done,
often featuring residents, to the delight of everyone. (And program staff
has found that the message gets across
more effectively when a resident is
involved in the presentation.)
The program is cablecast nine
times a week, following the same
format daily, with a variety of health
care and public service information, a
slot where tenants may read an inspirational message or poem, and a final
"Know your Neighbor" segment, again
with resident appearances. The pl,!!a_sure of performing and of being seen
has improved social interaction significantly. In tum, appearance has
become important, with an overall
improvement in self-esteem and selfimage. Some of the tenants have been
so pleased that they request reruns of
tapes in which they appeared. Tenants
who seldom appeared outside of their
building in the. past now meet and visit
with neighbors they met first on their
screens.
Numerous agencies involved in providing health services have participated
in the program; in producing the
health segments they have themselves
learned a great deal about more effective communication with their clientele. The program is geared toward

breaching psychological isolation and
providing ego-support while delivering
health information as a consumer
item. Many residents for the first time
learned of health services available to
them.
Where funding is available, a similar
program could be set up in any apartment complex or large residential area
with a sizeable elderty population. The
uses of television to communicate have
not begun to be exhausted; the Mt.
Sinai School of Medicine has extended
its range one step further in studying
those Americans whose total health
care bill represents 27.4 percent of the
national total. A sensible and successful project with numerous side benefits; with its reasonably moderate price
tag the process should tie applicable to
many other communities.
MODEL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER
3010 FOURTH AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55408
(612) 823-8247
CONTACT:
DAVID FEEHAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
At the height of the Federal Model
Cities effort, Minneapolis could boast
of participating in 23 separate programs designed to rejuvenate a
450-block area of the inner city. For
many of the thirty·nlne thousand residents of that area, the Model Cities
package presented a welcome but confusing array of social service agencies
whose functions ranged from day care
to a closed circuit television network
for senior citizens. Given the range of
available programs the next step was
to get the word out. That task fell to
the Model Cities Communications Cen·

ter, Inc., a non-profit organization
Incorporated in 1970.
Model City planners saw the Center
as the crucial communicating link
between the citizens and the various
governmental agencies created under
the Model Cities legislation. For the
past six years, the Center has provided
residents with communication services
in three areas: public information,
training, and community contact. Notable achievements in all these areas
have led to national recognition for
the Center.
Perhaps the Center's finest achievement is The Southside Newspaper, a
bi-weekly newspaper mailed to every
resident in the community. Surveys
indicate a whopping ninety percent
rate of readership. The paper recently
generated so much interest in a local
election that voter turnout more than
tripled over previous participation.
In terms of training, the Center has
played a key role in providing management training for the Model City
Planning Co!JnCil, staff training for the
Model City Administration Division
and landlord-tenant dispute training
for local police. Interested citizens can
learn effective use of videotape,
graphic arts, public relations, newswriting-those skills that enhance
effective communication.
Communications Center staff re·
cently developed a complete television
system in Horn Towers, a residence for
the elderly. On location video programs featuring residents encourage
increased social contact among the
elderly. Last year the TV system featured a talent show performed by the
Horn Towers Drama Club.
Although Model Cities has ~en
replaced by new Federal legislation,
Q'lany Model City programs continue,
with funding responsibility assumed

by the city. With an annual budget of
$170,000, the Communications Center
will continue to provide Minneapolis
inner city residents with vital information about their community.

STATION WLBT-TV 3
COMMUNICATIONS IMPROVE·
MENT, INC.
SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
POST OFFICE BOX 1712
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39205
(601) 948-3333
CONTACT:
KENNETH DEAN
PRESIDENT
WLBT-TV Jackson, Mississippi, is a
commercial television station whose
primary mission since 1970 has been
to ctevelop as a model for commercial
television in a biracial service area.
Lest this seem impossibly idealistic, it
should be added that the station
makes money as well as controversy;
more often than not, the television
services have rated WLBT the most
popular station in Mississippi.
It is the only television station in
the country to have changed its licensee because of a civil rights suit.
When you talk about television, you
are talking about more than the prin·
ciple of the thing; licenses in major
cities are worth millions of dollars.
The station originally was operated
by the Lamar Insurance Company of
Jackson. A group of Jackson civil
rights leaders and the United Church
of Christ challenged Lamar's application for license renewal in 1964, charging discriminatory practices by the
station and citing the low level of
minority hiring and the absence from
the air waves of news affecting the
poor and blacks. The Federal Com·
munications Commission ruled against
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Biomedical Communications provided
funding; the Gaylord White public
housing project in East H_arlem provided the site. The med1an age. o~
residents was 76, with an interesting
MARSHALL, M.D.
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"he City University of New
Numerous agencies involved in pro·
unt Sinai School of Medi·
viding health services have participated
-tment of Community Medi·
in the program; in producing the
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breaching psychological i~olati~n ~nd
providing ego-support whsle dehvermg
health information as a c~msu~r
item. Many residents for the f1rst t1me
learned of health services available to
them.
. .
Where funding is available, a s1m11ar
program could be set up in any apart·
ment complex or large reside~tial area
with a sizeable elderly population. The
uses of television to communicate have
not begun to be exhausted; the Mt.
Sinai School of Medicine has extended
its range one step further in studying
those Americans whose total health
care bill represents 27.4 percent of the
national total. A sensible and success·
ful project with numerous side be':"·
fits· with its reasonably moderate pnce
tag,the process shoul~.t:ie applicable to
many other communsties.
MODEL CITIES COMMUNICATIONS
CENTER
3010 FOURTH AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55408
(612) 823-8247
CONTACT:
DAVID FEEHAN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
At the height of the Federal Model
Cities effort, Minneapolis could boast
of participating in 23 separate programs designed to rejuvenate a
450-block area of the inner city. F~r
many of the thirty-nine thousand reSt·
dents of that area, the Model Cities
package presented ~ welco!'"e but c~
fusing array of socsal serv1ce agencieS
whose functions ranged from day care
to a closed circuit television network
for senior citizens. Given the range of
available programs the next step was
to get the word out. That task fell to
the Model Cities Communications Cen·

ter, Inc., a non-profit organization
incorporated in 1970.
Model City planners saw the Center
as the crucial communicating link
between the citizens and the various
governmental agencies created under
the Model Cities legislation. For the
past six years, the Center has provided
residents with communication services
in three areas: public information,
training, and community contact. Not·
able achievements in all these area~
have led to national recognition for
the Center.
Perhaps the Center's finest achieve·
ment is The Southside Newspaper, a
bi-weekly newspaper mailed to every
resident in the community. Surveys
indicate a whopping ninety percent
rate of readership. The paper' recently
generated so much interest in a local
election that voter turnout more than
tripled over previous participation.
In terms of training, the Center has
played a key role in providing management training for the Model City
Planning Co!Jncil, staff training for the
Model City Administration Division
and landlord-tenant dispute training
for local police. Interested citizens can
learn effective use of videotape,
graphic arts, public relations, news·
writing-those skills that enhance
effective communication.
Communications Center staff recently developed a complete television
system in Horn Towers, a residence for
the elderly. On location video pro!'ams featuring residents encourage
Increased social contact among the
elderly. Last year the TV system featured a talent show performed by the
Hom Towers Drama Club.
Although Model Cities has been
replaced by new Federal legislation,
~ny Model City programs continue,
With funding responsibility assumed

by the city. With an annual budget of
$170,000, the Communications Center
will continue to provide Minneapolis
inner city residents with vital information about their community.
STATION WLBT·TV 3
COMMUNICATIONS IMPROVE·
MENT, INC.
SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
POST OFFICE BOX 1712
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39205
(601) 948-3333
CONTACT:
KENNETH DEAN
PRESIDENT
WLBT·TV Jackson, Mississippi, is a
commercial television station whose
primary mission since 1970 has been
to qevelop as a model for commercial
television in a biracial service area.
Lest this seem impossibly idealistic, it
should be added that the station
makes money as well as controversy;
more often than not, the television
services have rated WLBT the most
popular station in Mississippi.
It is the only television station in
the country to have changed its li·
censee because of a civil rights suit.
When you talk about television, you
are talking about more than the prin·
ciple of the thing; licenses in major
cities are worth millions of dollars.
The station originally was operated
by the Lamar Insurance Company of
Jackson. A group of Jackson civil
rights leaders and the United Church
of Christ challenged Lamar's applica·
tion for license renewal in 1964, charging discriminatory practices by the
station and citing the low level of
minority hiring and the absence from
the air waves of news affecting the
poor and blacks. The Federal Com·
munications Commission ruled against

the civil rights group; the ruling was
overturned on appeal by then Federal
District Court Judge Warren Burger,
who ordered the license revoked.
A Jackson-based citizens group,
Communications Improvement, Inc.,
received an interim license to run the
channel, promising to donate its net
profit to non-profit organizations ac·
tive in broadcasting, primarily in Mis·
sissippi. And it pledged to fill each
vacancy with a black until black em·
ployment reached 40 percent.
Today the station has a biracial
board of directors. General Manager
Bill Dilday is perhaps the only black
running a network affiliate anywhere
in the country. And running a station
that covers all the news as it sees it,
whatever the community flack. Executive employment is now half black,
half white. Black newsmen anchor the
station's number one news show, and a
black woman hosts the daily half-hour
children's program. Dilday has said,
''The important thing is that this
station is on top though we've been
hiring young blacks off the street with
no experience and training them on
the job." Training programs now in·
clude females, as the station tries to
beef up this other minority presence.
Kenneth Dean, chairman of the
Communications Improvement Board
and former director of the Mississippi
Council on Human Relations, feels
that the networks and the industry in
general are ignoring the biracial progress in Jackson; ''There is no reason,"
he has said, "why any station in the
United States cannot do the same
things we've done here without com·
plications. We've achieved a kind of
equality of programming and employment."

NORTHWEST ENVIRONMENTAL
COMMUNICATION NETWORK
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
CENTER
PORTLAND, OREGON 97207
(503) 227-7225
CONTACT:
STEVEN JOHNSON
OREGON MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
4015 SOUTHWEST CANYON ROAD
PORTLAND, OREGON 97211
The Northwest Environmental Com·
munication Network (Eco-Net) was
created to inform citizens from Ore·
gon to Montana of environmental/
energy problems and possible altema·
tives. Eco-Net was created to cut
across traditional communication link·
ages and to have, hopefully, greater
impact on the general public and
policy makers. It represents a joint
effort of Portland State University and
the Oregon Museum of Science and
Industry.
Eco-Net surfaced at a propitious
time; environment had already been
selected as a theme for Expo '74 at
Spokane. Expo offered a unique opportunity to initiate an information
exchange where the action and the
audience was. Battelle Institute North·
west. using National Science Foundation funds, supported a series of well·
received environmental symposia at
Expo. These represented just one facet
of the communications array involved
in Eco-Net. Another is RAIN, an
appropriately titled monthly newslet·
ter filled with energy news for the
Northwest. Another is the conference
approach: two heavily attended energy
conferences were held in Portland, an
alternative agriculture conference at
Central Washington College. Eco-Net is
heavily into videotape, too, for its
potential as an inexpensive means for
21

communications dialogue. A two-year
project trained hundreds of Northwest
citizens in the use of videotape to
communicate and to document con·
cems; present focus is on developing
examples of creative public access pro·
gramming.
An Energy Center at the Oregon
Museum of Science and Industry and
the Environmental Education Center
at Portland State· provide funding as
well as home bases for Eco-Net's bar·
rage of communications efforts. There
is an intensive effort to reach more
and more people through involving
them in netWork participation,
through exposing them to environ·
mental/energy issues. In an area of the
country already highly conscious of
environmental concerns, Eco-Net gets
the good word out - and is developing
an incremental model of citizen in·
volvement.
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Housing
URBAN HOMESTEADING
401 N. CHARLES STREET

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201
(301) 39&4606

CONTACT:
ROGER M. WINDSOR
DIRECTOR
Urban homesteading. The term itself
has a strong, American ring, resonant
of those earlier, simpler days when
160 acres of public land were available
to the settler stro"g and· determined
enouste to live on them and cultivate
them for five yea~.
The original homesteading program,
In 1862, was a Federal response to the
need to open up the West. The urban
homesteading program today is an
urban response to a very different set
of problems: bliltet, abandoned housing, neilteborhoods in decline. By the
early seventies, many cities found
themselves with growing backlogs of
housing turned back to city proprietorship, primarily for tax delinquency.
It seemed logical that cities and
residents (primarily rente~) both
could benefit from a program that
would sell an abandoned home site for
a minimal fee (usually $1.00) to a
resident willing to pay for rehabilitation costs and live in the property.
The Baltimore program represents
the most comprehensive and successful
of the existing homesteading efforts.
The city sees homesteading as one of a
myri~d of efforts to retain existing
hous1ng stock. The first property for
rehabili1!ation was awarded in 1974; by
the end of 1975 the city expected to
have 225 active homesteading accounts.
No special legislation was required.
The program benefited from the availability of an existing city-funded pro-

warn that reduces the cost of money
for rehabilitation.
The Department of Housing and
Community Development, which administers the program, advertises the
available sites, evaluates applicants
(basic criteria are need for housing and
financial ability to rehabilitate), and
inspects for compliance to code standards after 24 months. Homesteaders
must move in within six months of
signing the lease and live in the house
for at least a year and a half.
The program provides at least "ball
park" estimates for rehabilitation
costs; one of the program weaknesses
in Baltimore and elsewhere has been
that the high costs of rehabilitation
preclude the prowam's meeting the
housing needs of the poor. Median
rehab costs in Baltimore are estimated
at $17,400 at 7% percent interest.
A unique aspect of this program is
the city's efforts to focus homesteading activity in specific neighborhoods.
More successful inBaltimcirethan in
other cities where homesteading was
initiated with perhaps too much advance billing as "the urban answer,"
the Baltimore program is worth looking at as one element in an urban
housing program.
TENANT MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION
42 HORAN WAY
JAMAICA PLAINS, MASS. 02130
(617) 445-8515

CONTACT:
MS. BETTY TRAMMELL
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
There are no miracles evident at
Bromley-Heath. It looks very much
what it is, Federally assisted public
housing, 37 aging buildings comprising
1216 units, an urban microcosm set in
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URBAN HOMESTEADING
401 N. CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201
(301)~606

CONTACT:
ROGER M. WINDSOR
DIRECTOR

Urban homesteading. .The term itself
has a strong, American ring, resonant
of those earlier, simpler days when
160 acres of public land were available
to the settler strORg and- determined
enough to live on them and cultivate
them for five years.
The original homesteading program,
in 1862, was a Federal response to the
need to open up the West. The urban
homesteading program today is an
urban response to a very different set
of problems: blight, abandoned hous·
ing, neighborhoods in decline. By the
early •venties, many cities found
themselves with growing backlogs of
housing turned back to city proprie·
torship, primarily for tax delinquency.
It seemed logical that cities and
residents (primarily renters) both
could benefit from a program that
would sell an abandoned home site for
a minimal fee (usually $1.00) to a
resident willing to pay for rehabilitation costs and live in the property.
The Baltimore program represents
the most comprehensive and successful
of the existing homesteading efforts.
The.city sees homesteading as one of a
mynad of efforts to retain existing
hcMaing stock. The first property for
rehabilitation was awarded in 1974; by
the end of 1976 the city expected to
have 226 active homesteading accounts.
No special legislation was required.
~-program benefited from the avail·
ablltty of an existing city-funded pro-

gram that reduces the cost of money
for rehabilitation.
The Department of Housing and
Community Development, which ad·
ministers the program, advertises the
available sites, evaluates applicants
(basic criteria are need for housing and
financial ability to rehabilitate), and
inspects for compliance to code standards after 24 months. Homesteaders
must move in within six months of
signing the lease and live in the house
for at least a year and a half.
The program provides at least "ball
park" estimates for rehabilitation
costs; one of the program weaknesses
in Baltimore and elsewhere has been
that the high costs of rehabilitation
preclude the program's meeting the
housing needs of the poor. Median
rehab costs in Baltimore are estimated
at $17,400 at 7% percent interest.
A unique aspect of this program is
the city's efforts to focus homesteading activity in specific neighborhoods.
More successful in Baltimore than in
other cities where homesteading was
initiated with perhaps too much ad·
vance billing as "the urban answer,"
the Baltimore program is worth looking at as one element in an urban
housing pro9ram.
TENANT MANAGEMENT
CORPORATION
42 HORAN WAY
JAMAICA PLAINS, MASS. 02130
(617) 446-8616
CONTACT:
MS. BETTY TRAMMELL
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

There are no miracles evident at
Bromley-Heath. It looks very much
what it is, Federally assisted public
housing, 37 aging buildings comprising
1216 units, an urban microcosm set in

a depressing and physically deteriorating neighborhood. For its 4,500
residents, 90 percent black, the landscape is bounded by rail beds, obsolete
factory structures, shoddy retail
stores, dangerous streets. An unlikely
setting for a nice, neat demonstration
project.
Yet visitors are struck by an infectious note of optimism. BromleyHeath has been the site of one of the
most persistant forays into tenant
management, where residents have
pressed for the right to run their own
show since 1968. In 1973 tenants,
organized into a tenant management
corporation, became the first in the
country to be awarded a five-year
contract by a city housing authority to
become, in effect. their own landlord.
The Tenant Management CorpPration (TMC) grew from a whole era of
tenant activism in the sixties that saw
tenants ·organizing, demonstrating,
holding rent strikes, occasionally winning places on housing authority
boards. The initial "tenant control"
experiment at Bromley-Heath was
funded by a three-year, $646,000
grant from the Office of Economic
Opportunity; the TMC took over five
buildings in 1970, seven more in 1972,
before taking over the whole project in
73. The Boston Housing Authority
now passes through the project's $1.6
million budget directly to the tenant
corporation.
TMC is a legally created, non-profit
corporation governed by a Board
elected by the residents who make up
a majority of its membership. Under
the contract with the housing authority it is responsible for all management
functions except the certification of
eligibility for new tenants.
TMC has focused on those problems that plague many such projects,

maintenance, security, repairs. Resi·
dents now make up much of the
project staff; they have carted away
tons of rubbish, instituted tenant
security patrols, started drug control
and job training programs. Crime has
decreased within the project. Tenants
have become involved in beautification
projects; for the first time ten garden
plots are flourishing on lots that were
empty and litter-strewn. Tenant in·
volvement has grown steadily since
skeptical residents saw the improve·
.ments TMC instituted in the first
buildings they took over:-dean hall·
ways, secure mailboxes, painted apart·
ments. And vacancy rates have
dropped as TMC has, albeit slowly,
made funding stretch to rehabilitate
vacant apartments.
Tenant control is no panacea. It has
failed in several other communities;
critics see it as a last resort for projects
in serious trouble, an abrogation of
responsibility by housing authorities
for their constituency.
But Bromley-Heath is unique. The
tenants who run it seem to be one
factor differentiating Bromley-Heath
from tenant control programs that
have failed. They are ardent and effective partisans of the tenant control
concept, and they have seven years of
progressive assumption of responsi·
bility behind them. They are com·
mitted to an increased professionalism
in project management. They are, as
well, aware of the importance of the
human scale and of responsiveness to
the needs of their speci+ic community.
The Tenant Management Corpora·
tion sees "genuine exercise of tenant
control" . as a model that can be
adopted to other projects. Having
demonstrated cap~bility to manage
("there is common .community recog-
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nition of a complete turnaround in the
quality of management performance'1, . TMC continues to work
toward a more ambitious goal: turning
around the quality of life for people
who live at Bromley-Heath. An exper·
iment worth watching.
GREENSBORO PUBLIC HOUSING
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
2000 CHURCH STREET
POST OFFICE BOX 3115
GREENSBORO, N.C. 27402
(919) 275-8501
CONTACT:
WILLIAM C. GORDON
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I

I

By the late sixties, the GreensborQ
Housing Authority was emerging from
a period in the history of public·
housing when the only purpose of a
housing authority was seen as getting
the poor out of sight. For thirty years
the housing program on the national
level had prided itself on building the
cheapest possible construction while
providing the fewest number·of benefits for residents: this attitude filtered
down to the local level. A welltrimmed operating budget was the
principal goal for local housing authority operation. The consequences of
this attitude are painfully apparent
throughout the country:
In GreensbOro, for example, there
was no community services program
until"1966, and even then the program
consisted of one professional social
worker. There was no coordination of
services between the Authority and
the local social welfare agencies, and
the overlap was wide and costly. There
was no system for tracking families or
for providing follow-up services, and
there was no Sounding board for. residents. Not surprisingly, when the resi·
26

dents of all seven housing authority
communities were evaluated in 1971,
50 percent were found to be multiproblem families in need of supportive
services. Residents expressed their dis·
satisfactions through an extremely
high rate of rental delinquency and a
general disregard for the physical a~
pearance of the area. Serious mainte·
nance' problems existed. A 1971 report
from the City of Greensboro's Office
of Housing Inspection cited 3,854
instances where public housing failed
to meet the city's standards.
In 1971, the Department of Hous·
ing and Urban Development (HUD)
initiated its nationwide Housing Man·
agement
Improvement
Program
(HM~P). This three-year research and
development program was designed to
encourage local housing authprities to
design, develop, test, and evaluate new
approaches to public housing management. Some 200 Authorities responded; Greensboro was one of 13
selected to participate.
The Greensboro Housing Author·
ity's specific goals included devel~ping
and implementing an overall mainte·
nance planning and programming
system, developing maintenance delivery to meet community needs, reduction in rent delinquencies, training for
management, increased resident involvement and satisfaction, and improved delivery of social services to
residents.
Such a list does not begin to describe the myriad efforts of com·
munity volunteers, residents, and man·
agement in effecting change. The com·
munity services program has helped
198 people find jobs, prevented 400
evictions, helped 188 families move
out of public housing. New management techniques improved job satisfaction and sharply reduced rent delin·

quencies. The Management Improvement Program, in many respects, has
created a new community in Greensboro.
An original program goal was that
progr'am innovations be easily transferrable to other local housing authorities. Greensboro is already sharing its
procedures with the Virgin Islands
Housing Authority, and a set of detailed documents make this manage·
ment success story available to other
local authorities as well as to other
housing communities where problems
may be responsive to new management
procedures.
THE NEW YORK STATE URBAN
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
1345 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019
(212) 974-7038 .
CONTACT:
ROBERT T. DORMER
GENERAL MANAGER FOR FIELD
OPERATIONS
Today, the Urban Development Corporation (UDC) may be like the
blinded, shorn Samson: its days of
greatest vigor may be behind .it, but
don't yet count it out. UDC has been
beset by a series of racking financial
problems in 1974-75 and a reorganization that necessarily has focused on
holding on. There was considerable
concern about the availability of
money to complete many of the ambi·
tious projects begun by UDC. And yet.
Other communities may still look to
UDC as an example; whatever its
present problems, it has been "the
most extraordinary governmental tool
for getting housing in the ground ever
seen in this country."
The Urban Development Corpora·
tion is a state housing B!JBncy of New

York. It was established by the Legis·
lature at the · urging of then-Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller in 1968 because
"traditional renewal ...has failed to
meet the challenge of blight." (A
study found that 44 of 130 federally
assisted renewal projects in New York
State had been in process anywhere
from nine to eighteen years.) UDC was
one of a number of semi-autonomous
public authorities Rockefeller set up
to build while avoiding the need for
large annual tax-financed state appro·
priations or public bond issues referenda. The state, in effect, became
"morally responsible" for the UDC
debt.
The enabling legislation for UOC
was much more radical than that for
most housing finance agencies. It gave
UDC broad authority to acquire land,
almost a free hand in developments in
cities (without complying with local
zoning ordinances, codes, or restrictions), the right to create and fund
subsidiaries, and to issue bonds and
notes up to two billion dollars.
In its first seven years, UDC played
several roles: financier, project developer, and ongoing supervisor of completed work. In its heyday UDC Wi$
characterized by two traits: a willingness to take on the tough city needs
that were generally skirted by even the
best of other state housing finance
agencies, and a love affair with good
design that has produced "a superb
record of architectural achievement."
Its buildings-Twin Parks Northeast,
Southwest, and Northwest (represent·
ing the work of different firms), Sea
Park East in Coney Island, Schomburg
Plaza in Manhattan-have received
numerous design citations. UDC received the AlA 1974 Citation of an
Organization for its "concern for the
livable environment, support for imagi-

native site plan~ing, attractive desi~
and
responsable
management.
(Always sensitive to user needs, UDC
developed a set of qualitative housing
criteria based on user needs that· are
given 10 project architects, · and has
demonstrated that concern by having
staff and contracting architects live in
projects for a short time after they· are
built.)
UDC has completed or under
construction
more than 32,000
hoUsing units, often in the most deP~ areas of the state; it has built
where "needs and risks are greatest."
While housing has been its primary
concern, UDC has managed to work
with communities across the state in
renewal efforts (Rochester's Southeast
Loop, Rainbow Center in Niagara
Falls, Albany, Ogdensburg, Ithaca);
has planned and contracted three new
towns (Roosevelt Island, Radisson and
Audubon), and has been involved in
~ develo~nt of dozens of other
civic, business, and recreational facilities. Again, whatever the project,
UDC evinced a concern for good
design and a sense of social responsibility far exceeding that shown by
most public agencies.
The default crrsis oassed. A short·
term credit solution was reached; all
current construction will be completed
by early 1977. Many of UDC's problems may relate to the traditional and
conservative nature of the municipal
bond market in which she· tiad to
operate and the drying up of capital
and Federal subsidies that supported
her free-wheeling, fast-moving response to New York's needs. Whatever
the Corporation's future role, UDC
still is correctly characterized as "one
of the country's most ambitious experiments in harnessing private capital to
serve public needJI'

MASSACHUSETTS HOUSING
FINANCE AGENCY
45 SCHOOL STREET
OLD CITY HALL
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02108
(617) 723-9770
CONTACT:
MS. JOY CONWAY
PVBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
The last six years have seen the.state
housing finance agency appear as a
vigorous force on the housing horizon,
with 28 now active and six more in the
process of formation. Creatures of
state legislatures, they represent an
innovative statewide approach to the
provision of that oft-yearned for goal
of "decent housing for all." Generally
these agencies share a number of
characteristics: chartered by the state,
they were empowered to act as direct
lender or mortgage banker, to raise
mortgage money through the sale of
notes and bonds at tax-exempt interest
rates, and to lend . funds at below
market interest rates to developers
who agree to limit the profits they
derive from the housing they build.
Through a combination of timing,
talent, and luck, the Massachusetts
Housing Finance Agency (MHFA) has
come to be regarded as the most
successful of these agencies. MHFA
m.akes loans, like most such agencies,
to non·profit and limited dividend
developers for the construction and
permanent financing of multi-unit
housing, new or rehabilitated. The
agency differs from its counterparts in
two significant ways. ·Its statute re·
quires that a minimum of 25 percent
of its residences be available to lowincome persons, and its thrust has
been to create mixed-income housing
where low, moderate, and middle income households are integrated. One
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• all seven housing authority
ities were evaluated in 1971,
mt were found to be multifamilies in need of supportive
Residents expressed their disons through an extremely
~ of rental delinquency and a
disregard for the physical apl of the area. Serious mainte-oblems existed. A 1971 report
e City of Greensboro's Office
sing Inspection cited 3,854
s where public housing failed
the city's standards.
H1, the Department of Hous·
Urban Development (HUD)
I its nationwide Housing Man:
Improvement
Program
This three-year research and
ment program was designed to
ge local housing authprities to
develop, test, and evaluate new
hes to public housing manageSome 200 Authorities rei; Greensboro was one of 13
I to participate.
Greensboro Housing Author·
ecific goals included devel<,>ping
plementing an overall mainteplanning and programming
developing maintenance delivmeet community needs, reducrent delinquencies, training for
·ment, increased resident inent and satisfaction, and 1mdelivery of social services to
ts.
h a list does not begin to dethe myriad efforts of com' volunteers, residents, and man·
lt in effecting change. The com·
r services program has helped
rople find jobs, prevented 400
ns, helped 188 families move
' public housing. New manageechniques improved job satisfacnd sharply reduced rent delin-
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quencies. The Management Improvement Program, in many respects, has
created a new community in Greensboro.
An original program goal was that
program innovations be easily trans·
ferrable to other local housing authorities. Greensboro is already sharing its
procedures with the Virgin Islands
Housing Authority, and a set of de·
tailed documents make this management success story available to other
local authorities as well as to other
housing communities where problems
may be responsive to new management
procedures.
THE NEW YORK STATE URBAN
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
1345 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019
(212) 974-7038 .
CONTACT:
ROBERT T. DORMER
GENERAL MANAGER FOR FIELD
OPERATIONS
Today, the Urban Development Corporation (UDC) may be like the
blinded, shorn Samson: its days of
greatest vigor may be behind .it, but
don't yet count it out. UDC has been
beset by a series of racking financial
problems in 1974-75 and a reorganization that necessarily has focused on
holding on. There was cbnsiderable
concern about the availability of
money to complete many of the ambitious projects begun by UDC. And yet.
Other communities may still look to
UDC as an example; whatever its
present problems, it has been "the
most extraordinary governmental tool
for getting housing in the ground ever
seen in this country."
The Urban Development Corporation is a state housing
of New

avencv

York. It was established by the Legis·
lature at the · urgi'ng of then-Governor
Nelson A. Rockefeller in 1968 because
"traditional renewal. ..has failed to
meet the challenge of blight." (A
study found that 44 of 130 federally
assisted renewal projects in New York
State had been in process anywhere
from nine to eighteen years.) UDC was
one of a number of semi-autonomous
public authorities Rockefeller set up
to build while avoiding the need for
large annual tax-financed state appropriations or public bond issues referenda. The state, in effect, became
"morally responsible" for the UDC
debt.
The enabling legislation for UDC
was much more radical than that for
most housing finance agencies. It gave
UDC broad authority to acquire land,
almost a free hand in developments in
cities (without complying with local
zoning ordinances, codes, or restrictions), the right to create and fund
subsidiaries, and to issue bonds and
notes up to two billion dollars.
In its first seven years, UDC played
several roles: financier, project devel·
oper, and ongoing supervisor of com·
pleted work. In its heyday UDC wf!J
characterized by two traits: a willinll(
ness to take on the tough city needl
that were generally skirted by even the
best of other state housing finanot
agencies, and a love affair with goocr
design that has produced "a supe~
record of architectural achievemenCJ'
Its buildings-Twin Parks Northei
Southwest, and Northwest (represe
ing the work of different firms),
Park East in Coney Island, Schomtl
Plaza in Manhattan-have recei
numerous design citations. UDC
ceived the AlA 1974 Citation of an
Organization for its "concern for thl
livable environment, support for irnar

se

native site planning, attractive design
and
responsible
management."
(Always sensitive to user needs, UDC
developed a set of qualitative housing
criteria based on user needs that · are
given to project architects, · and has
demonstrated that concern by having
staff and contracting architects live in
projects for a short time after they are
built.)
UDC has completed or under
con~ction
more than 32,000
housing units, often in the most depressed areas of the state; it has built
where "needs and risks are greatest."
While housing has been its primary
concern, UDC has managed to work
with communities across the state in
renewal efforts (Rochester's Southeast
loop, Rainbow Center in Niagara
Falls, Albany, Ogdensburg, Ithaca);
has planned and contracted three new
towns (Roosevelt Island, Radisson and
Audubon), and has been involved in
~ devel?pment of dozens of other
!='~IC, busmess, and recreational facil·
tties. Again, whatever the project
UD_C evinced a concern for good
~•gn and a sense of social responsi·
bthty far exceeding that shown by
most public agencies.
The default cnsis oassed. A shortterm credit solution was reached· all
current Construction will be compl~ted
1977. Many of UDC's probema mav. relate to the traditional and
:::rvative nature of the municipal
market In which she· tiad to
and the drying up of capital
h
Federal subsidies that supported
er fne.wheellng
·
sponsa
to N
, , f ast ·movmg
re·
the Co
e~ Y~rk s needs. Whatever
still is rporatton s future role, UDC
of th correctt,Y characterized as "one
~~most ambitious exper1
serve ~~ic needt~~g private capital to
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MASSACHUSETTS HOUSING
FINANCE AGENCY
45 SCHOOL STREET
OLD CITY HALL
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02108
(617) 723-9770
CONTACT:
MS. JOY CONWAY
Pt,JBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
The last six years have seen the state
h~using finance agency appear as a
VI!JOrous force on the housing horizon,
With 28 now active and six more in the
process of formation. Creatures of
~tate l~gislatures, they represent an
mnovative statewide approach to the
provision of that oft-yearned for goal
of "decent housing for all." Generally
these agencies share a number of
characteristics: chartered by the state
they were empowered to act as direct
lender or mortgage banker, to raise
mortgage money through the sale of
notes and bonds at tax-exempt interest
rates, and to lend . funds at below
market interest rates to developers
wh? agree to limit the profits they
denve from the housing they build.
Through a combination of timing
talent, and luck, the Massachusew
Housing Finance Agency (MHFA) has
come to be regarded as the most
successful of these agencies. MHFA
m.a kes loans,_ like most such agencies,
to non.proftt and limited dividend
developers for the construction and
per~anent financing of multi-unit
housmg, new or rehabilitated. The
agency differs from its counterparts in
two significant ways. ·Its statute requires th~t a minimum of 25 percent
~f its restdences be available to lowtncome persons, and its thrust has
been to create mixed-income housing
where low, moderate, and middle income households are integrated. One

way it_ ~as been able to do this is by
recogntzmg the attraction good design
has for the market it seeks to attract
A. design review board, working with
pnvate developers and architects has
combined a real feeling for excelience
with an impressive respect for the
natural environment.
That same eye for coordinating
delight with the possible characterizes
another significant agency program:
the ~HFA conversion program that
has fmanced the recycling of a number
of unusual sites-the old Chickering
piano factory in Boston and a tannery
m Peabody, Massachusetts-into successful spaces for living. The 'Piano
Craft Guild in Boston provides beautiful space designed to meet the special
needs of less than wealthy artists and
craftspeople. The conversion gave a
new economic life to a building that
had become a safety hazard and an
economic liability to the city. The
same problem existed in Peabody,
Massachusetts, where the closing of a
tannery left an abandoned industrial
building in a pleasant area with a
shortage of housing for the elderly.
The building now comprises 284 apartments, and the two-acre pond where
animal hides had been clean~ was
itself cleaned to become a pl~asant
pond. Both projects have received
architectural awards. The conversion
staff currently is tackling the challenge
of upgrading deteriorated public housing, working with residents and developers, and within normal MHFA restraints.
The MHFA seven-member board is
appointed by the Governor. The
agency itself is self-supporting; notes
and bonds do not add to the state
debt, but are secured by a pledge of
the mortgages on the properties and
mortgage-derived revenues. Developers

who do business with MHFA pay fees
and charges. MHFA is particularly
satisfied with the results of a recent
social audit demonstrating that mixedincome housing _financed by MHFA
produced greater satisfaction among
tenants at all levels that d id homogeneous housing, whether subsidized
or conventionally financed.
. Slowed but not stopped by recent
In housing policy and soaring
mterest rates in' the money market
MHFA still represents the best we hav~
going in a statewide approach to
mixed-income housing. Good people
doing good work.
~tufts

NEW HORIZONS MANOR
2525 N. BROADWAY
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102
(701) 293-7870
CONTACT:
JOHN F. RADEMACHER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Physi.cally disabled persons make up a
percent age of our population.
The fiVe percent (approximately 11
million of our citizens) who in 1970
were severly handicapped because of a
mobility o r dexterity limitation will
become perhaps nine percent of our
population by 1980. Americans
become increasingly raware that only
17 percent of the Physically handi·
capped population was born impaired;
more often disability relates to the
onset of disease, traumatic injury, war,
or old age. A greater concern for the
designed environment and the special
needs of the handicapped is growing.
Over the last decade, Federal and State
funding progra~ have assisted the
development of residences designed
for partial 'or total occupancy by the
handicapped.
growt~g
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The ten-story New Horizons Manor
stands out on the flat North Dakota
horizon; in an area with few tall
buildings, it answers a need beyond
the visual; few apartments or homes in
the area are accessible to those who
live with crutches· or wheelchairs. Once
the need had been determined and the
city agreed to proceed, the architects
for New Horizons Manor visited exist·
ing projects for the handicapped,
analyzed the design problems en·
countered, and proceeded to design
what has been termed "a profound
success••• probably the best physical
structure for the handicapped in the
United States." The 100-unit project
opened in 1972. Excellent community
facilities and a joint meal service en·
hance the special features of each
apartment: spacious rooms, well plan·
ned bathrooms, and kitchens designed
for easy working for the wheelchair·
bound.
A new addition is a nine-passenger
van with an automatic wheelchair lift.
Since public transportation often is
unmanageable for the handicapped,
the van has opened up job and educational opportunities as well as in·
creased opportunities for shopping and
socializing. Everyone associated with
the project communicates a deserved
sense of satisfaction. Except for to·
day's difficult funding climate, most
communities could build from this
project sponsor's sense of satisfaction:
''We feel that the advantages far out·
weigh any disadvantages- and we can·
not think of any disadvantages!"
CREATIVE LIVING
445 WEST EIGHTH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210
(614) 422-9697
CONTACT:
JACK R. DACRE
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Creative Living is a unique housing
venture, the only privately-owned resi·
dence in the United States designed
for quadriplegics. It is a one-story,
HI-unit building designed for the chair·
bound person with restricted arm
movements. This means pressure·
activated doors, specially-placed cabinets and electric outlets, doors at reast
32 inches wide.
It illuminates the human meanings
of a phrase like "adapted accessible
living environment." Opened in 1974,
Creative living has a close relationship
with the fine department of Physical
Medicine at Ohio State University
where the most advanced rehabi litation techniques bring para-and quadriplegic patients to a degree of normal
activity that reaffirms the human potential. Many Ohio State students
work as attendants at Creative living.
As a staff member wrote, "It has
been shown....that an architecturally
accessible apartment near educational
and employment centers.•. means that
a viable future can exist even for the
severely handicapped." While Creative
Living residents suffer severe physical
handicaps, they are mentally independent, o~n interested in . further
education and a career. They do not
need medical supervision so much as
the proximity of a paid staff assistant
around the clock. Creative Living pro·
vides a supportive living environment
for individuals who want to further
their education and/or vocational
goals, preparing many residents for
independent living. In cases where
financial Independence is unlikely, the
facility can serve as a more permanent
living arrangement.
Creative Living is a private, non·
profit organization; many residents are
sponsored by Ohio's Bureau of Voca·
tional Rehabilitation.

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS
1197 ROBESON STREET
FAll RIVER, MASS. 02720
(617) 678-2861, ext. 25
CONTACT:
JOSEPH TAYLOR
MANAGER
Recent years have seen an increasing
concern in the country for adequate
care for the chronically ill, for the
elderly, and for handicapped adults. A
specific thrust has been toward pro·
viding alternative living arrangements
that avoid institutionalization.
Highland Heights is a fourteen·
story, low-income, barrier-free resi·
dence for the handicapped and elderly.
It demonstrates that local housing
authorities can provide living space as
well as services that meet the physical,
social, and psychological needs of this
special group. The combination of
physical facility and services assures
independent living for 236 residents
who otherwise could not live on their
own; indeed, analysis has shown that a
group of long-term care patients who
left institutions to live at Highland
Heights are "considerably more satis·
fied" than in their former setting.
Highland Heights is in a residential
section of Fall River; built at a cost of
close to three million dollars in 1970,
apartment rents average about $52 a
month. In each apartment emergency
switches, special kitchen and bath·
room equipment, grab-bars, and doors
and corridors wide enough for wheel·
chairs accommodate resident's special
needs.
The building is adjacent to and has
an effective relationship with the
Hussey Rehabilitation Hospital, which
provides medical staffing for the facil·
ity's clinic and a wide range of con·
venient medical services for residents.

In addition to a full schedule of social
events and services, Highland Heights
has a strong nutrition prqgram and a
supportive schedule of medical and
allied services-24-hour staff nursing
serviees, visiting nurses, physical
therapy-that the community provides.
Highland Heights has been particurarly successful in making the facility
the focal point of community atten·
tion to the needs of the elderly and
handicapped. The Fall River Council
for the Aging has its offices in High·
land Heights; at least a dozen volunteer or outside agency services are part
of the social interaction that is a major
strength of this facility.
THE DAVENPORT RESIDENCE
125 PUTNAM AVENUE
HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT 06517
(203) 248-1445
CONTACT:
REVEREND ANNE H. HIGGINS
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The "Davenport News" for May 19
contains the weekly calendar, remind·
ing us that the Sleeping Giant J unior
High School Orchestra, fifty strong,
will be with us on Tuesday; that
Thursday brings gentle yoga in the big
room; that volunteers-just two or
three-are needed for a learning Ex·
change project; and that the cookbook
recipe for Ruth Kelly's Sloppy Joes
should be changed (quickly) from "2
pounds" brown sugar to "1 scant
tablespoon." The Davenport Resi·
dence is a non-profit sponsored apart·
ment for healthy 62-and over resi·
dents. Its ten acre site is close to
shopping and services in Hamden, Con·
necticut, and only a bus tide from
New Haven and the Yale Bowt, if one
is so inclined. Sponsored by the New

A--lation and theCo
New Haven
Haven ,...._...
. t
E st Consociation of the
nnectlcu
C:,nference of the Un.ited Church of
Ch . t the Residence IS cited because
of "~~ quality of community that
ists-by whatever comblnatron of
:C..itectUre, magic, hard work and
devotion.
Financed and built in 1970 under a
low-interest Federal loan program, the
ple•ant facility needed a program to
encourage the mental and • physical
health of 280 elderly, low· moderate
income residents. What developed
among residents and a small programcoordinating staff (church-paid) was
and is a constant and real balance
between the need for community and
the need for privacy, the need for
encouraging independence and yet respecting the requirement for assist·
ance, that is so essential to the elderly.
A modest project that projects an aura
of profound success.
laCLEDE TOWN
60 NORTH EWING STREET

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63103
(314) 531-0800
CONTACT:
EARL BERGER
DIR. OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS
What makes a community a good place
to live? We have become increasingly
pessimistic about answers in recent
years as we have watched the best laid
plans go "aft agley." Generally it is less
hard to do at tl}e upper-Income level.
The tougher job is to hitch the knowhow and capabilities of private in·
dUstry to the need for slum clearance
and low-to-moderate cost housing.
Some say the best way to do it is to be
a little crazy-or as Jerome Berger, of
St. louis's laClede Town Company
has said, ''You have to want it awful
bad."

laClede Town, which now includes
the St. louis Breakthrough sites that
were built on either side of it, is a
1,240 unit townhouse, garden apart·
ment and high-rise community. It replaced one of the worst central city
slums in St. Louis and was built under
a now-defunct Federal program that
offered low-cost financing to groups
willing to build low-cost housing.
While Federal programs and site write·
downs helped build laClede, and the
use of varied materials, detail, and
attent ion to community places by the
project's first architect-designer,
Clcithiel Smith, gave a particularly nice
look to laClede, none of these explain
the quality of life that 11 years later
still sets laClede apart.
It is an integrated community; it
also gained some early fame as the
only low-income project in the
country with a pub and a swimming
pool. Management actually set out to
recruit on a person-to-person basis to
build the kind of tenant mix it
wanted. Because the demand for hous·
ing obviated the need for conventional
advertising, promotion money was
spent in a different way: to establish a
neighborhood newspaper, to support a
community athletic league, to encourage the games that have become a
part of LaClede's special ambience.
The laundry rooms are equipped with
lending libraries. Maintenance men use
a two-way radio to respond to calls
within 15 minutes. Events occurred
because people met, talked, had a beer
together after a softball game; the
result was an art gallery in one of the
apartments, the neighborhood's annual
Urban Fair. But always because these
things grew from the community's
interests and needs.
At laClede management and staff,
by choice, live in the community.
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In addition to a full schedule of S?ctal
events and services, Highland Hetghts
has a strong nutrition prqgra':" and a
supportive schedule of medtcal ~nd
allied services-24-hour staff nurs_mg
services, visiting nurses, . phystcal
therapy-that the community provides.
.
Highland Heights has been pa~·~
l'arly successful in making t~e facthty
the focal point of community atten·
tion to the needs of the. elderly an~
handicapped. The Fall Rtver _Cou~ctl
for the Aging has its offices m Htgh·
land Heights; at least a d?zen volun·
teer or outside agen~y serv•c':s are part
of the social interactton that IS a major
strength of this facility.
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THE DAVENPORT RESIDENCE
125 PUTNAM AVENUE
HAMDEN, CONNECTICUT 06517
(203) 248-1445
CONTACT:
REVEREND ANNE H. HIGGINS
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
The "Davenport News" for May. 19
contains the weekly calendar, rem•~·
ing us that the Sleepiog Giant Juntcijl
High School Orchestra, fifty stronGI
will be with us on Tue~ay; th~
ThursdaY brings gentle yoga 10 the big
room; that volunteersthree-are needed for a
change project; and that the
recipe for Ruth Kelly's Sloppy ''2
should be changed (quickly) ,trom n1
pounds" brown sugar to 1 scaesl~
tablespoon." The Davenport R
dence is a non-profit sponsored ap~
ment for healthy 62-and over to
dents. Its ten acre site is close
shopping and services in Ham.~en, ~
necticut, and only a bus nde ()ttl
New Haven and the Yale Bowl, If N..,
is so inclined. Sponsored by the

Haven Association and the New Haven
East Consociation of the Connecticut
Conference of the United Church of
Christ, the Residence is cited because
of the quality of community that
exists-by whatever combination of
architecture, magic, hard work and
devotion.
Financed and built in 1970 under a
low-interest Federal loan program, the
pleasant facility needed a program to
encourage the mental and· physical
health of 280 elderly, low-moderate
income residents. What developed
among residents and a small program·
coordinating staff (church-paid) was
and is a constant and real balance
between the need for community and
the need for privacy, the need for
encouraging independence and yet re·
specting the requirement for assistance, that is so essential to the elderly.
A modest project that projects an aura
of profound success.
LaCLEDE TOWN
60 NORTH EWING STREET
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63103
(314) 531-()800
CONTACT:
EARL BERGER
DIR. OF COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Wh~t makes a community a good place
to l~ve? ~e have become increasingly

P85Siffilsttc about answers in recent
years as we have watched the best laid
plans go "aft agley." Generally it is less
hard to do at ~e upper-income level.
The toupr job is to hitch the know!!.~~nd capabilities of private in- -.. Y to the need for slum clearance
.,d low-to-moderate cost housing.
~':'- say the best way to do it is to be
~t.lttle ~~-or as Jerome Berger, of
h ~ 11 ,' Laaede Town Company
a:..~d, 'You have to want it awful

LaClede Town, which now includes
the St. Louis Breakthrough sites that
were built on either side of it, is a
1,240 unit townhouse, garden apart·
ment and high-rise community. It replaced one of the worst central city
slums in St. Louis and was built under
a now-defunct Federal program that
offered low-cost financing to groups
willing to build low-cost housing.
While Federal programs and site write·
downs helped build LaClede, and the
use of varied materials, detail, and
attention to community places by the
project's first architect-designer,
Clothiel Smith, gave a particularly nice
look to LaClede, none of these explain
the quality of life that 11 years later
still sets LaClede apart.
It is an integrated community; it
also gained some early fame as the
only low-income project in the
country with a pub and a swimming
pool. Management actually set out to
recruit on a person-to-person basis to
build the kind of tenant mix it
wanted. Because the demand for housing obviated the need for conventional
advertising, promotion money was
spent in a different way: to establish a
neighborhood newspaper, to support a
community athletic league, to encourage the games that have become a
part of LaClede's special ambience.
The laundry rooms are equipped with
lending libraries. Maintenance men use
a two-way radio to respond to calls
within 15 minutes. Events occurred
because people met, talked, had a beer
together after a softball game; the
result was an art gallery in one of the
apartments, the neighborhood's annual
Urban Fair. But always because these
things grew from the community's
interests and needs.
At LaClede management and staff,
by choice, live in the community.

There have even been rumors of residents who chose to earn less money to
stay within the strict income limits at
LaClede. LaClede is in the city, con·
nected to the city, concerned about
city programs. Pressure from the com·
munity reclaimed a nearby school as a
neighborhood school and helped turn
it into one of the best elementary
schools in the city.
At LaClede the needs of the people
who live there and the needs of management have meshed into a kind of
urban management par excellence that
still makes LaClede Town a model of
what a moderate-income communityor any community at all-should be.
CLASON POINT HOUSES
1779 STORY AVENUE
BRONX, NEW YORK 10472
(212) 677-3199
CONTACT:
MS. SUE FOX
INSTITUTE FOR COMMUNITY
DESIGN ANALYSIS
853 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N.Y.10003
MURRAY FRUENDLICH
MANAGER
Public housing projects almost universally face critical maintenance costs,
soaring losses from vandalism; severe
crime problems. ·However this has
come about, whatever our past mistakes, today public housing still provides shelter for more than 1.3 million
families. And while the image of undesirable housing persists, in large
cities with crucial housing shortages,
thousands are still on waiting lists for
public housing vacancies. The question
beconles: can public housing be made
viable by involving residents in both
the maintenance and control of their
projects? Can residents become the

principal actors in securing and maintaining their own environments?
The architect Oscar Newman, in his
work for the New York City Housing
Authority and others, has developed a
brilliant pragmatic demonstration of
the relationship between environment
and behavior. Working with buildings
closely paired in most variabies except
design, he has demonstrated the existence of higher fear and crime rates in
certain building types and, further, has
extended his work into reworking existing environments to improve the
quality of life for residents.
At Clason Point Houses in
Brooklyn, 85 percent of the ground
area that once was totally public and
had to be maintained by the Housing
Authority has been assigned to the
residents for their own maintenance
and control. Through the use of fenc·
ing and curbing, lighting and seating,
and through the resurfacing of the
facing of the building, the entire image
of the project has been changed and
the ground areas have been subdivided
and assigned to specific families. The
lighting and seating has brought people
out of their own apartments and has
resulted in the adoption of the project
grounds as their own.
Emphasizing architectural changes
that create "defensible space" and
feelings of territoriality, Newman and
his Institute for Community Design
Analysis are effecting changes in the
built environment that have ,a rele·
vance for cities beyond the ! public
housing universe where the Institute
has done most of its work.
Since · the physical modifications
have been made at Clason Point, each
year over the past fOur years has
brought increased involvement and assumption of responsibility on the part
of the residents. Grounds maintenance

..L
liS
have become less than one
quarter of what they were. The crime
rate has dropped substantially, and the
vacancy rate has been replaced by a
long waiting list of people anxious to
move in. Clason Point has become one
of the New York City Housing
Authority's model projects, where
four years ago it looked like the
munitions workers' barracks it once
was.
costs

SHORELINE APARTMENTS
200 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NEW YORK 14201
(716) 852-2027
CONTACT:
JOHN KLOTH
MANAGER
Small, separate apartment buildings
clustered like a hillside village along
the Buffalo waterfront represent., a
partnership ·between this industrial
city and the state's Urban Development Corporation (UDC). Shoreline
was planned to fill the pressing need
for large-scale, integrated low-cost
housing common to most urban areas,
as well as to spark new community
development on a bypassed, run down
sprawl of waterfront land along Lake
Erie. In Buffalo, as in many other
American communities, these city
edges-often waterfront-had become
sites for dilapidated warehouses and
deteriorated housing. New development had moved in other directions.
More recently, cities have begun to
rediscover the potential in these edges
of the community fabric, often, as in
Buffalo, close to the center of the city.
Working on a difficult flat site with
the tight budget common to low-cost
housing, architect Paul Rudolph has
created contours using the buildings
themselves, creating a stepped effect
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where the same forms and materials
are repeated in a variety of configurations. The ribbed concrete block structures are almost identical pitched-roof
buildings, two or three-stories punctuated by an occasional six story unit,
but within each building the design
reflects an unusual sensitivity to individual needs for privacy and a sense of
space; every apartment has either a
balcony or a walled courtyard garden;
glass walls in the living rooms and
cathedral ceilings in top floor apartments provide a sense of delight not
often provided in low-cost housing.
Shoreline was used as one of the initial
sites for a study of resident satisfaction in UDC housing undertaken for
UDC by Cornelt University, and residents urged the continued selection of
unique design because the non-institutional appearance does not convey the
sense of a ;'project." The desire "not
to live in a project" has been a
fundamental consideration in UDC
design since the corporation was established in 1968.
Some 822 of the 2,000 planned
units are now completed and occupied
at Shoreline. Most rE!l:idents eventually
will be able to walk to other elements
planned for Shoreline: a community
center, shops, and a mall that in turn
will connect the community to the
activities of downtown Buffalo. The
Shoreline Town Center, scheduled for
completion in 1976, is seen as a focus
for the community. The first facility
of its kind in the area, it combines a
kindergarten through eighth grade
school with a community facilities
building for recreation, the arts, and a
multitude of other uses. The Shoreline
community is a joint Federal and state
funding venture; the community
center is being funded by UDC and the
Buffalo Board of Education. Shoreline

is an unusual occurrence on the
American scene: a creative design and
planning collaboration applied to
moderate and low-income housing.
The measure of Shoreline's success will
be not so much as new housing per se
as in its effect on redevelopment and
center city growth in Buffalo.
THE IRVINE COMPANY
550 NEWPORT CENTER DRIVE
NEWPORT BEACH, CA. 92663
(714) 644-3011
CONTACT:
MICHAEL L. MANAHAN
MANAGER, COMMUNITY
RELATIONS
For many Americans, whatever their
socio-economic level, the house still
represents the American dream. Despite those surveys that tell us that the
future no longer can hold a detached
split level for every new-formed
family, the private single-family home
continues to represent a potent image
of the way we live.
The thousands upon thousands of
new homes that stretch from one end
of America to the other remain one of
the wonders of the American landscape. A full range of housing and
design concepts and the processes involved in market rate housing development can be seen in the multitudinous
building endeavors of the Irvine
Company of California.
The land is always first. In this case,
its history a little more tomantic than
most, the 83,000 acre Spanish land
grant property has been owned by one
family since the post-civil war days
when it was acquired by a colorful
Scotish immigrant and sheep rancher,
James Irvine. By the 1950's the land
was the base for a major agricultural

company, smack in the path of sprawling growth that reached north from
Los Angeles into Orange County.
Rather than selring parcels of the land
to developers the Irvine Company
created a master plan for a "new
town" urban environment. The plan is
based on a series of residential villages,
each with a variety of housing types
and one or more village shopping
centers, an industrial complex, and
two regional shopping centers.
Today, ten villages are completed
or underway; the first regional center
is well developed, and the industrial
complex is on its way to being one of
the largest in the nation. Some 45,000
people currently live in these communities; almost a complete alphabet
of neighborhoods and private housing
types exist.
The developer has been particularly
foresighted in a number of areas. The
company donated land to the University of California for its branch at
Irvine, a philanthropic gesture that
also benefited the community's devel·
opment. A staunch advocate of planning since after World War II, the
company has a planning staff of 50
and demands the best of them. The
operation has been characterized by
good husbandry of th'! land, especially
that section of coastal zone around
Newport Beach. Rather than opeQ up
that incredibly valuable resource to
public use in piecemeal fashion, the
company has assembled a wide-ranging
group to develop an oceanfront plan
to meet the needs of all. Other innovations resulted in the incorporation of
Irvine as a self-governing city in 1971
to protect comprehensive new-town
goals.
The company was an early supporter of homeowners' associations to
provide internal governance within the

residential properties. Since the first
.-oc:iation, Cameo Shores, . was
founded in 1958, some 70 res1d~nt
groups have formed that now receiVe
MSistance from a parent management
IIIQCiation.
The City of Irvine, the largest ~e':"'
town in the country, would admit 1t
h• not yet cracked the problem _of
providing moderate cost single-fam1ly
housing in an area with high ~~elop
ment costs. But given that th1s IS ~e
upper range of "private market housmg
in the United States, the visitor can see
town houses, luxury homes, gree~
belts apartments, recreational fac1l·
ities '"villages" designed with a unique
cha..;.cter. More than 15,000 dwelling
units represent the image we hold in
our collective consciousness when we
set out on what is still a great
American adventure: to buy a home.
SELF-HELP ENTERPRISES
220 SOUTH BRIDGE STREET
VISALIA, CALl FORNIA 93277
(209) 732-7936
CONTACT:
MRS. GLORIA WRIGHT
SECRETARY
Self-Help Enterprises (S.H.E.) has been
the outstanding national model for
rural •If-help homebuilding. Starting
in the mid-sixties, as an outgrowth of
the American Friends Service Com·
mittee's l~g-held interest in assisting
the rural poor, S.H.E. has been counselor, planner, legislative advocate-and
carP&nter, electrician, land planner and
budget advisor as well. From the early
days- the 1960's in Tulare' County,
California - S.H.E. has focused on a
specific target group - the migrant
farm worker - a population of mini·
mum income, limited available credit,
and a critical lack of decent shelter.

The seasonal unemployment encountered in field work meant that
these families would have some time
to work on construction. (Often
families invest 1,500 hours of "sweat
equity" in their homes.) In 1962, a
licensed contractor named Howard
Washburn was hired to begin a threeyear effort to construct 20 hom~s- in
Goshen, California. Twelve wllhng
families signed up; three secured loans
from the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) of the Department of
Agriculture.
S.H.E. services relate to three areas:
home ownership training before construction, assistance during construction, and family assistance after occupancy.
In many respects the war on poverty and shifts in housing legislation
paralleled S.H.E.'s successes, battles,
frustrations during its almost 15 years
of service. In addition to FmHA,
S.H.E. has seen its program shaped by
the Economic Opportunities Act, the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development - Federal Housing Ad·
ministration, the Department of
Labor; in almost every instance a
legislative shift has meant a new direction to qualify families, finance land,
obtain credit.
Operating in California's San
Joaquin Valley, S.H.E. has assisted
nearly 1,700 families in completing
their own homes. In recent years
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America) volunteers have worked with
S.H.E. Primary funding now comes
from FmHA.
Self-help is a complex, difficult
process. It is not a remedy for housing
needs on a mass scale. It can mean
decent housing and often a changed
life for those families involved; after
completing their homes, some 43 per·
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residential properties. Since the first
association, Cameo Shores, was
founded in 1958, some 70 resident
groups have formed that now receive
assistance from a parent management
association.
The City of Irvine, the largest new
town in the country, would admit it
has not yet cracked the problem of
providing moderate cost single-family
housing in an area with high development costs. But given that this is the
upper range of 'private market housing
in the United States, the visitor can see
town houses, luxury homes, green·
belts, apartments, recreational facilities, "villages" designed with a unique
character. More than 15,000 dwelling
units represent the image we hold in
our collective consciousness when we
set out on what is still a great
American adventure: to buy a home.
SELF-HELP ENTERPRISES
220 SOUTH BRIDGE STREET
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA 93277
(209) 732-7936
CONTACT:
MRS. GLORIA WRIGHT
SECRETARY
Self-Help En18rprises (S.H.E.) has been
the outstanding national model for
rural •If-help homebuilding. Starting
in the mid-sixties, as an outgrowth of
the American Friends Service Committee's l~g-held interest in assisting
the rural poor, S.H.E. has been counselor, planner, legislative advocate-and
cari>enter, electrician, land planner and
budget advisor as well. From the early
days- the 1960's in Tulare'County
Cali~O!"nia - S.H.E. has focused on ~
specjfiC target group - the migrant
farm worker - a population of minimum Income, limited available credit
and 8 critical lack of decent shelter:

The seasonal unemployment encountered in field work meant that
these families would have some time
to work on construction. (Often
families invest 1,500 hours of "sweat
equity" in their homes.) In 1962, a
licensed contractor named Howard
Washburn was hired to begin a three·
year effort to construct 20 homes in
Goshen, California. Twelve willing
families signed up; three secured loans
from the Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) of the Department of
Agriculture.
S.H.E. services relate to three areas:
horne ownership training before con·
struction, assistance during construction, and family assistance after occupancy.
In many respects the war on poverty and shifts in housing legislation
paralleled S.H.E.'s successes, battles,
frustrations during its almost 15 years
of service. In addition to FmHA,
S.H.E. has seen its program shaped by
the Economic Opportunities Act, the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development - Federal Housing Ad·
ministration, the Department of
Labor; in almost every instance a
legislative shift has meant a new direction to qualify families, finance land,
obtain credit.
Operating in California's San
Joaquin Valley, S.H.E. has assisted
nearly 1,700 families in completing
their own homes. In recent years
VISTA (Volunteers in Service to
America) volunteers have worked with
S.H.E. Primary funding now comes
from FmHA.
Self-help is a complex, difficult
process. It is not a remedy for housing
needs on a mass scale. It can mean
decent housing and often a changed
life for those families involved; after
completing their homes, some 43 per·

cent of self-help families have moved
out of the migrant stream into improved occupations. A successful and
experienced group.

Redevelopment
RENEWAL DISTRICT
SAN FRANCISCO REDEVELOPMENT
AGENCY
(DIAMOND HEIGHTS, GOLDEN
GATEWAY, HUNTER'S POINT,
JAPANESE TRADE CENTER)
POST OFFICE BOX 646
SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA 94101
(415) 771-8800
CONTACT:
WEST WILLOUGHBY
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
GHIRARDELLI SQUARE
900 NORTH POINT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 94109
(415) 775-5500
MS. CASSANDRA STANLEY
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS
San Francisco is everybody's favorite
American city. It is particularly fitting
that even Federally funded urban
renewal, with its up and down record
of achievements, turned out to be
terrific in San Francisco.
Guided for many years by a redevelopment agency particularly sensi·
tive to the special ambience of the
city, the renewal effort in San
Francisco can point to a number of
renewal projects meriting national and
international attention during our
Third Century celebration.
Diamond Heights was that rarest of
sites, undeveloped land within minutes
of downtown. It had escaped development because of a gridiron street
pattern laid out over ravines and
contours too hilly to accept such a

pattern. In acquiring and replatting the
land, the Redevelopment Agency
made history in a court test of the
California Community Development
Act when it won the riW!t to "redevelop" undeveloped land. The land
was then promoted like a real estate
development with the Agency getting
lot prices high enough in many in·
stances so the project needed no Fed·
eral subsidy. And by pricing prime lots
high, the city could sell sites for
middle-income units at artificially low
prices - a nice Robin Hood touch to
city policy. Today Diamond HeiW!ts is
a striking and vital new area, with
1,785 new homes in an unusually wide
range of prices. A model of racial and
economic integration, the whole area
exhibits "the imaginative architecture
that has come to be expected in San
Francisco.''
Like many cities, San Francisco
could exhibit valuable in-town land
saddled with left-over uses; in this
case, 51 acres near the city's financial
section that were occupied by the
congested marketplace for wholesale
produce.
The Redevelopment Agency was
instrumental in relocating most firms
in a modern produce terminal, making
way for a sophisiticated development
of residential and commercial areas,
with platforms constructed above
street level. to separate pedestrians
from vehicular traffic.
The project, known as Golden
Gateway, adds 2J;53 housing units, a
flamboyant new hotel, new com·
mercial space, and the five-block com·
ple'f; known as Embarcadero Center,
which provides three-level shopping in
a four-block complex that has already
·been called the "The Broadway of the
West.'' The Center embodies a place
for play and work with a particularly
31
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sophisticated circulation system, and,
as part of Golden Gateway Center,
particular attention to the amenities
that bring light and space to the center
city-parks, fountains, visual variety.
The city required of both commercial and residential developers at
Golden Gatew4y that at least one
percent of cons~ruction costs be devoted to exterior art, and the inclusion
of significant pieces of sculpture and
of fountains has brought Golden Gateway a design award from the Department of Housing and Urban Development and a citation from the American Institute of Architects.
Hunter's Point was a community
that did not fit the urbane San
Francisco image; it was a slum community in a deteriorating ghetto.
People lived in run-down shacks and in
the old Navy Barracks that had been
condemned in 1948. Riots in 1966
nearly destroyed the community. It
was at this point that residents' determination to make a community
happen pushed the city into a partnership effort. The citizens of Hunter's
Point and the Redevelopment Agency
chose Aaron Green as prime consultant/architect/planner; by 1969
they had developed a master plan for
the new Hunter's Point. The master
plan, recipient of a 1974 design
award from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, represents no less a goal than turning the
ghetto-slum into a functioning community. The award cites "phased residential upgrading.•.a thorough and
aggressive approach...local citizen involvement. ..central to the decision
making of the many agencies involved." Today a view of Hunter's
Point shows a community in transition; one hilly panorama presents a
cluster of still-inhabited shacks, some

aging housing stock, and some firststage redevelopment. Several hundred
homes have been built, along with new
child care centers, a school, a park,
and a water system. Federal and city
revenue sharing funds support the continuing development of Hunter's
Point, where residents are determined
to see the planning through despite the
tougher financial climate of recent
years.
Another uniquely San Franciscan
community also has had a renewal role
in concert with the city. A JapaneseAmerican community had been part of
the area known as Western Addition
since the tum of the century. Moved
into security camps during World War
II, the Japanese-Americans returned to
a deteriorating physical neighborhood
and a fragmented community. There
was an obvious need for economic and
symbolic revitalization, and by 1960
the reinvigorated community was able
to work with the city to build a
Japanese Cultural and Trade Center.
The, Japanese Government was a
financial partner in this first ethnic
cultural and trade center to be built
under redevelopment in this country.
The $15 million center, completed in
1968, is the city's newest tourist attraction. Styled in the Japanese idiom,
restaurants, tea houses, baths, stores,
galleries, and shops are a busy focus for
visitors and for the Japanese community. A Peace Pagoda, designed by
Yoshiro Taniguchi, is a proud new
landmark for the city and a signal to
all Japanese-Americans that "Japantown" is alive and well in San
Francisco.
Old things matter, too, in San
Francisco. Indeed the marvelous
Victorian houses that the city and
passionate residents have saved form
the mental image of San Francisco for

many day-dreaming city lovers. As
does the clock tower of Ghirardelli
Square, whase preservation and redevelopment have become a hallmark
of the good things preservation can do
for a city. IGhirardelli Square, on the
North Waterfront, was the locatio11 of
handsome, solid industrial buildings,
one of which was a chocolate factory
constructed in the 1860's. A hundred
years later the factory and its adjacent
buildings had been passed by, and
plans were afoot for high-rise development. A group led by William M. Roth
purchased the site, convinced the
buildings themselves had potential for
a new economic life. They worked
with the architectural firm of Wurst,
Bernardi and Emmons to create a
special city place for people, shopping,
looking. The site solution involved
rehabilitation of the buildings, provision of parking under a central
garden, and extensive landscaping.
Buildings face inward to a central
plaza and have to the north those
views which are San Francisco-the
Bay and the Golden Gate Bridge. The
Square has been much honored, much
photographed, much visited. It llas
managed to be a smashing success
economically as well as aesthetically,
with a melange of elegant and unusual
shops, restaurants, and theaters without the large department store that so
often is the anchor for American
shopping centers. A very San
Francisco place; one of the first major
commercial
conversion/restoration
projects in the country.
Community renewal is alive and
well
in
San
Francisco.
Art,
architecture, the blessing of the city's
physical setting, people who care
about the qualitv of the cityscape
both in and out of government; a
fortuitous combination of good luck,

good people, and a good place have
made San Francisco, simply, the best
example of renewal in the country.

NICOLLET MALL
WASHINGTON AVENUE AT 10TH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
CONTACT:
LAWRENCE M.IRWIN
PLANNING DIRECTOR
CITY HALL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55415
(612) 348-2580

Nicollet Mall has been described as
"elegant and urbane," and simply as
"one of the nicest places to be downtown." Built primarily as a "people
project " it is shared by transit, special
purpose vehicles, and taxis-but the
typical dominance of the automobile
over the central business district is
absent from the curved streets of the
eight block Mall.
In 1958 Minneapolis looked around
and realized the city was losing that
special quality that brings people and
business to downtown. The Planning
Commission did what its name implies,
recommending that the Minneapolis
Downtown Council hire BartonAschman Associates for urban planning-engineering and Lawrence Halprin
and Associates for urban design. The
city built the Mall according to those
plans to bring 4bout· the eventual
transformation of the area. The carefully articulated transportation plan is
enhanced by street furniture and
plantings that give each block of the
Mall its own character. The complexity and interest that are aspects of
cities are further developed by skyways, an expanding system of enclosed
pedestrian passageways that provide
glassed-in protection from Minneapolis
weather, between buildings above
street level. The Mall and its skyways

rlock

to fbrm a pedestrian
~ Ten of the privately fin~nced
k WIYS are now in place, With a
~~rk of 64 envisioned. The skyWIYS have added to the value of
IICOr'ld floor retail space and even have
their own newsletter, Skyway News.
Started in the sixties, the Mall, as
en:hitec1Ural critic Wolf Von Eckardt
h• writ18n, "restored to the city a
sense of being a city." It has since
been enhanced by excellent new·
1 rc:hitec1Ure, a covered concou':'e ~at
connec1S two hotels, and a ghttermg
new skyscraper. The towers of IDS
Center, designed by Philip Johnson
and John Burgee and Edward F.. Baker
Associates, Inc., are the newest addition to this urbane setting; the buildIng received an American Institute of
Architects honor award in 1975 for
providing a dramatic new landmark for
downtown.
Mall construction began in 1965
and was completed in its original plan
in 1968; total cost was $3,846,698.
Bond issues, new state legislation that
provided for a benefit assessment, Fedtrll mass transportation demonstra·
tlon funds, and beautification grants
provided project financing. The City
Planning Department and a vital
Downtown Council provided much of
the Impetus for development.
The wandering curve of Nicollet
Avenue, visually reminiscent of
medieval cityscapes, has created a measureable economic boost for down·
town. And downtown has regained
much of the glitter that in part defines
a city.

PASEO DEL RIO (RIVERWALK)
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
POST OFFICE BOX 9066

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78285
(512) 224-8743
CONTACT:
CIPRIANO F. GUERRA, JR.
DIRECTOR
There is a special delight about the
Riverwalk In San Antonio. One aspect
certainly relates to the unusual topography, with the river and its surrounding pleasures one level down
from the heart of the business district.
A visitor can move easily from city
streets to the lush two and one half
miles of river lined with tropical
gardens, shops, cafes.
As the river is the heart of the city,
it is also the symbol of the city.
Somehow the Paseo and its ambience
refleet the strains of Mexico and
Ameiica that combine in this border
city. And all the history of San
Antonio can be tied to the relics, the
stones, even to the bend of the river
that sheltered the original settlement.
But, as a study once commented,
"The one totally dependable characteristic of most Texas streams is the
continual, wide, and unpredictable
deviation from the average flow."
Years of flooding from 1819 up until
1965 gave the river a somewhat tar·
nished reputation; around 1920 there
was even talk of covering the river
over, converting It to a sewer, and
making It into a thoroughfare. That
controversy inspired a group of local
ladies to form the Conservation
Society in 1924, a sort of friends of
the river group who emphasized preservation and the natural beauty of the
area. As in many American cities the
focus on historic preservation provided
the avenue •tO retaining and developing
the riverfront.
Important
development
came
shortly before World War II, when the
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interlock to fbrm a pedestrian
precinct. Ten of the privately financed
skyways are now in place, with a
network of 64 envisioned. The skyways have added to the value of
second floor retail space and even have
their own newsletter, Skyway News.
Started in the sixties, the Mall as
.chitectural critic Wolf Von Eck~rdt
has written, "restored to the city a
sense of being a city." It has since
been enhanced by excellent new·
erchltecture, a covered concourse that
connects two hotels, and a glittering
new skyscraper. The towers of IDS
Center, designed by Philip Johnson
and John Burgee and Edward F.. Baker
~lates,_ Inc., are the newest addl·
tlon to ~11 urbane setting; the build·
lng received an American Institute of
Architects honor award in 1975 for
providing a dramatic new landmark for
downtown.
Mall construction began in 1965
:-"d -~pleted in its original plan
~
• total cost was $3,846,598.
ond Issues, new state legislation that
provided for a benefit assessment Federal
mass transportat1on
.
•
ti
demonstra~~=ds, and beautification grants
PI
project financing. The City
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1he town Council provided much of
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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78285
(612) 224-6743
CONTACT:
CIPRIANO F. GUERRA JR.
DIRECTOR
I
T~ere

is ~ special delight about the
Rlver:walk m San Antonio. One aspect
certainly relates to the unusual topographv, with the river and its surroundmg pleasures one level down
fro"! ~e heart of the business district.
A VISitor can move easily from city
st~ets to ~ lush two and one half
miles of nver lined with tropical
gardens, shops, cafes.
As the river is the heart of the city
It is also the symbol of the city'
Somehow the Paseo and Its ambien~
refl~ the strains of Mexico and
Amer~ca that combine in this border
city. ~nd all the history of San
Antonio can be tied to the relics, the
stones, even to the bend of the river
that sheltered the original settlement.
, But, as a study once commented,
'T!'e. one totally dependable characteriStiC of most Texas streams is the
con~in_ual, wide, and unpredictable
dev1at1on from the average flow ,
Years of flooding from 1819 up until
1965 gave the river a somewhat tarnished reputation; around 1920 there
was even talk of covering the river
over! co~v~rting it to a sewer, and
making It Into a thoroughfare. That
~troversy inspired a group of local
laches to form the Conservation
Socie~ in 1924, a sort of friends of
the rayer group who emphasized preservation ~nd the natural beauty of the
area. As 10 many American cities the
focus on historic preservation provided
the ~venue •to retaining and developing
the riverfront.
Important
development
came
shortly before World War II, when the

br~ wafks, arched bridges, and
var1ous entrances to the Paseo were
built. No significant business ventures
~re established until much later· the
r~ver remained "a somewhat de~rted
Promenade" until Hemisfair 1968
which sparked, mostly for better'
accelerated development along th~
river for tourists.
!he city. itself, of course, has had a
maJor role 1n the riverfront story. The
story of the flood control projects
a~o~g. the San Antonio River is itself a
s1gmf1cant venture . in community
devel~nt, and it' is this complex
coordmated piW~ning-city, Bexar
county, state and Federal-that has
really made the river accessible as a
special urban place. Current planning
under the direction of the city's
partment of Planning and Community
Development, includes a major River
Cor~idor Study and the Apache Creek
Project, which is providing flood control and a large lake and recreation
area on a river offshoot that runs
tl_lrough the poorest section of the

De:

ctty.

It ~ ~n a season of renewed
an c1ty waterfronts," In LouisVIlle, in ~aston, in New York City as
well. as 1n San Antonio, cities are
commg to a renewed appreciation of
the potential of these city edges. The
Paseo and the meandering river provide a special and successful ambience
in the heart of the city.
.

1~terest

CHARLES CENTER-INNER HARBOR
ONE CHARLES CENTER BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201
(301) 837-0862
CONTACT:
MRS. ROBERT 0. BONNELL
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION
C!'arles Center·lnner Harbor is recogmzed as one of the most outstanding

urban renewal projects on the east
coast. The renewal of some 33 aCres in
the central Baltimore district and of
~75 acres surrounding the historic
mner harbor nearby were a response
to a "sense of impending d isaster in
~he community." Decay and a decline
10 every economic measure of a communl_ty almost forced the renewal of
the f1rst 33 acres.
The primary goal of the redevelopment program was to strengthen the
central business district and to transto~ the environment around the
adJacent harbor basin into a regional
attraction for public recreation and
enjoyment. The redevelopment program would add vigor and vitality to
the entire city and create a new Image
for the center city. The Committee for
Downtown and the Greater Baltimore
Com'!littee in March, 1958, presented
the City of Baltimore with a proposal
for the development of Charles Center.
Upon the approval of the state legist•
ture and the City Planning Commis·
sion, the City Council approved an
urban renewal plan.in March, 1959.
The developers were making a longterm commitment to the city· the
Charles Center-Inner ·Harbor pro~ is
see.n as a 3~year effort. Most of the
estimated $180,000,000 cost of
Charles Center represents private in·
vestment. Public expenditures of
about $35,000,000 created a setting
that has a~acted large scale develop. ment _by pr1vate enterprise. The once
blighted area is now a unified complex
of office bui~dings, apartments, hotels,
theaters, reta1l shops, and underground
parking garages connected by a system
of urban plazas and ground-level Wid
elevated pedestrian walkways. Charles
Center is virtually complete with 16
major buildings in use. Architectural
Forum cited two of these buildings,

Jehn Johansen's Mechahfc Theater and
the late Mies Van der Rohe's One
Charles Cen_ter, as ''among the outstanding U.S. architectural works of
the 1960's."·
Inner Harbor represents the second
phase of development. The Harbor
renewal provides for the expansion of
the business-financial district and the
still thriving port with the modem
district surrounding Charles Center.
The Harbor offers space for office
buildings, a major hotel, and residential and institutional users. (As a~
added bonus, harbor redevelopment
has improved the water quality.)
A non-profit management corporation was established to bring top-level
talent to bear on this massive renewal
program. While the city continues to
control all public policy questions
under its Department of Housing and
Community Development, the corporation brings management skills to the
planning and the implementation of
programs, land acquisition, relocation
and site preparation, recruiting and
negotiating with private developers,
and act as client on behalf of the city
in the design Of public improvements.
The management corporation pro·
vides a specialized service to the city
on a contractual basis and has continued through the administration of
six different mayors. The cost to the
city of managing the downtown projects is less than three percent of the
public funds involved.
Because of the unique planning
concepts, the partnership between the
city government and the downtown
business community, and its excel·
lenc:e of design and planning, Charles
Center-Inner Harbor has received
eleven design award,s. The management
corporation concept has attracted in·
terest as an operating tool from cities
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and businesses all over the United
States.
LOWER GARDEN DISTRICT
1531 CAMP PLACE
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70130
(504) 581-2588

CONTACT:
MS. MURRAY PITTS
BOARD MEMBER
COLISEUM SQUARE ASSOCIATION
Sometimes a little decay pays off in
the long run. As when the rundown
condition of a city neighborhood
makes it unattractive for new investment, so that demolition and subsequent rebuilding pass it by, leaving it
shabby and deteriorated but with
many architecturally significant structures still standing.
This was the case in New Orleans's
Lower Garden District, where a new
wave of young residents was attracted
by the area's low property values,
proximity to the central business district, and faded architectural charm.
They initiated a multifaceted community renewal program after a
serious threat galvanized the community to action. (As with many
redevelopment sagas, the villain was a
new bridge and connecting highway
that would have split the community
in half and destroyed the neighborhood park.) Two elements common to
other renewal efforts emerged from
this fight: a citizen's group - the
Coliseum Square Association - that
had won its spurs involving residents in
petitions and meetings to defeat the
bridge; and the designation of the
neighborhood as a historic district by
local authorities, with special zoning
prohibition of building demolition and
placement of the neighborhood on the
National Register of Historic Places.

These two events provided the
impetus for further private and public
change. Citizens have identified
government programs with the
potential to help the neighborhood,
and acted as liaison from the neighborhood to the appropriate agency. In
tum, the City has shown new interest
in the area and has provided improved
city services. New Orleans has commited itself to a half-million dollar
renovation of the neighborhood's park
(with Federal assistance resulting from
grant application by the Coliseum
Square Association). Benefits returned
to the larger community; the Association sponsors house ··t ours, concerts,
puppet shows and Easter egg hunts in
the park, and a Christmas party for the
policemen and other public officials
who serve the area. Association meetings and social events create a new
sense of neighborhood.
The Lower Garden District repre·
sents the effect of a strong neighborhood group that has learned to make
the most of existing Federal, state,
and local resources. At the same time
that public expenditures have in·
creased, over six million dollars in
private capital has come into the
neighborhood. This once fine residential area on the edge of New
Orleans's central business district is a
successful model of a number of
modem urban ideas.
HOME IMPROVE.MENT PROJECT
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY
· 84 WASHINGTON STREET
HOBOKEN; NEW JERSEY 07030
(201) 792-6700
CONTACT:
MS. SALLY AARNSON
SENIOR PLANNER
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Hoboken in the early 1970's was
most older urban areas: a decliniftl
housing stock, declining median income, declining numbers of midcftt.
class families, declining owner.
occupancy of housing. The question
was where to begin. In 1971 the c·~
chose its target: housing improveme
The Hoboken Municipal Home 1
provement Program was started with
approval of citizens' groups and the
support of the city's Model Cities
Agency, which had defined a specific
and pressing need for adequate bank
financing for renovation and repairs,
An Urban League report had revealed
that there were "no conventional
mortgage funds available anyplace in
Hoboken." A second objective was to
turn around the declining rate of
owner-occupied housing; absenteeownership is not good for neighbor·
hoods and other living things.
A Model Cities consultant worked
out the original, two-tier plan to in·
vOive the public and the private sector
in the financing program. The approach was to provide a conventional
bank loan or mortgage to building
owners with the Home Improvement
Program providing a grant reducing the
conventional interest rate to three
percent. Owner-occupancy was encouraged by loan criteria that stressed
occupancy of the purchased or rehabilitated buildings.
Model Cities funds, bank loans,
demonstration grants from the Sttte
Department of Community Assistance,
and now a share of the city's revenue
sharing funds have supported the
Hoboken effort. Over 250 urban
homeowners have been able to fix up
their properties, almost 85 percent of
them long-time city residents. The
remainder of the loans have gone to
new owners attracted by the lower
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prices oi brick and brownstone homes
across the river from New York.
Hoboken's flexible program, shaped
to local needs, expands the usefulness
of program funds since a small grant
can guarantee a bank loan. The pro.-am focus on purchase and rehabilitation is a realistic goal for homeowners.
Not a panacea for urban problems, but
a direct and successful small-scale
housing program. It exemplifies a
number of efforts in cities across the
country to use whatever private or
public monies are available (especially
with limited available Federal assist·
ance) to encourage locally-sponsored
housing Improvements.

Historic Preservation
HISTORIC SAVANNAH
METROPOLITAN PLANNING
COMMISSION
POST OFFICE BOX 1027
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA 31402
(912) 236-9623
CONTACT:
ROBERT J. LYNN
BICENTENNIAL COORDINATOR
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preservation effort began when Anna
Hunter and a small group of deter·
mined women organized to put a stop
to the threatened demolition of
architecturally and historically lm·
portent structures. One expression of
the impact of the Historic Savannah
Foundation on our national consciousness of the preservation process
Is the surprise one feels at realizing the
organization only formed in 1961. It
was Leopold Adler II, Foundation
president after Mrs. Hunter, who had
the vision to see the entire downtown
area as a renovation project. A
Savannah banker, Mills B. Lane, provided business leadership as well as a
lending policy through his bank that
encouraged new home owners. (Mr.
Lane launched a renovation project of
his own when he bought and renovated 27 houses, which he restored
and rented. In addition, he has put
down a traditional tabby (oyster-shell)
street in front of his house and paid
for the re-landscaping of 6 of the
city's 24 squares). The Foundation
raised $200,000 in private funds as a
revolving fund to hold historic houses
until purchasers could be found. To
determine priorities for purchasing
buildings, the Foundation under
Adler's leadership commissioned a cat·
alogue of 1,1 00 buildings in the dis·
trict, rating each in relation to its
historic worth.
Preservation received a substantial
boost through a unique use of Federal
funds. Financed by funds from the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development,
Savannah's
1966
General Neighborhood Renewal Plan
was the first such plan in the country
to include historic considerations. Eric
Hill and Associates drew up the plan,
with Atlanta architects Muldawer and
Patterson defining 16 characteristics of

Savannah's architecture. These 16
design criteria (e.g., height, proportion
of front facades, proportion of open·
ings within facades, materials, tex·
tures, colors, etc.) are the basis for
review of projects and renewals; 6
must be met by every restored or new
building within the area. The criteria
have provided a unique resource tool
for preservation everywhere.
Savannah's Troup Ward has been
the site of a pilot urban renewal
program using a combination of city
and Federal funds. The selection of
one ward to use Federal funds for
townhouse rehabilitation in an histori·
cal, densely populated downtown area
was an innovative effort that spread
to other areas of the city. And use of
government funds generated an almost
equal amount of private investment,
preserving 127 dwellings within the
ward.
Historic preservation is not a process that benefits low-income families.
Even middle-income families would be
hard pressed to purchase a renovated
structure. Numbers of families have
had to relocate from the downtown
area. And only the coming decades
will show whether historic preservation can reverse deterioration and reclaim older sections of our cities.
(Indeed much of the Savannah effort
could not apply directly to other
American cities, which Jack the con·
centrated and homogeneous historical
area of that city.) But the joint public
and private efforts in Sava1nah have
set the standard for every American
city concerned with preserving its
peculiar treasures. It represents a com·
plex awareness of identity and place
that is a valuable community resource.
OLD SANJUAN
INSTITUTO DE CULTURA

PUERTORRIOUENA
APARTADO 4184
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO 00905
(809) 723-2115
CONTACT:
LOUIS M. RODRIGUEZ MORALES
DIRECTOR
The United States embraces a wide
variety of cultural influences that are
reflected in every facet of our dally
lives. The design of our cities, our
language, our laws and forms of
government, the names of our cities
(that resonate with echoes of the
waves of European settlement as well
as those of native Americans that re·
ceived them), all reflect the cultures
that are interwoven in our society.
Nowhere is the Spanish heritage so
much a part of the present as in Puerto
Rico; nowhere is the physical em·
bodiment of that culture so carefully
retained as in the historic district of
Old San Juan.
Determined not to permit contemporary growth to blur or erase the
architectural personality of the city, in
1956 the •Commonwealth Legislature
established the Institute of Puerto
Rican Culture as a public corporation
responsible for preserving and enrich·
ing Puerto Rican culture.
One of the primary goals of tht
Institute has been to supervise the
restoration of monuments of historical
or architectural interest. Interest is not
limited to isolated buildings; the lnsti·
tute has established two official histor·
leal zones, one in San Juan and one in
Ponce. Within these zones, buildings
may not be demolished or altered
without Institute approval. An Ad·
visory Commission of architects, his·
torians, and other qualified persons
studies each proposal a1d advises the
Institute. The Institute itself has re·
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stored two buildings in the San Juan
historical district to serve as models
for private efforts. An 18th century
mansion houses the Museum of Colo·
nial Architecture, with its second floor
devoted to a Museum of the Puerto
Rican Family, showing the life style of
a 19th century Puerto Rican family.
Another 18th century building serves
as a Museum of Fine Arts.
The Institute provides a number of
valuable services to private property
owners in the district, which is a
thriving commercial and residential
area. The Office of MQnuments and its
architects without cost give advice on
facade designs, doors, balconies and
other structural elements, as well as
selling at cost ausobo beams, floor and
decorative tile, locks, hinges and studs
necessary for restoration but not easily
available.
The Institute has promoted legisla·
tion that provides tax benefits and
loan assistance to private owners who
undertake restoration. To insure that
the district is more than a monument,
the Institute works with the Urban
Renewal and Housing Corporation to
plan housing for the district. Gfose to
300 buildings have Q&en restored in
· Old San Juan, preserving its past while
enhancing its future as a commercial
and cultural center for the city and its
thousands of visitors. Across the
Island, wherever restoration efforts are
in progress, particular attention is paid
to the use of historical sites as
museums, libraries and parks to make
the Island's heritage accessible to the
present. An outstanding, on-going
example of comprehensive historic
preservation.
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
VISITORS CENTER
20223 LAFAYETTE
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ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63103
(314) n2-5724
CONTACT:
MS. RUTH KAMPHOEFNER
SECRETARY
One hundred and forty years ago a
small group of St. Louis citizens
sought to create a posh residential
district that would equal the elegance
of a classical European square. For a
brief period lafayette Square flour·
ished, stately townhouses surrounding
a luxuriant park. A devastating
tornado in 1896 ravaged the area;
from that point decay and neglect and
the outward movement of the city left
the area .a dangerous, rundown slum,
the great houses more often empty or
packed with makeshift Jiving units for
as many as 60 or 70 tenants.
In 1969 a group of young people,
attracted by the remnants of 19th
century charm and low real estate
prices, formed the lafayette Square
Restoration Committee, Inc. Its goal
and achievements represent the per·
sonal involvement and process that
have characterized much of the re·
surgence of the preservation of our
past across the nation.
The Committee's first success came
in 1972 when the Missouri Advisory
Council for Historic Preservation
nominated Lafayette Square to the
National Register of Historic Places,
which helped reduce the threat of
highway construction. The same year
the St. Louis Board of Advisors passed
a Historic District Bill that forbad
building demolition without the con·
sent of the landmarks and Urban
Design Commission. In 1973, the
National Trust made its first loan for
purchase and restoration, and the city
passed an enabling act to permit city

repossession of tax-delinquent proper·
ties. The properties are administered
and sold by the St. Louis Land Revi·
talization Authority.
These achievements are corollariesto the tremendous personal commit·
ment families have made to the neighborhood; the backbreaking labor of
creative
restoration,
the
active
campaign to encour&ge bank invest·
ment in the area, the historical research that has brought more than 90
percent of the area's 360 residences
back to their original elegance. The
annual June house tour has become
the most successful event of its kind
in the midwest.
Problems remain, common to most
serious preservation efforts. Demol·
ition and lack of code enforcement are
constant threats. The Historic District
Bill is weak. All work is still on a
volunteer basis; fu~ding is a constant
problem. There is concern that the
area is being saved, but only for the
middle class professional who can
afford an interest in mantels and
ceiling medallions.
The historic preservation process is
not immune to criticism nor problem·
free. It remains a catalyst for redevel·
oping a neighborhood on a personal
and physical level. In St. Louis, the
Lafayette Square restoration is re·
claiming what Ada Louis Huxtable has
called the "recognizable richness of a
specific urban inheritance."'
LUCY
DECATUR A1'11> ATLANTIC AVENUES
POST OFFICE BOX 3000
MARGATE, NEW JERSEY 08402
(609) 822-6619
CONTACT:
MRS. JOSEPHINE HARRON
PRESIDENT

Folly (fo.hi) archit. A whimsical or
extravagant structure, either useless or
having an appearance completely unrelated to· its purpose, built to serve as
a convenation piece, lend interest to a
view, commemorate a person or event,
•••etc.; built especially in England in
the 18th century.
Move the timf' frame up a hundred
years, switch the setting to Margate,
New Jersey, and voila! you have Lucy,
Lucy is an elephant, and true to the
grand tradition of architectural follies,
there's not much real reason for her
size or unusual shape (unusual not for
an elephant but for a building). Lucy
is the sole surviving architectural folly
in the United States today, a monu·
ment to the whimsical spirit of James
V. lafferty, who built the amazingly
designed structure as a real estate
promotion during the 1880's, plunked
it on the flat shores of Margate by the
sea, and proceeded to use it as his
office. Later a tavern, a summer house,
and a restaurant, Lucy graciously re·
ceived the awed visit of thousands (she
stands 65 feet high) and even after her
heyday managed to survive storms and
floods. Old age and deterioration
almost did her in.
Her significance today, close to
restoration, is as a representation of
the process and the determination
involved in historic preservation,
whether we speak of Savannah, o r a
Lucy, or of the hundreds of com·
munity efforts across the oountry today.
Deteriorated, literally a white
elephant, Lucy was scheduled for
demolition when she was turned over
to ,!he city of Margate as a gift in
1970. The story of her preservation is
a cliff-hanger of citizens coming up
with solutions and hard cash just
before it was too late.

The first efforts of the Save Lucy
'ttMt included LucY In the 1966
=~ American Bull~ings ~rvey,
IQd resuhed. in 1971, 1n hav~ng. the
edifice pl.ced on the Nationai.Regaster
of Historic Llndmarks. During that
period the committee's efforts were
threltened when the very land on
which lucY stood was sold out tJ:om
under her. Working under a t1~t
dMdline, the group, led by J~se~1ne
Harron and Sylvia Carpenter, ra1sed
$28,000 to move the el~phant ~o a
new site. (Easy, in the telling. A bango
night. a flea market, a Lucy Day ~t the
track, sales of Save Lucy s~ackers
represented a frantic effort to raase ~e
cash). It finally took a court ruling
before Lucy was accepted at her new
location on land donated by the city.

architectural value, not for weighty or
cosmic reasons-just fo r the fun of it.

New Communities
THE WOODLANDS
MITCHELL DEVELOPMENT COR·
PORATION OF THE SOUTHWEST
2201 TIMBERLOCH PLACE
THE WOODLANDS, TEXAS 77373
CONTACT:
MS. JEANNE SHEA
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS

There is a new address in Texas that
the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development knows as a "new
community." Environmentalists know
it as a winner in the Second Annual
Community Quality of Life Awards
Program sponsored by the Environment Monthly, and the U.S. Postal
The Save Lucy Committee conService knows it simply asThe Wood·
tinues its efforts to raise money for
renovation. Although Margate loves
lands, TX 77373.
Lucy, no city money is available, so
The Woodlands is a new town 25
the tax exempt, non-profit organize·
miles northwest of Houston. It has
tion ha sought Federal assistance.
been in the making since 1962 when
Under a preservation of historical sites
its developers, the Mitchell Developapplication, the committee received a
ment Corporation of the Southwest,
Federal grant of $61,750 in 1971,
began a series of real estate t rans·
with matching funds required. Again
actions that by 1972 resulted in a
the committee launched a fundraising
20,000 acre town site. Today this new
drive to raise the estimated $120,000
town provides a wide variety of hous·
needed to restore Lucy. Assisted by a
ing and the standard recreational
loan through the Mainland Bank made
amenities. Shopping, offices, a concert
available by 62 civic minded residents
site, and an elaborate information
throughout the county, the committee
center mark one of t he most reeent
raised $123,000; renovation began in
ent ries in America's new town sweepJuly, 1973.
stakes.
' During land acquisit ion, the devel·
The renovation is nearing com·
opment corporation invested $3.6 mil·
pletion. Lucy the elephant will be used .
lion dollars in planning to insure the
as a museum and multi-purpose activ·
compatibility of The Woodl~s with
ity center, surrounded by a park and
its natural environment. Ecological
plavground. She alr;)ldy receives
planning by Wallace, McHarg, Roberts
visitors daily. The Save Lucy Com·
and Todd exemplifies a textbook of
mittee has preserved a unique
environmental design. As Environment
American attraction of significant
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The first efforts of the Save Lucy
Commit<H included Lucy in the 1966
Historic American Buildings Survey,
and resulted, in 1971, in having the
edifice placed on the National Register
of Historic Landmarks. During that
period the committee's efforts were
threatened when the very land on
which Lucy stood was sold out from
under her. Working under a tight
deadline, the group, led by Josephine
Harron and Sylvia Carpenter: raised
$28,000 to move the elephant to a
new site. (Easy, In the telling. A bingo
night, a flea market, a Lucy Day at the
track, sales of Save Lucy stickers
represented a frantic effort to raise the
cash). It finally took a court ruling
before Lucy was accepted at her new
location on land donated by the city.

The Seve Lucy Committee continues its efforts to raise money for
nmovation. Although Margate loves
Lucy, no city money is available, so
t!'e tax exempt, non-profit organization h• sought Federal assistance.
Under a preservation of historical sites
appUCitlon, the committee received a
Federal grant of $61,750 in 1971
with matching funds required. Agai~
the committee launched a fundraising
drive to raise the estimated $120,000
needed to restore Lucy. Assisted by a
10M throultl the Mainland Bank made
available by 62 civic minded residents
throughout the county, the committee
$123,000; renovation began in
y, 1973.
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architectural value, not for weighty or
cosmic reasons-just for the fun of it.

New Communities
THE WOODLANDS
MITCHELL DEVELOPMENT COR·
PORATION OF THE SOUTHWEST
2201 TIMBERLOCH PLACE
THE WOODLANDS, TEXAS 71373
CONTACT:

MS. JEANNE SHEA
Dl RECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS
There is a new address in Texas that
the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development knows as a "new
community." Environmentalists know
it as a winner in the Second Annual
Community Quality of Life Awards
Program sponsored by the Environment Monthly, and the U.S. Postal
Service knows it simply asThe Wood·
lands, TX 77373.
The Woodlands is a new town 25
miles northwest of Houston. It has
been in the making since 1962 when
its developers, the Mitchell Development Corporation of the Southwest,
began a series of real estate transactions that by 1972 resulted in a
20,000 acre town site. Today this new
town provides a wide variety of housing and the standard recreational
amenities. Shopping, offices, a concert
site, and an elaborate information
center mark one of the most reeent
entries in America's new town sweep~tal<es.

During land acquisition, the development corporation invested $3.5 million dollars in planning to insure the
compatibility of The Woodlands with
its natural environment. Ecological
planning by Wallace, McHarg, Roberts
and Todd exemplifies a textbook of
environmental design. As Environment

Monthly stated in its award citation:
"The key toTtie Woodlands land use is
this: the land allocation plan was not
derived first and then changed to
respond to the natural environment.
Instead, the natiJral environment was
first studied and comprehended, a
process which then made land use
allocation a response to both man and
nature." Before a single spade of dirt
was turned, a complete ecological
stiJdy of the site was undertaken that
included a detailed inventory of drainage, soil types, vegetation, wildlife,
and even endangered bird species.
Construction of The Woodlands
began in the early 1970's, and the
project was granted the largest permissible Federal guarantee-$50 million
against the sale of debentures. When
The Woodlands is completed sometime
in the early 1990's it will be the largest
of this country's 15 official new communities, with a projected population
of 150,000.
The first residential area, the
Village of Grogan's Mill, opened in the
fall of 1974. Schools and sports facilities are in place. In Grogan's Mill
there are 10 miles of pathways
through wooded areas, and when the
whole new town is complete, there
will be more than 3,900 acres devoted
to natural vegetation and wildlife corridors and pathways. In all over onethird of The Woodlands will be open
space, including some 30 lakes ranging
in size up to 275 acres. An elaborate
pure oxygen waste treatment system
will recycle waste water for replenishing streams and lakes, for irrigation,
and for fire protection. Eventually,
there will be a 400-acre campus of the
University of Houston and in keeping
with The Woodlands' status as a selfcontained community,
an even
broader range of commercial, cultural,

and recreational facilities. There are
plans for public transportation.
Like many new developments, The
Woodlands is very energy-intensive,
which may prove expensive in the
coming years. But as a model of
ecological planning, The Woodlands
sets a new standard in community
development.
CEDAR••RIVERSIDE
1929 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, MJNNESOTA 55464
(612) 338-8801
CONTACT:
WILLIAM FINLEY
PRESIDENT
It is difficult to envision why a well-todo Minneapolis housewife, joined by
an academic friend who taught busi·
ness and accounting, should think they
could create a ·new town In town that
could rival Europe's successful new
communities.
Despite the unlikely scenario, 1:he
first stage of Cedar-Riverside in
Minneapolis today is in place, handsome, lived In, much-tauded. Further
development is bogged down by an
environmental suit and the current
soft economy affecting most American
new towns. But more than 2,500
people now live in the new com·
munlty, and Gloria Segal's story is
already a mini-legend in community
~evelopment circles.
Cedar-Riverside once was a busy
working class community, respectajlle
though poor, settled by Scandinavians
and Eastern Europeans. As people
moved up and out, the district declined into seediness; the population
dropped from 20,000 to 4,000. There
were several advantages going for it,
however, when .Mrs. Segal, Professor
Keith Heller, and later Henry T.
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McKni!tet, who became Cedar-Riverside Associates, first considered inv~
ment in the area. New highways
border Cedar-Riverside. The area had
received urban renewal designation
from the city, and the huge University
of Minnesota is nearby. It seemed
possible that renovated housing close
to campus might offer an investment
potential. A few purchases eventually
became ownership of 500 parcels, or
about 85 percent of the privately held
property in Cedar-Riverside.
In 1968 the plans for the area had
fermented into sophisticated planning
and design proposals for a new town
in-town; under the New Communities
Act, Cedar-Riverside became the first
such Federally-designated community
in the United States.
Cedar-Riverside has an impressive
record of working with the city. The
story goes that the city council once
passed 12 new ordinances in a single
day to ease zoning and building code
restrictions. In return, the city got a
community planned to avoid many of
the mistakes associated with urban
renewal. Of community residents who
have had to move, all but two were
resettled within the community. The
development is unusually exciting, 11nd
the city ambience has attracted a vital
and Interesting mix of residents. The
project has ·maintained a human scale
despite its density and the highrise
buildings (the density is counter balanced, perhaps, by "the psychological
effect of planting ten thousand tulip
bulbs'1. The eleven buildings of the
first stage, Cedar Square West, make
room for day care, a health clinic, a
grocery, an elementary education
center, and recreation and commercial
spaces. Two-way television will eventu·
ally be the core of a multi-level commu~cations system that cotild serve as
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a security system and also let a housewife ordel'her groceries from home.
Many of Cedar-Riverside's visionary
plans remain in the future. The first
neighborhood, however, stands as a
step toward the kind of new town not
yet fully realized in this country-but
off and running. Exemplary planning
and a gamble on a vision. As we say in
America, tune in tomorrow!
ROOSEVELT ISLAND
NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK 10044
(212) 421-4993
COJI,ITACT:
MS.biANE PORTER
CHIEF PLANNING OFFICER
Roosevelt Island has gone by a number
of names in the last· th"ree hundred
years. Until 1828, it was known as
Blackwell's Island, after the family
that had lived there since the seventeenth century. Sold by the Blackwells
to the City of New York, the two-mile
long, rocky sliver of land in the East
River was renamed Welfare Island.
Thousands of New· York's outcasts
were confined there in a complex of
asylums, workhouses, and penl·
tentaries until most facilities were
closed in the 1950's. When it was
renamed
after
Franklin Delano
Roosevelt in 1969, the island harbored
only two city hospitals.
· Today the island is being called
simply "Manhattan's Other Island," in
a promotional campaign for the new
community under development there
by the New York State Urban Devel·
opment Corporation. The construction
of an in-town new town was the
recommendation of a citizen committee appointed by Mayor John
Lindsay in 1968 to consider how the
city could best put Its small piece of
neglected but highly valuable real
estate to use.

The New York State Urban Devel·
opment Corporation took over site
development in 1969 and a master
plan for the island was drawn up by
architects Philip Johnson and John
Burgee. A third of the island will be
open space; the rest is being developed
as two mini-towns, Northtown and
Southtown. The two towns will con·
tain a total of about 5,000 rental and
cooperative apartment units providing
for a total island population of about
20,000. Occupancy will be divided
almost equally among low, middle,
and upper income families served by a
full range of schools, recreational facil·
ities, and commercial establishments.
One of the last 18th century
wooden farm houses in New York
City, the original Blackwell farmhouse,
is preserved in a park setting on the
island. Those banes of New York City
existence, cars and dogs, both will be
prohibited. The first stages of a unique
transportation plan are in place; transportation will be provided by an
electric minibus circling ~e island
once the auto-free zone is instituted
early in 1976. An aerial tramway runs
to Manhattan along the north side of
Oueen5boro
Bridge.
Access
to
Manhattan will be improved with the
completion of a subway hookup sometime in the 1980~s. ·
Problems have beset the development along the way, Including a
financial crisis in February, 1975,
when it appeared as if the Urban
Development Corporation would be
unable to pay off interest on its bond
issues. UDC also has had difficulty
contracting out to private builders,
who are limited to a six percent profit.
And UDC itself has undergone marked
changes in its function and leadership
since a change in administration in
Albany. Nevertheless, public interest

in this newest of American new~
is still strong; the first pion
families .h~ve alre~y mo~ed in.
are part1c1pants m a umque and in.
credibly complex experiment in dtv.,:
opment throu~ intergovernmental co.
operation; eight Federal agencies, e~
state agencies and the thirty-one
cooperated
in
plannl
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minder that the pioneer spirit is alive
and well in America.
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EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION
PLAN
OFFICE OF GOVERNOR
CECIL D. ANDRUS
BOISE, IDAHO 83720
(208) 384-2100
CONTACT:
JOE WELCH
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE
GOVERNOR
Despite the incredible increase in the
complexity of government, states have
been slow· to adopt the systems approach, the technology transfer, the
computerized operations that are the
hallmark of modern business. The
house of government just .grew, ex·
panding into crowded warrens of committees, boards, agencies, and ad hoc
subcommittees that often left the
average citizen-and sometimes even
the experienced legislator-unsure of
who was minding the store.
By 1974, haphazard growth and
repeated response to immediate needs
with no concern for structure had
made an unintelligible patchwork of
the executive branch of Idaho's state
government. Over 260 departments,
boards, and commissions existed with·
out any regard to functional relation·
ships, effectively throttling any

t

response to contemporary

c n Cit•zens and even legislator:'
f•nding It difficult to wend their
throultl the ex~tive branch.
proliferation of state agencies
red Governor Cecil D. Andrus
d the legisl.rure in their ~·
ally in dealing with eppropna·
t• n . pertorm~nce review, and ~llcv
d r c:t•on. The end result was state
gov rnmental drift."
To address this proble~, the
vemor Initiated a reorgamz~ion
ffort with five central goals. f1rst.
prolllction of the public interest. The
reorpnlzation process actively sought
out the pertlcipation and input of
ho
"outside the political arena."
Second estlblishment of a workable
executl~e control: the creation of clear
lines of authority and accountability
throultl statutory provisions or admin·
istratlve directives. At the same time
independent offices were reduced to a
number possible to supervise and hold
accountable. Third, Improvement of
state services to the citizens. The'
haphazard and unpl.-.ned growth of
government often left the citizen lost
1n a bureaucratic maze-or, conversely,
provided the same service twice by
competing agencies. Fourth, improvement in administration efficiency. In
order to stem the rising costs of
government, the duplication of staff
functions had to be eliminated. Fifth,
tt\8 development of competent administrators, with sufficient authority to
run their own agencies and accept
program responsibilities.
Once these goals were defined,
things started to move. Executive staff
initiated a comprehensive inventory of
the existing state government structure. Since reorganization would require an amendment to the state
constitution, they drew up such an

amendment for the voters, limiting the
number of state agencies to not more
than 20. Then the public process
began:
statewide announcements,
bipartisan support, media endorsement. Public hearings were held in
each town of over 2,000. Citizens
groups supported the effort. The legis·
lative nitty-gritty and months of
public hearings were handled by a
committee of two citizens and twelve
state legislators.
Today, Idaho has completed a successful reorganization of the executive_
branch from 260 agencies to 19 that
deal with specific functional areas.
Through the cooperation of citizens,
the legislature, and the executive
branch of state government, Idaho has
completed two successful years under
a modernized state government.
Reorganization is not a sexy
subject. But as governments paradoxically become more involved in indi·
vidual lives and more remote from any
individual's sense of control, the
existence of a rational structure where
the citizen can determine account·
ability may be one of the hallmarks of
good government.
COG TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
EAST TEXAS COUNCIL OF .
GOVERNMENTS
KILGORE, TEXAS 75662
(214) 984-8641
CONTACT:
ED ROHNER
REGIONAL PLANNER
Planning, in the most comprehensive
meaning of the word, is completely
beyond the economic reach of sman
towns like many of those that dot the
East Texas landscape . Yet these com·
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efficient response ·to contemporary
needs. Citizens and even legislators
were finding it difficult to wend their
way Jhrough the exe~tive bran~h.
The proliferation of state agenc~es
hampered Governor Cecil D. Andrus
and the legislature in their work,
especially In dealing with appropria·
tions, performance review, and policy
direction. The end result was "state
governmental drift."
To address this problem, the
Governor Initiated a reorganization
effort with five central goals. First.
protection of the public interest. The
reorganization process actively sought
out the participation and input of
those "outside the political arena."
Second, establishment of a workable
executive control: the creation of clear
lines of •thority and accountability
through ltltutory provisions or administrative directives. At the same time
independent offices were reduced to a
number possible to supervise and hold
accountable. Third, improvement of
state Mrvices to the citizens. The'
haphazard and unplanned growth of
government often left the citizen lost
a bureaucratic maze-or, conversely,
Pf vided the same service twice by
competing ...-nc:ies. Fourth, improvent In administration efficiency. In
rd r to stem the rising costs of
00 •nment. the duplication of staff
ons had to be eliminated. Fifth,
'4loprnent of competent adminor . with sufficient authority to
th r own agencies and accept
m l"llpOnsibilities.
On
these goals were def1ned ,
hm
tar ted to move. Executive staff
d comprehensive Inventory of
t r g ltlte government struc1n
~lzation would rernendment to the state
· they drew up such an

s

amendment for the voters, limiting the
number of state agencies to not more
than 20. Then the public process
began:
statewide announcements,
bipartisan support, media endorsement. Public hearings were held in
each town of over 2,000. Citizens
groups supported the effort. The legislative nitty-gritty and months of
public hearings were handled by a
committee of two citizens and twelve
state legislators.
Today, Idaho has completed a successful reorganization of the executive
branch from 260 agencies to 19 thaf
deal with specific functional areas.
Through the cooperation of citizens,
the legislature, and the executive
branch of state government, Idaho has
completed two successful years under
a modernized state government.
Reorganization is not a sexy
subject. But as governments paradoxi·
cally become more involved in lndi·
vidual lives and more remote from any
individual's sense of control, the
existence of a rational structure where
the citizen can determine account·
ability may be one of the hallmarks of
good government.
COG TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
EAST TEXAS COUNCIL OF .
GOVERNMENTS
KJLGORE, TEXAS 75662
(214) 984-8641
CONTACT:
ED ROHNER
REGIONAL PLANNER
Planning, in the most comprehensive
meaning of the word, is completely
beyond the economic reach of smaR
towns like many of those that dot the
East Texas landscape . Yet these communities, often less than 5,000 In
population, face problems that com-

paratively may be more overwhelming
than those in large communities.
The East Texas Council of Governments (ETCOG) comprises 76 such
communities within its 14-county
region. Its comprehensive planning
program for small communities is a
response to a special need. It has
provided planning at a low-cost
($2,000) to 15 communities since its
inception in January 1975. Planning is
always formu lated primarily by local
officials and private citizens and
geared to local capabilities.
The plans consist of two volumes: a
master plan of recommendations, and
a compilation of zoning ordinances,
subdivision regulations, and building
codes for implementation. All recommended ordinances, regulations, and
the majority of codes · were adopted
and are being implemented by. each
community with extensive ETCOG involvement. The built-in citizen involvement also ensures implementation as
citizens are interested in seeing "their"
plans carried out. The ten year goals
and objectives are formulated by community-wide involvement and a fivemember citizens' planning committee.
Plans are prepared under the direction
of a professional ETCOG planner.
Citizen involvement, including local
banks, utility companies, and state
agencies, is encouraged through news
media coverage, survey questionnaires
and the Citizens' Planning Committee.
Planning education is provided for the
committee 'and the ex-officio councilman. As a result of the process, the
community has a well-educated and
informed group of at least six citizens
who are prime candidates for appoint·
ment to a planning and zoning com·
mission upon completion of the plan.
Because the plans turn out to be
community plans, with realistic recom-

mendations, they sell t hemselves.
ETCOG has not had to solicit participants; the communities continuously
have requested assistance on their own
initiative.
Over ·100 Federal, statB, regional
and local agencies have asked about
the ETCOG process. The effort to
spread the benefits of planning has
been recognized by the Tex• State
Department of Community Affairs,
the American Institute of Planners, the
American
Society
of
Planning
Officials, and t he American Society of
Civil Engineers.
·
YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT TRIBE
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
YAVAPAI-PRESCOTT TRIBE
POST OFFICE BOX 348
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA 86301
(602) 446-8790

CONTACT:
MS. PATRICIA McGEE
PRESIDENT
The Yavapai-Prescott Indian Reserva·
tion is a small community, 109 t ribal
members living on 1,402 acres that are
surrounded by Prescott, Arizona, a
growing urban area. With no real plan
for the community, the tribe saw two
alternatlves for its future: a complete
.a bsorption of the community by
Prescott, or an acceptance of a role as
tourist attraction for the growing
number of visitors to the state.
Neither role seemed particularly palat·
able to the t ribe, and it moved instead,
in a third and somewhat unique,
direction. Patricia McGee, President of
the Tribal Council, asked the Gover·
nor's office for assistance in developing what
the Yavapai-Prescott
Comprehensive Plan. It is not planning
per se but the planning approach at
the scale of this community 1hat Is
unique. Small reservations usually are

became
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unable to hire professional planners
with their own resources, and more
often than not they cannot meet the
non-Federal share of Federal planning
costs. Thus they have found it
especially difficult to carry out planning projects.
The Governor of Arizona did provide professional planning assistance
from his Office of Economic Planning
and Development. The planners'
efforts were as comprehensive as the
final plan; they made a particular
effort to educate themselves about the
Yavapai heritage and before the process was complete they had met
almost every resident at an interview
or dinner meeting. These meetings
identified the goals of tribal residents,
and details of the planning responded
accordingly.
Interestingly, most of the residents,
including the young people, expressed
a preference for remaining on the
reservation; the plan identified sites
for housing to meet needs through
1990. Tribal members were eager to
stay if jobs were available; the plan
outlined possibilities for commercial
development away from residential
areas. In addition to ~ther expressed
concerns (open space, recreation), a
siSJlificant tribal necessity was identi·
fied as a way to preserve and renew
the reservation's specific heritage. Today a new community center houses a
library, a display of tribal artifacts,
and a resource center identifying avail·
able job and educational opportun·
ities. Federal grants support classes for
the young people in the language and
heritage of the Yavapai. The design of
the center building itself reflects this
heritage.
The development of the compre·
hensive plan was instrumental in the
community's obtaining a grant for a
40

new sewer and water system, and a
second Federal grant to develop a
commercial
park. The Yavapai·
Prescott plan embodies elements of all
good planning: a recognition of the
needs, an involvement and utilization
of all resources, a sensitivity to the
environmental impact of the plan, and
a particularly strong emphasis on
citizen participation. This high degree
of citizen involvement was the specific
basis for the 1974 Department of
Housing and Urban Development
Design Award given to the YavapaiPrMCX)tt Comprehensive Plan.
PLANNED LAND USE SYSTEM
OFFICE OF PLANNING
4100 CHAIN BRIDGE ROAD
FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA 22030
(703) 691-3311
CONTACT:
WALTER MONASCH
Dl RECTOR OF PLANNING
The Planned Land Use System (PLUS)
of Fairfax County is a major innovation by local government in the Integration of new and old planning tools
to manage growth. Its successes and
failures also represent the sometime
uneven capacity of growth controls to
respond to different pressures within a
community.
Fairfax County, outside of Wash·
ington, D.C., was throughout the
sixties one of the fastest growing
counties in the nation. Growth out·
paced ·planning capacity to the extent
that a study committee in 1967 re·
ported that while it would be a gross
exaggeration to see the county as a
ship without a rudder, it would be no
exaggeration to say the rudder was
often difficult to find.
The political climate swung toward
support for controlled growth by the

early seventies, however, and a newly
elected Board of Supervisors directed
the formation of PLUS, a program to
involve all appropriate government
agencies in a comprehensive approach
to land planning and management. A
number of no-growth actions took
place at the same time: sewer moratoria, a tripling of denials of zoning
requests, and eventually a six-month
suspension of all rezonings to afford a
"pause for planning." This initial
"pause for planning" was overturned
by the Virginia courts.
In 1973, the County Board appropriated $1,494,000 from revenuesharing funds for the land use control
program. In January, 1974, the Board
passed an interim development control
ordinance to be in effect for an 1S.
month period to allow the PLUS
planning effort to proceed. The Plan·
ning Office mpved In a number of
directions. They have attempted to
assess facility adequacy prior to new
development, an approach similar to
the timed development plan in
Ramapo, New York. They set aside $2
million in revenue sharing in 1973 in a
land tN!flking program. A number of
analytical tools are used In an Impact
Evaluation System under which new
prpjects or program changes are evalu·
ated in terms of their impact on
housing and social needs as well as on
energy and the environment. These
program efforts are all supported by a
unique information system that moni·
tors and records the physical growth
and condition of specific areas of the
county.
PLUS also represents a commitment to citizen Involvement in plan·
ning that often is cumbrous and timeconsuming but that is an important
aspect of most recent planning and
growth control efforts in this country.

In Fairfax, the county is divided into
14 planning districts. During the
period that the first PLUS plans we11
in preparation for the Board of Super.
visors, planners met with task forces in
each of these districts; well over 500
such meetings were held during the
18-month PLUS effort, allowint
citizens to take part in all steps in the
planning process. The planning office
also has used market research surveys
to measure public needs and attitudes.
The planning office hopes to sustain
citizen participation for future issuesrezoning, transportation-that will
come before the Board in the future.
A significant citizen Input into
planning, however, came from one
group not originally represented
among the district task forces: the
builders. Fairfax, like most Washington, D.C., suburbs, has been one of the
hottest developer's markets in the
country, and builders and developen
were quick to challenge many of the
county planning controls in the courts.
The courts, In tum, have overturned
several sewer moratoria, the rezoning
requirement for low and moderate·
income housing, and certain subdlvi·
sion and site ordinances; some Issues
remain unsettled. Today a special
builders' task force is included In the
planning process.
Generally the State legislature and
State court actions have tempered
PLUS's full potential to manage
growth. But the effort remains an
excellent example of comprehensive
planning in a large suburban com·
munlty as well as a classic case study
of the growth-no-growth forces in
American community development.
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DALLAS, TEXAS 75201
(214) 744-4371
CONTACT:
WEIMING LU
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Although such American architects·
theorists as Robert Venturi and Denise
Brown and the art historian Vincent
Scully have at times argued that urban
c1es9t is what happens, most design
professionals today argue for a more
planned approach to urban design;
they are Increasingly concerned with
design in an environmental context
rather than the specific building or
project.
Dallas is a city where an institu·
t onalized 'Urban design approach is
P" rhlps furthest along. The idea of
rban design ma'lagement tlas broad
,.. rnunlty acceptance; the Urban
De •gn Division under Weiming Lu is
effective arm of the city governThe city's Inter-disciplinary
approach has provided a number
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They emphasized a "sign envelope"
that reduced the need for visual competition by permitting the use of
smaller signs close to the street. For
signs on buildings, words rather than
size were the controlling factor,
thereby encouraging grapllics in visual
communications. Old, non-conforming
signs are retired through an equitable
amortization procedure.
The city's growth patterns provide
another staging ground for urban
design. Dallas has experienced a 40
percent POpUlation increase in the last
decade; a large part of the design
team's work deals with enhancing the
city's remaining environmental assets.
The Department of Planning and
Urban Development, again in conjunction with consultants and a volunteer
environmental committee, produced
184 recommendations in a Dallas
Ecology Study. The study is being
used to guide zoning decisions, to
define flood plain areas most suitable
for development and transportation,
to educate the public, and to review
environmental impact statements.
A third example of the design
management process concerns neighborhood revitalization. The passage of
the city's first historic district ordi·
nance has halted the actual physical
destruction of homes in the Swiss
Avenue District, and over one million
dollars in private investment has gone
into the district.
Dallas has made the most aggressive
commitment to the urban design approach of any city in the country.
Other cities should be aware that the
groundwork for convnunity accept·
ance has been buildirtg ever since
Dallas's original goals program articu·
lated the concept over 10 years ago.
Such a program requires financial support and a realization that integrated

design management Is a long-term process. An annual investment of
$200,000 plus grants and special projects has returned to Dallas many
times over in increased revenues alone.
MANAGED GROWTH PROGRAM
RAMAPO TOWN HALL
ROUTE 59
SUFFERN, NEW YORK 10901
(914) 357-5100
CONTACT:
JOHN A. KEOUGH
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
The growth of the Town of Ramapo,
New York, h" been closely linked to
the development of major transportation routes. With the development of
the Tappan Zee Bridge across the
Hudson River, and the constntction of
the New York Thruway tie·in and the
Palisades Interstate Parkway, the town
experienced a 120 percent increase in
growth-some 32,000 new residents
during the decade 1900:70. Suddenly
there was suburban sprawl, a housing
shortage and a fantaStic rise in school
and town taxes. An obvious need
existed for pllasing residential development with' public improvements, controlling the character of development.
preserving a balance among land uses,
and maintaining the quality of public
services and facilities.
The town took c~tain steps to
control the timing and location of new
development by tying it to staged
capital improvements. Ramepo first
completed a master plan, adopted a
zoning ordinance, and then adopted
long-range capital budgets. The new
ordinance based a developer~s right to
build upon the availability. of munici·
pal services. According to budget
projections, some of these services
would not be ~vail able -for· iiS long as

18 years. Ramapo devised a point
system that. required a developer to
attain at least 15 points before he
could be granted a permit by the town
board. Points depend upon the avail·
ability and proximity of services:
sewers, roads, drainage facilities, fire
houses, parks or recreation facilities.
The controls were contested in court,
but the approach was upheld in a 1972
landmark zoning decision by the New
York State Court of Appeals.
Developers may advance the date
of development by installing and
furnishing improvements to bring the
site to the required point level. Devel·
opers also are encouraged to retain
open space by dedicating development
easements and obtaining· reduced
assessed valuations. All land restricted
by the ordinance is entitled to a
reduced assessed valuation to reflect a
restricted market value. Variances are
available for public and low-income
housing and other special uses that
conform to the comprehensive plan.
Ramapo's managed growth program has been in operation since
October, 1969, and has successfully
achieved the town's major objectives.
The rate and magnitude of residential
development have slowed down to
permit Ramapo to expand its indus·
trial and commercial base and to lm·
prove the quality of existing resl·
dential development. Furthermore,
riew development has occurred in
close-in areas adjacent to existing
development and in the more densely
populated villages of the town where
most services are already in place.
One of the first managed growth
programs in the country, Ramapo re·
mains one of the most comprehensive
in its rationale and in its implement&·
tion.
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PARTICIPATORY
MANAGEMENT PROCESS
CITY-COUNTY BUILDING
TACOMA, WASHINGTON 98402
(206) 593-4716
CONTACT:
MS. REGINA GLENN
DIRECTOR
Since we are smart enough to send
men to the moon, certainly we can
improve fire fighting, eradicate slums,
bu11ct industrial housing-whatever
your particular city problem might be.
The great leap in space technology
held out the promise of a new technological mastery that could meet our
more mundane problems. By and
large, these expectations remain just
that; the promise generally unmet.
There has been "little natural diffusion
of already developed technology between industry and local governments."
One attempt to change this has
taken place in Tacoma, Washington,
where a Technology Transfer Center
and the use of participatory management processes is creating an environment "where local government can
achieve effective technology transfer"
and a process that can be replicated in ·
other cities.
the program in Tacoma is built on
the original concepts of Totem One, a
1972 program funded by the National
Science Foundation. Totem One
focused on overcoming the barriers to
transferring technology to cities (barriers such as the fragmented urban
market, the paucity of technical
people in local government, lack of
local funds for experimentation, etc.);
the approach generally was to develop
a process to integrate city and technical personnel. Tacoma became io
effect an urban laboratory with the
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Boeing Company. Specific projects in·
volved transit, fire, and city planning
dePartments.
today the concept developed
under Totem One is continued at the
City's Technology Transfer Center,
where city needs are identified (the
police department has become an additional client) and then appropriate
outside technology resources are
sought. The center, an arm of city
government, encourages "participatory
management" through interdepartmental workshops and presentations
of successful1eehnological projects. In
a sense the Center serves a brokerage
role for" the City; providing technical
assistance, using outside research
centers, securing funding.
The Center has worked with
Boeing, Battelle, various Federal
agencies and universities. Since profit
limitation obviously would preclude a
private company from building exclusively for Tacoma, the Center is involved with other Washington cities to
determine possible joi!"'t efforts.
Examples of projects completed in
Tacoma include the introduction of a
more efficient five-inch diameter firehose by the city fire department and
the design of a prototype of an allpurpose harbor service craft to replace
the city's aging and nearly useless fire
boat.
Technology transfer in Tacoma has
since spread to other city departments
that are not hardware-oriented. A
municipal court scheduling project, for
example, has nearly halved the overtime paid policemen appearing as
traffic court witnesses. Tacoma today
probably can . exhibit more examples
of applying research and technical
capacities to the day-to-day operations
of a local government than any other
city.

DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS
TRANSFER PROGRAM
ST. GEORGE, VERMONT
(802) 658-3004

CONTACT:
ARMAND BELIVEAU
SELECTMAN
RFD2
WILLISTON, VERMONT 05495
St. George, Vermont, is a small town
whose corporate limits embrace 2,304
acres of rural land but include no
school, no post office, no gas station
or store. The people who live there
would like to see it develop as a
community complete with services,
jobs, and a . wide range of housing
rather than continue to develop as a
"bedroom" community.
Lying ten miles from Burlington,
the state's largest city, the town experienced a fourfold population explosion in the 1960's; (growth, it should
be noted, is relative; population soared
from 108 in 1960 to 477 in 1970).
Determined not to become another
suburban satellite, St. George purchased a 54·acre parcel of land in 1970
as a village cel'lter, where the town
determined to concentrate the growth
of residential, commercial, and public
facilities. The town hired Robert
Burley Associates, an architectural
firm that had submitted a winning
plan for the village center in a statewide competition. With its model in
hand, the town needed only a method
of requiring developers to build within
center limits. The solution is the concept of development rights transfer, a
land control practice worked out by
Armand Beliveau, a St. George resident.
The genius of the development
rights transfer concept is that it addresses what had been the main

obsticte

to ltnd ute
Vermont-the opposition of landowners who fear that zoning regulations will limit, if not eliminate, fair
profits from the sale or development
of their land. By establishing two
distinct measures of the value of land,
Mr. Beliveau was able to nullify landowners' traditional arguments. The
concept separates the intrinsic value of
undeveloped land from its potential
development value. The potential
development value is measured in units
called development credits or rights,
and these rights are transferable. For
example, a developer can build within
the village center if he first purchases
development rights to land outside the
village. These credits can be exchanged
for center rights, with the town then
holding the rights to the rural site.
This fairly simple process has some·
thing for everyone. DeveloR~Mnt
occurs in accordance with the town's
plan. The rural landowner receives a
fair incremental profit for his land's
development credits. and· may keep his
land for other uses. (He may, however,
sell both rights and land.) The rural
property is taxed only on its intrinsic
value, but the town maintains its tax
revenue level by its power to tax the
land's development credits which have
been transferred to the village center.
In its first major application, the
town has been able to negotiate with a
developer to build a commercial building and an industrial building within
the limits of the planned town center.
The developer has deeded the land he
had originalfy planned to use to the
town. (That is, he has transferred the
ownership of his purchased develop·
ment rights.)
Thus the economic and environmental advantages of concentrated
development and open space preserve-
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tion are being achieved within the
framework of the town's growth
objectives, and landowners are protected from losses they would have
experienced through downzoning. The
project is being financed through
grants from the State, the New
England Regional Commission, and
Farmers Home Administration of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
METROPOLITAN COUNCIL
300 METRO SQUARE BUILDING

7TH AND ROBERT STREETS
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101
(6121227-9421
CONTACT:
LOWELL THOMPSON
MANAGER
COMMUNITY SERVICES

And it has used this authority more
vigorously than most legislators had
expected.
The Council's major tool in coordi·
nating development is the Metro·
politan Development Guide, which
outlines the policies, plans, and programs for orderly growth. The g1,1ide
contains the physical, social, and economic criteria for Council review of
community plans and grant applica·
tions. In a less formalistic interpretation, the Guide reflects the optimism
and hopes of the region's citi~ens
about the future of the Twin Cities.
In addition to reviewing plans and
development projects, the Council has
the authority to review the applications of other units of government in
the region for Federal money, and an
unfavorable Council comment may
cause a Federal agency not to approve
an application.
At times the Metropolitan Council's
wide responsibility has worked against
it, and the Council has almost in,vit·
ably earned itself a few enemies. One
of the hottest disputes of recent years
was a fight between the Council and
the Metropolitan Transit Commission
over which body had the authority to
set. transportation policy. The matter
eventually went to the legislature,
which passed legislation strengthening
the Council's voice in determining
regional transportation policy. Other
issues have included the vetoing ~f a
new major airport proposed by the
Metropolitan Airports Commission,
resolving a sewer crisis, and provi~ing
opportunities for low and moderate
income housing throughout the area.
The Council has had some dif·
ficulty developing grassroots support
despite the existence of a number of
advisory committees and boards that
facilitate active citizen participation in

their decision-making process. The
efficiency of an areawide ~wer
system, for example, doesn't always
strike the collective public imagination. As a result, in the past several
years the Council has made a siQflificant effort to win the support of a
wide variety of community groups and ·
over 300 local government units in its
jurisdiction.
The Council concept grew in large
part out of the sopl'listicated efforts of
a number of organizations including
the Citizens League, the Association of
Metropolitan Municipalities, the local
Chambers of Commerce, the League of
Women Voters, and other community
groups. They have seen their efforts
rewarded with a regional invention
that is not only an instrument of good
government, but as Fortune magazine
commented, "a potent means of
enhancing the quality of life." The
Metro Council is a model for the
burgeoning interest in regional government.
MOBILE CITY HALL
1519 HARRISON STREET
FLINT, MICHIGAN 48503
(313) 766-7136
CONTACT:
FRANK RUTHERFORD
COORDINATOR
In 1968 Flint initiated a decentralized
city hall program that extended
government services. into all neighborhoods throughout the city. This program has grown to become a "mobile
city hall" service available to all of
Flint's 190,000 residents. The mobile
city hall program is coordinated and
co-sponsored by the Community Relations Section of the Flint Police Division and the Community Programs of
the Flint Board of Education; the

Mott Foundation and the Neighbor·
hood Youth Corps program provide
funding.
Each summer a 25-foot mobile
home, which is staffed by police officer$ and aides from the city high
schools, makes stops on a 400-mile
tour through the city's neighborhoods.
Both officers and students receive
special training for cutting the red tape
between citizens and the public agency
or program that has the answers. The
mobile unit rotates its neighborhood
visits according to a schedule appearing in the newspaper each week. In
each area, staft members walk the
streets to meet residents and use the
mobile office as both headquarters and
drop-in center. There, youngsters can
register their bicycles, and neighbor·
hood residents can file complaints
against noisy neighbors or bothersome
stray animals. The staff members also
counsel the elderly and unemployed,
referring both groups to the social
service agencies best suited to their
needs. Upon request, the police officers will provide free home security
checks and offer tips to foil burglars.
Positive
community
response
brought about the opening of four
strategically located, more permanent
service centers. Reaction to the in·
creased availability of government
services offered by the mobile unit and
the four centers was impressive: citi·
zen participation in the program
increased ten times during the 1968-74
period.
Since 1969 funding for the program
has limited the mobile unit and service
center operation to the summer
months, but expansion of the success·
ful outreach program is a possibil ity
for the tutu,-,.
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BOONE COUNTY COMMUNITY
SERVICES COUNCIL
201 EAST CHERRY STREET
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI65201
(314) 449-3711
CONTACT:
PAUL KEYS
DIRECTOR
The Boone County Community Services Council is an outgrowth of the
rapid increase in locally controlled tax
funds brought about by Federal programs (e.g., general revenue sharing,
community development revenue sharing, Social Security Administration
litle 20 funds). In Boone County, a
whole array of organizations and
agencies stampeded for shares of the
new money. In an effort to rationalize
the allocation process and to comply
with Federal guidelines requiring a
citizen voice in how the money is
spent, the Boone County Court and
the City Council of Columbia formed
the Boone County Community Services Council. Today the Council provides technical assistance to 75
agencies and represents an innovative
approach to intergovernmental social
planning.
Initially, the Council was composed
of eleven volunteer members; but a
small full-time staff .was taken on as
the Community Services Council
developed into a screening group for
city and county revenue sharing requests. The salaried staff was funded
with money from the city and county.
At the present time, the City Council
and County Court first determine
what amount of "unencumbered
funds" may be directed to thP. Council
for disbursement recommendations. In
1974, for example, Columbia directed
half of its $1.3 million shared revenue
to the Council for allocation advice.

The Comthunity Services Council
then -solicijs funding requests from
outside organizations and agencies. Requests for 1975 came from 22 different agencies, including the housing
authority, il barn theater, and the
symphony societv. At public hearings,
the Council's subc.ommittees made up
of local voluateer consultants in such
areas as health care, criminal justice,
and recreation, hear supporting arguments. The subcommittees make recommendations to the Council, which
then subn~i'ts recommendations to the
City Council and County Court. Final
authoritv rests with the City Council
a~ County Court, which have on
occasion gone'against the advice of the
Community Services Council.
The Boon& County Community
Services Council ·is the only citizen
participatory group of its kind in
Missouri. The allocation of revenue
sharing funds illustrates the impact of
its approach. Whereas in Missouri as a
whole some 10 to -80 percent of local
revenue sharing monies going for
bridges, roads, and public safety, in
the city of Cqlumbia only 37 percent
was spent for Nch services, the rest
going to various health, social, and
recreational programs.
The Council's success recently has
come to the attention of the State
government, and the State's Division
of State Planning and Analysis has
granted them a $10,600 subcontract
to conduct a countywide survey of the
community's social needs. The results
of the study "will be used in improving
social service integration throughout
Missouri.
REQUEST FOR SERVICE PROGRAM
CITY HALL
POST OfFICE BOX 911

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. 22902
(804) 296-6151
CONTACT:
MS. HELEN POORE
COORDINATOR
Although their city council is elected
by the people and the city administration is responsible to the city council,
for years there was little opportunity
for Charlottesville citizens to express
their concerns, complaints and requests to their government, or for
citizens to become involved in local
projects undertaken by the city.
To increase governmental responsiveness and more directly involve
citizens in citY government, the Request for Service Program and the
Citizens' Assistance Office were established in Charlottesville. The primary
objective of the program was to insure
the prompt, equitable, and courteous
disposition of all citizen requests involving city departments. The Citizens'
Assistance Office administers the program and advises citizens of other
resource possibilities if they cannot
provide direct assistance.
A 24-hour service was set up with
fire 'department volunteers answering
phone calls "fter regular business
hours. Emergency numbers for gas,
water, sewer, and street problems are
already available, so the 24-hour line
handles other emergencies, including
social services. The Welfare Services
Department has developed a schedule
of supervisors on call for emergency
social problems. These supervisors are
also available for advice and referrals
outside business hours. The city provides a postage-paid post card in its
utility bills for citizens complaints,
suggestions, or requests for service.

Volunteer projects in the
munity are also organized and super.
vised by the Citizens' Assistance Office
to resolve problems for which the city
is not responsible. Examples include a
volunteer stream clean-up project
twice a year and volunteer assistana)
in correcting city ordinance violationf
when property owners are incapable of
doing so.
The success of the Request for
Service program is evident in its in·
creasing clientele: from 100 users in
1971 to 3,000 in 1974.
A possible disadvantage of the pro·
gram is the phenomenon of rising
expectations: that government can and
should resolve any and all problems.
To avoid this, all program actions
should be consistent with existing
policy. Communities implementing a
Request for Service Program need a
total commitment of administration
and staff. As a city begins to demonstrate that it can work effectively on
small problems, the public is likely to
request assistance in broader areas, in
physical as well as social terms, as has
been the case in Charlottesville. The
advantages of the program already
have persuaded several other Virginia
communities to ask for assistance in
setting up a Request for Service Program.
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CONTACT:
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COORDINATOR
Although their city council is elected
by the people and the city administration is responsible to the city council,
for years there was little opportunity
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their concerns, complaints and requeS1S to their government, or for
citizens to become involved in local
projects undertaken by the city.
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STANDING ROCK ENTERPRISES,
HOUSING DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 389
McLAUGHLIN, SO. DAKOTA 57642
(605) 823-4493
CONTACT:
JOSEPH F. CONDON, PRESIDENT
The Standing Rock Housing Division
h• an annual "minority workers"
payroll of one· half million dollars.
In 1976, the organi~ation broke
~nd for a $300,000 expansion of
its pre-fabricated housing construction
plant. The company recently acquired
a computerized framing system for use
10 the pre-fab operation and a business
computer for office use. The organi·
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in order to optimize the use of over
$400,000 in start-up funds. In less
than five years, Standing Rock has
paid off its debts, and, as of 1975, is
operating in the black. They are expanding their sales market, decreasing
reservation unemployment, and supplying sound housing for their own
people and other communities. This
Sioux project shows fellow Indian
Americans that they can be competi·
tive in the economic arena; their success in housing development provides a
replic\ble model for other Indian communities.
PAIUTE INDIAN RESERVATION
AQUACULTURE
PYRAMID LAKE TRIBAL COUNCIL
BOX 256
NIXON, NEVADA 89424
(702) 359-2234
CONTACT:
JERRY THOMPSON
PROJECT DIRECTOR
PYRAMID LAKE INDIAN
TRIBAL ENTERPRISE
STAR ROUTE
SUTCLIFFE, NEVADA 89501
Pyramid Lake is a 110,000 acre lake in
the Nevada desert with recreational
potential and archaeological significance. Its sole source of water is the
Truckee River. In 1859 the Federal
QOVQrnment delineated boundaries
around the lake for the Paiute Indian
Reservation intending that the lake
and its fishery be reserved for the
tribe.
But within half a century, the
Federal Bureau of Reclamation built
the Newlands Reclamation Project,
which diverted large amounts of water
from the Truckee River watershed for
agricultural irrigation and power pro·
duction elsewhere. Between 1906 and

1967, the level of Pyramid Lake fell
80 feet, one-third of its original size.
As a result, the delta at the Truckee
river mouth was exposed, preventing
lake fish from swimming up the sand·
choked river to spawn. Two local fish,
the cutthroat trout and the cui-ui
sucker, were threatened with extinction.
In 1967 the Department of Interior
adopted regulations and operating criteria to prevent the waste of water in
the reclamation project but the issue
of whether the lake water was to be
maintained for fishing and spawning
was · never settled. The Paiute Tribe
sued the Department in order to reduce the amount of water delivered to
the Newlands project. After the hearing the court held that the Department
had violated its own regulations and
the court itself established operating
criteria that it ordered the Department
to implement.
As a result of the court hearings,
the Marble Bluff Dam was recently
completed, which permits fish to swim
upstream to spawn. The dam not only
assures ·an adequate water level but
also contains a unique egg-strippiog
operation, one of the newest technological advances in removing eggs from
fish.
In 1974 the Paiute constructed
their first fish hatchery on Pyramid
Lake; one and a half million fish were
produced in 1976. The hatchery is a
closed system that permits reuse of the
water supply, a new technique as yet
used by very few hatcheries. Fish are
planted in a pen arrangement within
the lake so they can feed on the lake
nutrients, and are reared there until
ready· for commercial sale. (The initial
expertise and the first set of eggs for
the new hatchery were provided by
the Lumi Indians, who operate a sue-

cessful acquaculture project in Bellingham, Washington.)
The project will mean escalating
economic benefits. Originally the hat·
chery provided jobs for 12 tribal mem·
bers. Completion of a commercial fish
processing plant in 1976 will add 20
additional jobs. Legislation currently
before Congress would authorize $2.6
million for a second hatchery. If this
materializes, and development of the
lake's recreational potential moves
ahead, some 50-60 additional jobs
should result, as well as benefits to the
area economy.
The Tribe is now working with the
National Park Service to develop zon·
ing plans to prevent future development incongruent with Tribal objec·
tives. The Paiute will establish new
wildlife sanctuaries around the lake,
and further, the Tribe ·has passed a
resolution to dedicate the lake to the
public if the Interior Department as·
sists in its development. An unusual
farming system with potentially broad
economic usefulness to the tribe and
its large community.
PORT OF OAKLAND
SEVENTH STREET
CONTAINER SHIPPING TERMINAL
66 JACK LONDON SQUARE
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94607
(416) 444·3188
CONTACT:
CHARLES SEIFERT
DIRECTOR OF
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Faced with consistently high levels of
unemf)loyment or underemployment,
the city of Oakland, in 1962, embark·
ed on a program of developing new
facilities for container ship services
and the rehabilitation of existing areas
at the Port of Oakland. The effort has
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transformed obsolete properties into
facilities capable of handling contain·
erized cargoes and the most modern
ships operating. The port, in its opera·
tions, is capable of financing and
developing many different kinds of
projects to alleviate high unemploy·
ment. At the same time, the maritime
jobs available offer employment opportunities to the unskilled residents
of the city.
One of such projects in the port
area was the Seventh Street Terminal,
financed in part through Economic
Development Administration support
and opened in 1969. There was no
activity in the area prior to the devel·
opment of the terminal, since it was
constructed on filled ground. All the
employment generated was new em·
ployment. The 140-acre, $30 million
dollar complex of container facilities
now provides a total of 1 ,000 direct
jobs for Oakland resiqents, and an
additional 2,000 jobs in indirect em·
ployment. Of this total amount, over
1,000 jobs are filled by minorities.
The main section of the terminal
consists of container terminals serving
more than 15 different containerized
steamship operations. In addition,
there .was a direct Federal investment
of over $10 million in a Public Con·
tainer Terminal, about $4 million of
which was expended in terminal improvements and the balance used for
access roads and improvements serving
the Seventh Street Terminal.
The entire Seventh Street Complex
is now fully occupied. An innovative
feature is the incorporation of a
Peoples' Park within the facility, with
fishing piers, an observation tower,
walking paths, and lawn areas for
picnicking. Planning for the Seventh
Street Terminal, as well as other facil·
ities at the Port of Oakland, is consis·

tent with a shoreline plan that has
been filed and approved by the Bay
Conservation and Development Com·
mission, which has the responsibility
of protecting the San Francisco Bay
shoreline. The plan was adopted after
extensive citizen participation.
The Seventh Street Terminal is an
example of a facility created literally
from the ground up, with a significant
impact on the economic base of the
City of Oakland.
THE COMMONS
302 WASHINGTON STREET
COLUMBUS, INDIANA 47201
(812) 376-1954
CONTACT:
MRS. SUSAN ANDERSON
DIRECTOR
Columbus, Indiana, is an uncommon
place. Not many American towns,
population 27,141, have a reputation
as an architectural showcase. But
Columbus has not been exempt from
common problems, and the early sixties saw the steady overall deteriora·
tion of the downtown area.
In 1956, the city had established
the Columbus Redevelopment Commission to revitalize the central business district. Not particularly unique.
But again, in Columbus it is the
resolution that persistently has 'an out
of the ordinary quality.
Large parcels of land were assembled for specific activites-parking,
stores, community events. A development concept was prepared that recognized shopping as the basic magnet
drawing people downtown but included other appealing elements, such as
libraries, churches, entertainment.
A recent addition to downtown has
been a new, enclosed, 160,000 square
foot shopping mall, Courthouse Cen-

ter. Again, not a unique solution. But
the Victor Gruen and Associates design ties the Center to downtown with
an unusual community activity space
named "The Commons." As a link
between the mall and downtown, the
enclosed Commons has encouraged
passage between the two areas so that
each takes advantage of the traffic
created by its neighbor. But the Commons is a presence and not just a
passageway.
The Commons building has been
carefully scaled to match the heights
of existing older buildings in the area.
Its size and shape have been determined by the activities that take place
within it. It is planned to be used not
only for special occasions, large and
small, but as an everyday part of life in
Columbus. An air-conditioned children's playground is provided with
. elaborate equipment and toys. There
are places for people to meet, rest, and
watch other people, to eat, and to
promenade. The Commons is acoustically suitable for various events and
presentations, and seats, movie
screens, and exhibit panels are available. The 1974 election returns were
covered by local radio, television, and
newspapers at the Commons; rock
groups, the Boston Ballet and the
Harvard Glee Club all have performed
there. It has been the setting for both
junior and senior proms as well as an
exhibit of antique glass from the Vic·
toria and Albert Museum in London.
The Commons' operating budget
comes from several sources: space
leases to a cafeteria and two small
shops, rentals for meetings and commercial displays, and special fundraising events held at the Commons for
its own benefit. Although the Com·
mons has been operating for less than
18 months, there is strong sentiment

for eX1Inding IU environment bey
its front doors and into the street
creating a mini-mall of several blocks.
The Commons adds to the shopping
mall a new kind of space to enhance
downtown pleasures.
Although the Commot;~s is publicly
owned, the architectural and construction fees were donated to the city by
Mr. and Mrs. J. Irwin Miller and Mr.
Miller's sister, Mrs. Robert Tangeman,
The Commons is yet another example
of the Miller family's special concern
for the architectural excellence of
Columbus. The Millers' Cummins Engine Foundation pays architectur.t
fees for new schools and public build=
ing projects in Columbus, provider,~
that distinguished, nationally known
architects are used. The FoundatioJ
received the 1975 Citation to an Organ.
ization of the American Institute of
Architects for its programs ·that ''have
made Columbus an architectural showcase and perhaps the best example of
how architecture can improve the
physical environment and the qualit'f
of life."
WATTS INDUSTRIAL PARK
11633 SOUTH ALAMEDA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALf FORNI~ 90058
(213) 564-4521
CONTACT:
C. ROBERT KEMP
P~ESIDENT, ECONOMIC RESOUIIff
CORPORATION
1
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Willowbrook constitute the impover·
ished "ghetto" sector of the larger
black community of Los Angeles and
have been designated a "special impact
area" by the Economic Development
Administration and the former Office
of Minority Business Enterprise.
The few industrial jobs located in
the area tend to be filled by com·
muters from other parts of Los
Angeles. The lack of geographic mobil·
ity and skills, as well as discrimination,
severely limit "outside" opportunities
for ghetto residents. Those few who
are successful move out to be closer to
their jobs or to gain a better environ·
ment for their children, leaving "fail·
ure and diminished social capacity
behind."
Then came the 1965 riots. New
nvestment in ~producing capital
came to a standstill. Businesses closed
bv the riots either never reopened or
n OYed out of the community. The
'Mining "mom-and-pop" businesses
~ decreasing opp<,rtunities. Watts
a community characterized by
arty and welfare dependency
' >Oiailly high unemployment and
u ~ r~~rnent, high rates of crime
~wwnlle delinquency, physical
ation, and a pervasive climate of

low interest facilities financing from
Federal public works and business
loans, lower than market lease rates,
and various other forms of business
development assistance; working capi·
tal financing, tenant improvement,
management and marketing services.
Even with these strong incentives, the
process has been agonizingly slow,
requiring the dedication of considerable human energies and financial resources over an extended period of
time.
The Watts Industrial Park project
was intended to be a relatively small
scale park rather than a panacea.
Despite the ravages of the present
economic recession, the park is 70
percent developed and occupied, providing 900 new job opportunities for
community residents. The MiniIndustrial Complex within the park
has contributed to the development of
a significant number of new, growth·
prone community enterprises. Completion of the park is expected within the
next three years. Forecasts indicate
that by 1980 park enterprises will be
contributing over 2,300 jobs and $25
million in payrolls to a ·community
still in need of all the help it can get.
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FORT ADAMS STATE PARK
AND RESTORATION PROJECT
EISENHOWER HOUSE
NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND 02840
(401) 847-2400
CONTACT:
MS. MARLENE WEIR
PROGRAM ASSISTANT
Fort Adams is one of the largest
seacoast fortifications built in the
United States. Originally intended to
protect the entrance to Narragansett
Bay in the 1820's and later a com·

mand center for the most strategic
complex of coastal batteries in the
Northeast, the Fort is an American
interpretation of the French military
architecture which dominated the
early 19th century. The original granite, brick and earthworks remain today
alongside 20th century gun emplacements.
In the fall of 1973, the U.S. Navy
deactivated five Rhode Island naval
facilities, three in the Newport area.
The Newport closings directly elimi·
nated 5,000 civilian jobs. The area's
unemployment rate soared to 15.8%.
Responding to the dire economic
outlook, the State legislature created
an Industrial Development Corporation which has generated 2,000 jobs
for the Newport area with more expected. In addition a proposed ship
building yard and steel fabrication
plant related to offshore oil and gas
exploration would create an additonal
6,000 jobs. As part of these economic
development efforts in the Newport
ar.ea, Fort Adams is emphasizing job
training and skills development in
restoration and tourism, in addition to
its normal role of State Park.
The goal of the restoration pro~ct
is to make Fort Adams into an educational and recreational site of national
importance. Since acquiring Fort
Adams, the State of Rhode Island has
spent $1.2 million on restoration and
development. Fort Adams also has
received funding from the National
Park Service and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation for restoration and
access road construction. To date a
picnic area, public rest rooms, fQur
fishing piers and a boat launching
facility have been constructed on the
Fort property, and the renovation of
additional Fort buildings is under consideration. The magnitude of the proj-

ect will require contractual services
for at least the next 10 years, essuming
the availability of funds. George
Howarth, Project Manager, has con·
tacted local vocational schools and
trade unions in an effort to find
people to train in restoration crafts
.such as plastering, brick masonry and
iron work. The schools and trade
unions enthusiastically support the
concept of having the restoration contractors employ apprentices from the
area.
The second part of the project-the
development of a small tourist industry-will take advantage of the Fort's
status as a State Park and its wealth of
military history. From the 1820's to
the end of World War II, the Fort
successfully adapted to the changing
technology of warfare. Researchers are
presently studying documents for in·
formation relating to the architecture
and military significance of the Fort.
Guides will incorporate the research·
ers' findings into a "live history"
pageant of the Fort's past.
The restoration of Fort Adams
alone will not revive Newport's econ·
omy, but represents use of a neglected
local attraction as part of a larger plan
for recovery.
INNER CITY INDUSTRIAL PARK
1819 FARNAM STREET
OMAHA, NEBRASKA 68102
(402) 444-5081
CONTACT:
RICHARD L. BROWN
MANAGER
When three major meat packing firms,
Armour, Cudahy, and Swift, closed
their plants in the '60's, followed by
ancillary business failures, nearly
6,000 Omaha citizens were left jobless
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and dependent on welfare. The abandoned packing plants, 75 and 80 years
old, threatened to drag the area into
physical blight and decay. The community responded to the need. In
1970 the neigtjborhood churches,
stores, labor unions, small business and
the major financial institutions of the
community raised $2.6 million
through the sale of bonds and formed
a non-profit development corporation.
The city also contributed $1.1 million
through a bond sale and the Economic
Development Administration provided
another $4.9 million. Additonal development services were contributed by
the Metropolitan Utilities District, the
Omaha Public Power District. and the
Omaha Industrial Foundation. The
monies were used to acquire and make
improvements to a 136-acre site encom·passing the abandoned packing
houses in order to create the new
South Omaha Industrial Park.
Development potentials were outlined for the blighted packing house
area with labor intensive industries
seen as the prime need. A development
plan was formulated and protective
covenants established to protect property values and encourage attractive
development. Construction was completed in 1974. The South Omaha
Industrial Park was one of the first
community-wide redevelopment programs in the city. Support of the
venture was unusual since voters previ·
ously had rejected both the Urban
Renewal and Model Cities programs.
The State legislature had to pass
special legislation to implement the
redevelopment.
In 1973, during site preparation,
the Omaha Industrial Foundation was
successful in selling approximately 10
percent of the total 110 saleable acres.
Two industrial buildings are now

under construction. In addition, businesses planning to move from the area
stayed-thus retaining jobs. Plant expansions took place and new industry
moved in: a cold storage facility and
the Regional United Parcel Service
Headquarters. More important, the
Metropolitan Technical Community
College will build its first major
campus serving the community and
area industry on a 30-acre site in the
industrial park. The technical college
will mean new employment and educational opportunities for nearby public
housing residents. And with a new
community center nearly completed
adjacent to the site, the cooperative
efforts behind the Industrial Park are
paying off in a community stronger
for having responded to an economic
crunch.
INDUSTRIAL LAND BANK
734 NORTH NINTH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53233
(414) ~78-2683
CONTACT:
DON SELESKE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
OFFICER

As industry and jobs began relocating
after World War II from urban areas to
cheaper and more available land in
neighboring suburban and rural areas,
the city of Milwaukee, like its counter·
parts elsewhere·in the nation, found its
economy seriously weakened. Not
only was the city's tax base diminished; the outward flight of industry
was accompanied by higher land costs
on the remaining and available, but
undeveloped, parcels held by the private sector. It was difficult to bring
the land owner and potential industrial
user together on an acceptable basis.
As a result, the city had very few tools

to use to convince industry to remain
and expand within its corporate limits.
Beginning in 1963, Milwaukee be·
gan purchasing raw land, through
negotiations, in an area recently annexed to the city. This land was placed
into a "land bank" and scheduled for
future installation of sewers, water,
streets, and rail service. ·A "break
even" pricing policy was established
with flexibility on individual parcels.
Land sales originally were restricted to
manufacturing processes requiring a
relatively heavy investment in capital,
plant and equipment, but this restric·
tion has been modified in recent years
to permit regional or supportive warehousing.
The city recently has implemented
the land bank concept with the opening of a city-owned industrial park.
The park resulted from the realization
that many owners of small and
medium-sized businesses lack time and
expertise to visualize the development
of unserviced land. The new park is
fully serviced, platted, and graded, and
contains restrictive covenants protecting each buyer's investment. The price
policy here, too, is on a break even
basis, keeping the city competitive
with the suburbs.
Milwaukee has accommodated 23
companies, 1,500 employees, and
added $25 million to its tax base
through the land bank program. There
are approximately 500 acres in the
bank and the program is now selfsupporting through a revolving fund
arrangement. The loss of revenue (as
·raw land is temporarily removed from
the tax roll when it is acquired) has
been more than offset by new reve·
nues from the industrial park.
PHILADELPHIA GARMENT
INDUSTRY BOARD
ONE EAST PENN SQUARE

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
19107
(215) 568-2014
CONTACT:
JAMES MARTIN
SECRETARY
The garment industry traditionally is
one of the largest employment trades
in Philadelphia. Beset by high costs,
obsolete city locations, security pr•
lems, and diminishing appeal to young
workers, the industry faced a steady
decline as viable employment base~
The loss of blue collar jobs occurred
when the city's need for thttse jobs had
increased.
Countering the tradition of disor·
ganized leadership that has always
characterized small, fragmented industries like the "rag trade," the industry
has developed a vehicle for change that
could be a model for other city trades.
The non-profit Philadelphia Garment
Industry Board, sparked by the Great·
er Philadelphia Movement, was launch·
ed by the Mayor in 1973 as a joint
effort involving labor, industry, the
city government, and other civic lead·
ers. Working through three committees
that focus on economic crises, research
and planning, and physical rehabili·
tation, the Board has been a catalyst
for three years of solid achievement.
Today a model garment industry
plant is under construction with an air
conditioned shop, day care center,
training center, health care center, and
office space that should erase the
"sweat shop" image that still hangs
over the industry. Since the garment
industry is highly mobile and includes
many small companies in rented quarters scattered about the city, with little
capital investment, a firm can easily
move to "greener pastures," leaving its
employees behind. With the new glr-
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The Blue Ridge Hearthside Crafts Asso·
elation is a nationwide marketing
cooperative with 850 members. Its
growth from small beginnings in 1968
has paralleled the resurgence of inter·
est in this country in those arts and
homely objects that show the touch of
someone's hand. The initial organizers,
who shared a concern for disappearing
skills, were a small group of interested
craftsmen, the head of the arts and
crafts unit at Appalachian State Uni·
versity, and the local community
action agency.
A strong craft culture had been the
heritage of the Scotch-Irish who set·
tied these mountains. The cooperative
has fostered the transmission of those
skills to a new generation. And by
creating a market for the traditional
Appalachian crafts, the cooperative
has helped revive the area economy.
Many of the members can support
their families decently for the first
time. A proud and frugal people, they
seized at the opportunity to work in
this new industry. Although the Co-op
now operates a national wholesale
catalog order business, two retail
stores in Boone, North Carolina, and
participates in major gift shows in Los
Angeles, Chicago, and New York, the
members have not forgotten their
struggle to develop into a viable eco·
nomic enterprise.
tnitially the craftsmen produced
soft goods such as dolls, blankets,
quilts and bedspreads. Now they produce numerous wood products, leather

goods and ceramics-altogether more
than 300 items. Gross sales increased
from $6,000 in 1969 to $141,712 in
1971. Rapid expansion caused some
problems and a need to reorganize. To
balance the operation between whole·
sale and retail sales, the Association
purch8sed two retail stores with help
from the local bank and the Small
Business
Administration totalling
$93,000. Blue Ridge now has national
outlets through its wholesale and retail
business; the gift show business is
thriving; sales exceeded $500,000 in
1973. While the average craftsman
earns about $400 additional net in·
come each year through the cooperative, some earn as much as $10,000. A
number have developed their own
business
enterprises,
marketing
through Blue Ridge. The cooperative
approach to the revival of a local
tradition has strengthened the econ·
omy and the traditional culture of
this Appalachian region.
THE GALVESTON COUNTY
CULTURAL ARTS COUNCIL
POST OFFICE BOX 1105
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77550
(713) 763-6469
CONTACT:
MS. EMILY WHITESIDE

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Many cities look around and realize
they are falling apart at the seams.
Like middle-aged women determined
to "get hold of themselves" with diet
or exercise or courses in self·
improvement, American cities have
grabbed at urban renewal, hist~oric
preservation, new industry, revival of
the central business district-with varying degrees of success-as vehicles for
restoration. Not as many cities have
chosen Galv~on's way: a determi-

nation to use the arts to light the city's
fire.
Galveston is a historic port city
with beautiful beaches despite the
litter, an architecturally important but
deteriorated wharf district, and the
same central city problems that beset
most major cities. The stirring and
shaking in Galveston today can be
related to the impetus of the Galves·
ton County Cultural Arts Council,
Inc., a volunteer civic group whose
efforts since 1971 have made a lot
happen in Galveston and the 15 other
small towns that dot Galveston
County. The Council was reorganized
by concerned and committed citizens
in 1971; its membership now numbers
over 700.
The Council first set itself the task
of upgrading the quality of the arts
and humanities by providing sources
of new funds, more professional
artists-in-residence and more free public programs. Working with educa·
tional administrators, the Council
developed arts programs for every level
from pre-school to continuing adult
education. Poets, photographers, art·
ists helped Galveston take a fresh look
at the things that were uniquely the
city.
In the school system, additional
faculty was hired to teach ceramics,
printmaking, and weaving in the
schools and the Arts Center on the
Strand. Music, dance and opera are
provided to encourage ·and retain crea·
tivity in children and increase their
knowledge of the arts. Several social
agencies are using the arts to reach
their clients in a different way.
The Arts Council has been instrumental in restoring the 1894 Grand
Opera House on the Strand; financial
assistance came from the Houston
Endowment and the Kempner Fund.
51
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The Strand, originally Galveston's
financial district, contains one of the
finest concentrations of 19th century
commercial buildings in the United
States. The Council was awarded a
study grant frpm the Architecture and
Environmental Arts division of the
National Endowment to assess the
potential for the Strand.

The Arts Council has supported
renovation of the Strand by setting up
its own shop in one of the handsome
iron-front buildings, where it conducts
master classes and workshops, exhibits, professional performances, and
other programs. Class enrollment has
increased tremendously, requiring
additional classrooms to accommodate
it, and new programs in print-mal<ing
and metalsmithing have been added.
The Council is constantly seeking
ways to bring the arts and people
together. They are working with
groups, providing leadership when
necessary, creating successful projects
in education, historic preservation,
economic development, minority
awareness. The Moody Foundation,
the Kempner Fund and a matching
grant from the Texas Arts and Humanities Commission have assisted the
Council. The Arts Council also received a City Spirit grant from the National Endowment for the Arts-and is
directing the city and county Bicentennial efforts. The entire city is working with the Arts Council to revitalize
the cultural and economic fabric of
Galveston.
PARKE COUNTY LONG-TIME
PLANNING COMMITTEE
POST OFFICE BOX 165
ROCKVILLE, INDIANA 47872
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Histories can and have been written
about the difference the extension
services of the Department of Agriculture have made to rural life in America. less has been recorded about the
impact of covered bridges. But the
somewhat unusual juxtaposition of
these two elements In Parke County,
Indiana, has had a great deal to do
with the economic resurgence of a
declining rural area.
County extension agents and the
editor of the Rockville paper were the
prime movers, in 1954, behind the
Parke County Long-Time Planning
Committee. They chose the original
members from among friends and
neighbors; some of those original
members are still active today.
The obvious focus for the committee was agricultural; its first project
was a pasture fertilization and renovation program for the county. At one
meeting, however, when the manager
of the county rural electric company
reported that his organization showed
a loss of 86 meter customers during
the year, the committee changed directions to concentrate on bringing in
new industry. New directions don't
bring immediate solutions; the county
was at its lowest ebb when the com~ittee began to think about attracting
outside income through tourism.
Enter the covered bridges. From a
half-serious suggestion to a new look
at the historical interest of the
county's 39 covered bridges was a
short step. The first festival most
resembled a homespun weekend bake
sale. Today, after 19 consecutive annual Covered Bridge Festivals, approximately 350,000 visitors attend over a

1G-day period in mid-October. The
Festival ranks among the top ten
tourist attractions nationally. It still
remains a local event, heavy on volun·
teers and community support. Local
people act as tour guides, cook pan- .
cakes, demonstrate crafts. Senior citizens mail over 50,000 flyers annually.
The whole county helps to stage the
annual Covered Bridge Festival. Today
there is also the Parke County Maple
Fair in February; and tourists can visit
Billie Creek Village, an exact replica of
a typical tum·of·the century Indiana
village.
The Long-Time Planning Committee extended its concerns to other
county problems, working informally
through a series of meetings to get a
reading on issues. "All the brains in
this county aren't on this Committee,"
says one member. Project$ are dis·
cussed over a matter of months or
years; projects may be moved from the
front burner to the back burner, but
they are still on the stove.
Planning and working together has
contributed more to the county than
just the money it brings in, in the view
of Committee members. Relationships
among people have improved. Festival
workers explain that they learn to like
"even those folks from the country or
the county seat."
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
POST OFFICE DRAWER H
FEDERAL BUILDING
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The Sumter County Rural o._.
ment Committee has regular rnt~~~~~...._
on the third Monday of each~
Th"Bfe have been hundreds of tha.t
meetings since the committee
ized itself in 1961 to deal'wi:':
basic question of whether the ~
and its towns and its people COUld
survive. Whether there would be watt
Or jobs. Or young people who watt~
choose to stay. Questions that were a1
too typical for hundreds of small nq
counties across the South.
Such rural development commt~
tees, under the aegis of the DePilll
ment of Agriculture's extension senices, touch the lives of every person in
a · rural county a hundred times each
day. Dialing the telephone, turning on
.the water, disposing of refuse, tumiJt
on his TV, the rural resident of the
county is benefitting from commitUI
projects that not only improved the
quality of life in Sumter County but
improved the equitable distribution of
improvements county-wide. The committee's work, both in long-ra""
planning and in the year-by-year implementation of those plans, has served to provide a definition of extension
services.
The committee's membership reflects the commtlnity and the needs of
the county: members represent the
Water Authority, the Board of Educa·
tion, "the 4-H, the newspaper, the Soil
and Conservation District; when the
Council meets, farmers, cattlemen,
housewives, bankers, health officers,
and ministers plan together to br~ng
jobs and needed services to the
county. It has successfully opened Its
membership to represent the black
community in the county, although
black leadership is not proportionate
to the nuiT)ber of blacks in the county
population.
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1W industry. New directions don't
tion, the 4-H, the
the county seat."
and Conservation District:.,..... ·ing immediate solutions; the county
as at its lowest ebb when the comCouncil meets, farmers,
,ittee began to think about attracting
housewives, bankers, health
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
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RURAL CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT
POST OFFICE BOX 1957
TAOS, NEW MEXICO 87571
(505) 768-3no
CONTACT:
JOSEPH L. SALAZAR
COORDINATOR
The new highway goes from Taos to
Saadnta Fe, bypassing the old hogback
ro
that followed the rid
ge of the
mountains. It also b
sn;.all v!llages t:a';'::
oa , VIllages of 500 to 1000
people, perhaps 90 percent of whom
are Spamsh·Americans. They are

~~ o~

~~:n~a~;

0

::es

:~~~~~ ~e~:~S:,.f~~YY
and a rich
·
emplo ed ·
so are under.
y , ISO1ated, with many family
mcomes these
less than $ 1,500 annually.
Despite
that hold
pr?blems, it is an area
s on to 1ts people; even th
young men who left th
~
for oil
e commumty
~ ege often come back to live
ne of these town Ch.
. .
the site of a Rural Co~
•n:tayo, IS
Development p .
( servat1on and
the auspices o~o~ct DRC&D) under
Agriculture
e epartment of
for locallym;:~~:;el~pedamar~et

~=~in~ and enhan~nC:~ =~

David 'o en two local entrepreneurs,
were loo:: ;"d ~ro Jaramillo,
businesses, the ~r I ndlng . for their
RC&D was · st oca ~mator for
their pr
m rumental In bringing
Northe~lsJo the attention of the
The Counc;~ rande RC&D Council.
approved the coordina-

tor's
resp0011"b'l'
in f assuming
nd"
1 1ty for findg u. lng sources for Olimayo. The
cOO!'d•nator was successful in bringin
addltonal Federal monies into th~
area.
A number of locally owned and
!'l~.naged enterprises today are flour
IS mg-a small wood products con~
cern, a drum manufacturing operation
several farmers' markets. The Pete Casa~
dos _Farm produces and distributes
Spamsh food products for the
(ropes of red ch 1"II"•es grown at the
markets
deco
farm
rate the doorways of many Chi= o homes); he also supplies Spanish
products to the thriving restaurant Arturo Jaramillo opened .
· coloma!
. home 010 ·an
earlY spamsh
the busy .summer months th~ re~~~~~
rant provides jobs for over 100 local
people, and employs 20 to 30 yearround.7 T
Who comes to Ch"•mayo f or
d"
mner aos comes, and Santa Fe and
:lt;;:rque.rque; distan~ don't m~tter
uc:h 10 New Mex1co. David Orte
runs the small mill in Chimayo whega
talented local weavers prOduce 'beau;i~
ful. rugs and. ponchos. All these enterprlses are onented to the local culture
~~ have great appeal to tourists and
VISdtors.. They provide employment
an a ~lgher standard of living while
preservmg the cultural diversity f
. the Department
o our
democr
. acy. wh•le
of
:~~~~u~r? has provitled cost-sharing
e meal and coordination assista.nce to the
area' this rural conservatio
·
n project is a people's
locally initiated and directed prAlojectany town or City
.
· most
could apply
th"
1s
developm
. . ent model to preserve those
trad,'tlons that are part of its part· ~
ular~ty.
1cSER (SERVICE, EMPLOYMENT

REDEVELO~ENT)

I

l35 SOUTH FIRST STREET
S(A N)JOSE, CALl FORNIA g 5113
4 08 287-7750
CONTACT:
JOSE MARTINEZ
DIRECTOR
For many years
I
.
origin, especially ::~c~n~!mS~msh
and p rt R"
encans
ue o 1cans, have experienced
c 1osed-door employment practices
~llectlvely, this group still remains at
t e bottom of the economic curve
effects o f paverwhere the detrimental
.
ty recur generation after generati
Wi~h th~ advent of civil rights ~
aff1rmat1ve
programs, however
the part' · action
.
ICipation of minorities is no...;
be'
n:SSng sought to some degree by busi. .' rovemment and educational
mstltut ons. The demand for Spanishs~rnamed p~ofessional talent is genUine and active. Many companies have
~ent pr_ofesslonals to appeal to youth
m . barno and ghetto schools with the
~essage, "Stay in school - If you !J{!t
. e proper training we have an attr
tlve career waiting for you."
acToo few still are prepared to take
adv~~tage of the employment opportunities that have recently a
a_nd
together jobs
nght. _mdiVIdual remains a problem
~eallzmg that a centralized clearin~
_ouse of Spanish-surnamed profes·
SIOnals could be a great asset to
employers, SEA-Jobs for Pr
many
established to fill this gap ogress was
SE R, an acronym fo; Service Elnploy~nt and Redevelopment i~ the
Spamsh
word for "to be"- an , .InVIta.
·
tiOn
to
become
part
of
the
A
.
.
mencan
econ ·
om•c mamstream. SER started in
196~ a~ a volunteer job placement
service m the Houston and Co
.
rpus
Ch "st" b ·
b n I amos. It IS now operational in
a out 40 communities supported by

b_rln~i~g

~:a~:~
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funds from the Departments of labor
and Health, Education and Welfare,
the National Institute of Health, the
former Office of Economic Opportunity, organized labor, and the"Amigos
de Ser," a business industry advisory
council. The Department of Labor
reported that "overall, SEA's performance is the best manpower program in
the nation." One example of SE R at
work is in San Jose, California, where
the employment effort is enhanced by
programs for ex-offenders and a residential youth center. A job corps and
an educational talent search strengthen
the San Jose program's emphasis on
youth.
Because SEA operates primarily in
the Southwest and California, 80 percent of its participants are still Mexican-Americans, although they now
serve many others in the disadvantaged
community. The majority of the enrollees are men between 22 and 44
years old; less than half have completed high school•.
SEA's success is due, in large part,
to a highly skilled staff of professionals working throughout the entire SEA
network of 64 projects in 14 states.
Composed of computer specialists,
management experts, and program and
planning specialists, the staff decided
to tackle the feasibility of a national
centralized · job matching system.
Representatives from agencies such as
the Equal Employment Opportunities
Commission and the Fair Employment
Practices Commission stated their
interest in the system as a tremendous
· tool for helping employees meet their
Affirmative Action requirements. A
Professional Search System was designed !JS a non-profit service for the
Spanish-speaking community and the
employer. No fee is charged. Applicant
resumes are actively being gathered

through TV and the news media as
well as other sources. To date, SEA
has helped approximately 200,000
persons of limited English speaking
ability find jobs at one-third the cost
of services per client expended by
most other manpower agencies.
For every dollar spent for SEA
enrollees, they return almost three dol·
Iars to the economy and, most important, SE R enrollees earned $3,644
more annually than they did before
training. An outstanding example of a
community's taking care of its own,
with a high degree of professionalism.
PROJECT:
YAZOO-LITTLE TALLAHATCHIE
FLOOD PREVENTION PROJECT
U.S. FOREST SERVICE
POST OFFICE BOX 69
OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI 38655
(601) 234-6981
CONTACT:
JAMES R. CROUCH
MANAGER
In the beginning we spent the land like
counterfeit money, using it and mov·
ing on. Later, when the whole country
was settled, it still seemed that there
could be no end to the richness, and
we cleared and worked and worked
the land again. In many parts of the
country before World War II, the land
had come perilously close to exhaustion before the physical and economic
depression of many areas made change
imperative.
One such area was a depressed
region of north central Mississippi
where some five million acres of the
Yazoo-Little· Tallahatchie watershed
were close to wasteland. Erosion and
floods had almost destroyed the area's
economy.

The Flood Control Act of 1944
authorized the Department of Agri·
culture to install upstream flood prevention measures on 11 large river
basins; Yazoo and Little Tallahatchie
are two of these. Working under this
program, but keeping the land in
private ownership; Federal and State
agencies worked with the Soil Conservation District, Conservation Service,
and the Forest Service in initiating a
wide ranging program to stabilize the
environment and the economy.
Four major flood control reservoirs
were constructed by the Engineer
Corps, reforestation efforts were initi·
ated, and land use treatment measures
and stream channel stabilization projects all were established to save the
Yazoo-Little Tallahatchie watersheds.
Over 650,000 acres of eroded land
were .replanted with trees.
The government agencies encouraged the area's 10,000 private land
owners to replant trees and participate
in the long-term reclamation program.
Today this region has revitalized its
pastures, waterways, and woodlands;
and the waterbeds' erosion and flood·
ing problems have abated. The replant·
ed forests have become a primary
factor in the region's revitalized economy.
Today the region's timber harvest
contributes close to $2 million to
Mississippi's economy; agriculture and
recreation have felt the land's renewal.
The combined efforts of Federal and
local officials, starting with the labori·
ous hand-planting of millions of pine
seedlings to halt erqslon, have created
a model of good land use.
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,ROJECT:
V'AZOQ.LITTLE TALLAHATCHIE
FLOOD PREVENTION PROJECT
U.S. FOREST SERVICE
POST OFFICE BOX 69
OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI 38665

(601) 234-6981
CONTACT:
JAMES R. CROUCH
MANAGER

In the beginning we spent the land like
counterfeit money, using it and mov·
ing on. Later, when the whole country
was settled, it still seemed that there
could be no end to the richness, and
we cleared and worked and worked
the land again. In many parts of the
country before World War II, the land
had come perilously close to exhaustion before the physical and economic
depression of many areas made change
imperative.
One such area was a depressed
region of north central Mississippi
where some five million acres of the
Yazoo-Little' Tallahatchie watershed
were close to wasteland. Erosion and
floods had almost destroyed the area's
economy.

The Flood Control Act of 1944
authorized the Department of Agriculture to install upstream flood pre·
vention measures on 11 large river
basins; Yazoo and Little Tallahatchie
are two of these. Working under this
program, but keeping the land in
private ownership,' Federal and State
agencies worked with the Soil Conservation District, Conservation Service,
and the Forest Service in initiating a
wide ranging program to stabilize the
environment and the economy.
Four major flood control reservoirs
were constructed by the Engineer
Corps, reforestation efforts were initi·
ated, and land use treatment measures
and stream channel stabilization proj·
ects all were established to save the
Yazoo-Little Tallahatchie watersheds.
Over 650,000 acres of eroded land
were replanted with trees.
The government agencies encouraged the area's 10,000 private land
owners to replant trees and participate
in the long-term reclamation program.
Today this region has revitalized its
pastures, waterways, and woodlands;
and the waterbeds' erosion and flood·
ing problems have abated. The replant·
ed forests have become a primary
factor in the region's revitalized econ·
omy.
Today the region's timber harvest
contributes close to $2 million to
Mississippi's economy; agriculture and
recreation have felt the land's renewal.
The combined efforts of federal and
local officials, starting with the labori·
ous hand-planting of millions of pine
seedlings to halt erosion, have created
a model of good land use.

R NO BAYOU PARK AND
,.TURE CENTER
THE ARBOR BUILDING
U IVERIITY Of HOUSTON
SAVAREABOULEVARD
CLE R LAKE, TEXAS 77586
(113)-7811
TACT:
FREDERICK J. PRATT
DIRECTOR
Armlfl(l BIYOU Park and Nature Cen·
r
2,000 acre living laboratory in
11 1
which
children and adults can enjoy
renitY and the experience of study•nt netU1'8· If you walk along one of
the manY wilderness or nature trails,
or ClnQ8 on the waterways that wind
the Park, an abundant envi-·
ronment of plant and animal life is
IVIfYWhere. For this is an area of
lltUirine tributaries, marshes, prairies
and woodlands. Here live Attwater's
pnlrie chickens, bobcats, the great
blue heron, and the red wolf. Indian
. - or salt grass, American elms,
Tex• sugll'berrv and palmettos grow
in abundanCe· The water creatures,
blue crab, spotted trout, a pelican,
shrimp, share the landscape with an
osprey or a great horned owl. The
Bayou is home for hundreds of creatures and other living things, its estuarine environment the meeting place
for organisms common to both salt
and fresh water ecosystems.
This environmental sanctuary also
happens to be an integral part of the
tbaton-Galveston megalopolis. It represents the dream of Armand
Yrametegui, a local conservationist
whose untimely death motivated a
full-scale effort to "save the Bayou"
from urban encroachment. Within a
matter of months housewives, public
servants, businessmen, volunteers,
children, and professors joined in a

d'lrour

high school students moni·
school bell system to disco11
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sponsored and coordinated
profit public foundatjon, tt
for
Environmental
Teacher-student teams are
the Institute's envirpnme
tion specialists.
The Institute, which rec
tiona! funding from local
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sessions, laboratory use, i
community organization d
workshops. The extension
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publishes newsletters and
materials that focus qn er
education. Most of the In
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8911 EUCLID AVENUE
identify the wild varittty
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fauna that flourish
(216) 791-1775
Cuyahoga watershed. ThE
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CONTACT:
THOMAS·w. OFFUTT
relationships and respans·
PROJECT DIRECTOR
For its continuing co1
ice achievements and for
The 813 square-mil-. Cuyahoga River
ing success of its CU
watershed is an outdoor classroom and
Watershed Project, the
laboratory for thousands of teachers
Environmental Educati«
and students who are learning and
U.S. Presidential Merit
living an ecological education. All
cellence and has ~n
those who participate are encouraged
National Bicentennial I
to focus, to look seriouslY, to be aware
American Revolution Si
of "their local environs," the ongoing
ministration.
ecological systems arl(l processes repThe Institute look$
resented by their homes, their schools,
ting ,a national cadre
their natural surroundings. Any place
students, and citizens Yl
can be the laboratOfY; one group of

sustained effort to acquire 2,000 acres
of Bayou land, naming it in honor of
Mr. Yrametegui. Both the City of
Pasadena and Harris County have used
local funds and matching Federal
monies for further land acquisition.
Armand Bayou is located in Pasadena, in Harris County, between Houston and Galveston. Responsible planners know the city is coming and have
developed a comprehensive plan that
focuses on preserving and enlarging
this natural refuge. There are to be
elevated wet area walkways, a "bug
house" for close observations of insects, areas for photographing and
observing and geologic and archaeologic exhibits.
Citizens continLMt to work toward
financing a Nature Center building and
the acquisition of an additional
thousand acres for further enhancement of this natur~l retreat within a
fast-growing metropolitan area.

ENVIRONMENT
L N D BAYOU PARK AND
NATURE CENTER
THE ARBOR BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON
BAY AREA BOULEVARD
CLEAR LAKE, TEXAS 77586
(713) 488-7811
CONTACT:
FREDERICK J. PRATT
DIRECTOR
Armand Bayou Park and Nature Cen111r is a 2,000 acre living laboratory in
which children and adults can enjoy
llrtnity and the experience of studying nature. If you walk along one of
1he many wilderness or nature trails,
or canoe on the waterways that wind
1hf0l9l the Park, an abundant envi- .
ranment of plant and animal life is
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sustained effort to acquire 2,000 acres
of Bayou land, naming it in honor of
Mr. Yrarnetegui. Both the City of
Pasadena and Harris County have used
local funds and matching federal
monies for further land acquisition.
Armand Bayou is located in Pasadena, in Harris County, between Houston and Galveston. Responsible planners know the city is coming and have
developed a comprehensive plan that
focuses on preserving and enlarging
this natural refuge. There are to be
elevated wet area walkways, a ''bug
house" for close observations of insects, areas for photographing and
observing and geologic and archaeologic exhibits.
Citizens contin~ to work toward
financing a Nature Center building and
the acquisition of an additional
thOusand acres for further enhancement of this natur-.1 retreat within a
fast-growing metropolit., area.
INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
CUYAHOGA HERITAGE
8911 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OHIQ 44106
(216) 791-1775
CONTACT:
THOMAs·w. OFFUTT
PROJECT DIRECTOR
The 813 square-mill! Cuyahoga River
watershed is an outdoor classroom and
laboratory for thousands of teachers
and students who are learning and
living an ecological education. All
those who participate are encouraged
to focus, to look seriously, to be aware
of "their local environs," the ongoing
ecological systems and processes represented bv their hOI'fles, their schools,
their natural surroundings. Any place
can be the laboratorv; one group of

high school students monitored their
school bell system to discover its noise
level was in violatiQn of U.S. noise
level standards.
The Cuyahoga Heritage program is
sponsored and coordinated by a nonprofit public foundatfon, the Institute
for
Environmental
Education.
Teacher-student tearYJS are trained bv
the Institute's environmental education specialists.
The Institute, which receives operational funding from local and Federal
sources, through a mobile extension
service coordinates field trips, training
sessions, laboratory use, and studentcommunity or~ization dialogues and
workshops. The extension service also
offers a lending library service and
publishes newsletters and informative
materials that focus qn environmental
education. Most of the Institute's programs naturally focus on the outdoors.
Teacher-student teams take water
samples from different points on the
Cuyahoga River sY$t~m and test the
samples for pollution content. Groups
compile soil inventories, and kids
make maple syrup. T11ams observe and
identify the wild varil'ty of flora and
fauna that flourish within the
Cuyahoga watershed. The focus always
returns to man and his environmental
relationships and respqnsibilities.
For its continuing t:ammunity service achievements and for the outstanding success of its (:uyahoga River
Watershed Project, the Institute for
Environmental Education received a
U.S. Presidential Merit Award of Excellence and has bettn designated a
National Bicentennial Model by the
American Revolution 8icentennial Administration.
The Institute look$ toward educating ,a national cadre of teachers,
students, and citizen.s yvho understand

and accept mankind's ~itical relatiooship with his home and his environment.
NEW MEXICO ENVIRONMENTAL
INSTITUTE
BOX 3AF
LAS CRUCES, NEW MEXICO 88003
(505) 646-3609
CONTACT:
WILLIAM A. DICK-PEDDIE
ACTING DIRECTOR
The sky may be acres qf blue, as far as
the eye can see, and the air clear and
sweet-but even in New Mexico,
citizens are increasingly alert to the
sullying of their naturt~l environment.
New Mexico has resR<Jnded to this
concern with a state-level organization
to deal with environme~ntal problems,
and, hopefully, to serve as a model for
meeting similar objectives in other
states.
The New Mexico Environmental
Institute was organized in 1973, with
headquarters at New Mexico State
University. A Federal grant under the
Higher Educatiqn Act provided initial,
three-year funding. The Institute's
long-range mission is to establish an
Interdisciplinary, multi-university Environmental Institute for the state. Its
immediate objectives -.re to identify
research
needs,
inventory New
Mexico's environmental problems and
resources, coordinate the effortS of
governmental agencies and state universities in environmental management
through an inforiT'ation exchange
system, and to train community decision-makers. Since state agencies,
which are charged with implementing
environmental legislation, are traditionally underfunded, the state universities were viewed as the organizations
best qualified to alleviate ttnvlron-
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..
mental problems. The Institute serves
as a pilot program.
·
In the research area, the Institute
has completed studies for proposed
power lines, an aquifer refinery,
uranium mines, and for the transfer of
a land grant from one foundation to
another. A feasibility study was conducted for the city of Las Cruces on
the potential recycling of soli~ waste.
To improve the quality of its ttnvironmental impact studies, the Institute
has initiated an academic peer review
mechanism that has gained 11ational
recognition. Peer review teams, composed of mempers with expertise com·
parable to that of the study teams,
review and comment on the fim drafts
of the impact studies. The final drafts
present a compromise view or the
conflicting views of both tea~.
The Institute has provided seminars, lectures, workshops, newsletters,
and publications on environmental
management and assessment. A series
of 22 seminars was conducted in each
of the state's planning districts. This
brought the seminars closer to the
grass roots level and attracted community leaders who typically might
not attend state level events. Audi·
ences have consisted predomi,..antly of
public officials, although advertisements have been aimed at the general
public. A bi-monthly newsletter on
environmental quality is distributed
throughout New Mexico and adjacent
states, although generally the Institute
has judged that its inform~on retrieval ·efforts have been tfte least
successful phase of its operation.
Although such Federally-funded
pilot programs eventually posit the
problem of how the state should assume and finance their progr~m5, the
Institute is welt on its way toward
shaping New Mexico's environment

through a framework that is jtVailable
for replication.
THE ECOLOGY CENTER OF
ANN ARBOR
417 DETROIT STREET
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN ~104
(313) 761-3186
CONTACT:
PAUL SCHRODT
DIRECTOR
In March of 1970, a group of concerned citizens participated in a weeklong "Environmental Teach·tn" held
at the University of Michigan. More
than 35,000 people attended these
workshops. Riding the crest of interest
in Earth Day the community established the Ecology Center of Ann
Arbor and its community organic
garden. Professionals and students
from the University of Michigan and
community residents suppprt this
awareness and action center and its
programs in environmental education,
conservation, management, and citizen
involvement.
One popular Center project is the
community organic garden, 3.6 acres
divided into individual plots for any
gardener willing to work without
chemicals or non-organic pesticides.
On any given day kids may be mulching with grass clippings; a tea<:her may
be showing her class the range of plant
life that grows in the climat' zone; a
retired farmer may . deliver organic
fertilizer for the use of all the garden·
ers.
The city farmers are almanacs of
new-found natural knowledge: if you
plant beans next to potatoes, the
beans repel the potato bug, and the
potatoes will repel the Mexican bean
beetle. Sprinkle the leaves of zinnia
plants with flour before the dew wears

off; when the sunlight evaporates the
dew, the bugs on the plant are trapped
and killed, baked in the flour. This is
ecology and organic gardening, and
thousands of interested adults and
children have visited here.
The Center's program continues to
grow. With the Center's guidance,
volunteers have built a downtown park
that is being maintained by volunteer
participants. The Ecology ~nter also
coordinates an on-going recycling col·
lection program. Their recycling sta·
tion has processed over 11 million
pounds of cans, glass, newsprint, and
magazines. Two recent additions to
the program are the wind powered
electricity generator and an experi·
mental solar greenhouse.
TALLAHASSEE JUNIOR MUSEUM
3945 MUSEUM DRIVE
TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32304
(904) 576-1636
CONTACT:
SAMW. KATES
DIRECTOR
Black bear can be seen swimming at
the lake's edge. Fox and racoons stalk
through the trees, white deer browse,
and waterfowl glide over a small pond.
These animals live in their natural
habitat at the Junior Museum in Talla·
hassee.
In 1957, school teachers who were
members of the local Association for
Childhood Education wanted to give
Tallahassee's young people a better
understanding and appreciation of
natural science, the social sciences,
history, and the world in which they
live. They received financial support
toward a director's salary for a naturecentered museum from the Natural
Science for Youth Foundation and
Junior League of Tallahassee. The

~

Florida State Cabinet PfOV!clad
porary quarters; later the
moved to its present site on a
tract at Lake Bradford, Leon
The Junior Museum beg.,
marily as a children's mu--.
over the years it has grown 1
center of natural science and h
with interests for all ages. Nin.
hibits each year display the arts
natural science, and history of Fl._
There is a weekly program featur~~~a
1
craftsman, musician, natural scietl
or a film. Community groupa ,all.
meet at the museum. Addition.t "cational displays include a ~
schoolhouse; the plantation home
Princess Murat, the 1880's commit~~!
and the 1926 caboose.
Winding trails over 40 acres of fielc
and woodlands give visitors an <Mr·
view of typical North Florida flora and
fauna. A guide booklet is available 111
help identify a number of marQI
trees and plants. Sinkholes, cyprea
swamps, and fields of wild flowe~~
provide an interestwg walk. lncfi.
genous wildlife live at&lg the trails.
Big Bend Pioneer Farm is an
authentic restoration of rural life "90
years ago in North Florida. Specill
events and activities such as black·
smithing, sheep shearing, syrup mak·
ing, and weaving are featured at this
living exhibit. Primary financial support for the Junior museum comes
from the Leon County CommissiOn
and Leon County School Board. Other
funding is provided by memberships,
admissions commiSsary sales, grants
from private foundations, and the
Junior League of Tallahassee.
Services to schools include loans of
boxed exhibits on geography, natural
science, different cultures, and history.
Small caged animals visit classrooms;
"borrowed"
teachers from
the
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museum share their expertise with
school children. Field classes such as
"Farm Family Life" and "Ecology of
the Swamp" are offered to every
pie.
Sam Kates, the Museum's Director,
sees its role as preserving the
"•. .awareness of Florida's natural environment and the importance of pre·
serving the habitat of wildlife." The
Tallahassee Junior Museum exmplifle5 a growing national concern
· understand the natural environment
d the delicate web of relationships
Jn which our lives depend.
OUNT TRASHMORE PARK
300 EDWtN DRIVE

IRGINIA BEACH, VA. 23462
I 417·2157
CO TACT:
PEGGY CRAIG
FORMATION DIRECTOR
t-troond "mountain of solid
Oday is the center of a 1621

'

ltion area serving Virginia
ap box derbies, Fourth of
'Fitions, a stocked, man.,d a 1,000 seat amphid for plays and concerts
h IUCCess of the city's
new concept of solid

,,,.n. ~nent

of 18-inch cells of trash interspersed
with 6-inch shells of clean soil. The
layered cells were compacted to a
density of 100 lbs. per cubic foot; the
final cover is six fettt of clean soil.
Mount Trashmore has been con·
tinuously monitored for gafformation
and settling. Only minor settling has
been recorded and tflere has been no
degradation of the atmosphere. Con·
structed over a four and a half year
period from 640,000 tons of
municipal refuse, Mpunt Trashmore
has posed no hazard to area health or
to area groundwater. It has proven,
rather, an economit~~IIY feasible approach to solid waste management and
provided a new recreational resource
in a resort city.
CHILTON COUNTY CLEAN
AND GREEN PROGRAM
POST OFFICE BOX 87
CLANTON, ALABAMA 35045
(205) 755-0530

CONTACT:
MILTON DIEFENDERFER
SUPERVISOR
In 1968 the 26,000 residents qf Chil·
ton County were using at least 90 dif·
ferent solid waste dumps scttttered
throughout their primarily rurill area.
Although the sanitation departments
in the four incorporated municipalities
within the county did collect refuse,
some 17,000 residents of ~tlying
areas were using a number of illegal
and poorly maintained open dumps.
The county government and the
municipalities of Clanton, Thorsby,
Maplesville, and Jemison responded
with a coordinated research and plann·
ing effort. Through the efforts of the
county government and use of Federal
funding the Chilton County "Clean
and Green" program was initiated in

1969 as a solid waste man.ment
demonstration project.
Over 60 four-cubic yard, metal
waste containers have been placed
along the county's road network.
Twice a week, a countY operatep truck
empties the strategically placed con·
tainers, and transports the solid waste
to a landfill site that was selected for
optimum environmental reasons. cen·
tral location. and with future alternative use of the site in mind. Ttle cen·
tral landfill site has a use potential of
10 years.
This simple county solid waste
management system has proveJl to be
both cost effective and responsive to
the needs of county residents and bus·
inesses. The 60 containers have been
increased to more than 90, with the
addit ional containers at high volume
deposit points. At the central landfill
site, "night deposit" metal containers
are available at the entrance of the site
so that people can deposit refuse dur·
ing hours when the landfill is closed.
Project Clean and Green is a viable
prototype program t hat h1!5 been
studied and visited by over 1,000 state
and local officials. A low-cost county
clean-up program that provid~ an interim disposal system for areas not yet
in need of high-cost, high·tectlnology
solut ions.
STATEWIDE SOLID WASTE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CONNECTICUT RESOURCE
RECOVERY AUTHORITY
60 WASHINGTON STREET
HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 06106
(213) 549-6390
CONTACT:
MS. RITA L. HOGEN
DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMEI'ITAL
AND INTERNAL RELATIO"'S

There are really no unil:lue problems.
To some degree every state will have
to deal with the problem the Qonnecti·
cut legislature faced early in the seven·
ties: the state's conventional land fill/
incinerator approach to solid waste
management by regional and local
governments was unsatisfa~ory for
the present and. possibly disastrous for
the future. Land fill sites wert~ becoming increasingly scarce and m~ny exist·
ing incinerators already were in violation of air quality standards.
T h rough a cooperat ive planning
effort with the Environmenti!l Protection Agency and the General Electric
Company, the state legislature, in
1973, proposed a statewide solid waste
management system and established
the Connecticut Resource ftecovery
Authority to carry out the program.
The Authority is a quasi-public agency
wit h responsibilit ies in fO\Jr broad
areas. It is developing and acfministering the statewide solid waste management system over a ten year planning
and i mplementation period. The
Authority •generates funds through
bond issues and the sale of recycled
resources. During the ten year implementation period, the Auttlority is
se rvi ng as a consultant to those
municipalities who are in need of
interim solid waste treatment systems.
One such interim facilitY developed to
meet the immediate needs of the New
Milford area ·is a land fill that has a
three million ton capacity and serves
several communities. The fourth area
that the Authority administers is the
supervising of special solid waste man·
agement projects that fall outside con·
ventional municipal responsibility.
The Authority has divided the state
into ten regional resource recovery districts, with a central recoverv center
planned for each district. Eventually
59

46 recovery stations and 18 new residue disposal sites will be built across
the state.
A typical resource recovery plant
will process all types of municipal
solid wastes and will separate major
components such as magnetic metals,
aluminum, and glass. Three of the central recovery plants will use dry fuel
material separation processes and
seven will be pyrolysis plants. In De·
cember, 1974, the site preparation for
the first central resource recovery
plant was started in Bridgeport to
serve a metropolitan population of
400,000. A second .central recovery
plant is being constructed in the New
Britain-Hartford area, population
240,000. Both plants will be operational in mid-1976. By 1985, the entire statewide system will be operational.
When the system is fully operational, resource recovery each year will
be equivalent in energy to 5 million
barrels of fuel oil, 400,000 tons of
iron and steel, 200,000 tons of glass,
and 20,000 tons of aluminum. Cost
per ton for processing solid waste by
the system is projected at $10.12/ton.
Eventually, the system will recycle 60
percent of the state•s municipal solid
wastes. Incineration and land fill sites
presently in use will continue to be
phased out of operation and 169
towns and cities will have cleaner environments.
SOIL ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
POST OFFICE BOX 4398
411 WEST EIGHTH AVENUE
ODESSA, TEXAS 79760
(915) 337-7381
CONTACT:
ROBERT F. SCHNATTERLY
DIRECTOR OF UTILITIES

Odessa, Texas, is a community of
slightly more than a hundred thousand
people midway between El Paso and
Fort Worth. Set in the semi-arid plains
of West Texas, it is centered within the
Permian Basin, one of the nation's
largest oil fields; its economy is based
on the surrounding oil deposits and a
huge petrochemical complex.
Yet not just the oil and natural gas
commodities draw attention to this
somewhat obscure community. Odessa
has become an international leader in
garbage technology-what is known is
our age of euphemism as solid waste
management.
In 1969 the city decided to convert
its antiquated handload trash collection system. A $1.2 million investment
provided a three cubic yard container
for every four homes, and twice a
week collection by a fleet of Pak-Mor
trucks and trailers. It also meant a taxpayer's savings of $1 million per year,
since the city was able to replace 116
hard-to-find garbagemen with 21
truck drivers. Odessa then joined with
the Newell Manufacturing Company of
San Antonio in the development and
testing of a prototype solid waste
shredder. The intent was to reduce
wastes to manageable size so as to provide for magnetic recovery of ferrous
metals. The resultant process exceeded
all expectations; the mill reduces not
only common trash to four inch bits,
but also more intractable items like
refrigerators, stoves, and washing
machi~.

Another successful waste management saga might seem fairly ho-hum;
the most recent development actually
holds the most promise for this community and others. Since 1974 Odessa
has been involved in recycling the
basic element of trash-cellulose.
Eighty percent of the wastes collected

within the city is cellulose fiber in the
form of paper, cardboard, grass clippings, tree trimmings, and earthen bacteria. And being biodegradable they
provide rich nutrients io plant life.
At almost no cost to the city, cellulose rich garbage is plowed into the
surrounding pastureland, watered and
fertilized with ·purified sewage end·
products, and left to start a natural
sequence of soil-enrichment. The
desert may bloom again, at the rate of
one square mile a year, if the garbage
holds up. While this soil enrichment
experiment is as yet too new to provide valid production statistics, early
evidence. indicates that this city is in
the process of converting the liabilities
of trash into assets for the community.
ENERGY RECOVERY FROM
CITY WASTE
HORNER AND SHIFRIN, INC.
5200 OAKLAND AVE~UE
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63113
(314) 531-4321;
CONTACT:
F.E.WISELY
VICE PRESIDENT
In 1972, through a cooperative effort
by the City of St. Lo~is, Horner and
Shifrin, Inc., a consultant firm, the
Union Electric Company, and tfle En·
vironmental Protection Agency, a protOtype, electrical power generating
facility began using "city trash for
fuel."
The municipal solid waste used for
the primarily coal-bur11ing Union Electric facility is conventional household
refuse, excluding large bulky materials
such as furniture and appliances. The
collected refuse is processed and prepared for the power generating boiler
facility by a milling machine that re- ·
duces the trash into 1.6 inch particles.

-

During the prepar11tion
processing, an electrom
rator removes magnetic materilla fr
the trash that will be used for
tion. The usuable, com
terials are trucked from the pr~
plant to the power plant; the city
is fired in two boilers that are~
to bum 10 to 20 percent re~ •
terials and 80 percent bituminoulcal
This prototype process has c1ema..
strated various a<lvant!I98S:
wastes are recycled and convertecf til
usable energy; recyclable mater~t~t
such as magnetic met~ls are recov&r~~
fossil fuel demand is decreased, and
conventional solid w~~ste disPQSal cit
mand on land fill space and inci'*'
tion requirements are diminished.
The St. Louis "Fuel from City
Trash" program has been visited and
studied by numerous other municiJIII
representatives who are seeking alter·
native means to manage and dispose of
solid waste generated in their communities. This St. Louis-Union Electric
program is under serious consideratiOil
in over 75 municipalities across the
country.
THE COURIER.JOUFtNAL
AND LOUISVILLE TIMES
PAPER RECYCLING PROGRAM
525 WEST BROADWAY
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40202
(502) 582-4011
CONTACT:
LLOYD MITCHELL
DIRECTOR OF PURCHASES
In one day more trees are cut down
and prepared for use by man and his
communities than nature is able to
replenish in one year. With continuing
and increasing demands on our natural
resources, a turnabout in our con·
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A newspaper company, the CourierJournal and Louisville Times, and the
citizens of Louisville are participating
'" a newsprint recycling program. The
Cllurier.Journal publishes two daily
newspapers and has a Sunday circulation of 380,000; a significant propor. on of these newspapers are printed
n recycled newsprint.
In coordination with the publishing
d distribution of its newspapers, the
~oumal promotes a used news·
t pick-up, re-pulping, and paper
/ding program by which its own
newsprint is used for new print·
The citizens in the metropolitan
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lie's Sanitation Department.
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metropolitan area: the percenl of re·
covery has fluctuated from 77 percent
in one area to 15 percent in ~mother
neighborhood. ro improve the recov·
ery rate of the recycling progr,m, the
papers continual.ly remind theJr read·
ers of the need for their contim~ed par·
ticipation.
Through this privately initiated pro·
gram, the city of Louisville i$ saving
thousands of trees for the future. In
1971 approximately 5,000 tons of
newsprint were recycled thrQ\Igh the
program, a volume that is eqt.Jivalent
to saving 85,000 trees. Each year the
program continues will preserve some
190 acres of prime timber: good news
for Louisville.
BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
RECYCLING PROGRAM
2651 SOUTH 22ND AVENUE
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85009
(602) 258-6417
CONTACT:
A.J. PETRIE
GENERAL MANAGER
In 1971 the Arizona Whoi8Sfle Beer
and Liquor Association and the Ari·
zona Softdrink Bottlers Association
formed the Beverage Industry Recycl·
ing Program (BIRP). The citY 9f Phoe·
nix made a parcel of land available for
a can and bottle recycling center.
After a few months of operatipn, citi·
zens had deposited 400,000 pqunds of
cans and bottles, representing refunds
of 20,000 in pocket. The supcess of
this centrally located center encour·
aged BIR P to open a second cqllection
center in the suburb of Mesa; 4 second
success prompted the opening of a
comprehensive processing center in
Tucson and another in GlendaiJ!. These
four recycling centers are now supple·
mented by twelve subsidiary cqllection

centers throughout the State. Within
one year, the BIRP progr,m dis·
tributed $2 million in paylll8nts to
participating citizens.
The program has visible ~nomic
and environmental payoffs. Arizona's
network of roads and highways are
appreciably free of litter, •nd the
cleanup costs to the State are decrees·
ing. A new 81 RP office, built cooperatively with the CitY of Tucson and the
University of Arizona, will 4se solar
heating and cooling. This joint effort
of private manufacturers and pistributors with consumers has lqng-term
benefits for Arizona's citizens and her
environment. An excellent ex,mple of
an industry's acceptance of responsibility for an industry-related problem;
a model forjrep'lication everywtlere.
NORTHERN PLAINS
RESOURCE COUNCIL
417 STAPLETON BUILDING
BILLINGS, MONTANA 59101
(406) 248-1154
CONTACT:
PATRICK SWEENEY
DIRECTOR
Below the surface of the agricultural
and grazing lands of Montana, North
Dakota, and Wyoming lies the Fort
Union coal formation - one of the
largest low sulphur deposits in the
nation. Our energy needs have turned
the country's attention once again to
coal and its promise of energy self
·sufficiency. For the ranchers and
farmers of these three states, however,
the mining of coal and its conversion
by gasification, liquefaction, or therm·
al generation pose a very real threat to
a way of life rich in American history
and folklore. Ranchers fear that strip
mining will denude the plains of the
native grasses upon which their cattle

depend for sustenance. Farmers and
ranchers alike see the massive amounts
of water required to convert coal into
other energy forms as seriously threat·
ening the water supply they use to irrigate this region's agricultural lands.
Determined to make their voice
heard amidst the growing tumult over
energy, ranchers from eastern Montana
formed the Northern Plains Resource
Council in April of 1972. Composed
primarily of ranchers and farmers from
Montana, Wyoming, and North Dakota, the Council's credo succintly sums
up its support of agriculture as opposed to coal development:
"The Council is committed to
maintaining a viable agricultural
economy, and protecting land
upon which agriculture depends,
and on our way of life, recognizing that all of us draw our
livelihood from the land and
that we have an obligation to
insure a viable and self-sustaining
homeland for future generations."
The primary function of the Coun·
cit is to shape coal, energy, and water
policies that affect the Northern Plains
region. To that end, Council representatives lobby in Helena and Washington for laws that protect agriculture
and for those that impose stringent
guidelines upon coal-related industrial
developme~t. To strengthen this ef·
fort, the Council works closely at local
levels with 11 affiliate member organi·
zations. Local problems are approached at the local level, and when
appropriate, through state and Federal
officials. These efforts have paid off.
In 1975, the Montana State legislature
enacted a law that requires mining
companies to obtain written consent
from a landowner before applying for
a permit to mine. Other laws passed in
61

the past three years include a strong
reclamation act, a state industrial facil·
ities siting act, and measures to protect
irrigation and groundwater.
The Council keeps its membership
and other citizens informed of changing laws and energy issues through The
Plains Truth, its newsletter. Believing
that laws protecting the region are
only as good as their enforcement, the
Council has initiated and joined a
number of suits and administrative
proceedings designa~ to force exami·
nation of the full ifupact of energy re·
source development.
Financed by membership 1:tues and
private donations, the Council plans to
continue providing services as long as
residents of the Northern Plains region
remain interested. Since many resi·
dents have lived there for generations,
the Northern Plains Resource Council
should be around for years to come. A
small but effective voice rallying a
region to preserve its way of life.
ATASCADERO SOLAR HOUSE
7985 SANTA ROSA

ATASCADERO, CALIFORNIA 93422
(213t 389-2300

CONTACT:
HAROLD R. HAY
SKYTHERM PROCESSES
AND ENGINEERING
2424 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90057
THOMAS ALLEY
7985 SANTA ROSA
ATASCADERO, CALIFORNIA 93422
(805t 466-9641

Skytherm.SOUthwest represents onE
man's commitment to solar energy re·
search. Skytherm-Southwest is a three
bedroom, two bath, sin~e story house
with a "natural air con(iitioning system"; the house and its air condition·

ing system were designed and built by
Harold R. Hay, a retired chemist.
The house is in Atascadero, Cali·
fornia, where the hot summers and
moderate winters cause seasonal tern·
perature variations that fluctuate from
10 to 11 0 degrees. These climatic fac·
tors operate as primary design-control
parameters.
The natural air conditioning system
is energy efficient; it is a "passive solar
design" that uses both sunlight and
cooler night temperatures to function.
A structural scheme of movable insulator panels, a thermopond, and a heat·
permeable, supportive metal base form
the roof of the house and the Sky·
therm ~ir conditionillfl system. The
thermopond is constructed of a series
of four 40 ft. long, 8 ft. wide, 8-1/2
inch deep, water-filled "plastic films"
which resemble the design of a water·
bed. The insulator panels and the ther·
mopond unit automatically react to
equilibrium changes both outside and
inside the house. The panels open or
close in coordination with temperature
variations in order to maintain a "com·
fort range of temperature" within the
house.
In the summer, when the panels are
closed during the day, tfle thermopond
is shielded from the thermal radiation
of the sun. This sheilding effect allows
the water in the plastic films to absorb
heat lrom the interior of the home be·
low. At night, when the panels are in
the open position, the thermopond is
allowed to release its stored heat into
the cooler outside atmQSphere.
In the winter, the process is reversed. The panels opert during the day
to let the plastic films absorb solar
heat. In the evening, the panels remain
closed, and the thermopond radiates
heat into the living quarters below.

A family of five lived in Skytherm·
Southwest for a year. They rated the
natural cooling and heating system as
"superior" to the conventional homes
in which they had lived. While the
family was occupying the house, a
team of eight professors from Califor·
nia Polytechnic State University evalu·
ated the house in a 11umber of func·
tiona! areas: architectural design,
thermal system design and efficiency,
economic feasibility of construction
and ownership, overall ecological·
soundness. During the evaluation
period, the Atascadero area experienced extreme temperature variations.
The study team's cqnclusion: Skytherm's natural air conditioning system and thermal control design successfully demonstrate<t a viable alter·
native to conventionel fossil fueled
heating and cooling systems.
The Skytherm·Southwest solar
home represents an early experiment
in solar energy research. More techno·
logically advanced expmples are be·
ginning to proliferate as this country
takes an increasingly serious look at
the potential of solar energy.
OUROBOROS EXPERIMENTAL
PROJECT
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
ROSEMOUNT RESEARCH
CENTER
ROSEMOUNT, MINNESOTA 55068
(612t 373-2198

CONTACT:
$
DENNIS R. HOLLOWAY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
OF ARCHITECTURE
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455
In 1972 Dennis Holloway, a professor
of architecture at the University of
Minnesota, encouraged over 150
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dependence on nature is enhanced by
the greenhouse, where some P{lrt of a
family's food supply can be grown at
home.
The University is using a second
experimental house, Ouroboros East in
St. Paul, as a laboratory and an educational workshop for the Twin Cities
area. The house was built in 1910. The
University has rehabilitated thjs struc·
ture using OurobOros South design
tlehniques to test the feasibility of
modifying an existing house to make it
more energy and resource efficient.
The cooperative workshop program
coordinated by the University and the
Science Museum of Minnesot2t makes
Ouroboros information available to
visitors to the house. Information is
Wtilable on those energy conserving
IChniques particularly apPlicable to
.>Icier houses; e.g., reinSIJiation and
artdaping.

A third University progrllm is a
pl.,ning effort with the city of
'10ft~.
Minnesota,
population
000. Working with University con·
ts the city is planning to be a
ly energy and resource efficient
rnun~ty by the year 2000.
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In 1971, Delaware became lfle first
state to pass legislation restricting
heavy industrial development of its
coastal regions. Prior to thpt time
Delaware and most coastal states had
exercised a laissez faire policy toward
industrial expansion throughput the
coastal zone. When oil comp•nies re·
leased plans for a refinery and dock
for SIJpertankers in Delaware Bay, it
prompted then Governor Russell
Peterson to issue a temporary mora·
torium on industrial expansion pend·
ing further study of the issues. To that
end, the Governor appointed a Task
Force on Marine and Coastal Affairs.
That group's recommendations resulted in the passage of Delaware's
Coastal Zone Act, which bans new oil
refineries, superports, petrochemical
plants, steel and paper mills along a
115-mile coastal strip, although there
is no prohibition of expansion of
existing industry.
The Coastal Zone Act requires the
Delaware State Planning Office to prepare a comprehensive plan for the
state's coast. A preliminary plan was
presented to the public through a
series of public hearings. As a result of
that citizen review process, state planners went back to the drawing boards.
With financial assistance from the
recently created Federal Office of
Coastal Zone Mangement in the De·
partment of Commerce, Delaware
planning officials began a three-year
study of the state's coastal resources in
the middle of 1974. They hope to
have an interim report ready by July
of 1976.
Since passage of the Coastal Zooe
Act, new industrial development in
Delaware has concentrated in the al·
ready heavily industrialized area
around Wilmington, north of the pro·

tected strip. Some business interests
fear that the state's recent flurry of
pro-environment legislation has given
the state an anti-business image. Such
criticism ignores the increased light
industrial activity in the southern part
of the state and the continued expan·
sion of existing heavy industry in the
protected area. Indeed, since passage
of the Coastal Act, the state has
approved most of the 50 applications
for expansion of existing industrial
facilities along the strip.
Although Delaware's law has I~
holes, it does represent a growing
citizen concern for controlled growth
and respect for environmental quality.
Following Delaware's lead, California,
Oregon, Washington, North Carolina,·
Minnesota, and Michigan have devel·
oped laws to restrain coastal development. The prime targets of this con·
trolled growth ethic are the eM.rQY·
related industries. As small communities from Maine to Piney Point,
Maryland, choose not to be sites for
deepwater ports and refineries, in·
dustry is learning to respect people
power and a renewed community con·
cern for the quality of their environ·
ment.
HAWAII WATER RESOURCES
REGIONAL STUDY AND PLAN
190 SOUTH KING STREET
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813
(808) 548-2312
CONTACT:
MANABU TAGOMORI
STUDY MANAGER
The state of Hawaii is 132 islands
astride the Pacific; seven of the major
islands are inhabited. Distance in many
ways has not made it less American.
The boom years came to Hawaii, too;
since 1960, the state's population has

increased 33 percent. The combination
of sustained population growth and
limited land area are generating In·
creasing demands upon Hawaii's water
and land resources.
In 1973 the state of Hawaii
initiated a thorough water resources
and planning program that identifies
island needs through the turn of the
century. State and county agencies,
industry, citizen advisory groups and
25 participating Federal agencies con·
ducted the study. This regional study
focused on water quality, surface and
ground water systems, coastal zones,
floods, water supply, erosion and sedi·
mentation, fish and wildlife, clima·
tology, and recreation needs. The
study group made significant con·
tributions to the discussion of the
legislative and institutional responses
dictated by finite resources. Other
study areas included the relationship
of projected needs to existing social
and economic conditions, definition of
the physical characteristics of water
and related land resources, and the
development of management and
growth alternatives for the state, each
island, and the community level. The
study group then formulated guide·
lines for a statewide Water Resources
Regional Plan. This complex series of
studies is being reviewed, with publica·
tion of the final report scheduled this
year.
Over the next 25 years Hawaii's
plan will provide a tool for managing
the state's water resources for all levels
of government as well as burgeoning
industry and other private development. It will also provide a guide for
required changes in laws, ordinances,
and regulations. Hawaii was early to
recognize the significant relationship
of planning to careful resource
husbandry. The water resources effort
63
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is a model of the intricate intergovernmental cooperation essential to such
efforts.
INDIAN CREEK RESERVOIR
SOUTH TAHOE PUBLIC
UTILITY DISTRICT
POST OFFICE BOX AU
1275 MEADOW CREST DRIVE
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE,
CALIFORNIA 95706
(916) 544-6474
CONTACT:
DAVID CALLAHAN
GENERAL MANAGER
Boats sail lazily across the surface' of
Indian Creek Reservoir. Rainbow trout
entice campers and anglers to its
shores. Alpine County ranchers use 90
million gallons of "new water"a year
to irrigate hay and pasture. Ranchers,
sailors, sportsmen, all use reclaimed
wastewater that represents a major
success story for American tech·
nology.
Twenty years ago Indian Creek
Reservoir, a 160-acre lake in the
eastern foot hills of the Sierra Nevada,
did not exist. It is a spin-off from the
sucessful resolution of a battle to keep
Lake Tahoe pollution-free.
Lake Tahoe is such a beautiful
place that everyone wants to live there.
The growth of resort and recreational
developments around the lake in the
fifties and sixties posed a program of
protecting the crystalline waters from
accelerated aging caused by allowing
nutrient-rich sewage effluents to drain
into the lake.
The citizens and the Public Utility
District determined not to permit any
sewage into the lake. aut a secondary
treatment plant Ciliated another
problem; since all Tahoe Basin streams
led to the lake, streltfll disposal for

secondary treatment effluent was out.
As an alternative, the district feased
land to spray, hoping to use the earth
to filter the effluent. Instead, Lake
Tahoe had an environfJl4'ntal disaster, a
rejection of the overflow back into the
lake. The only alterrnttive was some
form of tertiary treatment-cleaning
the effluent so thorotJehly it could be
dumped anywhere.
Despite the pessimi5m that tertiary
treatment could be ~veloped at a
price municipalities equid afford, the
Board hired research and design
specialists in sanitary engineering to
design a pilot plant. ~fter studying a
successful trial· run, the Board auth·
orized a new tertiary system in 1964.
The system was based on filtering
technology, lime treatment processes,
and decolorization methods already
developed in other fields. Today the
tertiary plant at Lake Tahoe is still
recognized as setting II" international
standard for advanced wastewater
treatment.
A need still existed, in 1965, for a
better way to dispose of the tertiary
effluent. The solution was to build a
pipeline to a 28-acre lake site in a farm
area where the water would be useful
for irrigation and 1'8Cn!ation. By 1969,
the lake's first water was pumped into
the new Indian Creek Reservoir; by
1970 the tertiary process was so sue·
cessful that California approved the
reservoir for swimming.
The Utility District funded the $30
million project with Federal grants,
District general obligation bonds,
revenue bonds, speeial assessment
bonds for local improvement districts,
a state loan, and Forest Service appropriations. The l~range program
that seemed visionary in 1961 has
become a model of water reutilization
and of environmental enhancement

through technology for communities
throughout the world.
PAPER MILL WASTE TREATMENT
RICEBORO, GEORGIA 31323
(404) 524-7753
CONTACT:
WILLIAM M. BATES
PUBLIC RELATIONS
REPRESENTATIVE
133 CARNEGIE N.W.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303
The production of paper r,quires
water and when the mill effluen~ is not
properly treated, environme11talists
and scientists rank the paper making
process among the leading inctustrial
polluters. Financed in part ~Y the
Economic Development Admlnistra·
tlon in 1966, Interstate Paper Corpora·
tion obtained a construction permit
from Georgia state environmental pro·
tection authorities for a 500 ton·perday pulp and paper mill at Riceboro,
Georgia, an area of high unemployment. Since the mill site was located
on a tributary of a sports fishing
•tream and was 16 miles abc)ve an
important recreation, sports, and commercial fishing area, St. Catherine's
Sound, the problem was to protf!ct the
stream and waters below the r11ill and
at the same time preserve the crucial
boost to the economy.
At the time of constructiqn, the
mill was required to meet th• most
stringent water quality standards ever
imposed on a U. S. paper mill. As a
result, Interstate scientists and engi·
neers designed the first process in the
industry for removing color from
waste water, a significant technqlogical
advance. Some scientists believe that
when color in paper mill effluent is
allowed to enter a stream, it hinders
the natural process of photosynthesis

-

-a process essential to Plllt
animal life. There is also 8
that the color bodies the·-L,........
cause direct harm to aquatic lift
An integral part of the svst •
Waste Treatment Lake Pro
650-acre pond which retains
waste from the mill for a mini
90 days to allow for biologiCII
ization and reoxidation be
&.
charge into the receiving streem.
is an oxygen-demanding su~
and when it is uncontrolled, it w.
from the water the oxygen needed 111
sustain fish and other forms of aqu1111
life. But if the proper amot.~nt at
oxygen is returned to the w
· r,=
things happen: the waste is lite
consumed by certain types of
and a natural life-supporting cycle is
restored to the water.
The entire lake area is now ~tiliztd
to insure that the effluent is suffi.
ciently high in dissolved oxygen COli
tent to protect the waters of Rlcebolt
Creek.
Today sportsmen, commerc:MI
fishermen, pleasure boaters all flourish
within sight of the mill's discharge
point, and water quality has been
attested to by a four·vear monitoring
study done by the Georgia Marine
ln5\itute. The treatment process has
won national and international recognition.
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NOVIIWALLED LAKE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT
SYSTEM
OAKLAND COUNTY DEPARTMENT
OF PUBLIC WORKS
ONE PUBLIC WORKS DRIVE
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN 48054
(313) 858-1075
CONTACT:
RON RINGLER
DIRECTOR
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The proper treatment of ~ic
sewage in small communities that use
individual septic systems is mpst successful where the soils and overall
geologic conditions are favoO.ble to
long term septic system use. In the
lmlll Michigan communities of Novi
and Walled Lake, which boast a combined population of less than 15,000,
the use of septic systems created an
ecological problem. Throughout the
1980's, many of the septic fields in the
na were overtaxing the cle~ng and
101trance capacities of the local envi·
ronment. The problematic results were
CGM~mination of soils and ground
Wltllr, the fouling of water systems,
net general physical degrad~~tion of

area.
The Oakland County Department

more than 90 percent of the phos·
phates are extracted, and the effluent
is definitely of better quality than the
wastewater previously discharged by
the inefficient septic systems.
The Detroit News termed the
Walled Lake/Novi wastewater treat·
ment plant "an ecological success
story." Professionals cite the two small
communities as models in innovative
wastewater technology.
NEW CASTLE COUNTY
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT
ONE PEDDLER'S ROW
NEWARK, DELAWARE 19702
(302) 731-7670
CONTACT:
MS. MERNA HURD
PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR
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New Castle County's wastewater col·
lection and treatment system consists
of over six million linear feet of
sanitarv sewers, and six public and
seventy1ight
commercial-industrial
treatment plants.
·
The long-term effects of using
combined sewers (sewage and storm
water collected in the same sewer
pipe), the physical aging of the sewer
system, increasing service demands,
unplanned residential development,
and the repeated operational failure of
the system caused overflow and flood·
ing problems, potential health hazards,
and unacceptable degradation of water
quality throughout the county's natu·
ral watershed.
During the sixties, the county
studied alternatives. The recommended solution was a county-level
water and sewer management office.
In 1973, the Office of Water and
Sewer Management, a division of the
county Department of Public Works,
was established to serve as liaison

between the Department of Public
Works and Department of Planning.
Since 1973, this office has pursued a
comprehensive long-range water
quality management and planning program. A bi-county plan was developed
for cooperative use by New Castte
County and adjacent Chester County,
Pennsylvania (the two counties share
common water resources.). The office
also encouraged the state's Public Serv·
ice Commission and private water
companies to establish a realistic
method of awarding water franchise
areas. Then a comprehensive rehabili·
tation program was implemented to
abate inflow at manhole sites and to
stop infiltration into service pipes.
Techniques included the use of specially designed manhole cover plates
that prevent inflow but permit the
passage of gases, and the use of a
chemical jell to seal pipe joints. A
computerized metering system was
developed to monitor discharge rates
so that future development in the
county can be coordinated with sewer
system flow capacities.
In 1972 New Castle County became
the first area to take advantage of Fed·
eral planning funds available for water
quality studies. The Office of Water
and Sewer Management organized an
extensive advisory structure. Citizens
and technical committees advise a pol·
icy board of county and city represen·
tatives from Wilmington and Newark;
their recommendations are coordi·
nated by the professional planning
staff.
· Through the cooperative efforts of
this interdisciplinary and community
representative task force, the county is
realizing its water quality management
and planning goals. New Castle has
initiated a comprehensive assessment
study of environmental conditions and

existing land use management and
planning policies.
These efforts are only part of New
Castle County's overall water program.
Another effort is the development of a
comprehensive water supply plan for
the County in cooperation with the
Delaware River Basin Commission and
the Delaware Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control.
These county and .r,gional efforts
exemplify a movement toward more
comprehensive planning in every area
of environmental concern. The New
Castle program has been a forerunner
in water quality planniflQ. Since New
Castle County implern4Jnted its plan·
ning effort in 1972 over 150 other
regions have initiated similar programs.
GROUP AGAINST SMOG AND
POLLUTION
250 NORTH HIGHLA"'D MALL
POST OFFICE BOX 51~
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15206
(412) 441-6660
CONTACT:
MRS. PATRICIA PELKOFER
PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN
On October 20, 196EP, a group of
concerned citizens who live and work
in the Pittsburgh-Allegheny County
region organized around a common
concern: "to get improved air quality
in their area, using known tech·
nology." Since Pitts~rgh had been
designated in a nation!Nide survey as
one of the ten American cities most
adversely affected by air pollution,
they realized that cleaning up
Allegheny County's air would not be
an easy task. At that first meeting the
group set guidelines to establish a
responsible and effective approach
with "no picketing of polluters, and
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no screaming or emotionalism.'' The
name they chose is a m!ldium for their
message: GASP, the {3roup Against
Smog and Pollution. The original
group of 43 has gained active support
and leadership from scientists, engi·
neers, doctors, lawyers, teachers, economists, union workers, public relations specialists, and "just plain con·
cerned citizens." This interdisciplinary
citizen team has campaigned to have
the state's air quality standards upgraded, has established the right to
cross-examine industry representatives
seeking air quality variapces before the
County Variance Board, and monitors
Board proceedings to protect the interests of the general public.
When the County originally was
considering candidates for the proposed air pollution Variance Board of
Appeals, GASP screened each candi·
date; four out of five appointees were
recommended by GA$P. The group
has not hesitated to take a polluter to
court to get complianCif with the 1967
Federal Air Quality Act. GASP's ef·
forts have pushed Allf19heny County
to mandate one of the strongest air
quality codes in the country. Today,
GASP's role has expanded to include
energy needs and resources.
One element in GASP's success has
been organized comm~nity leadership
and enthusiastic citizen involvement.
Lots of citizens get into fund-raising;
when GASP is low on funds the
community joins in baking thousands
of "Dirty Gerty" copkies that are
distributed throughout the count'( to
get donations. In coordination with
the cookie campaign, "Dirty Gerty
Awards" are presented in certificate
form each year to "salute the major air
polluting industry in Allegheny
County." The industry that most effectively works to reduce their poilu-

tion output is presented with a "Good
Neighbor Award."
GASP is a group with a keen sense
of public relations and an effective
record in dealing with a major
American environmental issue.
SYRACUSE-HANCOCK INTER·
NATIONAL AIRPORT ENVIRONS
PLAN
1100 CIVIC CENTER
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13202
(315) 425-2611
CONTACT:
WILLIAM 0. THOMAS
DIRECTOR
SYRACUSE-ONONDAGA COUNTY
PLANNING COMMISSION
The Syracuse-Hancock International
Airport was once a military b115e and is
now under the operational control of
the city of Syracuse. Thi~ airport
services military and civilian aircraft
within a five-county region. Surrounding the airport are a mixtulll of residential areas, open space that is subject to speculation and development,
and a hierarchy of commu11ities and
governments which exercise itulepend·
ent and overlapping jurisdiction over
the airport environs.
In many communiti~airports have
become the focus of juri~lctional
wrangling and divisive citizen disputes
as growth and anti-growth factions,
citizens against noise and other civic
groups grappled with the relationship
of the airport to new concerns with
the environment and the quality of
life. Syracuse, smaller communities
around the city, and Onondaga
County very early recognized a commonality of concern.
All interested parties in the
Syracuse metropolitan area f'lave met
repeatedly to achieve cooperative

goals. The issues they have addressed
included aircraft safety and noise control, the relationship between the airport and surrounding land use activities, and the need to coordinate a
comprehensive airport environment
planning program. County level plan·
ning officials have been instrumental
in bringing smaller communities into
both the educational and planning
dialogues through a workshc:>p struc·
ture. Each community has been en·
couraged to develop its OWJ'l airport
environs plan, with consultation pro·
vided by county officials. This joint
effort is evolving a viable and effective
management and planning program for
environmental compatability between
the airport and its environs.
OREGON BOTTLE BILL
OREGON ENVIRONMENTAL
COUNCIL
2637 SOUTHWEST WATER AVENUE
PORTLAND, OREGON 97201
(503) 222-1963
CONTACT:
LARRY WILLIAMS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Oregon Bottle Bill, quite simply,
represents the acceptance of a state
legislature of the responsibility to say
"no mcsre." No more litter, no more
waste, no more stUdies. Action to
improve the environment of one of
our
most
environmenti:onscious
states.
·
The citizens of Oregon, e"rlier than
most, looked at their landscape and
added up the cost of discarded bottles
and flip-top-cans-the cost of clean-up,
of solid waste disposal, of energy to
produce containers for one-time use,
of resources drained to produce more
and more of these same con~iners.
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Environmental groupS
mandated use of returnable~
bottles. In 1971, the legislatura
zed the alternatives: strone.
littering laws or an emJlhasla Ofl
tainer recycling programs. (Both
proaches are being tried in
jurisdictions.) The conclusioq ._
fines and a strict anti-litter law
cally have been difficult to ~
and failed to stem the tide of 1"-r
across roads and beaches, and ttla
almost no recycling program can be
compre~nsive. In 1972 the Or._
Bottle Bill went into effect, c~
all beer and carbonated soft~inkcon
tainers sold at retail outlets in the
state. It prohibited pull-top cans; ~
established guidelines for retumallll
cans and bottles, which required "'
funds to be paid on the retum of
empty containers to the retailer.
refund incentive was to "discourtl
the manufacture and sale of throw.
aways and to encourage the use of
re-usable containers."
This innovative legislation has been
in effect for over three years, with
increasing cooperation from the state's
beverage industries, retail businesses,
local gove~ments, and c::itizens. Since
passage of the Bill, beer and soft drink
container litter has decreased by over
80 percent; the use of returnables
instead of single use containers has led
to an annual natural resource conservation estimated as equivalent to over
1.4 trillion BTUs. Through passage of
this ecological legislation, the Oregon
Bottle Bill, the people of the state of
Oregon have a cleaner envir.onment
while other states remain enmeshed in
studies, competing proposals, and
jurisdictional conflicts.
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pAJIKSAND RECREATION
DIVISION;
CITY HALL
•11 WEST 8TH STREET
MEDFORD, OREGON 97501
(&03) 773-7352
CONTACT:
MIKE STARR
MANAGER
In the short legislative history of environmental protection, Oregon already
has distinguished itself as a pacesetting
maverick. In recent years, the state
legislature has banned the sale of beer
and soft drinks in nonreturnable bottles and cans, acted against aerosols
containing fluorocarbon propellants,
and passed a bill that paves the way
for a statewide network of bicycle
paths.
The bike bill was passed in 1971
and provides that the state highway
department must spend a minimum of
one percent of all gasoline tax money
-one percent of all highway revenue
generally-on the construction of bicycle and pedestrian paths. The bill
represents the first diversion of highway money to support bicycle transportation anywhere in the country.
One percent of Oregon highway
revenue is currently about $2 million a
year, but the general lack of experience in building trails and the difficulty in coordinating their construction through different local jurisdictions have made progress slow despite
ample funding. By 1975, only 155
miles of trail were finished or under
construction.
One place where a community prevailed over local difficulties was the
city of Medford. Long before the bike
bill became law, Medford had begun
developing a parkway system along
Bear Creek paralleling an interstate

highway. The corridor of parkland
between the creek and the freeway
was an ideal spot for a bikeway, and
local initiative completed a 3.4-mile
trail in August 1973.
The route provides recreation for
bikers, walkers, and joggers in an
unpolluted, parklike setting. Since the
route also serves as an artery between
residential areas and commercial developments, it has become a commuter
route as well. Several short branches
have been added as feeders, and by
June, 1974, the average daily bike
traffic count was 422. In that same
month the Bear Creek Bikeway received national recognition as an "outstanding example of multiple use of
highway rights-of-way" from the U.S.
Department of Transportation and the
Federal Highway Administration.
TORRINGTON COMMUNITY
IMPROVEMENT
2410 MAIN STREET
TORRINGTON, WYOMING 82240
(307) 532-3424
CONTACT:
MRS. JAMES ROGER
CHAIRMAN OF CIVIC CONCERNS
There's been a "beautiful coverup" in
Torrington and 25 ladies of the Grassroots Gals' Garden Club are responsible. Covered up is an irrigation ditch
that ran through a 13-block residential
area of Torrington, a small town in
eastern Wyoming.
The irrigation ditch dated back to
1883 when the site of the present
town was farmland, and the ditch still
provided water to existing farms when
the ladies came along and took charge
of things. The farmers still get their
water, but now homeowners along the
ditch's path no longer see a weed-filled
and litter-strewn waterway but a mini-

park complete with concrete walk and
cycling path, automatic sprinklers, and
a playground for children. The water
flows under the park in its own concrete pipe.
In 1971 the Garden Club ladies had
decided that if nobody else was going
to do anything about the dangerous
ditch-the cause of three known
drownings
and
~umerous
close
escapes-they would take things into
their own hands. Accordingly, they
drew up a plan to transform the ditch
into a park. They estimated the cost at
$200,000 and promptly began pushing
for support from city officials, local
farmers, the Federal government, and
interested citizens. The owner of the
irrigation ditch agreed to donate the
property to the town, and a $99,000
park bond issue was passed with an 80
percent margin. Additional funds were
granted by the Federal government,
and the project was on its way. Today
the site is a popular recreation spot,
and there's been some money saved to
boot. The simple concrete irrigation
pipe is so much more efficient a water
channel than the ditch ever was that
Torrington estimates 1,200 gallons of
water are saved each minute of the
day. A small town project with sizable
benefits that could be matched in
hundreds of locations where minor
community eyesores can become the
catalyst for community improvements.
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HEALTH
BEAUFORT-JASPER COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH SERVICES, INC.
HIGHWAY 170
RIDGELAND, SOUTH CAROLINA
29936
(803) 524-0042
CONTACT:
THOMAS C. BARNWELL, JR.
DIRECTOR
Beaufort and Jasper Counties cover
1,300 square miles of South Carolina's
marshy coastal regions. During the last
decade the area was described as re·
sembling an underdeveloped nation
within a nation. Much of the area can
be reached only by boat or air trans·
PGrtation. The people are poor. Much
of the housing is substandard; hUn·
dreds of homes lacked any kind of
lll'litary facilities. Infant mortality
rates are high. Black and white lived in
equality with ignorance and poverty
.and disease.
In February, 196~, Senator Ernest
Hollings testified before the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and
Human Needs. His statements on these
COnditions focused national attention
on Beaufort and Jasper. As a result of
the hearings, the Department of Agri·
~re began an experimental Food
Offi P Program in the counties; the
ce .of Economic Opportunity
~Lin January, 1970, to fund a
,_.'l'fllflensive health program.
....~ Beau~ort-Jasper Comprehensive
flcet8d Serv1ces represents a multi.......,_~ approach to the health and
~ental problems of a depress·
t.o ~.Its short range objectives are
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services. and transportation. Classes in
nutrition, environmental health, and
hygiene serve to build basic health
habits. In the long-run, the health
facility hopes to contribute to Improving the area's general level of pros·
perity through training and ecpnomic
development programs. The shqrt·term
results are encouraging; i"lproved
health care has reduced the number of
in-patient days since the program start·
ed.
Beaufort-Jasper health officials
agree that the long-term solution to
the area's health problems must come
through preventive health measures.
The availability of pure drinking water
is crucial. At one time many families
had to carry potable water long dis·
tances or drink surfaca water from
shallow wells. Staff from the health
facility introduced the cluster well
concept, which provides access to deep
well water for neighboring families;
they continue to help operate and
maintain the 70 systems thqt have
been installed. Residents have begun
to realize the intricate relationship of
health problems to bad water, inadequate sewage systems, and poor housIng.
The struggle to attain a livable
environment continues today. Every
step toward improved environmental
living conditions has required a tedious
community-wide effort to move gov·
ernment agencies toward change. The
Beaufort-Jasper Comprehensive Health
Center represents an acceptance of the
broadest definition of comprehensive
health services.
RURALHEALTHPROGRAM
UTAH VALLEY HOSPITAL
1034 NORTH 5TH WEST
PROVO, UTAH 84601
(801) 373-7850

CONTACT:
MARK HOWARD
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR
One of the principal problems challenging American medical pracrtice today is providing quality health care to
residents of rural areas. Historically,
rural communities have had difficulty
in attracting young physicians and
other skilled health profeSsionals away
from the research facilities and eco·
nomic potential of urban are'15. As a
result, rural Americans have found
even the most basic health services
unavailable or inaccessible.
In the mountainous valley region
around Provo, Utah, one hosJ?ital has
initiated a program designed to meet
the need of rural communifies for
physicians. The Utah Valley Hospital
is one of fourteen hospitals operated
by the Intermountain Health Care,
Inc., a non-profit corporation. The
Rural Health Program of the Utah
Valley Hospjtal has operated for over
two years. During that time, its three
rural clinics have provided care for
over 26,000 patients and generated
over $200,000 in revenue.
Strong community support has contributed significantly to the success of
the program. Only those communities
which lack accessibility to a physician
can participate-usually towns of
1,500 to 3,000. Intermountain Health
Care, Inc. contacts residents of potential sites to determine whether enough
local support exists. If the corporation
finds evidence of sufficient supPOrt, its
personnel will hold a public meeting to
explain their program to area residents. After the dicsussion, r'sidents
vote on whether to enter the program.
Enrollment requires that the community provide a clinic facility and lease it

to Intermountain \'or a token one
dollar.
For its part, Intermountain staffs
the clinic with a full-time nurse prac·
titioner who provides prelimin~ry diagnosis and treatment. Travelin' physi·
clans, based at the emergency room of
Utah Valley Hospital, visit each cl inic
on a scheduled weekly basis to provide
follow-up care and treatment in sup·
port of the nurse practitioner.
Attempting to provide quality
medical care over an extensive geographic area raises two Jlroblems:
transportation and communications.
Physicians travel to the clinics by
automobile or airplane. Nurse practi·
tioners maintain daily telephone con·
tact with the physicians to insure their
monitoring of serious cases. Inter·
mountain is studying the use of micro·
wave television and diagnostic com·
puters as a means to improve commun·
ications in the future.
The Rural Health Program did not
happen overnight. A grant from the
Robert. Wood Johnson Foundation
made possible the initial planning and
implementation.
In addition, Intermountain care·
fully studied each clinic's potential for
being self-supporting. The ground
work has paid off, with each of the
three clinics close to finaf}cial stability
after one year of operation.
RURAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES
NORTH MAIN STREET
FARMINGTON, MAINE 04938
(207) 778-6521
CONTACT:
PAUL JUDKINS
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING,
EDUCATION, AND DEVELOPMENT
Rural Health Associates represents an
attempt to re-design the traditional

rural health delivery system. For years
inhabitants of west central Maine had
witnessed a steady decline In the quality of available health care. Many
physicians had retired, and attempts to
recruit replacements had proved futile.
To make matters worse, the area's
major hospital was in danger of closing. The ominous situation prompted
community leaders (doctors, hospital
trustees, municipal officials) to search
for possible solutions:
Out of their meetings emerged the
concept of a non-profit group of
physicians organized for providing
comprehensive health care to all resi·
dents of the region. An Office of
Ec9nomic Opportunity planning grant
enabled Rural Health Associates to
take shape. The plan called for the
utilization of an idle building on the
hospital grounds as a base of operations. There physicians would serve in
outlying areas. The clinics would main·
tain contact with the center through
interactive television. In this way,
physicians would be able to supervise
medical assistants up to 40 miles away.
In addition the Associates would conduct health education programs for its
patients and for the general public in
conjunction with area schools and the
regional branch of the State Univer·
sity. The plan also called for an intensive recruitment cami>aign. Rural
Health Associates would offer prospective physicians continuing medical
education and off·time coverageamenities previously available only in
urban areas.
Today the plan has evolved Into an
outstanding program. The original core
of four physicians has expanded to ten
doctors, a dentist, an optometrist, and
five physician assistants. Four of the
physician assistants maintain the out·
lying clincis on a full·time basis. A new
85·bed hospital is in operation, and an
70

additional professional building is in
the planning stages.
In 1974 Rural Health Associates
served 15,000 Individuals, more than
50 percent of the area's population.
Although three-quarters of its practice
remains on a fee-for-service basis, the
group has lobbied for state legislation
to permit the sale of prepaid plins to
the general populace. (Over 90 percent
of the area poor already receive care
on a prepaid basis.)
Rural Health Associates represents
an abrupt change of course in the
delivery of rural health care. The days
of the sole practitioner are numbered,
and Associates' staff attribute the sue·
cess of their experiment to the com·
mitment of professionals and lay
people willing to accept change.
EAST KENTUCKY HEALTH
SERVICES CENTER
ATE. ONE. POST OFFICE BOX 102A
HINDMAN, KENTUCKY 41822
(606) 785-3164
CONTACT:
BENNY RAY BAILEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Before 1972 two ptlysicians represented the sum total of the medical
resources available to the 15,000 resi·
dents of Knott County, Kentucky.
There were no hospitals, no x-ray or
laboratory facilities, no clinical facil·
ities and no provision for 24-hour
emergency medical services. In order
to see a dentist, residents had to travel
to another county.
The efforts of two county resi·
dents. W. Grady Stumbo, M.D., and
Benny Ray Bailey, Ph.D., have
brought about a tremendous shift in
the quality of health care available in
eastern Kentucky. They are the found·
ers of East Kentucky Health Services

Center, a non-profit, ambulatory care
center. For Knott County residents,
the Center represents a definitive
break with the non-system that pre·
vlously passed for health care. Today,
patients receive team treatment-the
combined efforts of a physician, a regis·
tered nurse practitioner, a pharmacist,
and administrative personnel. Health
technicians and nurse practitioners
(nurses who have received additional
training) deliver routine health care,
freeing the physicians for more de·
mending cases. A medical chart audi·
tor monitors each patient's care chart
to ensure that all aspects of the
"team" approach have been imple·
rnented. Patients pay for care on a
fee-for-service basis with a modified,
sliding scale for poorer patients. The
clinic pays all staff members a fixed
salary and since its inception, has
served over 40,000 patients. The cen·
ter has a full-time, young staff of 28
and sees about 135 patients a day.
Generous contributions from prl·
vate foundations and industrial and
commercial corporations helped to
establish the Health Center. The Cen·
ter is now self-sufficient, after experi·
encing a one hundred percent growth
rate in 1974. The success of the East
Kentucky Health Se..Vices Center has
encouraged others to emulate its struc·
ture. Young professionals in South
Carolina, Ohio, and West Virginia are
attempting to establish ambulatory
care centers similar to the East Ken·
tucky operation. In addition, the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
noted for its generous support of
health projects, has earmarked $13
million for the development of "rural
practice models" based on this pro·
gram. These models will be developed
throughout the nation over a three·
year period. If these projects can
match the dedication of the Kentucky
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staff, then improved hell1h
be within reach for many
communities.
mar

MEDPRO
301ST FIELD HOSPITAL
1125 N.E. EIGHTH AVENUE
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32e0l
(904) 372-2578
CONTACT:
SGT. MAJOR
GEORGE L. CAMPBELL
DIRECTOR-MEDPRO
Ask the man in the street to name
weekend activity of the . local us.
Army Reserve, and the answer prQb.
ably will be maneuvt~ring or biYQit
acking. But put the same questilll! tQ
people around Gainesville, Flortdll
and they will answer, "MEDPROI,.
MEDPRO is a program that pro.
vides free health screens to poor
youths and adults in G<!inesville and its
surrounding rural areas. The idea of
MEDPRO originated with members of
the U.S. Army Reserve's 301st Field
Hospital. Active in yQuth and other
community programs in and around
Gainesville~ several professional staff
members came into daily contact with
youngsters obviously needing medical
attention. Seeing a ch•nce to make a
real contribution to the community,
the 301st set up a screening session in
1972.
Word of the Reserve's screening
program spread quickly into communi·
ties beyond Gainesville. Within a mat·
ter of weeks, requests from nearby
public health agencies flooded into the
301st Field Hospital. MEDPRO staff
responded to the calls for assistance by
holding additional screenings in other
north-i:entral Florida communities.
WhePI buildings were not available as
screening sites, the MEDPRO staff
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pitched tents in which to examine
patients.
By late 1975 the MEDPRO staff
had conducted over 3,000 physical
examinations, referring 1 ,000 of those
screened to various public health and
social agencies for additional treatment and counselling. The overwhelming public response to MEDPRO indi·
cates to some degree the enormity of
the health problems of the poor. Many
o are eligible for Medicaicf, a
ministered medical program
poor, do not have coverage.
Procedures for obtaining Medicaid are
confusing, and regulations regarding
benefits, coverage, and eligibility
change frequently. In addition, there is
a lftlndatory three month delay be-.en registration and receipt of Medi·
Clid benefits. As a result, many indi~ receive no health care at all. For
P ose battered by the system, MEDRO "Presents an initial, friendly
"'-=! with a health resource. When a
1
ent requiring additional medical
EDPtmeRnt lacks Medicaid coverage,
.
0 staff members refer the
": to social workers who will
8 Patient through the registraP
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CONTACT:
OR. JOHN ANDERSON
DIRECTOR
In• Montana, state health and social
workers have come up with a compre·
hensive approach to the medical needs
of the poor. Other programs deal with
rural health problems (for example,
comprehensive health centers and rural
clinics staffed by nurse practitioners),
but few attempt the scale of the
Montana screening program.
Conducted by the State Depart·
ment of Health in conjunction with
the Montana State Social and Rehabili·
tation Services, the program seeks to
provide health screening for all Medi·
caid recipients up to 21 years old.
(Medicaid is a program jointly financ·
ed by the states and the Federal
government under which an individual
or family can receive free medical care.
To qualify, one must have an income
substantially below the welfare cut-off
level established by the state.)
The Medicaid screening unit consists of two teams of nurse practit·
loners. A nurse practitioner is a health
professional trained specifically to fill
the gap in function between the tradi·
tional nurse and doctor. The team
based in Helena covers the western
half of the state while the team operat·
ing from Billings screens the eastern
section. local communities request
visits by the screening team.
It is the responsibility of county
welfare personnel to prepare each
screening site. County social workers
offer the program to welfare clients at
no charge. The social worker obtains a
brief medical history of each partici·
pating client, schedules transportation
to the screening site, and gathers up
lay and professional volunteers in addition to securing a suitable screening
facility.

The screeaings check vision, hearing, blood pressure, speech capability,
height and weight. Nurse practitioners
test for anemia and diabetes and check
each client's general dental condition.
If a patient needs treatment, the
nurses give the patient a stamped and
addressed referral slip listing the conditions requiring attention. The client
takes the referral slip to the physician
or dentist for diagnosis, treatment, and
a signature. After screening a county,
the nurse practitioners forward composite lists to the county welfare
office and other involved professionals
(local public health and Headstart
nurses, speech pathologists, audiologists, and others). If a signed referral
slip is not returned to the welfare
office within three weeks, county
social workers and public health
nurses follow up. In the first statewide screening, over 70% of those
tested completed follow-up diagnosis
and treatment. Over a third of those
screened were Indians. The Montana
State Department of Health has completed two statewide screenings in an
important step toward guaranteed
health care.
ON LOK SENIOR HEALTH SERVICES
831 BROADWAY
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94133
(415) 989-2578 .
CONTACT:
MS. MARIE-LOUISE ANSAK
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The infirmities of old age spare no
one, but for some they are especially
aCute. In the Chinatown-North Beach
area of San Francisco, almost half of
those over 65 have incomes below the
poverty level. Several years ago members of this diverse community became
concerned with the health care needs

of the area's ,elderly poor. A study
revealed that many old people entered
nursing homes after hospitalization
only because no alternatives existed.
The Chinatown-North Beach area is
home for three sizable and close-knit
ethnic communities--0\inese, Filipino,
and Italian. Many community resi·
dents speak only their native language.
Entering a nursing home far from the
neighborhood (some of the facilities
are 50 miles away) ruptures those
personal and cultural ties that sustain
the elderly.
On Lok Senior Health Services
opened in March of 1973 to provide
the elderly of Chinatown-North Beach
with an alternative to premature insti·
tutionalization. Funded in part by the
Federal Administration on Aging, On
Lok attempts to coordinate existing
social services with new health resources for the aged.
On Lok serves an average of 40-50
people daily. Local medical and social
agencies act as referral services. Many
of the clients require continuing care
or.restorative therapy after hospitalization; some are housebound, unable to
travel (On Lok provides round trip
transportation for three-quarters of its
total client load). On lok staff also
assess the ability of each client to
perform simple domestic chores, often
providing assistance or reaching out to
the appropriate agency within the
community .
The primary concern remains the
clients' mental and physical health. A
part-time physician and nurse monitor
patients on a continuing basis; staff
members conduct daily physical therapy sessions; local institutions provide
dental care, optometric services and
podiatric consultations (foot problems
are widespread among the elderly).
Operating on an annual budget of
$340,000, On Lok provides services at
71

a rate comparable to that of nursing
homes. In December of 1974 On Lok
was certified as a Medicaid recipient,
which should provide a financial buf·
fer when its Office of Aging grant
expires. Help from the San Francisco
Foundation, Bothin Helping Fund,
and the Cowell Foundation allow On
Lok to provide seven-day care for its
one hundred clients.
A gentle service somewhat raffishly
housed in a former night club, this dey
health center represents one link in the
chain of services necessary to sustain
the aged in inner city communities. On
Lok staff agree that only the development of a comprehensive approach
(day health center, in-house care,
transportation, specialized housing,
social center and respite care) can
provide the aged with adequate alter·
natives to institutional care.
STEPHEN SMITH
GERIATRIC CENTER
4400 WEST GIRARD AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
19104
(216) 878·9955
CONTACT:
HOBART C. JACKSON
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
DIRECTOR
Mr. Smith's quarry started a big thing
going. Philadelphians today remember
him through the Stephen Smith Home
for the Aged, Stephen Smith Towers,
and the Smith-Shepard Nutrition Center. Together the three facilities make
up the Stephen Smith Geriatric Cen·
ter, the oldest institution in the United
States providing health and commun·
ity services to eldertyii:Jiacks.
The Center had its beginnings in
1864 as the Home for Aged and Infirm
Colored Persons. In 1870, Stephen
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Smith, a wealthy black mine and quarry
owner, provided· the funds and land
for the Home's expansion and relocation at its present site. Over the years,
Mr. Smith contributed more than
$100,000 to the Home, and his gener·
osity and that of other benefactors
have helped the Center's residents
overcome the discrimination and
neglect that have kept half of Ameri·
ca's elderly ;.,.acks below the poverty
level.
The Stephen Smith Home for the
Aged is the largest unit of the Geriatric
Center and provides nursing care for
190 · infirm elderly. Stephen Smith
Tower$, built in 1967, offers 160
apartment units to those independent
elderly who do not need continual
medical supervision. The Smith·
Shepard Nutrition Center oversees a
nutrition program that provides a daily
hot meal and other appropriate serv·
ices to 150 aged non-resi~nts. In all,
more than 500 older ]black citizens
benefit from the Center's services.
Despite its complete health facil·
ities, the Center looks on itself as a
living arrangement first and a care
facility second. Every effort is made to
develop a community atmosphere at
the Center; religious services, recreational clubs, psychiatric services, and
occupational therapy supplement basic
medical care. Contact with outside
relatives and friends is encouraged, and
those residents who are able are free to
come and 99 as they please. Future
plans call for the renovation of existing buildings and the construction of a
150-bed hursing home.
Stephen Smith is non-profit and
self-supporting with operating revenue
corning primarily from residents and
private donors. The apartment building was constructed through a loan
from the Department of Housing and

Urban Development; the nutrition pro·
gram receives Federal assistance under
the Older Americans Act.
SIX TOWNS SENIOR CLINIC
3700 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
MOUNT RAINIER, MARYLAND
20822
(301) 277-7085
CONTACT:
MS. LINDA BOCK
REGISTERED NURSE
For old people who live within a
limited income, the rising cost of
medical care becomes one more threat
to a precarious econorT\lc and physical
balance. Often these elderly citizens
are unable to afford private health
insurance and must rely on Federal
plans that offer limited coverage. For
example, the supplemental medical
insurance plan (Part B of Medicare) is
available to the disabled or anyone
over 66 on social security. However,
the coverage costs $6.30 a month and
does not include drugs, check-ups,
hearing aids, glasses and dental carean itemized list of significant medical
expenses for older people. The com·
bination of inflation and inadequate
coverage under Federal plans led
senior citizens in Prince George's
County, Mar)tland, to demand increased health services from the county. It
was not the first round of political
struggles with the Prince George's
County government. In 1972, senior
citizens from six communities formed
Buses for United Seniors (BUS), an
organization that demanded improve·
ments in transportation service for the
elderly. The six town area had no
m·ajor shopping center and inadequate
public transportation. After a long
struggle, the county yielded and pro-
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vided two minibuses for the .
area.
Six
In 1973, BUS and Ne~·
Uniting
Project, an organiz
.
h
sentmg over seventy smaller
groups, joined forces to seek i c
health services for older resident~
the towns of Mount Rainier a._
wood, North Brentwood
Manor, Cottage City and ChiiiUIIL '1llt
senior groups mobilized to fight for
free clinic. They applied politicaiPftl.
sure with a well-publicized march Cll\
the County Court House. Aft~!
months of meetings, the seniOil'
groups won again. In July of 1974, the
Six Towns Senior Clinic opened in 1
wing of the St. James Catholic Chu,..
School in Mount Rainier.
Currently providing free care to
private, Medicaid, and MediCIIt
patients, the clinic exists to fill a gap
in the delivery of primary health ca11
to those over 55. The County provides
physicians, nurses, and supplies, as
well as public health nurses Who offer
follow-up home care. The Prince
George's• County General Hospital
pays the clinic's monthly rent of $150
and provides equipment, drugs, and
pharmaceutical supplies. The hospital
also donated $15,000 for the renovation of the school wing that houses the
clinic. A board composed of two
senior citizens from each of the six
towns and an advisory committee
(representing the hospital and county
health and social agencies) operate the
clinic.
The clinic provides many services
not covered by medical insurance
plans. Complete medical histories,
physical eteaminations, medical and
nursing consultation, screenings and
nutrition counseling are available.
Clinic physicians, whose salaries are
paid by the county health department,
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cfo not have admitting privileges in the
area hospitals. The clinic doctors refer
patients requiring hospitalization or
intensive follow-up care to private
doctors.
The Six Town Seniors Clinic exists
today because concerned older citizens
made the effort to take on City Hall.
One elderly citizen summed up
seniors' appreciation of the clinic
when she said, " It's a real salvation,
it's just too expensive to go to private
doctors."
SUMMER WORK PROGRAM FOR
SEVERELY PHYSICALLY
DISABLED STUDENTS
VOCATIONAL SERVICES
DEPARTMENT
INSTITUTE OF REHABILITATION
MEDICINE
400 EAST 34TH STREET
~W YORK CITY, N.Y. 10016
~•2)87Sh3200,ext.3734

CONTACT:
Ms. ADELL C. CARR
DIRECTOR OF VOLUNTEERS
!nstitute of Rehabilitation Medi11 the largest university affiliated
.., in the world for the rehabili~f IIYerely disabled adults and
· Founded in 1948 as part of
tv Yo~k University Medical Cen~tu~ provides comprehen~l.'tatlve serivces to almost
, "Patients and 20,000 outUPontech yea.r.
llflldmiss•on, each patient reo.o.or Ylical, PIYchological social
--uonal
• Professional
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with the job needs of disabled students.
Although many students have diffi·
culty in finding summer employment,
the severely physically disabled student has an even harder time. The lack
of job opportunities deprives the disabled student of experiences that lead
to the development of vocational
maturity, self-esteem, and a realistic
conception of the world of work.
The Summer Work Program for
Severely Physically Disabled Students
has been operating every summer since
1968. The program provides over one
hundred disabled high school and college students with meaningful, paid
employment. State and city funds pay
the student salaries. Institute staff
place students in jobs reflecting their
interests, talents, skills and goals.
Special vehicles provide transportation
for those students unable to use buses
or the subway.
The beneficial aspects of the program defy description in tangible
terms. Families, teachers, and friends
of the disabled students perceive
subtle changes in their own attitudes
towards the handicapped. Employers,
supervisors and co-workers learn that
the disabled have the ability to work
and relate "like everyone else." For
the students themselves, summer jobs
provide a significant opportunity for
work and social activity with people in
an unsheltered environment.
The success of the Institute's program has prompted New York City to
undertake a similar project. For the
past two summers, the Mayor's Office
for the Handicapped has conducted a
similar program that has provided jobs
for 1,500 disabled students.
The Summer Work Program is just
one example of the numerous activities that the Institute of Rehabili-

tation Medicine undertakes to insure
disabled people the opportunity for a
meaningful life•. While most medical
and therapeutic rehabilitative services
at the Institute could be duplicated
only by large, urban institutions, communities of any size can fashion programs similar to "Summer Work" on a
scale appropriate to the needs of their
area.
ARKANSAS ENTERPRISES
FOR THE BLIND
2811 FAIR PARK BOULEVARD
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72204
(501) 664-7100
CONTACT:
JAMES DAVIS
IN FORMATION SPECIALIST
Every 24 hours 80 Americans are
afflicted with blindness. The more
fortunate of them will be able to learn
to adjust to their loss of sight at a
rehabilitation center such as Arkansas
Enterprises for the Blind.
Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind
is a private complex of buildings in
Little Rock, Arkansas, providing a full
range of services for the blind and
visually handicapped. The campus can
serve approximately 100 blind trainees
at any given t ime, including on-site
housing accommodations for most.
Since its establishment by the Lions
Club of Arkansas in 1946, Arkansas
Enterprises has helped some 4,000
blind persons achieve maximum independence in the sighted world. (Before
its 1946 reorganization, the group
functioned as a volunteer organization
providing for the employment of the
blind as operators of concession stands
and snack bars.)
Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind
currently employs more than 90

specialists in d isciplines including
health care, social work, and psychology, to P,.ovide for rehabilitation of blind t rainees. During their
6-months average stay, trainees receive instruction in personal management, orientation, and mobility; counseling in psycho-social adjustment to
blindness; and vocational guidance and
training. Social and recreational activit ies help develop poise and selfconfidence, and a health service provides for the physical well-being of
trainees.
Arkansas Enterprises for the Blind
has been a pioneer in a number of
special programs for the blind, including college preparatory training and
vocational training for employment
with the Federal government. College
preparatory training was introduced in
1962 and has helped more than 500
young people prepare for the special
problems college study presents to the
blind. Since 1967, Arkansas Enterprises has trained the blind to be
taxpayer service representatives with
tt}e Internal Revenue Service, and in
1973 a similar program was initiated
to train civil service information
specialists.
The facility has a special rehabilitation program for the elderly blind;
the project also provides professional
training for rehabiljtation personnel.
Tuit ion paid by state rehabilitation
agencies for their clients provides most
of the center's funding; the Lions Club
in Arkansas and nearby states assume
responsibility for the remaining costs,
assisted by individual contributors.
TEENS WHO CARE
412 EXECUTIVE PARK
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40207
(502) 897-6511
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CONI'ACT:

MS. PATRICIA BROOKS
DIRECTOR

Teens Who Care care about mental
health and mental retardation. Organized In over 50 clubs throughout Kentucky, these young people are active in
increasing public awareness of and
support for the mentally handicapped.
The clubs have a membership of over
2,500, all affiliated with the Kentucky
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Teens Who Care Association, which is
sponsored by Kentucky Manpower
Development, Inc. (formerly the Kentucky Mental Health Manppwer Commission). This private, non-profit corporation works to improve public and
private human service programs in the
Bluegrass State.
In 1965, concerned about the
shortage of mental health workers, the
Manpower Commission undertook a
five-year pilot study to determine how
best to interest high school students in
mental health careers. As a result of
the study, a number of mental health
clubs were formed in Kentucky high
schools, and in 1968, at the request of
a number of student club officers, the
Manpower Commission established the
Teens Who Care Associatipn to provide overall direction of club activities
and to coordinate a statewide scholarship and awards program for club
members.
Teens Who Care focus on three
areas: conducting educational and promotional activities to bring about a
better understanding of mental health,
. providing volunteer services, and ex·
ploring career opportunities. Clubs
work through a local sponsor such as a
mental health center or a civic group,
which arranges for club activities in
the community.
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Edttcedonat and promotional tctfvlties include mental health displays at
county fairs, presenting programs to
civic and church groups, writing articles about mental health topics for
local newspapers, and appearing on
radio and television.
Club members have given thousands
of volunteers hours in service to hos·
pitals, mental health centers, nursing
homes, summer camps for the retarded, and other similar facilities. One
club refurbished an old railroad caboose for use as a playroom for the
special education class of a local mental health center.
Clubs organize activities to stimulate teen interest in mental health
careers; many former members are
now in college and majoring in fields
related to mental health. Nationally
recognized, Teens Who Care has received a number of awards in its short
history, including the Gold Achievement Award of the American Psychiatric Association.
OPERATION BRIDGE
3507 WEST CHARLESTON
BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102
(702) 870-6525

CONTACT:
GARRY RUBINSTEIN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Las Vegas is unlike most other American cities. The glittering beacon of the
desert at night; the city attracts a
throng of transients dreaming of instant riches. Las Vegas does have some
problems in common with other cities;
one of these is its drug problem.
Nevada's Bureau of Narcotics estimates that there are three thousand
hard-core heroin addicts in the Las

Vegas area. The Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department statistics for
1974 indicate that over 40 percent of
the area's robberies and burglaries
were drug related. The thousands who
pass through the' city can ignore the
problem, the residents cannot.
Concerned citizens, representing
community organizations such as the
Junior League, Kiwanis Club, the
Y.M.C.A., the Campfire Girls, and
many others held a two-day conference on drug abuse in October 1970.
Proposals at the conference took form
months later as the Southern Nevada
Drug Abuse Council. With one hundred fifty citizens serving on its Board
of Directors, the Council is a private,
non-profit organization that coordi·
nates the community's multiple efforts
in the fight against drug abuse. One of
the drug programs sponsored by the
Council is Operation Bridge.
Operation Bridge combines treat·
ment, rehabilitation, and counseling in
an effort to curb drug abuse by young
people aged thirteen to twenty-one.
Some children begin experimenting
even earlier than thirteen; one ten-year
old child died of an overdose. The
counselors offer services to about
seventy young people each month on a
one-to-one basis. Many times the coun·
selors encourage the participation of
the parents in the rehabilitative
process. Some come voluntarily for
counseling; others are referred to
Operation Bridge by the courts or the
schools.
Another part of the program is its
Crisis Hotline. Staffed by volunteers,
primarily from the University of
Nevada at Las Vegas, Hotline is a
24-hour crisis intervention telephone
service. Before handling any of the
some seven hundred calls per month,
volunteers receive 35 hours of prepara·

tlon and training. The traiN....
pares the volunteers for
phone calls where the caller is c:r
ening suicide. Such calls make ~
perce-nt of Hotline's ·tbtal. A11.r iVtn
ing a crisis, volunteers refer caltera
various social agencies for foil-:
treatment.
Operation Bridge operates on ill
annual budget of $80,000 which 1he
Cou_ncil chanr:tels from the Nati~
Inst1tute on Drug Abuse. Hoping
expand Bridge and nine other d
programs in the future, the Cou
currently is attempting to rai•
$250,000 from local sources in the
hope that the state and Federal gov.
ernments will match that amount.
With only two percent of their cliems
returning for additional treatment,.
Operation Bridge exemplifies the kind
of local response to a communitlfl
problem that is occurring in dozens of
small and large American communities
determined to save their children.
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COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM STUDIES
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
500 NEWTON ROAD
IOWA CITY, IOWA 52242

·--

(319) 353-4412

CONTACT:
HAROLD A. MULFORD, M.D.
DIRECTOR
Alcohol ranks first on America's list of
problem drugs. It is as much a killer
disease as heart ailments or cancer. It
is related to half of the murders
committed between relatives. Alcohol
and its attendant problems cost the
nation an estimated $15 billion an·
nually . ..No one can measure the web of
personal tragedy that can reach any
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person, any community-even Washington County, Iowa.
People with drinking problems in
Washington County, however, benefit
from the availability of a community
alcoholism center with a program char·
acterized as "simple, direct, and efficient." The Washington Center is one
unit in a statewide network of 43
Problem Drinking Centers. The network evolved from a community·
oriented alcoholism treatment and
training program sponsored by the
University of Iowa in 1966. Func:Je9 in
part by Federal funds under the tJ.S.
Hi9her Education Act and in part with
state funds, the program was designed
to train community alcoholism coun·
selors. For want of adequate facilities
and trained personnel to help problem
drinkers, many alcoholics ended up in
mental institutions or prisonS", Today
the community centers offer an alter·
native. The one in Washington County
is one of the best.
Robert Gray is the resident counalor at Washington's Problem Drink·
ing Center. He knows something about
llcohol; until 1965 he had a serious
drinking problem. That year marked
his last drinking binge; now, after
.-.cluating from the university's Counlelor Training Program, he helps others
IMian:ome their problems.
d' Grav's active case load averages 74
lints. They come on their own for
~ or at the insistence of friends,
ves, doctors, ministers or the
eDurt SVStem. At the Washington Cen·
ter, -'c:oholics find someone who can
llllllethize with their problem and who
them a relationship built on
~ Gray visits his clients at least
dfld a week, often during evenings
tify ;::kends. He helps them to idenPfiate " Pf"oblems and to find appro·
help within the community.

:*-'

Assistance may include medical treat·
ment, pastoral or marital counseling,
referral to Alcoholics Anonymous,
financial aid, and, if necessary, detox·
ification at the University treatment
center. Mr. Gray never gives up on a
client because "no one ever gave up on
him." He views each client visit as a
step toward sobriety.
Serving the county's 19,000 residents, the Washington Center operates
on an annual budget of $18,500, with
a cost of $50-60 for each individual
served.
The director of Iowa's training and
research program, Dr. Harold A. Mulford, believes the Washington Center is
an ideal model of a small center based
on the only element that has really
been successful in treating alcohotism:
a strong personal retationship between
counselor and alcoholic. Counselors
use this approach in larger centers such
as the one in Cedar Rapids, which
serves a county of 160,000. From
local centers to the Oakdale Treatment
Center to the research office on the
campus of the University of Iowa, the
emphasis is on the needs of the indi·
vidual. Not all of the 43 treatment
centers or the 20 recovery houses have
a Bob Gray, but Iowa's community
alcohol ism program can serve as a
starting point for other states willing
to tackle a problem that will not go
away.
GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE
OF PUGET SOUND
200 FIFTEENTH AVENUE EAST
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98112
(206) 326-9400
CONTACT:
KEN FLEMING
ASSISTANT, PUBLIC AFFAIRS

The Group Health Cooperative of
Puget Sound doesn't aim to make the
fee as debilitating as the disease. When
a Group Health patient suffers a
serious accident or ilfness, medical
costs are a fraction of what they
would be to a regular patient, and yet
the quality of care is equal in both

cases.
The secret is Group Health's system
of charging "its enrolled members a
fixed monthly fee rather than billing
patients for care each time they are
sick. Several health cooperatives
around the country operate on the
same.. principle, but Group Health of
Puget Sound is the largest of these
consumer-run health cooperatives.
Founded in 1947 by local laymen, it
has grown from an initial group of 600
members to a present enrollment of
more than 200,000, serviced by a staff
of 2,000, including 200 physicians.
Group Health operates its own
301-bed hospital and nine neighbor·
hood medical centers throughout the
Puget Sound area.
About 36 percent of Group
Health's enrollees are individual co-op
members and their families. Monthly
dues for a co-op family of four run
about $68 a month; additionally, an
initial capital investment of $200 is
required from new members. The
remainder of Group Health's membership are industrial and government
workers served under group contracts
negotiated with their employers.
Control over the entire operation is
vested in an 11-member Board of
Trustees elected by the co-op member·
ship. Trustees, none of whom are
physicians, are elected for staggered
three-year terms and run either at large
or in one of the co-op's eight geo·

graphical districts. The medical staff,
which is paid a flat yearly salary,
contributes to the decision-making
process through membership on
numerous working committees. There
is also an ombudsman system for
handling member complaints about
medical care.
Besides standard medical services
and surgical~ preventive and mental
health care-Group Health of Puget
Sound offers a number of unique
features in its coverage, including a
24-hour telephone diagnostic and
treatment service and classes in natural
chitdbirth, weight watching and break·
ing the smoking habit.
The Puget Sound Cooperative has
actively pursued innovations in the
improved delivery of medical care,
particularly in developing those posi·
tions that permit the physician to
concentrate on the most serious
medical problems without slighting
excellent medical care. To that end,
the cooperative employs some 14
specifically trained ex-medical corpsmen who work under physicians'
4Jpervision, and has developed new,
more responsible roles for registered
nurses.
Despite the success of Group
Health Cooperative of Puget Sound, its
duplication in other parts of the
country has been hampered by a number of factors inCluding opposition
from the private medical establishment
and a low level of Federal funding
support. Sixteen states have laws prohibiting the practice of medicine,
health cooperative-style. More impor·
tantly, the essential missing element is
that which has assured the continued
success of Group Health of Puget
Sound-an organized, effective, and
concerned consumer population.
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MEDEX NORTHWEST
1107 N.E. 45TH STREET
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98105
(206) 543-9700
CONTACT:
DAVID LAWRENCE, M.D.
·DIRECTOR
Throughout our history. a whole songbook of American ballads has cele·
brated the wide open spaces and the
simple country life. What they never
mentioned was how hard it was to get
a doctor. Such areas often could not
support a physician; or the rural
general practitioner has had to be a
medical jack of all trades, occupied
with tasks that less highly tr4ined staff
could manage. Of necessity the coun·
try doctor has responded to needs
rather than dealing in preventive medi·
cine.
In the late sixties, the need for
preventive medical care in the rural
Pacific Northwest .came to the attention of public health administrators at
the University of Washington. The
solution to the shortage of health
personnel was not, it seemed to them,
additional dOctors; physicians' training
is expensive and lengthy. and doctors
seldom choose the austerities of rural
life for long. The job description called
for a health professional ·capable of
augmenting existing physician services.
Since the shortage of health profes·
$ionals was critical, the training of a
rural health professional had to be
short but intensive. The answer to the
problem was MEDEX.
In the effort to identify people
capable of developing sufficient
medical skills in a brief period of time.
the Medex program identified as
potential participants those who
already had some exposure to medical
training-nurses, ex-military corpsmen,
and other experienced health tech·
76

nicians. The program would upgrade
previously acquired skills in a three to
four month university program. Then
program participants would receive on·
the-job training under rural family
physicians. Upon graduation, the
Medex physician assistants would re·
turn to the community to work under
the rural physician on a full·time basis.
The Medex concept represented
new thinking in the delivery of health
services. Since the program defined a
new professional position, Medex
sponsors had to obtain support from
organized medicine. In the effort to
legitimize the position, the Washington
State Medical Association lobbied in·
tensively for the necessary legislation.
As a result the states of Washington.
Idaho, Alaska, Montana and Oregon
have passed laws permitting the train·
ing and deployment of Medex
-physician's assistants.
During the period 1969-1974, the
Washington MEDEX program gradu·
ated and placed 125 practitioners
throughout the five-state region. Over
ninety percent practice primary care
assisting a family physician. Over sixty
percent live in towns with fewer than
20,000 inhabitants. The program
model has been so successful that six
foreign countries are examining the
possibility of developing Medex train·
ing.
WAYNE MINER NEIGHBORHOOD
HEALTH CENTER
825 EUCLID AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64124
(816) 474-4920
CONTACT:
SAMUEL U. RODGERS, M.D.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Wayne Miner Neighborhood Cen·
ter represents the health team ap·

proach to family medical care. It also
is an example of a movement (often
related to community action programs
of the sixties) to provide comprehen·
sive health services on the neighbor·
hood level, particularly in economi·
cally. deprived communities.
The Wayne Miner Center serves the
north sector of Kansas City, with a
predominantly white population of
about 113,000. The impetus for the
health center related both to the need
for accessible health services and for
increased job opportunities.
Initial $2.3 million funding came
from the Office of Economic Oppor·
tunity to the Kansas City Community
Action Agency, and the facility open·
ed in 1967 ' in anloffieelin City!Hall.
Housed for several year$ within the
Wayne Miner public housing project,
the facility now has its own building
across the street from the project. Its
$2.5 million annual budget comes
mainly through the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. Also.
support given through Kansas City
Health Department and funds from
Missouri Regional Medical Programs
are contributed in support of preven·
tion of hypertension.
What does comprehensive mean in a
ghetto neighborhood? It means
responsiveness to specific needs. Because blacks suffer disproportionately
from hypertension, Wayne Miner has
developed both Project Hi-Blood
which includes a "shoe-leather" ap·
proach (visiting homes, doing pressure
readings after Sunday church services,
setting up screening at supermarkets,
banks and schools) and a model out·
reach program designed to screen,
treat and educate residents about high
blood pressure.
Comprehensive means being sure
people know about your program- and

-

have tran~portation to get ther.
means bemg aware that a
prescribed a special diet may Pit
able to afford or know how to~
it, so that a nutritionist becon!li
vital team member. It means 1hlt
social worker, psychiatrists. f)ort.e
nursing, all may be vital elements o1
complete health service.
As the health program grew
developed in response to nei~
hood needs, so has Wayne Millll"
impact on the area's economy. Mud!
of its $1.6 million dollar annual pay.
roll goes to community residents. And
of the 77 community residents or9nally employed in its training PrO!Ifllll,
many have passed the high school
equivalency test, six have received
two-year college degrees, and 42 hm
received some formal certification as
health professionals.
Despite some difficulty in keepine
doctors in the area, Wayne Miner is
providing
"one·stop
sl)opping"doctors, dentists, lab services, mental
health services-to its own commu~nvt
JACKSON-HINDS COMPREHENSIVE
HEALTH CENTER
2775 DELTA DRIVE
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39202
(601) 362-5321

CONTACT:
AARON SHIRLEY, M.D.
PROJECT DIRECTOR
To be poor is to suffer the double
jeopardy of poverty and poor health.
In one out of every three families ·with
annual incomes under $2,000, at least
one person suffers from some form of
chronic disability. Sixty percent of all
poor children never see a dentist.
One·half pf all mothers who give birth
in public hospitals receive no prenatal
care. Lack of money, lack of educa·

portation lock
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tion, even lack of transportation lock
the poor into a vicious circle of poverty and disease.
During the sixties, the Federal
government began to take action on
the health problems of the poor. The
Congress passed legislation in 1966
authorizing the Office of Economic
Opportunity and the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare to
initiate, fund and administer health
programs at the community level. The
legislation helped create 130 comprehensive health centers around the na·
tlon. Today those· centers are ad·
dressing not only the immediate
medical needs of the poor, but often
the social and environmental problems
that underlie them.
One of the most successful comprehensive health centers is the JacksonHinds Comprehensive Health Center of
Mississippi. · The center serves both
rural and urban populations and has
two facilities, one in Jackson1 the state
CIPital, and the other in surrounding
Hinds County. A staff of 130 provides
more than 13,000 patients with a
~ range of services, including vocational rehabilitation, child development, medical care, counseling in
;::;tal, environmental, and nutritional
fr th, and free transportation to and
orn the facilities. When a family
tnr<»!ls in Jackson~Hinds it is assigned a
!'*ftca~ team consisting of an
'"'tniSt,
pediatrician
dentist
.:::ist, nurse practition~r and sociai
Dhvsi r. The team members provide
cal examinations, if needed, and
: : - and treat any illnesses. In
P ~. family health teams may
~Pitlents .obtain food, as well as
~th1ng, even legal assistance.
'lltl
al concern for the broadest
on of health has made the
80
Increasingly important focus

•r

for the community since it opened in
1970 under the auspices of a group of
local physicians and concerned
citizens.

CONTACT:
SYDNEY J. KEITH
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC
RELATIONS

Jackson-Hinds, like all comprehensive health centers, is consumeroriented. A governing board of
twenty-four is responsible for administration, as well as general policy direction. Eighteen of the twenty-four
board members are consumers of the
center's services.

Early in this century many tuberculosis victims moved to California and
Arizona to take advantage of the
beneficial climate. Because of residency requirements they were often
ineligible for tax-supported medical
care. In 1913, when a young tuberculosis sufferer collapsed and died on a
street in Los Angeles, a neighborhood
group organized to offer care to such
patients. The City of Hope started in
two tents outside the city; since that
t ime no patient has had to pay for
care. The focus has expanded to cover
the
catastrophic diseases-cancer,
heart, blood and respiratory diseasesand the simple shelter has grown to a
92-acre national medical center in
Duarte, California, engaged in patient
care, research and medical education.
Admissions policy provides for
patients for whom some definite plan
of assistance is possible, or whose
conditions are of particular research or
teaching interest. Funds to operate
the City of Hope come from donations, foundations and major health
agencies. Approximately 450 chartered auxiliaries in 30 states assist in
fund-raising and through thei~ representatives help set hospital policy.
City of Hope has developed pioneering approaches in a number of
areas crucial to medical care: familycentered medicine; learning interchanges with other hospitals; new
careers training for health care professionals to relieve personnel shortages;
research, particularly in neuroscience,
genetics, and the treatment of cancer;
personalization of medical care. It has
been a leader in the involvement of the

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare guidelines permit
comprehensive health centers to serve
fee-paying patients, those unable to
pay anything, as well as Medicare and
Medicaid patients. Medicare, administered by the Federal government, is
available to the disabled or anyone
over 65 receiving social security. Medicaid, administered by state governments, limits eligibility to state public
assistance recipients in all but two
southern states-North Carolina and
Virginia. Consequently, many people
classified as poor according to Federal
poverty guidelines are not eligible for
Medicaid in southern states. A 1970
Census study indicated that only onequarter of Mississippi families below
Federal poverty guidelines were eligible for Medicaid. Such figures show
why Jackson-Hinds continues to win
acceptance among the local poor.
Great needs continue to exist; the
Jackson-Hinds Comprehensive Health
Center is there, exemplifying a responsible, even valiant, approach to
"people care."
CITY OF HOPE
1500 EAST DUARTE ROAD
DUARTE, CALIFORNIA 91010
(213) 626-4611

family in the treatment and care of
young patients. Its consultation services are available at no cost to doctors
and hospitals across the country. In
the role it has set for itself as a "think
tank" for other hospitals, City of
Hope is effecting improvements in the
"quality, quantity, economy, and efficiency" of the delivery of health care
service in America.
SECOND CENTURY PROGRAM
LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
FOUNDATION FOR HUMAN
ECOLOGY
4520 FOURTH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11220
(212) 492-4130

CONTACT:
GEORGE H. BAUGHMAN, JR.
PRESIDENT
The Lutheran Medical Center has had
a long tradition of outstanding service
to the southwestern Brooklyn neighborhood in which it is situated. It
began as a 30-room hospital for
Norwegian immigrants in the 1880's;
by the mid-sixties the Center operated
a 300-bed hospital and provided a
"Variety of other services for over
100,000 people annually. In addition
to the inpatient care provided at the
hospital, the Center offers ambulatory
and emergency services, care for the
aged, a mental health program, home
care and an industrial health plan
(Brooklyn is home for many of New
York's longshoremen). Despite the
breadth of these services, a 1966 study
of the general health requirements of
southwestern Brooklyn assessed the
level of services as inadequate. The
Lutheran Medical Center was challenged to expand its physical facilities
and health services.

In 1969 the American Machine and
Foundry Company abandoned its
Brooklyn plant a few blocks away
from the Center. Since the foundry
building was structurally sound, the
Center approached the city with the
idea of converting the site into a
comprehensive medical center. City
officials greeted the proposal with
enthusiasm and advised the Center to
study the feasibility of locating in the
decaying area. For its part, the Center
wanted to ascertain the degree of
community enthusiasm for such an
ambitious undertaking. In respoOse to
the Center's call for commitment,
nei~borhood residents joined with
Lutheran Medical Center in fonning
the Sunset Park Redevelopment Com·
mlttee, Inc. (SPRC, Inc.), a planning
agency for the community. Members
of this committee assisted city officials
in drawing up plans ··for the area's
complete redevelopment. An urban
planning study of the thirty block area
followed and recommended the con·
struction of 3,500 low and middle
income housing units, senior citizens
housing, day care and family care
centers, a youth center, a publi.c plaza,
and a complete educational complex;
the plan also called for the development of commercial and light industrial activity. The new medical facility
was seen as the focal point of a
comprehensive plan to rejuvenate a
deteriorating area. Complementing the
plan would be the SPRC acting as the
citizens' voice in rezoning hearings,
traffic control studies, job opportunity
programs and housing issues. In 1971,
SPRC formed a non-profit housing
corporation to purchase and rehabili·
tate abandoned housing. By June of
1975, the corporation had rehabili·
tated 12 houses in the Sunset Park

In January of 1975, construction
began on projects within the comprehensive redevelopment plan. Totalling
$88 million, the projects represented
the projected costs for converting the
foundry into the new medical center
($65 million) and constructing 559
apartment units for the elderly ($23
million). The Center has plans for an
additional twenty million dollar con·
struction phase.
State legislation played a key role
in making redevelopment possible. In
1969, the S~te legislature and voters
approved a long-term mortgage loan
bill. The legislation, designated as the
Hospital Mortgage Construction Law,
pennits the Medical Care Facility
Finance Agency to make long-tenn
loans available, through the sale of
bonds, for financing the construction
and modernization of voluntary
hoSpitals. Lutheran Medical Center is
the first new voluntary hospital to be
built in New York City in more than a
decade. Although the availability of
long-tenn state financing played the
major role in creating the Center, it
was the gifts, grants and bequests
provided by corporations, foundations, individuals, churches and other
supporting groups that produced the
contributing equity essential to the
financing of the project. Lutheran
Medical Center is entering its second
century. Such strong community con·
fidence reflects justifiable support for
an institution accepting a pivotal role
in neighborhood redevelopment.
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HUMAN VALUES &
UNDERSTANDING
NORTH CAROLINA SCHOOL
OF THE ARTS
200 WAUGHTOWN STREET
POST OFFICE BOX 12189
WINSTON-sALEM, NC 27107
(919) 784.()390
CONTACT:
SAMUEL M. STONE
~!RECTOR OF DEVJ:LOPMENT
" .•.a school for the professional train·
lng of students having exceptional
talent in the performing arts which
shall be defined as ~n educational
institution of the State.•." (excerpt
from State law 80-18).
In 1965 North Carolina became the
first state in the country to provide
funding for a school for the perform·
ing arts-the North Carolina School of
the Arts.

The southeast genf!rally lacked any
410neentrated program in arts educa·
tlon. Even within the region, North
Carolina had one of the lowest levels
of expenditures in training for the per·
bming arts. Although there was not
~agreement, the state's G'eneral
Enbly moved to remedy the situsFollowing the leqislature's action,
...,ittees across the state offered
~es for the school. Winston-Salem,
With its established tradition in the
lr1S (having the first civic arts council
" 1he country, a symphony, museums,
illd Old Salem historic community)

"WWscftosen.

'The Ford Foundation responded to
ill' state commitment with a $1.5
1 IOn challenge grant for the school's
.. five Years. By the sixth year, the
assume responsibility for
0.~theto school's
basic operating

Dr.
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an In his own right, founded

the North Carolina School of the Arts,

which provides secondary and college
level courses in four major areas:
dance, design and production, drama,
and music. All direct students toward
careers in the performing arts.
There are programs and institutions
across the country that are similar to
the North Carolina School of the Arts,
and there are schools with a greater
reputation in a particular area. But the
school sees itself as unique in several
respects: it is the first and only institu·
tiOI'\. to unite a concentration in the
professional performing arts with a
fully professional arts faculty; it
admits students through audition, and
offers an integrated arts and academic
curriculum.
The School is completely· resi·
dential and enrolls about 580 students,
with more than half coming from out
of state; recently students represented
42 states and 10 foreign countries.
Samuel Stone, Director of Developmerit, has said, "In a very real and
absolute sense, the success of the
School to date is an achievement of
the community, the people and supporters in Winston-Salem and throughout the state. The School is an expres·
sion of the will and confidence of the
people to up-grade their cultural resources and to provide a leading place
in the community for the arts for the
sake of the health and sanity of our
societY." The enthusiasm of the resi·
dents of Winston-Salem for the school
was demonstrated in 1964 whQn 200
volunteers solicited $1,000,000 in gifts
and pledges from local foundjltions,
corporations, and individuals. T~e real
strength of the school-whose ~hool
of Dance was rated recently as pne of
the top ten such programs m the
country-is in its students. Its Sfudent
orchestra has toured in Europe to ten

summers of rave reviews; its fim gen·
eration of dancers are in major com·
panies around the world; its ~~ctors,
designers, and technicians are in great
demand, and many of its musicians
have gone on to graduate st&~dY or
professional careers.
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ARTS
CENTER
POST OFFICE BOX 1275
DODGE CITY. KANSAS 67801
(316) 227·2823
CONTACT:
MS. JANE ROBISON
State and local history often jlre dis·
played in two dusty cases in a back
room at the library, or make up a gray,
less than memorable pause in $8COnd·
ary and elementary school curricula.
Materials other than books are too
costly for schools and library budgets.
To bring local history alive, the Cut·
tural Heritage and Arts Center was
created to provide materials focused
on Kansas and the Old WJSt to
schools in southwest Kansas. Now it
serves secondary and elefllentary
schools across the state-and the
general public as well. It even happ;ens
that people outside of Kan$8$ some·
times need queries answered-and the
Center is pleased to respond: Kansas,
they said, is the name of the $tar ••.
The Cultural Heritage and Arts Cen·
ter has a variety of services. One of its
busiest sections is the film collection.
Here are materials relating to the arts
and history of the Old Wast and
Kansas in particular.
Tapes and records bring Indian
dances and chants, folksongs, cowboy
conversations, even the recorded
sounds of Western wildlife, to teachers
and students. They are finding (like
thousands of students and resctarchers

across the COUntry) that oral history
a_dds a new dimension to the ~dy of
time and place.
Over 8,000 books also are available
for interested browser and serious re·
searcher alike. The collection provides
reading on Spanish explorations, the
movement westward, Kansas state·
hood, and contemporary subjec;ts.
Kansas University often workshops
on local history with the Center. One
workshop on Kansas materials has
been presented to each of the state
library systems. Federal funcfl~ for
the center, available under the ~
ary and Elementary Education Act.
ended in 1971. Professional Interest
and the Dodge City community pro·
vided other funding sources to take up
the responsibility, and today state
funds, the Dodge City ,.School District
(#443), and service fees maintain the
Center. The Western heritage that is
collectively part of all of us ~ho ever
went to a movie is being maJntained
and shared through the Cen~r·s ef·
forts. The Center represents pne ex·
ample of the increased interest Ameri·
cans have in roots and a sense Qf place.
The Center produces its own materials, too-its most popular creations
are kits that provide a vivid and
eccura'te picture of a particular subject; the Cowboy Kits, for instance,
Includes spurs, chaps, a lariat, books,
tapes, records, games, pictures, maps
and transparencies.
MUSEUM OF AFRICAN ART
316 A STREET, N.E •
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20002
(202) 547-7424
CONTACT:
MS. NANCY CROMWELL
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
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Prior to 1964, museums in the nation's
capital represented all the principal ·
cultures of man except for the African. Today, one of the world's finest
collections of African art lies within
walking distance of the U.S. Capitol.
Beginning modestly in a hou" where
the
famous
black
abQiitionist
Frederick Douglass had lived, the
Museum of African Art has e~panded
to include seven of the townhouses in
the 300 block of A Street. ~ol1heast.
· While many contributed to the success of the venture, one man made the
Museum happen. Warren Robbins had
served as a foreign service officer in
Europe. There he became aware of the
significance that Africa's rich culture
and art had exerted upon such established Western artists as Picasso,
Modlgliani, Klee and Braque. Anxious
to establish a vehicle for cross-cultural
communications, Robbins opened the
Museum of African Art With nothing
more than his own savings, some borrowed money, loaned works of art and
a little help from his friends. The
initial enthusiastic reception by the
Washington community has grown
over the years, and now the museum
has generous financial support from ·
the National Endownment for the
Humanities, the Ford Foundation and
many individual benefactors.
The increased financial support
helped make possible the expansion of
the museum's physical plan and enabled the staff to initiate educational
programs for local and national audiences. One unusual educational program encourages audience particip&tion in music, dance and story-telling
to vividly portray the history and
culture of Africa. Visitors watch as a
staff member nimbly works a loom to
produce a brightly-~.:olored scarf;
others begin. impromptu jam sessions
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with drums, a marimba and a shaker.
Last year, over 45,000 peo_ple participated in these lecture tours - and
classes that make up the heart of the
museum's activity.
Although museum policy limits the
number of special exhibits in order to
emphasize educational and extension
programs, the collection of sculpture,
masks, fetishes, photographs and slides
provides the visitor with an exhilarating experience. Of special significance
is Eliot Elisofon's bequest of some 600
pieces of African sculpture and his vast
photographic archives. Elisofon was a
noted photo-journalist for Life and
spent many of his thirty professional
years on the African continent. The
audio-visual presentation of a selection
of his slides gives one a panoramic,
breath-taking sweep across the landfrom the rain forests and the deserts to
the dazzling new cities.
The Museum of African Art has a
staff of 24 and operates on an annual
budget of $400,000. The facilities are
open to the public seven days a week,
with the exception of the major holidays.
ESTRADA COURTS
3232 ESTRADA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90017
CONTACT:
CARL D. CLARK JR.
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
515 COLUMBIA AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90017
(213) 483-6440, ext. 78
Graffiti is generally regarded as
graphic, colorful, explosive and defacing-an expensive nuisance.
That was pretty much the attitude
at Estrada Courts, a 414-unit Los
Angeles Housing Authority development in East Los Angeles, the heart of

the city's Mexican-American community. The high, wide walls at the
end of each building almost ask for
defacement-and once defaced further
depressed any pride of place. At the
same time Los Veteranos, a group of
ex-residents of Estrada, had been less
than successful in attempts at positive
programming for Estrada teenagers.
It was the teenagers who prpposed
painting murals on three walls to an
artist-member of Los Veteranos. The
Authority supplied paint and approval;
the Fire Department provided scaf·
folding; the first tttree murals grew to
eighteen and then twenty-two,
finished and sealed with a protective
coating; in progress: 51 more murals,
many with patrotic or ethnic cultural
themes. And a significant amount of
local and national attention; the
murals appear in opening and closing
footage of NBC's "Chico and the
Man." By the summer of '75, 151
young people and 10 supervisors were
receiving full or partial salaries for
their work through the Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged
Youth and the Department of Labor's
Comprehensive
Employment and
Training Act grants. And other com·
munities were expressing an interest in
reviving the art of mural-making.
A simple, inexpensive project with
impressive pay-offs in community
pride, cultural . identity, expanded
youth activities, and almost no
problem with graffiti.
FREE STREET THEATER
59 WEST HUBBARD
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60610
(312) 822-0460

CONTACT:
PATRICK HENRY
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
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In 1!)69 a group of P80pltetth
Goodman School of Pr~m~
that theater and the other arts
~ake a greater contribution to the
by literally taking to the streets,
troupe felt that the comrnunlat
powers of drama, mvsic, and
could help the city's div.,. con.
munities understand one anotht.
better. The Illinois Arts Councillilc.s
that idea and provided the Fr" S"-t
Theater with money for an elll*l
mental summer program. That r.111
summer the troupe drew 25.000
people in thirty-four performana~a
throughout the city. This enthusi11111
response convinced ~ Arts Cowd
that it had a winner. In 1970, tht
Council designated Fret~ Street Thea1lr
as the primary vehicle for its Arts-1DPeople Program. Free Street Thea11r
had arrived. .
Today, Free Street Theater has a
half-million dollar bu~get and conducts programs in ele~en Midwestern
states. In evolving frorr a summer to
year-round program, Free Street
Theater commitment to commooity
problems has incre&Mfd perceptibly.
Initially, the troupe of actors, dancers,
musicians and puppetl'8rs performed
in shopping plazas, pu~lic parks or. at
street intersections. By meetmg
people in the midst of lheir daily lives,
Free Street Theater attempted to
demonstrate the value of the arts in
community life. Althqugh the public
performances ~re deli~tful and stimulated interest in the arts, their impact
was transitory. In its third year, Free
Street Theater began to develop the
educational and social programs that
moved its involvement in community
life beyond entertain1Jl80t. In 1971,
the puppeteers develo~ Interesting
News for Kids (INK), a puppet show
aired weekly by Chicago ABC-TV.
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This innovative show ~ run for four
years. In 1972, Free Street Theater
developed its comml.fnity residency
program, perhaps the program with
the greatest potential for affecting
community life. In thtt residency pro·
grams, the troupe entt~rs communities
at the request and the expense of
those communities. Troupe members
engage the community in a variety of
programs: workshops in writing and
ICting for inmates . qf local prison
flcilities; acting worksflops for senior
~izens; in-school resifiencies for the
dlwelopment of alter~tive approaches
to learning; and, of cours1!, public
lll'formances of odgifl&l productions.
'Residencies come in a variety of sizes
-three day, a week pr a month or

more.
Recently actors participated in a
h-month, in-school residency. The
W.S. Department of H~alth, Education
and Welfare funded the project, which
•
designed to foster racial and
lhnic understanding in an Illinois
ilool district under It desegregation
~r. Theater mem~rs used their
ling~ singing, puppet•ering and danc1 llttlls to enliven and augment the
.er and pencil activities of the class·
lS. For example, in a spel:ial read·
class~ chil~r~n sayt puppets that
havmg d1ff1culty communicating
~ lnOther. The problem was that
PPets were not pronouncing the
~nant of their words. The
. P8d the puppets learn by
~ng the consonants for them.
~n Year existence Free
r has demonstrated that
can benefit 11 community in
vs. Following Free Street
f:'"ple, communities have
F !Jtu their own theater pro. re Plans call for going
ts major goal remains

demonstrating that communities have
artistic resources to develop right in
their own backyards.
WISCONSIN MUTUAL AGREEMENT
PROGRAM
DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS
1 WEST WILSON STREET
BOX669
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53701
(608) 266-8397
CONTACT:
DONALD E. CLARK
CHIEF OF CLASSIFICATIONS
Prisons are ambivalent institutions,
aiming at individual rehabilitatfon in a
restrictive environment that miJ'limizes
an individual's ability to have any
control over his own life. The Wlscon·
sin Mutual Agreement Program, a pilot
program operating in the state cor.rectional institutions, is attemp~ing to
strengthen the individual's chince of
success on the outside by offering him
a participating role in designing his
future. The project allows in"lates to
enter into contracts with the state for
early release.
Mutual Agreement Progratmming
(MAP) is designed to prepare ~parole
release for an inmate after he has
negotiated with officials on . the date
and agrees to abide by certain provi·
sions in the contract, such as obtaining
a job, going to school, or receiving
psychological and vocational counseling. Each prisoner is responsible for
developtng the original written plan on
which the negotiations are based and
for meeting the specific and measureable objectives outlined in his contract. Thus the inmate works to
effect his own release, and the legally
binding contract encourages all partie!
-institutional and parole personnel as
well as the inmate-to be responsible

and accountable for the program's
success.
The Mutual Agreement Program
gives inmates greater opportu'lities to
assess and plan for their needs and
assume responsibility for their be·
havior, improves communications and
coordination throughout the correc·
tions system and establishes linkages
with relevant community resources,
and expedites the parole process by
making the conditions for parole ex·
plicit and setting firm parole dates
wherever possible.
MAP was developed by the ParoleCorrections project of the American
Correctional Association, uncter U.S.
Department of Labor funding. It has
been used on an experimental demon·
stration basis over the past few years
in Wisconsin, Arizona and California
(and Michigan without Federal funds),
and is being considered for adoption in
a number of other states. From the
perspective of Sanger Powers, Administrator of the Wisconsin Division of
Corrections, the Mutual Agreement
Program has helped not only the
prisioners, but the correctional system
as well:
"If I sound enthusiastic ~ut
Mutual Agreement ProGramming, it is because I am. I can
recommend the program unqualifiedly based on our e~peri·
ence. Mutual Agreement Programming takes time and costs
money but pays big dividtmds,
not only in terms of instJring
offender participation and moti·
vation, but collaterally in bringing about a substantially closer
working relationship among staff
concerned with offender rehabilitation."

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS
PROJECT
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DEPARTMENT OF COURT
SERVICES
1000 COLLEGE AVENUE
DES MOINES, IOWA 50314
(515) 244-3202, ext. 47
CONTACT:
JAMES YONGOUIST
ASSISTANT DIVISION DIRECTOR
There is very little good to be said
about jails. A surprisingly fairly recent
achievement has been the first accurate jail census, done some years ago
in connection with the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and
the Administration of Justice. Since
then more attention, perhaps, has been
paid to physical conditions, degree of
overcrowding, and other is~es that
frequently make a stay in jail punish·
rnent before IS8ntencing.
In 1970 the State of Iowa, in what
was a fairly radical move, ordered the
Polk County (Des Moines) jail closed
because of overcrowding. Rel4ctant to
budget for a new facility, the county
decided Instead to deal with the over·
crowding. The philosophy behfnd their
decision to develop community alter·
natives to incarceration respected
public safety needs while reali~ing that
jail is not always the most prpductive
reSPOnse to every criminal offense. To
implement this posture, the county
established an innovative Department
of Court Services In 1971.
The Court Services Program developed by the department is fourfold. It
involves pre·trlal release screening, a
pre-trial cQITlmunity supervision effort,
a county administered probation unit,
and a community-centered corrections
facility.
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Pre-trial release screening Is a program antedating the Court Services
Program by 7 years through which
apprehended persons with stable roles
in the community are released prior to
trial without having to foot bail.
About 2,000 people are released a year
at a cost of about $52.00 per person.
Pre-trial community supervision is
for those defendants who fail to meet
the criteria for unsupervised release
but who may still be released without
money bond. They are placed under
daily supervision and must agree to
work full-time or take part in a full·
time educational or vocational pro·
gram during the pre-trial period. Only
20% of program participants are even·
tually sentenced to prison while 50%
of those who remain in jail before trial
end up staying there, evidence of the
program's standing among local judges.
It has been estimated that about 2.4%
of those pre-released under supervision
fail to appear for trial, a percentage
identical to that of those released
under money bond. About 220 de·
fendants are released each year under
supervision at a cost of about $667 per
person.
In 1971, the Department of Court
Services took over the administration
of the local probation program from
the State Bureau. A staff of seven
supervise about 918 probationers at
any given time at a cost of about $350
per parolee per year. In 1972, over
twice as many persons were placed on
probation in Polk County as in any
previous year, in large part due to the
closer relationship between the courts
and the probationary authorities facili·
tated by the transfer of probation
administration from the state to the
local level.
The fourth major component of the
Court Services Program was estab·
84

lishild in 1971 as an alternative to the
county jail. Known as Fort Des
Moines, the facility admits per year
about 150 felons and a handful of
heroin addicts who are placed under
work or education release programs.
Physical security is minimal, but con·
trot efforts are carried out with the
help of local police. In 1972, there
were only 10 escapes out of a total of
148 admissions.
The program has succeeded in its
original goal of changing conditions in
the county jail; the prison population
has dropped from a daily average of
135 in 1970 to 75 in 1972. Additional
benefits have been better coordination
of operations of the local criminal
justice system and substantial financial
savings; the cost of the program, about
$850,000 in 1972, is substantially less
than the price tag to build and operate
larger prison facilities. There has been
no noticable deterioration of com·
munity safety because of this new
approach. The Court Services Program
is considered so successful, in fact,
that it is now being adopted in other
parts of Iowa. It has been designated
as an exemplary project by the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administra·
tion of the U.S. Department of
Justice.
NIGHT PROSECUTOR PROGRAM
CENTRAL POLICE STATION
GAY & MARCONI STREETS
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215
(614) 461-7483
CONTACT:
LAWRENCE STUMME
DIRECTOR
The Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Con·
stitution guarantees the accused the
right to a speedy and public trial.
While we continue to pursue that goal,

a host of studies, newspaper articles,
and television reports have docu·
mented the Injustices of a staggeringly
overburdened judiciary system. In
Columbus, Ohio, city officials feel
they have one program that has kept
minor disputes among citizens from
ending up on the court calendar. Ad·
ministered by the Office of the City
Attorney, the Night Prosecutor Program offers citizens a chance to solve
their disputes outside the traditional
recourse of the courts. The situations
in which the Night Prosecutor most
frequently intervenes are disputes that
involve an assault. menacing threats,
telephone harassment or larceny. Dis·
putants in these cases are often family
members, neighbors or friends. Yet
these quarrels make up a sizable por·
tion of the courts' enormous backlog.
Staffed with thirty to forty law
students from nearby Capital Univer·
slty Law School, the Night Prosecutor
Program conducts evening and Satur·
day morning hearings to accommodate
working people. Staff members at·
tempt to schedule hearings about one
week after the initial complaint. Presiding over the meeting between the
disputing parties is a law student act·
ing as hearing officer, and an attorney.
The hearing procedure is informal:
each party relates his version of the
incident, with the flearing officer
focusing on the underlying reasons for
the misunderstanding. Many times the
disputants reach their own decision on
how best to resolve the problem. If the
parties cannot agree, the attorney
supervising the hearing officer may
authorize the filing of a criminal com·
plaint. Most situations are resolved
short of this alternative.
The Night Prosecutor program has
been extraordinarily successful in resolving interpersonal disputes outside

of-the court. From September
1972
September
1973, the
scheduled 3,626 hearings, 1~
than a third of the~ C8Se$ the COlt
plainant failed to appear a~
ably took no further action. Of
2,200 cases in which disputing Part
met, only 100 cases required - .
tional hearings. The Night ProseQ~a
authorized filing criminal compl'"*
in only 84 cases (about two percent~
In attempting to provide a lasti
solution to interpersonal probl:
rather than a situational judgment, the
Night Prosecutor program repr~
an innovative direction in commun~t~~
court programs. Public response has
been favorable, and the program now
holds hearings in landlord-tenant disputes, health code violations, consumer-merchant disputes over blif·
checks, and citizen environmentll
complaints against industry.
The Law Enforcement Assistanc:t
Administration provided more than
$80,000 in funding for the Night
Prosecutor program during each of its
first two years. For the past year and a
half, the City of Columbus has provided the necessary financial assist·
ance, with a somewhat reduced program budgeted at around $33,000 a
year. A cost effective program for a
pervasive community pro~lem.
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PEOPLE. LET'S UNITE FOR
SCHOOLS (PLUS)
2552 WILLIAMS STREET
DENVER, COLORADO 80205
(303) 534-2609

CONTACT:
REVEREND RICHARD KERR
CHAIRMAN
One half million people live in the city
of Denver. Of the city's total school
enrollment 54.4 percent are Anglo,
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25.8 percent are Ol i~no. 0.9 percent
are Asian, 18.3 percent are black, and
0.6 1percent are American Indians. In
early 1974, a Feder~l District court
concluded that Denvpr schools were
segregated. The court issued a desegre1gation order that est~blished satellite
attendance areas and stipulated that
public transportation be provided for
1students
to attend their satellite
school. Attendance boundaries were
redrawn, and a number of elementary
schools were identified as "pairs."
Students would attend each of the
paired schools for a half day as part of
the overall desegregation program.
An anti-busing group immediately
formed to block the court's,desegregation order. The Citizens' Association
For Neighborhood !ichools (CANS)
called for a student boycott of the
schools in February. At the same tl'me,
IDOmmunity leaders and citizens were
engrossed in discussing and clarifying
the parameters of the court order.
Every spectrum of ~blic opinion exPfessed itself. The climate was protressing toward disruption of the
~ool system and the community.
'nat same fall saw more than one
~rican city splint!lred and in the
streets over the busing issue.
The University of Colorado offered
•ts Urban Center as a forum for the
t:":nity to air and share its feelings
t what the city represented and
~ a rational community response
t be. From this conference, a
~ofit organization was formed:
1\US' let's United For . Schools
). Fifty groups are active mem~f. PLUS. They are an ecumenical
·~ In the ~roadest sense; r,presen~OUpS InClude the Dertver Bar
!tty on, the Denver Medical
1te 'ththe American Jewish Com·
' e Rocky Mountain Confer-

ence - United Methodist Chutch, the
Colorado Education Association, the
Denver Commission on CommunitY
Relations, the Episcopal Diocese of
Colorado and the Spiritual Ct'jurch of
the Baha'i. PLUS takes no posJtion on
the merit of the court decisipns but
stands for obeying the law; PLUS
established objective goals and guidelines to create a social cli'}'late in
Denver .that would promote flumane
school communities. They encourage
the growth of the schools as service
agencies for children, whpre all
children can receive a quality education. PLUS is also mobilizinq public
opinion in support of the Denver
school system as a viable exa111ple of
community pride and eqonomic
strength.
PLUS communicated with the
people of Denver throu~ press
releases, conferences, and forums.
Their message was that children should
not be used or abused, and that the
court issue should be debated ip public
forums, not the streets.
In October, 1974, CANS celled for
a boycott of the city's schools; the
attempt failed completely. PLUS sue·
cessfully got their message across to
the people: the children were not to
be thrust into the middle of tt,e urban
arena.
While the busing issue has resulted
in violent disruptions in other cities,
Denver has continued to des,gregate
its schools according to court order.
PLUS has helped maintain the J:alm by
defusing rumors and by pr9moting
understanding of the legal issues.
PLUS specialists counsel both t:hildren
and parents when students have
problems in their schools. An additional program encourages Chicano
students, who were once higt'! school
drop-outs and have retu rned to school,

to counsel potential O.icanq junior
high drop-outs. Throughout 1975,
while Federal courts reviewed the
Denver desegregation decision with
thoughts of changing half day pairing
to full day pairing, PLUS remained
responsive to the still volatile community situation. No one would claim
that this community group alpne was
responsible for a city's mod~rate response to one of the most emotional
community issues of recent years. Nor
could there be any single reason that
Denver has responded peacefully to
court order while other citi8$ flared.
PLUS, however, does represent a significant private effort at mobilizing a
community behind its schools.
DAYTON HOUSING
OPPORTUNITIES PLAN
MIAMI VALLEY REGIONAL .
PLANNING COMMISSION
333 WEST FIRST STREET
DAYTON, OHIO 45402
{513) 223-6323
CONTACT:
MS. ANN M. SHAFOR
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
Dayton, Ohio, was the first city in the
country to attempt to loc~te low·
income housing in its middle claSs
suburbs.
The Dayton Plan, as the housing
allocation project is cqmmonly
known, is administered by tile Miami
Valley Regional Planning CoiTJmission,
a regional council designate<f by the
Federal Government as the clearing
house for coordinating Fe<1eral expenditures in t he Dayton metropolitan
area. The plan was unanimqusly endorsed in September, 1970, by the
Commission's members, elepted of·
ficials representing the 5 counties and
32 municipalities in the repton. The

Dayton Plan called for the construction of 14,000 units 'ot low and
moderate income • housing, Including
considerable public housing, dispersed
throughout the region's 63 planning
units according to a formula which
took into account each unit'$ population, income level, assessed valuation
per pupil and degree of school overcrowding. The concept was "fair
share."
Fourteen thousand uni~ were
recommended for completion by
1975, and 8,000 were completed by
that time. The delay was dull for the
most part to t he vocal opposition that
the dispersal plan unleashed in many
Dayton suburbs. Much of the this
opposition can be attributed to fear
and resistance to change - the Miami
Valley region as a whole is 11 percent
black - while Dayton is almost onethird black. Some opponents, including many middle income blacks,
opposed the public and FHA assisted
housing because they claimed it would
overcrowd schools, overload existing
community services, threaten the
neigh.borhood's security. In other communities, such opposition has effectively killed public and assisted housing dispersal, but Dayton was unusual
because the plan was supported by
elected officials. The Regional Planning Commission had the capability of
encouraging recalcitrant communities
by virtue of its power to make recommendations to the Federal Government on the suitability of Federal
funding requests from the communities and counties in the Valley
region.
In spite of the controversy generated, some progress has been made.
Before 1970, 96 percent of all public
and assisted housing in the Valley region was built in Dayton. Since then,
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only 40 percent af new public and
assisted housing has been constructed
in Dayton, with 60 percent in the outlying suburbs, small towns and rural
areas. The ptan in 1970 was a model of
progress in fair housing and expanding
housing choice; the clash over turning
plans into housing developments was
in its way a model; the achievement
may also be a model of the possiblenot everything hoped for, but change
in the right direction.
FIFTH CITY COMMUNITY
REFORMULATION PROJECT
THE INSTITUTE OF CULTURAL
AFFAIRS
3444 WEST CONGRESS PARKWAY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60624
(312) 638-5852
CONTACT:
MRS. LELA MOSLEY
COORDINATOR
By 1962, the deterioration of Chi·
cago~s West Side mirrored that of
other cities' central areas. White families had left in droves (in the period
1952·62, white population decreased
fifty percent); small businesses shut·
tered their storefronts. A few families,
however, refused to abandon their
community. Determined to do something about the steady physical and
social disintegration, a group of citi·
zens began meeting every Tuesday
night to discuss community problems.
With leadership and guidance from the
Institute of Cultural Affairs (ICA), a
non-profit, international organization
con~rned with human development
on a "global scale, West Side citizens
identified over 6,000 problems affecting their own community. By analyzing the array of problems, citizens and
ICA staff developed a comprehensive
model for rebuilding the community's
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social, economic and political structures.
The key element In the Fifth City
Community Reformulation Project is
the emphasis on the importance of the
human contribution. As the community fragmented in the late Fifties,
most neighborhood residents experienced a sense of helplessness. The
Fifth City Model responds to that
feeling of powerlessness by involving
all neighborhood residents in the reshaping. process. It is the credo of the
Fifth City Model that only through
recreating the individual and community self~image can residents hope
to shape a lasting solution to their
problems.
The initial Fifth City Model ad·
dressed the problems of 5,000 people
living in a sixteen square block area.
By limiting the geographic boundaries
of the experiment, Fifth City citizens
were able to redefine the human scale
of their problems. The Model divided
the sixteen blocks into five stakes.
Volunteers conducted door-t(Hjoor interviews to hear what people were
saying, learn something about their
fears and needs. The volunteers, in
tum, identified for stake residents the
agency that could address those needs.
Today, Fifth City operates fifteen
programs within the community. The
original sixteen square block area has
expanded to forty square blocks comprising 20,000 inhabitants. Some 200
voluntee~ work wee~ly in a variety.of
commumty programs. The Fifth C1ty
Health Outpost provides outpatient
and preventive care programs, family
planning, and referral services. (The
clinic has helped reduce patient load at
Cook County Hospital. As a result, the
hospital plans to start up other community clinics on ttle Fifth City

Model.) The Fifth City Redevelop·
ment Corporation has rehabilitated
500 housing units with private
financing accounting for over two·
thirds of the work. Five community
businessmen have opened the Fifth
City Shopping Center. Fifth City resi·
dents staff a pre-school for 150
children. Other educational programs
are available for all ages, including a
Black Heritage class taught by com·
munity elders. These classes stress the
importance of identifying with and
contributing to the community.
The Fifth City organization has
demonstrated that a comprehensive
approach to revitalizing devasted
urban areas can work. The Fifth City
model is a prototype for similar projects in 101 other communities
throughout America aqd the world. A
multi-funded project with strong
Chicago business support.
ELDERLY CONTACT AND HELP
ORGANIZATION (ECtfO)
223 BASALT STREET
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83401
(208) 522-4357
CONTACT:
MS. DORI WAKEMAN
DIRECTOR
For the senior citizens of Idaho Falls,
reassurance is as close as a phone call
to 522-HELP. The number keeps more
than 200 elderly residents in touch
with the Elderly Contact and Help
Organization (ECHO), assuring staff
and volunteers each day that they are
alive and well.
If there is a problei'Jl, then the staff
can respond. If an expected call
does not come by 11 a.m., the staff
immediately will locate a neighbor or
relative to check. More often than not,
the missed call was caused by forget·

fulness-but if not, then an El'&arstaff member or a police~n~n ~
locksmith in reserve go immediltllllll
the home of the ECHO me tl
Where 'illness or Injury prevented~
old person from calling, ECH~
emergency assistance has av~
disaster. In our incrt~asingty rnatlila
and anonymous society, old or handcapped persons have died becau• no
one was near when they really needed
help.
ECHO is a pilot program of the
Eastern Idaho Special Services agerq
which was started In October 1968 ~
a result of the death of several senior
citizens who lived alone. ECHO service
is available free to any senior citizen or
handicapped resident of Bonneville
County. To join, one simply dials
522-HELP and gives name, phone
number, and numbers for pastor, doctor, and nearby relative. ECHO records
this information immediately, stressing
the importance of t~ daily check-in
call.
An ECHO extra is a transportation
service, a minibus driven by volunteers. Emergency calls have first prior·
ity, followed. by trips for medical care.
Then the bus is available to take senior
citizens shopping, to ctturch, or to visit
a friend.
The ECHO office is open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, with an answering
service available to ~II staff in an
emergency. There are C:ommunity
volunteers for the "Night Watch" program, as well, and they spell the staff
in responding to emergencies. Local
and state private organizations provide
most of ECHO's funding, with perhaps
a fifth of its budget from Federal
agencies. ECHO is one of a number of
simple and inexpensive outreach pro·
grams around the country that keep
the elderly "and handicapped in touch
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NOR.TH WARD EDUCATIONAL
AND CULTURAL CENTER
346 MOUNT PROSPECT AVENUE
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY 07104
(201) 481-0415
CONTACT:
STEPHEN N. ADUBATO
DIRECTOR

grams express the belief that a multiracial, multi-ethnic city can meet the
legitimate needs of both its ethnic and
its racial communities.

KANSAS CITY, KANSAS 66106
(913) 432-5497
CONTACT:
DONALD C. BAKELY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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they can afford. In 1974 Cross-Lines
evolved into a volunteer ageooy Whose
Urban Ethnic Affairs in Washington,
lttengtt, of the "ethnic dimension'' in
volunteers (Who, incidentally, number
work represents a truly ecumenical
IDrnrnunity develoPment. The strucD.c. Director
N.
over 200) rePaired 38 homes in the
approach to the problems of the urban
officially opened the doors in August,
'rn! involved is a neighborhOOd social
city's depressed area. Owners Paid for
POOr. Cross-lines, as 'the agency came
1971, in a North Ward storefront. The
lttvices delivery organization, the
building material, 6ut Cross· lines labor
to be called, has avoided the fac.
Center's first program was a college
tlorttt Ward Educational and Cultural
was free. The Emergency Assistance
tionalism th11t vitiated many other·
counseling Pro.iect designed to get
(NWECC), which Provides
Ptogram, the largest COmPonent of the
agencies in the war on POverty. Donald
White ethnic students into college
""wert SOcial Programs ranging from
agency, Provides emergency rations of
Bakely, Executive Director of Crossthrough
c:hildhOod development to senior
food to families Who run short at the
Lines, feels that anti-POverty agencies
assistance.admission and financial aid
Cltilen SUpPort services. The P!nter
end of the month. In 1974, over
should not be concerned with getting
citizens of North Watd are
NWEcc suceeeded and grew. In
$7,000 worth of food donations
credit for their WOrk, but shquld Put
• ...~~rating that bonds of etf)nicity
July 1973, the organization moved to
helped 700 families Who literally faced
all their energies in bringing the redays Without fOOd.
its present site - a stately 100-vear-old
hold Urban neighborhOOds tosources to the Poor. To that. end, he
mansion situated on 2-~ acres in the
the strains of rapid urban
sees no difference between the Poor
The measure of Cross-lines' assistcenter of the North Ward. The Proand the agency Which serves them.
ance to Kansas City's Poor neighbor0
gram
focus
expanded
to
meet
diverse
1
Ward neighborhPOd is
Referring to the flOor as "we,'' Bakery
hOOds far exceeds their $50,000
community ·needs. It now includes
attributes Cross line's suceess to the
nt White ethnic, 15 P8rcent
annual budget. -A demonstration of
early childhOOd development, Youth
involvement of the total community;
lnc:f 1 r:>ercent Hispanic. It is a
what can happen When J>eople forget
~·tr ne'flhbomood, traditionally recreation, senior citizen OUtreach,
twenty of the agency's thirty board
their differences in the Ptlrsuit of a
neighborhOOd
stabilization,
and
common 9081.
members live In the communny they
:· •n • city With a black mf!Jority
serve.
various referral services. Center serv1'fteetk Political leadership.
FRIENDS
ices and Programs are funded by Pri"-'ral
·EducationJJ! and
vate foundlltions and federal, state
One Program epitomizes the
1325 SO. 11TH STREET
'-nter 1s dedicated to msuremPathy and respect for the Poor that
flllo~- fc's Viability as a residential and local 90vemment resources.
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 58102
(701, 23!).7341
Cross-lines staff members insist is the
_,Jty for all Peoples-White,
unique, human factor In th.eir proCROSS-LINES COOPERATIVE
lnd broWn. The Center's ProCONTACT:
COUNCIL
gram. In 1974, the agency OPened the
MARVIN
L. ABRAHAMSON
Christmas store. There, a two dollar
1620 SO. THIRTY-SEVENTH ST.
DIRECTOR
entrance fee to cover the costs of
Providing fresh meats for the food
No charge. Confidential. Non denominatiollfll. These few words explain in
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part what FRIENDS are all about.
Friends are people sharing and caring.
Founded in June of 1972 as a pilot
program of·the Lutheran Social Services of North Dakota, FRIENDS is a
statewide volunteer program dedicated
to bringing people who have experi·
enced difficult life situations together
with those who are experiencing
similar cnses. These FRIENDS are able
to offer· companionship and under·
standing because they have been there.
The program provides a network of
companionship across the state for
those moments of personal crisis that
come to most of us. As stated by the
executive director of Lutheran Social
Services, James 1<. Merrill, "If all the
people who hurt on the inside wore
bandages on the outside, we'd be
surprised at how many there were and
who they'd be." Nearly 2000 volun·
teers have joined the program; to assist
them, there are 55 volunteer coordinators located in numerous communities
throughout the state.
Files are kept on all FRIENDS in
the state offices. Local offices keep a
record of area volunteers. Individuals
find a FRIEND in three ways. lndi-·
viduals already familiar with the program will call in and explain their
problem to a coordinator. The coordi·
nator finds a match-up FRIEND who
. is called to see if he can handle the
problem. If he agrees, he is given the
name and address of the individual to
be called. There are also referrals from
private agencies, lawyers, and hospi·
tals. Finally, neighbors often refer
friends and relatives for help. In every
instance the only requirement is that
the hurting person be willing to re·
quest the new relationship.
Since FRIENDS was founded in
1972, there l-.ave been over 1,750
situation match-ups across the state.

The majority of the requests relate to
death, marital difficulties, medical
problems, and loneliness.
Funds for the FRIENDS program
are provided by Lutheran Social Services; the program recently received a
$6,000 grant from the Lutheran
Brotherhood Insurance Company to
train the FRIENDS coordinators
across· the state. For the future,
FRIENDS has proposed the development of a rape crisis center and child
abuse and neglect life line program. All
are expected to become operational
· within the next 12 to 24 months.
FRIENDS is responsible for the
development of similar programs in
Sioux Falls, South DaJ<ota, Cottage
Grove and Fergus Falls, Minnesota,
Green Bay, Wisconsin, and state efforts in Kansas and Oklahoma. Con·
sideration is being give11 to extending
the personal caring of lf'le FRIENDS
program at the national level.
JARDINES DE NINOS
EL PASO BICENTENNIAL
OFFICE
ONE CIVIC CENTER PLAZA
EL PASO, TEXAS 79081
(915) 544-1700
CONTACT:
GEORGE JANZEN
HUGH FREDERICK
CHAIRMEN OF THE
HORIZONS COMMITTEE
Soon after the El Paso t-tousing Auth·
ority began building lovv·income hous·
ing complexes around the city, the
agency recognized that the provision
of inexpensive shelter was a bare-bones
approach to tenant sentices. Many of
the families moving into the projects
would come from predominantly
Mexican-American neighborhoods. In
most cases, both parents would be

working, leaving no one to care for the
children. Therefore, the Housing
Authority established its first priority
as that of providing day care centers
for the tenants' chil~ren. In early
1972, the El Paso YWCA contracted
with the Housing Authority to provide
community services and child care in
nine housing projects.
. Today, the YWCA operates day
care centers at twelve sites. At each
location, a staff of 20 accommodates
about 50 pre-schoolers. One center
cares only for infants, two others
handle only children from 2 to 6. The
remaining centers care for all ages up
to six, but limit the number of infants.
Each center provides m,als, supervised
recreation and periodic medical and
dental examinations. Staff place heavy
emphasis on develop~ all children's
bi-lingual abilities. Since Mexican·
Americans constitute 94% of those
using the day care programs, staff
members stress the importance of
developing facility with the English
language. Familiarity at an early age
will insure Chicano children an equal
chance once they enter school.
Although the centers stress English,
they do not neglect the cultural tradi·
tions of the Mexican-Arperican people.
Bilinqual staff members encourage im·
provement of Spanish-speaking skills
and organize recreation around tradi·
tional Mexican themes. Kitchens often
serve Mexican food.
Eligibility is determiped by meeting
certain Federal income guidelines. In
addition, only children whose mother
is working, is in a training program or
is handicapped, can qualify. Families
living outside the cornp!exes and meet·
ing the requirements are eligible if
vacancies occur in the day care cen·
ters.

Funding for the d_., care
comes primarily from the De~
of Health, Education and We~f~.t
(HEW) on a matchi'lQ basis. HQy
provides seventy percent of the Program's budget; the remaining thirty
percent comes from fl'.4J>Iic and priv-.
sources. With a 1976 budget of
and a quarter million dollars, the
care program must raise over $320,01
on its own. In the past, the DePII't.
rnent of Housing and Urban Develop.
ment and the Texas Department of
Community Affairs h11ve made substantial contributions, but the uncertainty of such year to year sources is a
concern common to ITIInY social service agencies. The YWCA may need to
look to other funding sources; for the
present,
however,
the
twelve
"children's gardens" provide care for
about 600 children, whose parents can
work knowing that th!'ir children are
receiving good care. A traditional day
care approach offered close to home;
an example of the mQVement - albeit
erratic - of providing necessary social
services within the public housing
framework.
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INFANT STIMULATION PROGRAM
STEPPING STONES CENTER
FOR THE HANDICAPPED
5650 GIVEN ROAD
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45243
(513) 831-4660
CONTACT:
LARRY ZINN
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Stepping Stones is a United Appeal
agency that provides year-roupd educational and recreational activities for
mentally, emotionally and physically
handicapped people in southwestern
Ohio. A professional staff of four
directs over a thousand volunteers in
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providing therapeutic recreation for
1,400 clients of all ages.
One of the agency's efforts, the
Infant Stimulation Program. for Tiny
Tots has ~lped Improve the speed
with which handicapped children
develop motor skills. Physically or
mentally limited children often grow
up in an overly protective environment. Secluded from others, handicapped children fail to absorb the
physical, mental and emotional stimulation that comes with social activity.
In 1971, Susan Radabaugh, a staff
member of Stepping Stones, developed
the Infant Stimulation Program as one
approach to this problem.
A concept central to the program is
the emphasis on group training as
opposed to individual instruction.
Structured group activitie~ allow each
child to identify as part of a peer
~p. Group. exercises also promote
llldership, the ability to follow infll'uctions, and social interaction.
!pecial exercises stimulate development of spatial awareness, protective
llftexes, and motor management skills.
Infant Stimulation Program meets
five days a week for two and a half
llou11 throughout the year. Children
: grouped according to their particustage of development, and when
~ Involved in group activity, work
a volunteer on an individu.al basis.
for Volunteers also act as instructors
~ts who continue the therapy
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IChievements attest to the
o! this program. In 1975, the
ny
~ial Olympics accepted
•n the two to six year old
,.
~ first time. "Before and
tel filmmg of Tiny Tots has re'Tllnd Improved motor skills, and
~for expansion of the Infant
on Program has prompted

~
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plans for a new building to double the.
present enrollment of eighty-three.
The citizens of the five county area
served by Stepping Stones are justifiably proud of the agency's work.
Strong community support has helped
make the program a success with
contributions from local sources accounting for three-quarters of the Center's annual operating expenses. Moreover, over a thousand area residents
volunteer their time and efforts each
year to insure the continued success of
the program.
THE NEIGHBORHOOD
SETTLEMENT HOUSE, INC.
1000 ATCHESON STREET
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43202

(612) 252·3545
CONTACT:
MRS. BILLIE M. BROWN
t:XECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The settlement house is an important
American institution. Established in
1909, Neighborhood House, Inc., in
Columbus, Ohio, has been a sta~lizing
force in an area under transition from
immigrant "old country" families to
southern blacks and Appal11chian
whites. Neighborhood House h• been
a consistent advocate for the ppsitive
in its community.
Over -the years its services have
increased in quantity and quality to
meet the needs of the changin9 community. Program areas include the consistent concerns of settlement houses:
health, education, family assistance,
community organizing, cultural awareness.
Neighborhood
House has
doubled in size in the last two years,
and responded to newer, less tradi·
tional needs. Its infant/toddl•r day
care program is the first of its kfnd for
the inner city, providing care for

children 4 weeks to 5 years Qf age,
afternoon pre-school and e:!Clended
day care for children 9-13. Neighbor·
hood House was selected as ~oject
operator for a new comprehensive day
care
center
consolidating
the
Columbus Model Cities Day Care Programs and serving 300 children from 4
weeks to 14 years.
Neighborhood House hall two
health clinics, a comprehensiv-. clinic
and a child and adolescent clinic,
providing · services close to home.
Transportation is provided for both
day care and health services.
Housed in the multi-social service
complex are other activities, international cultural exchanges, tlftoring,
job referrals, aru, crafts, political
workshops, and community education.
Neighborhood House is also involved in community organization,
helping citizens to form groups to deal
with the political process that controls
their lives. Citizen participatiofl is en·
couraged through councils ~ com·
mittees.
House programs are evalu~ted by
the State of Ohio Public WelfJ~re Department, the Model Cities Ev<!luation
and Review Board, United Way of
Columbus and neighborhood parents.
It is a multi-funded agency. A waiting
list is maintained In the child care
programs, clinics are always fit ed and
meeting rooms always schedul~d. New
times have not done away with valid
roles for old institutions; N41ighbor·
hood House represents the commitment of the settlement movefTl8nt to
improve the quality of life in an area
of urban poverty.
KINGSLEY HOUSE

914 RICHARD STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 70130

(504) 523-6221

CONTACT:
JOHN WALL. JR.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Kingsley House serves a section of
New Orleans visitors seldom ' " - the
Irish Channel. Located far from the
historic district or the charms ~f Bour·
bon Street. the Irish O\anfl81 is a
community of low-income white,
black and Spanish-speaking Affl8ricans
who have little recourse to the city's
pleasures; they go, instead, to ~ingsley
House, a multi-service social agency
that has been a part of this community
since 1896.
Operating on an annual blfdgat of
approximately $600,000, Kingsley
House does not attempt to provide
every service needed in its nJtighborhood. Rather than attempt th' impossible, staff members, several of whom
live in the neighborhood, maintain
close contact with residents. When
problems arise that Kingsley House
cannot handle itself, staff TOmbers
contact the agency that can deJiver.
Volunteers complement tf'e full·
time staff of forty in providing services
in nine proQn!m areas. In 1973, three
hundred volunteers workOJi over
15,000 hours at Kingsley t-fouse in
programs helping pre-schoolers, adolescents and senior citizens. Although
day care makes up a major se~ment of
staff work, Kingsley House reitches all
age groups. It operates a ment11l health
clinic (open to all residents of the' Irish
Channel neighborhood with payment
based on ability to pay); provides
welfare recipienu counseling on food
stamps, medicine cards and nursing
home placement, and operate$ a senior
citizens' center where the area's
elderly can meet, chat, receiv-. medieal
and legal help and get a hot nqon meal
five days a week. In addition, the
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agency offers younger neighborhood
residents a taste of rural recreation
each summer with its Camp Onward.
Wisely defining its capabilities,
Kingsley House is a small ageney making a big difference in the Irish
Channel.
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LEJ\RNING
IMPROVING SCHOOL BOARD
EFFICIENCY
BOX 3274- UNIVERSITY STATION
LARAMIE, WYOMING 82071
(307) 766-2389

CONTACT:
OR. JAMES D. ANDERSON
COORDINATOR OF SCHOOL
SERVICES

..

In Wyoming, as in many other states,
there is a rapid tttrnover of schoolboard members. The demands of the
job are increasingly time consuming.
Even the best intentioned member is
hard-pressed to keep up· with shifting
social and legal issues that affect
education. And many board members
are surprised at the political pressures
that today are part of the job description. Frequent changes in board composition, however, thrust inexperienced members into action with little
time for on-the·job training.
To meet the need for training new
board members in Wyoming's 40
school districts, the Wyoming School
Boards Association secured funding in
1974 under the Higher Education Act
to Initiate a two-fold training program.
First. to provide new board members with an introduction into school
Clperation, the Association sets up a
'--day retreat program, which is held
TheSOon after ·election day as possible.
retreat program features experi·
lnced school board members, school
lbinistrators, and staff from college
llacati'?" departments. The program
:.!'~•zes heavy participation by
. , _elec_ted members in a variety of
... ittes, Including viewing and react-:_~.filmed vignettes of school board
~·t•es, c_ase studies, sim~lated situa~~ Individual conferences. The
10
9 Association Board of School

Administrators is involved in all activi·
ties with board members, strengthen·
ing those future working relationships.
The second part of the training is a
refresher program consisting of short
workshops held in eilltt locations
throughout the state. Topics include
"Due Process for Students," ''Writing
School Board Policies," and "Board·
Administrator Relationships." The
workshops are conducted by a roving
team of experts, and they are successful in providing school board members
with a convenient opportunity to update their training. The "circuit-rider"
approach means that no one has to be
away from home or work for a long
period, and the smaller, intensive sessions provide a relaxed atmosphere
where everyone participates. An indication of the program's acceptance has
been the number of requests for additional sessions and the number of
board members who come back for
more. The setting in Wyoming differs
from most - some of its school dis·
tricts are larger than some states,
though the school population may
range from a few hundred to
14,000- but the program could be
useful for school districts across the
country.
CONNECTICUT STATE PRISON
PROGRAM
ASNUNTUCK COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
POST OFFICE BOX 68
ENFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06082
(203) 745-1604
CONTACT:
CLARENCE MEARS
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Two-thirds of the inmates in the nation's correctional institutions are re-

peaters. Can prisons be a reforming
influence as long as they are also
assigned the task of inflicting punish·
ment? The apparent contradiction between these two goals was questioned
by a project to provide a college
program within prison walls. The
objective of the project was to improve the inmates' chances on the
outside by providing a framework to
consider, "How can I start over
again?"
In 1970, Manchester Community
College offered three semesters of col·
lege courses and educational counseling to 200 .inmates at Somers, the
State's maximum security prison. The
original program was Federally funded.
The project opened to the prisoners
the option of continui119 their educat ion either at Manchest'r Community
College or at other colleges after release. The extension courses also affected self-image. Ne~y freed men
who return to society with college
credits obtained in prison obviously
are strengthened in their potential
acceptance by employers and the community, and should ~ave a greater
sense of self-worth.
In 1972 Asnuntuck Community
College opened near the prison and the
program was transferrep there. There
are now more than 30 courses offered
to 350 inmates. Each semester there
are twenty to thirty advanced students
enrolled with five students applying
for each available space.
Educational release, whereby an in·
mate becomes, in effect, a day student
at a local college on his own recogni·
zance while returning to prison at
night, has been another successful ele·
ment in the Asnuntuck program. It
provides a bridge for ~hat period of
adjustment that is inevitable for the
released inmate.

As a result of the extension project,
about 10 percent of the released in·
mates who participated in the courses
have continued their education, some
at Asnuntuck, some at other area
colleges.
The staff for the prQgram has been
particularly enthusiastic. There is
actual competition among the teaching
staff at Asnuntuck College for the
positions at Somers. And there is a
greater demand for participation
among the inmates at Somers.
Recidivism has dropped substantially
over a five-year period according to a
study that is now in progress. In a
similar group in the Texas educational
system, after a five-year period,
recidivism dropped frol'fl 50 percent to
15 percent.
Asnuntuck decided tQ continue the
program with its own funds after the
Federal grant expired; the State De·
partment of CorrectiOf'lS also chose to
continue the program, which has
spread throughout the community col·
lege system. The prqject has been
reported as a national model at na·
tional meetings of State Directors of
College and University Community
Service Programs.
URBAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
2 WINTER STREET
PROVIDENCE, R.I. 02903
(401) 521-7823
CONTACT:
DR. WILLIAM LOPES
DIRECTOR
The speaker's voice Yfas both rueful
and proud: "Not many things that
started then- in '68 or '69- r.ot
many, you know, are still around."
The reference was tp the host of
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community projects that grew up as a
response to the death of Martin luther
King, Jr.- a w.ave of concern for the
neglected that often receded under the
pressures of day to day operation. The
note of pride was for the Urban
Educational Ce~ter of Providence,
which eight years later is playing an
even more effective roie as an alternative school.
After King's death eight years ago
community leaders and several professors at Rhode Island College made an
emotional appeal to tht~ State Board of
Trustees of Higher Education to establish "an educational presence" within
the minority community to meet
specific needs and to serve additionally
as a port of entry to more traditional
higher education. At that time only a
fraction of one percent of students in
the state's higher educa~ional system
were minority students. And even at
the secondary level, many minority
students got lost in the shuffle, often
never graduating at all. Somehow it all
came together, with state funding support that still continutts, as the Urban
Educational Center. In the beginning
community organizers went from door
to door describing th13 proposed program. Today student$ come from all
over Rhode Island, from other schools,
and from city and state agency recommendations. They are young kids from
the streets, housewives, bartenders,
white and black, y~ng and old, an
"incredible clientele" who want to
learn but fo~ many reasons are unready to set foot on i! college campus.
The building is in the inner city.
The present director Is a black educator who was in on tht beginmngs, left
for graduate school, and has returned
to an institution now administratively
a division of Rhode Island Collepe, but
still a community place where a
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thousand people register for cpllrses.
These respond to people's needs; some
are personal interest courses, some are
college credit courses. The Center has
become the largest high school equivalency service in the State. Soi'T\e staff
are college teachers, some are volunteers who bring skills and life pxperience, some come from the floating
academic community that is very
much a part of the New England
educational scene.
The Center sees its mission ~ educational responsiveness to JJ89ple particularly disadvantaged minorities.
The Urban Educational Center is not a
community college, but a reso4rce for
the community. Many of the
thousands of students come back for
different courses; hundreds have gone
on to formal education. Each year at
its own graduation, the Cent~~r also
honors those who have "gone beyond"
to a successful higher education
experience.
The Center is a place, commented
Dr. Raymond Houghton, one of the
original founders, "where a lot of
people have had their lives changed."
Which is what education is all about.
An insitution that hopes to have a
continuing role as a change agent in
education.
EXPERIENCE-BASED CARE~R
EDUCATION
20TH AND MCCORKLE
POST OFFICE BOX 1348
CHARLESTON, W.VA. 25325
(304) 344-8371
CONTACT:
DR. HAROLD HENDERSON
DIRECTOR
One of the most pressing problems
facing education today is the widening

gap between school and 1~1e. The
Experience-Based Career E ucation
(EBCE) project is an alternat ve program for junior and senior high school
students to provide a more me410ingful
education for those students "turned
off" by traditional classroom instruction and to develop the potential for
making career decisions based on real
world experience.
In the spring of 1972 ttte U.S.
Office of Education selected f9ur sites
as educational laboratories to develop
and test the concept in a variety of
social and economic settings. 'fhe sites
were Oakland, California; Phil,.:lelphia,
Pennsylvania;
Charleston,
West
Virginia, and Portland, Oregpn. The
projects were transferred to the National Institute of Education in 1972.
The concept is based on the idea of·
apprenticeship, where the entire community shares in the responsi~ility of
opening an early door to ad"'lthood.
Students studying politics t~st their
new knowledge against the practical
insights of legislators, judQI!s, city
managers, and policemen. Students interested in ecology work alongside
scientists and technicians. Tt'fey may
discover that "ecology" is many jobs
rather than one, that each has its
boredom and excitement and that the
specific ecology careers that ttfm them
on may require far more or far less
education and experience tttan they
expected. They may find that careers
in medicine or law are not as
glamorous as TV portrays or that a
leather craft shop requires some
knowledge about bookkeeping and
changes in supply and demand. In
addition to the apprenticeship approach, EBCE incorporates miiOY edu·
cational innovations already in use
into a systematic approach to comprehensive learning (work-study and co-

op programs, action
without walls, cornDII!tAr,,..,..a.::
fication). Using the entire com""as a school, an EBCE stu~

examPle~ m~y condu~ bioi~ t0r

search for sctence credit, while e!CP!or
ing a particular ecology
career development credit, and ~!Witt
reports on both of these activitiea for
English credit. The student:tla
and sequence of learning activ
geared to his own inte
abilities but carefully structul'ld to
yield specified learning outcomea. Pwticipating
employers and other
community resources provide facilities, equipment, supplies, and per.
sonnet to help implement the progrwn,
with students spending about 3-4
weeks at an experience site for 3-4
days each week. At the end of the
year, students return to their home
high schools for graduation.
In the Charleston, West Virginit
program, business, civic, social, and
government agencies provided over
100 different experience sites with
several hundred resource people. The
drop-out rate has been less than ten
percent. Each student is assigned to a
Learning Coordinator who orients him
to the program, helps in the initial site
and course ·selections, monitors his
performance, and provides evaluation
and counseling. A professionally·
trained counselor supplements the
work of the Learning Coordinator.
As a result of the program, Charles·
ton EBCE students indicated that they
felt more at ease and better prepared
to cope with the real world than had
they chosen to spend the year within
the trac:Ution!al classroom. When compared with· a random sample of high
school graduates,iEBCE students were
more likely to go on to higher education, and a larger portion felt their
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experiences helped in career decisionmaking. Parents and the community
were also enthusiastic. The National
Institute of Education Will replicate
the experience-based career educe.
tlonal program nationally.
WILUAMSBURG TECHNICAL,
VOCATIONAL AND ADULT
EDUCATION CENTER
601 LANE ROAD
kiNGSTREE, S.C. 29556
CS03) 354-7423
CONTACT:
DR. WALTERS. DELANEY, JR.
DIRECTOR

than eight years of education, only.
25.9 percent are high school graduates,
and only 2.6 percent are college graduates. Fifty P<>st·5eeondary students
tested in November, 1974, indicated
achievement levels between the fourth
and fifth grade in both English and
math.

cies was a concentrated and eoope,.
tive approach to solving the -county's
socio-economic probfeOJs. It has saved
the county needJess #uJ>Iication of
costly facilities and equipment.
The Center has not ' solved all the
county's problems. The comprehensive
concept behind the Center is just
taking root. Industry has not moved
into the county as rftpidfy as was
envisioned. But residerts are better
Pf'epared to meet new OPPOrtunities.
During the 1974/75 CJC&demic year,
the Center served 2,928 persons in its
POSt-secondary
curri~lum, high
school vocational education, industrial
UPQrading, community interest, and
adult education programs.

it..

situated on a 80-acnt letting.
cost
of COnstruction was $JO million. As an
&cademic nucleus for the entire city,
the Complex inclUdes a day care center for ~I children, the Martin
luther King, Jr., Mid<1fe School, two
other Primary SChools and a high
school. As a neighborhOOd facUlty for
the area, the complex hauses a senior
citizens center, a nul"'lber of city offices, a branch of the Atlanta Public
library, and other community.
oriented facilities. Th, .Complex has
extensiv~t
facilities for Indoor and outdoor recreation.

To combat these crushing handi·
caps, the Williamsburg Technical,
Vocational and Adult ~ducation Center was established in 1969, built
Predominantly by a grant from the
Economic Development Administration of the U.S. Department of Commerce. The Center provides a mufti"'liamsburg County, South Carolina,
resouree facility "to develop and conI the POOrest county in the State and
duct comprehensive programs. of eduone of the P<>orest in the nation, with
cation
and training,
recruiting,
The physical design of the Martin
over 40 percent of its families with
counseling and job placement that will
luther King, Jr., Mi~dfe School enbelow the POverty level.
have a significant impact on the sociohances its innovative educational ProAlmon two-thirds of its citizens are
ATLANTA MODEL CITIES
economic develoPment of the sur·
grams. The School has a farge open
bllek; the area is Predominantly rural.
EDUCATION
COMPLEX
rounding region." Housed in one cencommons area surrounded by building
It is typical of those heavily agricul673 CAPITAL AVENU~, S.E.
ter were all of the resources that
clusters. Each cluster serves as the
areas where the mechanization of
GEORGIA
30315
ATLANTA,
would, hopefulfy, offer solutions to
day-long Setting for aPProximately
(404) 577-5200
owmtng cut off the major source of
the COUnty's problems: secondary
100
stUdents who are taught by teams
Jobs for hundreds of families. Shrinkvocational education, adult education,
CONTACT:
of 5 to 6 teachers. Within the cluster
llg tlricultural employment together
and POst-secondary education; the
MS. MYRA PEABODY
setting, teachers COOrdfnate periods of
th the lack of industrial OPPOrtuniVocational Rehabilitation Agency, the
course instructiOfl fo r each group of
DIRECTOR,
COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS
in heavy out-migration.
OFFICE
County DeveloPment Board, and the
3
stUdents. During the regular SChool
PoPUlation decreased from
Employment Security Commission.
100
MITCHELL STREET, S.E.
term students have t he option to elect
NUU to 34,0()() within the last two
Administratively, the Center is Under
ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30314
regular course work or SPecial miniCldes. In Contrast to the .9 percent
the State Board for Technicaf and
sessioris. And each Week on "Wonder3't'::ation in Williamsburg County,
Comprehensive Education, South
ful Wednesday," Atlanta Jaycees share
Atlanta was the first of the nation's
'\'en e as a Whole experienced a 7.5
Carolina's
two Year college system.
arts
and crafts instruction with the
10 t Popufation growth between
150 Communities to qualify for ParticStudents.
The Center is resPOnsible for the adult
iPation in the Model Cities Program
J& : 1974. As recently as January
education Program in the COUnty and
established by Con~ in 1966. Over
'
Gove'!Jor noted that "unemIn keeping Pace Wit h the Middle
the vocational education of the
36,000 Ptopfe live ill the Atlanta
Was h1gh in Jasper, Williams·
School, the McGill Elementary School
county's high SChooJ Students, plus
Model NeighborhOOd, Which ranks far
of Colleton and Allendale
offers an extended day program after
functions normally associated with
below the rest of Atl~ta in income,
~.~en When·the economy was athecomprehensive
regular school hours; children of Workcommunity college.
employment, educatiOfl, and health. In
ing Parents ParticiPate in arts and craft
The Center emphasizes a well-staffed
order to stabilize an(l improve the
::rate education has been an
activities until Parents return from
counseling
program,
an
instructional
area's COnditions, the Model Cities
berrier. A 1973 study of
Work. Special activities include the
program Paced to the students' rate of
r ot~er 14 shoWed that 41
Education Complex w415 developed to
" learning Festival," for Which,
progress, and a strong remedial protie
learning
and
living
together
for
the PoPIJiation have fewe.r
throughout the school year, stUdent
gram. The result of consolidating all
Model Cities residents.
teams plan and prepttre Proieets for
relevant functions and resouce 89enpresentation.
The Complex is a mufti-purPOse
center, a cluster netwqrk of buildings
Future plans for the Complex include the construction of 60 housing

~s

~~.

~,_,,ted
nn!r

~
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units and the expansion of social
services available at 1:t)e multi-purpose
center. An example of physical plant
and innovative programming .reinforcing neighborhood stability. Wonderful
Wednesday and Learning Festivals may
be exactly what a great many American cities need.
H~LP

ONE STUDENT TO
SUCCEED
5802 MacARTHUR BOULEVARD
VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON 98661

(206) 694·1705
CONTACT:
BILL GIBBONS
DIRECTOR
A 1969 survey conducted in Vancouver schools by the Washington
State Department of Public Instruction identified weaknesses in the reading program and recommended teacher
training, acquisition of more relevant
reading materials and changes in
methodology. A 1970 report JJy the
Citizens Committee to Stucty the
Reading Program in the Val'lCOUver
schools supported that assessment and
added a strong recommendation for
community involvement. As & result,
Help One Student To Succeed
(HOSTS) was developed both to involve and to serve the community.
HOSTS. is a model kindergarten
through twelfth grade and adult reading program designed to improve
student self-image and reading ability
through proper diagnosis and individualized instruction. Over 700
tutors, including adylts and secpndary
students, are currently teachinp reading.
The HOSTS program has two major
goals: to establish a model community-based attack on illiteracy in Clark
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County, and to improve the reading
ability of students in grades two
through twelve in the areas of \focabulary, com.prehension, and reading rate.
Each student in the project Is given a
number of criterion-referenced tests
that pinpOint individual reading
deficiencies and permit direct il')terpretation of individual progress ill terms
of specified behavioral ob~ctives.
From these tests a reading profile is
developed by a reading speciali$t, who
recards the student's skill needs and
the materials available to teach those
needs. Tutors are trained by tfle reading specialist to follow his presCription
and record progress on a daily basis.
Weekly seminars are conducted by the
reading specialist to review profiles
and discuss student performance with
tutors.
Parental and community involvement is the heart of the t"40STS
program. Volunteers give over 4,000
hours each month to tutoring Sfudents
on a one-to-one basis. More tt\an 400
community volunteers work uflder the
supervision of the reading specialists.
Volunteers also work in ho~ and
hospitals tutoring both students and
adults. Pre-service and in-service training are provided to develop staff skills
and evaluate individual performance.
During the 1974·76 schoql year,
the HOSTS program improved the
reading ability of over 1,000 students
in grades K·twelve in 19 Vancouver
schools including the pljlrochial
schools. In addition, the projttct has
helped over 200 illiterate adults.
HOSTS was operating in one school
five years ago, four schools four years
ago, twelve schools two ye~rs ago,
nineteen schools one year ago, t;wentyseven schools this year - a record of
its effectiveness. It is currently serving
as a national model under the ~Iemen-

tary and Secondary Education Act of
the U.S. Office of Education.
DALE AVENUE EARLY
CHILDHOOD PROJECT
21 DALE AVENUE
PATERSON, NEW JERSEY 07505

(201) 271-2420
CONTACT:
MRS. HELEN HANSON
PROJECT DIRECTOR
Over a decade ago the Patersor Board
of Education identified the 11eed for
an experimental pre-kindergarten
through third grade center to determine as early as possible ~ether
children were educationally handi·
capped, to offer remedial education to
academically disadvantaged children,
and to establish in-service ed!Jcation.
The Dale Avenue School opened in
a renovated factory with staff selaries
and supplies paid by the Boflrd and
Federal education funds. The mean
1.0. for the 120 pre-kindergarten
children who enrolled at the Dale
Avenue School in 1970 was 80, lower
than the 86 1.0. that is the av~rage for
the culturally disadvantaged. Behavior,
test scores, parental involvement were
all below the norm.
The program was desigm,d with
several essential components: an assessment of student needs; ~evelop
ment of a performance objec"ve cur·
riculum based oil the needs indicated
by testing data; and the use pf these
performance objectives as the framework for individualizing and !ft:OUping
for instruction. Performance objectives
served an an ' evaluation tool, as a
minimal curriculum, as a device for
record keeping and reporting to parents and the next grade level teacher,
and as a list of 5equential-sl<jrls from ·
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pre-kindergarten thro...
establilheclw:
mg, nanung, speaking, dtcocsi
encoding, mathematics clastiflel
observing, perceptual motor
writing and motor skills and
tion. An essential part Qf
c11y
the forty-five minute smill group re
ing program. Whenever POIIi
special area teachers in music,
phy.sical education, home ~
ana speech, as well as sup,""",_~
teachers and a psychologist. were
volved. The curriculum is predon constant checking to detenn~M
whether the children actually learn.~
the material. And through the use of
summary sheets each year, the proJect
teacher can pick up each child where
he left off rather than teaching grade
level material to all children.
Using a performance objective cur·
QCUium based on their needs, children
who were scoring well below nationll
norms on entering pre-kinde1118f1111
reached national norm by the end of
two years and maintained this norm
through fourth grade. The mean of the
group was at the national norm by
first grade and this, too, was maintained through fourth grade.
·
As a corollary to its currlc•Jium
innovations, the Dale Avenue project initiated a volunteer parent program involving parents as teacher
aides, library assistants, tour guidesany role that could get parents to
relate to the school. The project could
chart improved behavior on the part of
parents and children alike.
A 1975 follow-up study based on
random sampling showed that children
who liad participated in the program
for five years reached a mean 1.0. at
the national norm, and their reading
and math l.cl also reached national
norm.
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LEARNING
During the past two years six other
communities have adopted the Dale
Avenue School program. Two out-ofstate districts, Arizona and Georgia,
have initiated the model as well as
sixteen parochial schools in Paterson.
In 1975·76 seven other New Jersey
districts, ten out-of-state school dis·
tricts, three non-public schools and 50
additional JMrochial schools in New
Jersey will adopt the model. The Dale
Avenue school project has been na·
tionally validated as innovative, successful, cost effective, and exportable
by four Columbia University evaluators under an Office of Education
Contract. The kids from Dale Avenue
may bring as much renown to Paterson
as William Carlos Williams.
COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER
FOR THE HEARING IMPAIRED
2010 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE, N.E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20018
l202) 635-2131
CONTACT:
WILLIAM C. SAUNDERS
1\DMINISTRATOR
Daafness handicaps its victims with
ftlore than just loss of hearing. Deafness brings on speech deficiencies and
""*red reading and writing skills as
In addition, the handicap is made
oftenthe more debilitating because it
goes unrecognized, leaving the
~ person to fend for himself with·
to
~eady offers of assistance given
bhnd and crippled.
The Community Service Center for
ng-lmpaired, in Wasbington,
ms to help the deat person
'-ide his handicap by offering him
b>v Gil range of assistance. Operated
laudet College, the world's ority
for the deaf, the Center co-

:'1.

u:e

ordinates services available from other
agencies; provides centralized referral
services for the deaf; educates the
general public about deafness; provides
interpreting services for deaf people
needing specific servtces from other
agencies; sponsors instruction in communications skills and consumer edu·
cation, and provides counseling regard·
ing delinquency, alcoholism, and drug
addiction. The Center also assists its
deaf clients in making medical appointments and business contacts with
the telephone, a modem convenience
that is a major hurdle for the hearing
impaired.
To carry out its programs, the
Center works with various Federal and
city organizatiOns and agencies, includ·
ing the public schools, the D.C. De·
partment of Human Resources, the
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration, and the police department. It has
sponsored a number of special
symposia on deafness, including a very
successful day-long program on the
law and the deaf that brought together
legal professionals, deaf persons and
those who work with them, to clarify
and redefine legal rights for the deaf.
ENGINEERED CLASSROOM
PAPILLION-LA VISTA
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
1217 GOLDEN GATE DRIVE
PAPILLION, NEBRASKA 68046
(402) 339-3411
CONTACT:
ROBERT OSTDIEK
DIRECTOR OF FEDERAL
PROJECTS
On a small scale, the Papillion- La Vista
schools experienced a problem com·
mon to many systems: a period of
rapid growth that failed to meet the

needs of the handicapped student. In
Papillion, the problem was particularly
evident at the elementary level, where
some handicapped youngsters had left
school and several of those in school
were experiencing day after day of
frustration. The situation was becoming critical, not only in the Papillion·
La Vista district, bj.tt throughout
Nebraska.
The Papillion·la Vista school dis·
trict undertook a project to identify
the unmet needs of its handicapped
students. The initial target group of
handicapped children had been subjected to continual failure in the
regular classroom and some were even
excluded from school. The group included the behaviorally maladjusted,
the educable handicapped, and the
teaming disabled child.
A program was established that
attempted to enable the handicapped
child to grow academically, socially,
and behaviorally as well as in attitudes
and self-esteem. The goal was to so
change the student's educational and
behavioral adjustment that he could
function in either a regular classroom
or a special education classroom. Program design was based on a main·
streaming concept combined with
learning centers.
The Project requires administrative
personnel who believe in the mainstreaming of handicapped children and
who are empathetic to their needs.·A
teacher with special education training
heads the learning center. Teaching
staff must be able to ~iagnose student
needs and prescribe individual instruction. Individualized instruction can
take place in the learning center or the
regular classroom. The diagnostic center teacher designs daily curricula and
materials for each stu~nt.

The learning center and the concept
of mainstreaming grew out of the
project's early years. Whereas the
initial project was limited to a specific
group of handicapping conditions, the
school district d iscovered the project
design could be adjuswd to a teaming
center concept and serve the needs of
any handicapped child.
In statistical terms, the project
students showed significant gains In
reading, spelling, and arithmetic, and
on behavior variables. Overall, the
project students showed a positive gain
across all student measured objectives.
While the achievement results reflect a
small but positive gain, the attitude of
teachers, students, anp parents were
extremely positive. Of special importance is the fact that most people no
longer
could
identify
project
youngstel'\ because of the degree of
their integration int o the regular class·
rooms. While admittedly easier to deal
with a numerically smaller handi·
capped population, this is a well·
designed small projecl responsive to
special needs.

COMMUNITY SCHOOa,. PROGRAM
FOUNTAIN VALLEY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
NUMBER ONE LIGHTHOUSE LANE
FOUNTAIN VALLEY, CALIF. 92708
(714) 842-6651
CONTACT:
DR. PATRICIA CLARt<
PROGRAM SUPERVI$0R
The impressive educational facilities
supported by public taxes are among
America's most under-utilized resources. Most public school facilities
are closed 50 percent of the time. The
waste is compounded when young
people at loose ends.a re involved in
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destructive behavior or when adults
have no opportunity for continuing
education.
Continuing education for all age
groups was the impetus for a series of
meetings in 1972 in Fountain Valley,
California, that produced ~e Fountain
Valley Community School Program.
Concern over the rising incidence of
"'Vandalism and juvenile arrests, and a
reaching for some means of adultyouth interaction led to the idea of
community education, of !earring as a
process taking place in the family and
the community as well as at school.
Representatives of community groups
ranging from the City Councfl to the
Campfire Girls presented program
ideas to the Board of the Fountain
Valley School District. Federjll funds
available through the Youth Oevelopment and Delinquency Prevenfion Act
helped get the program starteq. Today
a local, three cent community services
tax finances all of the $40,000 annual
operating costs. Instructors and materials for classes are paid for by
participants or are provided by volunteers. In 1974, 198 volunt~rs and
instructors conducted over three
hundred, fifty seven sources for young
and old. Stressing the family as a
learning unit, the curriculum Qffers an
array of courses including ~kyard
farming, retirement planning, consumer education, and nutrition and
educational activities for p_re-school
and school age children, with-classes
given in the afternoon and ev..nings so
families can participate. Over 40 percent of the courses are free. The small
registration fee (one to nine dQIIars for
adults) has not hurt interest; in the ·
1974·75 school year, 3,400 of the
district's 8,000 families took part in
program activities.
The community is actively involved
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in charting the course of the community school program. With the
assistance of an advisory co~ncil of
adults, students and senior J:itizens,
the program's goals are set, and the
results are evaluated and improved.
During the program's two·and-a-half
years of operation, it has almost
doubled the use of the l;>istrict's
school buildings and vandalism has
dropped; more importantly,. it has
expanded the role of the schopl into a
community human developt'nfHlt center.
PROJECT LEARN
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
AT HILO
POST OFFICE BOX 1357
HI LO, HAWAII 96720
(808) 961-9350
CONTACT:
MS. MARY Y. MATAYOSHI
DIRECTOR
Ka'u is a remote rural district one and
one-half hour's drive from Hilo, the
seat of Hawaii County and lhe loca·
tion of a branch of the Univetrsity of
Hawaii. These three elemt~nts-the
small communities on the other side of
the mountain, the larger community,
and the University's Center for Continuing Education and Community Service are mutually interdependent actors
in Project Learn.
In a sense the problems at Ka'u
were symbolized by The Mill, a sugar
cane facility that had been a major
employer in the district. Wflen the
sounds of the mill stopped in late
1974 the empty building ~md the
silence were constant reminders of
change to a multi-ethnic population
that had been closely tied to tfle sugar
cane plantation and its constant if

limited opportunities. There )'VIS real
fear for real concerns. Would tflere be
other jobs? Were the schools educating
the young people for wider opportun·
ities? How would families cryange as
more women in the community went
to work? · How would the community
change if a new resort opened up in
the district? No vehicle was available
to voice these concerns where most of
the decisions seemed to ~ made.
There was little reason for residents to
think they would be heard.
Using Federal funds availpble for
continuing education and community
service, University of Hawaii staff have
become facilitators for organizational
development in Ka'u on the theory
that organizational development involves the community and that involvement in turn strengthens the ability of people to affect their own lives.
Saying that does not begin to describe the endless hours of driving, or
meetings, or filling out forms, running
surveys, dittoing reports. Nor does it
describe the achievements, one step at
a time, that have occurred over Project
Learn's three years. The Filipino community has begun an active program to
revitalize ethnic pride and awareness.
High school students raised money for
a four-day trip to Oahu to visit universities and colleges. Members of the
whole district are working on educational problems, transportation plans,
health needs, youth and senior activities. The increased confidence of the
community is attested to by Mayor
Herbert T. Matayoshi of Hilo, who has
written ''We...have seen an increased
pride and sense of identity...(despite
distances) members of the community
have more than once, and quite effectively..•represented themselves in a
united fashion before the County

Council and other government _
cies."
......
Today the old mill is again thrM...
and noisy-this time as a com~
center for arts-and crafts and the hub
of numerous district activities. And
the participants in Project Learn medt
it happen. A cooperative model for
other communities from the SOU1hernmost community in the Unhld
States.
WEST SIDE ACTION PLAN
3219 WEST LLOYD STREET
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53208
(414) 344-3400
CONTACT:
ROYAL NATZKE
CHAIRMAN
The near west side of Milwaukee is an
inner city neighborhood in the process
of deterioration. The cycle of physical
decline affects people, too; problems
grow and seem insurmountable, young
people move away, it seems too hard
to make anything happen. And yet
here as in dozens of similar neighbor·
hoods, people are finding the energy
to add to their individual responsibilities the arduous, time-consuming
effort of working for change:
Concerned about physical deterioration, declining public services, and
the withdrawal of financial investment
in their area, over 70 community
groups joined together to form the
Westside Action Coalition. The Coalition requested Concordia College to
develop a community education program to focus on the area's problems,
to train community leaders, and to
develop a community wide organization to make some immediate impact
on these problems.
The educational program was de-
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signed to mesh into the patterns of
community life. Rather than set up
programs ;to deal directly with the
neighborhood's problems in health,
housing, and education, the problem
solutions were based on the initiative
of the individual residents who were
motivated to work on the specific
community problems. The project
sought to develop their leadership capabilities so they, in turn, could move
their neighbors' energies towards ef·
fecting solutions.
Through informal half-hour interviews with leaders of every church,
block club, social club, and labQr
union in the community, the college
identified 750 grassroots participants
to serve on both the advisory and
planning committees.. The steering
committee, composed of the leadership of the non-profit Westside Action
Coalition, selected the community
issues to be used as the basis for
lting and training the community
rs. These neighborhood leaders
were trained in action committees
to gain experience in working on
IP8cific problems, then in skills needed
to form the community-wide organization, and finally in skills needed to
make the organization self·perpetu·
lting.

community residents who wanted to
buy or repair their hqmes. As a result
of the . Coalition's lobbying efforts,
legislation is in the works that will
prohibit redlining- tfle designation of
areas of the city ineligible for loans.
Over 5,000 people vvere involved in
the training and ·eduJ:ational sessions
developed by Concordia. One important result has been the intangible but
real feeling that peQple can effect
change, that this neighborhood can be
a good place to live. Young families
have been buying homes in the area,
reducing the trend toward absentee
ownership. The Coalition has successfully brought neighborhood strength
to bear at every level of government,
and attention is being paid. A success·
ful partnership between an energized
community and a college participating
as a good neighbor.

The new organization has been able
to ~ove business and government to
llro~tde the commurtity with better
llhK:es. For example, the over~~nt of Westsi~e properties had
:""wwwnted homeowners from remodel;: 1heir homes. The Coalition forced
~ commissioner to equalize as~ ~ ~roughout the city. Also,
rrtvning lnStttutions h~d refused com·
0 ~Nsidents the mortgages needed
aq ~ repairs, so the organiza111 tid In . . d a campaign that remtlhons of dollars in loans to

universitY programs focused on civic
education, the Mempttis Urban Policy
Institute was formeq in 1962 as an
adjunct of Southwestern at Memphis,
cooperating with the Brookings lnsti·
tute of Washington, O.C. Having been
dominated by a pqlitical boss for
many years, Memphis was a city lack·
ing in leadership. Consequently, the
new Institute concentrated its efforts
in the area of leadership education. Its
established purpose was to examine
the principles of urbanism and to help
policy makers understand the causes

E

THE MEMPHIS URBAN POLICY
INSTITUTE
2000 NORTH PARKWAY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38112
(901, 274-6606
CONTACT:
MS. MAY MAURY HARDING
DIRECTOR

As an outgrowth of a decade of

and consequences of policy within a
larger framework.
The major functions of the lnsti·
tute are policy planf1ing and policy
analysis, which are performed through
the instrument of urb,n policy confer·
ences. The conferences are composed
of twelve metropolitan and regional
seminars involving government, busi·
ness, and civic leaders of Memphis and
the mid-south region; a model of
policymaking for all local urban activities.
Since its founding the Institute has
conducted conferences on civic goals, a
science and techno!~ policy for the
mid-south region, the economic devel·
opment and future ~usiness environment of the region, m~tropolitan fiscal
policy, housing, transportation, land
use and growth polici,s. A conference
on the distribution of health services
was supported by a grant from the
Department of Healt~, Education and
Welfare. Regional policy conferences
have been held for the East Arkansas ·
region, and special seminars have been
conducted in Mississippi. The 1974-75
Urban Policy Conference dealt with
the impact of national policies on local
policies.
As an adjunct to the Institute, the
Center for the Study of Alternative
Futures in 1973 established a process
that engages substantial numbers of
citizens in setting goals, developing
policies, and planning strategies for the
future of a neighborhood, city, region
or institution. The "IF" process (i.e.,
"Inventing the Future") assists citi·
zens, government officials, civic leaders and professionals to think clearly
about the kind of future direction
they see for their region. The IF
process assumes that f1lost people possess largely untapped resources of intellect and imaginatipn that futures-

workshops can rele• to affect that
fJJture.
Inventive planning attempts to
transform the goal setting ~ss into
an activ~t~ which immed1at!t1Y
the partiCipant. Each is asked tp form·
ulate goals to which he is prepared to
offer personal commitment by taking
action in the present to bring the goal
into existence in the future; and to
identify two indicatOI'$ which would
demonstrate that the goaiJ h~ been
achieved. Participants are then asked
to move into the future, •ming
their goals have been achieved, and to
consider · the consequences. Personal
goals become translated into It policy
formulation. Finally, strategfes are
devised for moving from the present
into the future for each goal.
An Inventory for Future Njemphis
workshop was held to launch the
center. The futures workshop approach also was used in a special
policy conference on land Ust! sponsored by the City Council, in cpnsider·
ing future directions for a local church
during a weekend retreat, in setting
goals for the Junior League, in con·
sidering the future of the arts in
Memphis, •and in inventing polfcles for
the future growth of several Mi$Sissippi
and Arkansas counties.
Together the two institUtions serve
the total public interest in forll'ulating
urban policy for the future.

'"gages

COMMUNITY LEARNING CENTER
TAYLOR HALL, SCHOOL OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824
(603) 862-1697;
CONTACT:
ROBBY FRIED
COORDINATOR
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In most New Hampshire towns with
fewer than 3,000 residents, opportunIties for post-secondary education,
informal adult learning activities, skills
sharing, and community problemsolving are either inadequate or inaccessible. In most cases, the community's own resources for learning or
teaching are under-utilized dull to lack
of coordination. To fill this gap, the
University of New Hampshire, School
of Continuing Studies, developed the
Community learning Center Project in
eight New Hampshire towns.
The project was initiated in each
town by a contact with one or two
local citizens. The "hosts" are requested to suggest a "support group" of
local citizens active in volunteer activities. University project staff, the.
hosts, and the support group then
meet to discuss whether th' educational project is worth undertaking. If
the response is favorable, the support
group is asked to recommen~ persons
to form a "core group" of 8-14 adults
who will work together to develop a
learning program responsive to local
residents. The core group me'llbers are
trained by the project -s taff (often
using videotapes of other ...ch sessions) and given responsibility for
shaping the project in their own community. As needs are recogni~ed, core
group members are encouraQt~d to invite State and local ed~cational
specialists to train both core group
members and community enrollers andto develop new post-secondary programs to meet community n~ds. Core
groups are able to function on their
own after a year of monthly training
sessions with project staff. Core group
members and local teachers are volunteers; classes are tuition-free to participants. The project is suppo~d by the
Fund for the Improvement of PostSecondary Education.
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learning activities grow in complexity as groups gain confiditnce from
their efforts to sponsor the Community learning Center project.
Beginning with a heavy concentration
on craft classes, most core groups focus
second year activities on communi.t y
issues (e.g., town government, recycling, local history), and on human
development (e.g., parent effectiveness, transactional analysis), as well as
continuing with crafts and recreation.
As a recent report commented,
''The local core group is the project in
the community." In Kingston, nobody
recognizes the project name, but citizens read about the local Project learn
core group in a weekly newspaper
column. In Bristol, posters and flyers
spread the word about the town's
Newfound Interests group.
Because local initiative is central,
some groups develop, flourish briefly,
and dissolve. But in 8 communities,
total enrollment during 1974-75 exceeded 1,000, and neighboring communities have picked up the idea.
low-cost, locally controlled, and community centered, the learning concept
is especially suited for replication in
small communities.
TENNESSEE STATEWIDE CON~
SUMER EDUCATION PROGRAM
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE
TENTH AND CHARLOTTE STREETS
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37203
(615) 251-1354

CONTACT:
DR. BARBARA GILMER
DIRECTOR
Government statistics rank one out of
every five Tennessee families as poor
- approximately 902,000 Tennesseans
facing a constant struggle· against
financial insecurity. Those above the

poverty level are faced with an inflationary erosion of their buying power.
Ignorance of how to buy, what to buy,
and the pitfalls to avoid contribute to
wasted dollars and a further lowering
of living standards.
Concern over these issues resulted
in 1972 in the formation of the Tennessee Statewide Consumer Education
Program, a multi-disciplinary con:
sortium of twelve college and university programs. A project director from
each campus serves on a planning
council responsible for increasing consumer awareness in the selection of
goods and services. The council frequently includes lay-advisory group
members and persons from other agencies concerned with economic issues.
The consumer program is Federally
funded through the Office of Education.
Program objectives include materials development, the provision of
consumer information to various participant groups, and the development
among cooperating university personnel of program planning and commun·
i_ty involvement.
Program activities initially were
directed toward the low-income consumers in the state. Some 2,000 proparaprofessionals, · and
fessionals,
volunteers who worked with disadvantaged consumers were participants
in workshops designed to help them
acquire consumer skills and information.
A later venture involved in-service
workshops for public school systems
across the State. The purpose was to
provide consumer information that
teachers and supervisory personnel
could incorporate into public school
classrooms. Some 2,300 teachers participated in this effort.

Direct consumer contact was
lished across the state in local est.bmunities by each of the partici COineducational institutions. About
persons attended these sessions: senl
citizens, housing authorities chur:
audiences, h~ad start parents.:_and the
number contmues to grow.
A periodic newsletter of current
consumer information is mailed to
individuals who participated in consumer workshops. Consumer news
items are furnished statewide to newspapers and radio and television stations. A Consumer Reference Manual.
is available at cost to the public.
Spin-off activities have been initiated as a result of the program: addi·
tional campus and community groups
have become involved; products such
as community service directories have
appeared where none existed before;
communication · channels have addressed problem-solving issues. Requests for materials and programmatic
design are frequent. Written evaluations from program participants indicate they judge the program as "ve~
successful." And in this kind of pro·
gram, it's the consumer's opinion that
counts.
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MIGRANT STUDENT RECORD
TRANSFER SYSTEM
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72201
. (501) 371-1857

CONTACT:
MAXWELL DYER
COORDINATOR
Migrant workers follow the crops,
either across the land or to where the
fishing fleets are activ,. Their families
typically move several times in any
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STATEWIDE CON~
:ATION PROGRAM
SITY OF TENNESSEE
CHARLOTTE STREETS
TENNESSEE 37203
4

A GILMER
tatistics rank one out of
messee families as poor
tly 902,000 Tennesseans
1stant struggle· against
:urity. Those above the

poverty level are faced with an inflationary erosion of their buying power.
Ignorance of how to buy, what to buy,
and the pitfalls to avoid contribute to
wasted dollars and a further lowering
of living standards.
Concern over these issues resulted
in 1972 in the formation of the Ten·
nessee Statewide Consumer Education
Program, a multi-disciplinary con·
sortium of twelve college and univers·
ity programs. A project director from
each campus serves on a planning
council responsible for increasing consumer awareness in the selection of
goods and services. The council frequently includes lay-advisory group
members and persons from other agencies concerned with economic issues.
The consumer program is Federally
funded through the Office of Education.
Program objectives include materials development, the provision of
consumer information to various participant groups, and the development
among cooperating university personnel of program planning and communi_ty involvement.
Program activities initially were
directed toward the low-income con·
sumers in the state. Some 2,000 proparaprofessionals, · and
fessionals,
volunteers who worked with disadvantaged consumers were participants
in workshops designed to help them
acquire consumer skills and information.
A later venture involved in-service
workshops for public school systems
across the State. The purpose was to
provide consumer information that
teachers and supervisory personnel
could incorporate into public school
classrooms. Some 2,300 teachers participated in this effort.

Direct consumer contact was established across the state in local communities by each of the participating
educational institutions. About 20,000
persons attended these sessions: senior
citizens, housing authorities, church
audiences, head start parents-and the
number continues to grow.
A periodic newsletter of current
consumer information is mailed to
individuals who participated in consumer workshops. Consumer news
items are furnished statewide to news·
papers and radio and television sta·
tions. A Consumer Reference Manual.
is available at cost to the public.
Spin-off activities have been initi·
ated as a result of the program: additional campus and community groups
have become involved; products such
as community service directories have
appeared where none existed before;
communication · channels have addressed problem-solving issues. Re·
quests for materials and programma1ft
design are frequent. Written evaluations from program participants indi·
cate they judge the program as "very
successful." And in this kind of pro·
gram, it's the consumer's opinion that
counts.
MIGRANT STUDENT RECORD
TRANSFER SYSTEM
ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 72201
. (501) 371-1857

CONTACT:
MAXWELL DYER
COORDINATOR
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SAN DIEGO WILD ANIMAL PARK
POST OFFICE BOX 551
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92112
(714) 747-8702
CONTACT:
FREDERICK CHILDRESS
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR
Consider the delight. A pride of lions.
A herd of elephants. A crush of
rhinoceros. An ostentation of pea·
cocks.
For millions of American children,
the first intimations of far away places
and a world beyond their .o wn come
from a trip to the zoo. "Lions and
tigers and bears" are not just fantasy
but amazing creatures whose presence
in American communities provides
pleasure, recreation, and education for
thousands of visitors each year. The
•first zoo in the United States was es·
tablished in Philadelphia in 1859; Con·
gress founded the National Zoological
Park in Washington, D.C., in 1890.
These and other great zoos have grown
and changed over the years to reflect
new knowledge about the care and dis·
play of animals in captivity. Much of
this new approach is represented in
one of the newest additions to an
American zoo, the San Diego Wild
Animal Park.
The Zoological Society of San
Diego opened this 1,800 acre park to
the Pl.lblic in 1972. It is located near
the city of Escondido, 30 miles north
~-the main zoo location in Balboa
rark. Designed as an animal preserve
rather than a traditional city zoo, the
Park emphasizes the natural habitats
~-~zens of species from Africa, the
•an swamps, highlands, and the
"~stralian plains. This outstanding
_..,rnal preserve is home for "social
~P5" of over 1,000 animals.

Entering San Diego Wild Animal
Park, a visitor's first experience is
walking within the recreated Nairobi
Village, which is composed of "Afri·
can-inspired structures" and exhibits.
A second stop could be the world's
largest walk-through bird aviary. Other
viewing areas are the Lowland Gorilla
grotto, the food preparation and
young animal-care center, and the
Kraal, where young animals may be
petted. Continuing this fascinating
journey from the Village area, one can
walk the trails that wind through the
preserve or ride the silent, non-pol·
luting, electric monorail train that car·
ries passengers on a five-mile, guide
narrated tour. Here are herds of Afri·
can and Indian elephants, clleetahs and
prides of lions, eland, springbok, three
species of zebra, water buffalo, Prze·
walski's horse, African antelope, Asian
deer, giraffes, and scores of other
animals. During its first seven months
of operation, 750,000 people visited
the park. Today approximately 5,500
children come each month on educa·
tiona! tours. The Zoological Society
has furthered research, conservation,
and education while providing an expansive recreational opportunity to its
community. The Wild Animal Park al·
so meets the critical survival needs of
many endangered animals that now
live free within the preserve's bound·
aries.
PALEY PARK
3 EAST 53RD STREET
NEW YORK CITY,
NEW YORK 10019
(212) 766·3333
CONTACT:
PHILIP J. BOSCHETTI
WM. S. PALEY FOUNDATION
51 WEST 52ND STREET

NEW YORK CITY,
NEW YORK 10019
On 53rd Street between Madison and
fifth Avenue rests what might be New
York's most pleasant 4,200 square
feet. Covering the small area is Paley
Park, a gift of William S. Paley, board
chairman of CBS, Inc., to the people of
New York. Established in memory of
the late Samuel Paley, the park has
become a sanctuary for office workers,
tourists, and shoppers in net!d of a
respite from the mid-town mania of
Manhattan.
The park's designers, Zi~n and
Breen Associates, have created a mood
of pastoral serenity in the midst of one
of the most urban envir.onmen13 in the
world. Graceful locust trees spaced at
twelve foot intervals form a delicate
canopy that screens visitors from both
the sun and the looming presence of
the area's taller buildings.
Often tourists' first awareness of
the park comes with the shockfMI reali·
zation that "midst the traffic's noisy
boom" they are hearing the \Jnlikely
sound of running water. At tho rear of
the park, a sheet of water rushes down
a 20-foot wall and drowns the rumble
of the city traffic. Visitors can treat
their senses to these refreshing sights
and sounds from chairs antf tables
placed near the ivy-covered si~e walls
with refreshments available fr~m one
of the two · gatehouses at the park's
entrance. The other gatehouse provides storage space for maintenance
equipment.
As New York's first priv~ly fi·
nanced public park, Paley Pa~ was an
early example of the potential ~f small
city parks. Measuring just 42 feet wide
and 100 feet long, Paley Park demon·
strates that enjoyable urban recreation
areas need not be expansive, open

spaces. Moreover, the privately-funded
park exemplifies the kind of coopera·
tion that city governments will need
from private enterprise in the effort to
make urban areas more livable.
The William S. Paley Foundation,
Inc., supports the operation of the
park which is open to the public seven
days a week throughout the year. An
attendant is on duty at all time1.
The success of Paley Park has in·
spired other cities to create their own
mini-parks, thus fulfilling William
Paley's hope that there be more small
parks in central urban areas. A special
city treasure.
BELLE ISLE PARK
RECREATION DEPARTMENT
735 RANDOLPH
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226
(313) 224-1123
CONTACT:
MS. BETTY LLOYD
SUPERINTENDENT OF
RECREATION
Belle Isle Park was going to seed
despite an illustrious history. Original·
ly granted to the citizens of D.-troit as
commons by Antoine de La Mother
Cadillac, the city's founder, the island
in the Detroit River passed into private
hands in 1762 and remained there
until purchased by the city in 1879 for
use as a park. Almost a hundred years
later,run down and littered fro'll inten·
sive use, the park seemed less s1,1ited to
its present name of Belle Isle (after lsa·
belle Case, daughter of Michigan's
second territorial governor) $an its
old French name of "Isle au CQchons"
(Hogs' Island), so named because it
provided safe pasturage for the original
settlers' hogs and cattle.
Determined to reverse the decline
of the 1 ,000 acre park and turn it into

"the green jewel" of the city, Detroit
committed $10 million for capital im· ·
provements over a three-year period
beginning in 1975. Matching state and
federal funds were obtained, and a
restoration plan was drawn up.
The plan calls first of all for general
improvements, including road resurfacing, land drainage, better parking
facilities, and planting of trees and
shrubs. Also planned are a nature cen·
ter, beach improvements, construction
of new fishing piers, stocking the
waters on and near the island with
fish, construction of handball and
basketball courts, and restoration of
the Casino, a popular island restaurant.
Initial improvements were begun in
the fall of 1974, and already the island
is closer to being the desirable picnic
and pleasure spot it once was. Belle
Isle has become a symbol of the city's
concern for recreation, and thousands
of visitors come to the island each year
to walk, bicycle, swim, fish, ride, golf,
Iisten to the bands and orchestras, visit
the children's museum, and view the
boats in the river.
An example of what a determined
city government can do to preserve
and Improve a recreational area.
ALICE SWEET THOMAS PARK
CITY HALL
8101 RALSTON ROAD
ARVADA,COLORAD08~2

(303) 421-2650, ext. 260
CONTACT:
CAPP F. SHANKS, JR.
CITY MANAGER
Arvada may be one of the few places
in the United States whera tennis enthusiasts refine their skills while standing atop part of the city's water supply. The engineering skill and concern
for the environment exhibited by Ar·

vada's engineering department has had
a rather unusual payoff for the whole
community.
A couple of yean ago studies indi·
cated that Arvada needed additional
stored water capacity. Consequently,
the city council decided to increase
the city's stored drinking water capacity by ten million gallons.
The site chosen for the new tank
was close to a development of expensive single family residences. More
often than not such neighborhoods
have resisted construction of water
storage tanks and similar utilitarian
structures in their area. Water tanks
are often unattractive additions to the
lanmcape, with a negative economic
and environmental impact on the area.
Arvada City Engineer Ronald Culbertson acknowledges that these factors were the key to the city's approach to building the new water tank.
Since a water tank seldom can look
like much but a water tank, the engineering department decided to set
the tank flush with the ground. By
sinking it partially into the earth and
landscaping the surrounding area, the
engineers created what appears to be a
gently sloping grassy knoll. The potential eyesore suddenly presented itself
in a new light. Plans were developed to
transform the tank top, which was 276
feet in diameter, into a recreational
facility. Today four tennis courts, a
practice tennis court with backboard,
and a combination basketball-volleyball court cover the circular surface of
the tank. Trees in six foot diameter
planter tubs dot the perimeter. The
remainder of the four-acre site is land·
scaped and equipped with a sprinkler
system.
Total construction cost amounted
to $860,000. Of that amount just
$60,~ represented the expense for

the courts, fences, landscaping and
sprinkler system. By adding seven per·
cent to its construction budget, the
Arvada City Council was able to expand the city water system and provide residents with more opportunity
for recreation and leisure. Moreover,
residents of the area round the tank
are overwhelmingly enthusiastic about
the facility, reporting that it has enhanced the appeal of the neighbor·
hood. Now if· they could only find
some vacant tennis courts..••
SPANISH RIVER PARK
PARKS AND RECREATION
DEPARTMENT
201 WEST PALMETTO
PARK ROAD
BOCA RATON, FLORIDA 33432
(305) 395·1110
CONTACT:
JAMES A. RUTHERFORD
DIRECTOR
Between 1960 and 1974, Boca Raton,
Florida, experienced nearly a sevenfold population increase. The influx of
new residents was part of an unprecedented development boom that has
enveloped all of Souttt Florida, but in
particular Boca Raton and its neighbor
cities on Florida's southeast "Gold
Coast."
As the Atlantic coastline ar1d
beaches began to fall prey to high rise
development, Boca Raton began to
take strong steps to save as much of its
oceanfront as possible. Today the re·
suit of the city's efforts is one of the
few remaining natural areas of its kind
in South Florida-5panish River Park.
Spanish River Park is 46 acres of
permanently protected, public park·
land flanked on the east by the Atlan~
tic Ocean and on the west by the In·
tercoastal Waterway. The name Span·

••

ish River was taken from the fresh
water stream that once flowed on the
park's western edge and whrch has
since been channeled into part of the
Intercoastal Waterway.

The park's history began in 1966
when residents approved a $1.6 million bond issue to finance initial acquisition and partial devt~lopment of the
site. The same year a lay commiU..
was established to make a report to
the City Council on how the bond
money should be spent to improve the
property. Following the development
of the report, the services of a planning firm were engaged; and groundbreaking took place in late January,
1968. Completion of the project was
financed with an addi~ional $1 million
bond issue and a $1.6 million Federal
grant. By the time the acquisition program was completed in 1969, shore
footage cost nearly $170 an inch;
Spanish River Park ct,~rrently includes
1,850 feet of priceless beachfront.
Access to the park has been handled with concern for the natural en·
vironment; pedestrian traffic to the .
beach has been tunn~led under the
ridge of dune that supports the road·
way. On the inland side of the road,
the park interior has been landscaped
taking into account both the intense
use the area receives and the need to
preserve the site in as t,~nspoiled a state
as possible. In building nature trails
and picnic tables only plant materials
indigenous to the area were used. The
result of careful attentipn to detail and
respect for the natural heritage is an
award-winning park that attracted
more than one million visitors in 1975.
Each one, hopefully, took to heart the
park's dictum to "Take nothing but
pictuces, leave nothing but foot·
prints."
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PIPESTEM STATE PARK
PIPESTEM, WEST VIRGINIA 25979
{304) 466-2780

CONTACT:
CORDIE HUDKINS
SUPERINTENDENT
Begun almost 20 years ago under a
state recreational development pro·
gram assisted by the Economic Development Administration, Pipestem Re·
sort State Park opened all its facilities
to the public in 1971. Pipestem is the
most completely developed resort
complex amoog West Virginia's 33
state parks. Located on more than
4,000 acres, 2,300 ft. above Bluestone
Gorge, Pipestem is surrounded by
thousands of acres of sparsely inhabit·
ed recreation and game land. The park
provides championship golf facilities,
extensive lodging and convention ac·
commodatioos, and a handsome dis·
pi ay of Appalachian handicrafts.
Mountain artisans are craftsmen in
residence and often offer classes and
demonstrations.
Pipestem Park demoostrates the
potential for rural park development
in those areas of a state lacking substantial industrial development paten·
tial. If successful, such a park program .
c:an create year round employment
lind stimulate substantial private capi·
tal investment in complementary re·
~ation facilities. West Virginia holds
uoe largest acreage of undeveloped
lind for this purpose along the eastern
~ard. The Pipestem demonstration
...~XPtcted to catalyze the interest of
~- developers in the state's unde·
~d recreation potential.

=~i kENYON CHILDREN'S
lOuTH MAIN STREET

CONTACT:
GARY S. HOROWITZ
MAYOR OF ALFRED
ALFRED, NEW YORK 14BO;a
{607) 587-3088

The Village of Alfred is a community
largely supported by two colleges.
Until recently, recreational facilities
for the village's children w,re nonexistent. As a result, the children often
had to use the facilities of the neighboring campuses. Clearly the stage was
set for a classic mini-town and gown
confrontation. Fortunately, students
at one of the colleges develpped an
appealing alternative to potential con·
flict: an offer to construct a ctlildren's
park.
The idea originated in an jtrchitec·
tural class at Alfred State CollfJge. The
students designed and built the park
on an empty lot near the C4'nter of
town. The recreational equipment consists entirely of recycled materials. Old
tires form an elephant-shaped climbing
structure; telephone cable spopls serve
as the foundation of a fort; an old well
pipe enjoys a new use as a small ·
carousel. In addition, used lumber
provides material for the park's tree
house and swings.
With the students volunteerjng their
time and effort, total costs of the
project came to $700.
Mike Kenyon Park has tMfcome a
gathering place for the children of the
community. The pleasant recreational
facility is an obvious do-it yourself
model for any small community with
limited funds.
UNICOI STATE PARK
POST OFFICE BOX 256
CHIMNEY MOUNTAIN ROAI;>
HELEN, GEORGIA 30545
{404) 878-2201

CONTACT:
GEORGE SCHULTZ
LODGING MANAGER
Two basic community needs were re·
sponsible for Georgia's Uni~i State
Park: work and play. The economy of
northeast Georgia, including t~e tour·
ist town of Helen, suffered from sea·
sonal tourism and needed yectr·round
stimulation; and the north Georgia
mountain area, predominantly popu·
lated by poor, rural whites, t-ad experienced slow growth in inCQme and
employment relative to the co1,1ntry as
a whole. Poor job prospects resulted in
an exodus of young people tQ urban
areas.
In 1968, Unicoi received a $2.1
million loan and grant from tfle Economic Development Administrftion to
construct a 60-bedroom lodge conference center, 103 campsites, 20
cottages, and water and sewer facili·
ties. This meant new jobs; tod•y, with
more than 90 percent of park staff
from the local area, Unicoi is one of
the largest local employers. And,
wherever possible, purchases of supplies and materials are made lhrough
loQJI businesses. Due to its year round
conference center operations; Unicoi
attracts visitors to the area npt only
during the peak visitor months but
even during the winter season. Thus
the local economy receives a badlyneeded boost when it needs it the
most.
The recreational experief1ce at
Unicoi includes planned pr()9fams in
environmental education, App~lachian
culture, and outdoor recreatio11 as part
of a recreational research experiment.
Cottages are built on poles to protect
the environment and are easily re·
located when visitor wear and tear on
a site becomes evident. Georgia has

done research at Unicoi in suqh areas
as designing•campsites, food disposal,
and camping for the emotionqlly dis·
turbed. Unicoi's role as an qutdoor
recreation experimental station was
terminated in July, 1975, but it remains a fine example of the dual role
of state parks in community develop·
ment.
ERIE CANAL RECREATION-WAY
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY
CITY HALL
COHOES, NEW YORK 12047
(518) 237-3980
CONTACT:
THOMAS J. CHMURA
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
A study undertaken by the city Com·
munity Development Agency in
Cohoes, New York, revealed that the
18,653 residents of Cohoes had access
ooly to 73 acres of public open space.
A basic standard planners use in judging the open space requirements of an
urban area is a ratio of ten acres for
every one thousand persons. Prudent
planning, then, dictated 186 acres for
Cohoes.
When the city received Model Cities
money from the Department of Housing and Urban Development, citizens
participating in the preparation of the
Cohoes Model City Plan turned their
attention to the open space issue.
They noted that many segments of the
historic Erie Canal around Cohoes had
become unsightly dumping areas. The
connection between the abandoned
canal bed and open space needs was
obvious.
Following a feasibility study, the
city began reclaiming the canal bed.
Today, the Erie Canal Recreation-Way
has added twenty acres of open space
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for area residents. By 1976 the project
will have increased public open space
by 50 percent. Total costs for the
project will run to about $600,000.
The city will pay one-half of that
amount, with the remainder coming
from a Department of Interior, Bureau
of Outdoor Recreation, matching
grant.
In order to encourage use of the
newly-restored areas, the city built"
new recreational facilities adjacent to
the canal bed. A hiking and biking
trail, baseball field, a basketball court,
and a playground provide residents
with numerous opportunities for vigor·
ous activity. For those interested in
more leisurely pursuits, the recreatiOn·
way offers the aesthetic beauty of
restored canal locks, the tranquil soli·
tude of canal-side benches, and an
amphitheater for summer drama.
The Cohoes Recreation-Way and
the Illinois Prairie Path are two ex·
amples of how communities can convert continuous rights·of·way into rec·
reational areas. Although deserted
canal beds are particularly common to
the Northeast, other regions could
utilize rights·of-way under utility
power lines or elevated train and road
construction, along abandoned rail·
road beds, or along under used rQads.
Communities can benefit from · re- ·
cycled space as well as from recycled
buildings.
THE ILLINOIS PRAIRIE PATH
616 DELLES ROAD
POST OFFICE BOX 1086
WHEATON, ILLINOIS 60187
(312) 668-3125
CONTACT:
MRS. LOUISE HEADEN
VICE PRESIDENT
What today is the Illinois Prairie Path,
a 40-mile nature and recreation trail

running west of Chicago, was once the
Chicago, Aurora and Elgin Railway.
Established in 1966 along an aban·
doned railroad bed, the trail begins in
Elmhurst and goes to Wheaton, where
it forms two branches, one running1
northwesterly . to Elgin, and the other
leading southwest to Aurora. The
transformation of that railroad bed is
the story of a group of citizens dedi·
cated to the preservation of a natural
area threatened by encroaching urbanization.
In 196~. a group of citizens formed
the Illinois Prairie Path, Inc., to ex·
plore the possibility of developing a
hiking and natlqe trail along the rail·
way rights-of-way, abandoned four·
years earlier. Through film presentations and meetings with civic and
community organizations, the Illinois
Prairie Path stirred up local discussion
and interest; they also held meetings
with the DuPage County Board, which
owned the rights-of-way, and with
Commonwealth Edison and North
Illinois Gas, utility companies that
held easements on the property. The
persistence of Prairie Path members
paid off. Within a year, the DuPage
County Board leased the rights-of-way
to Illinois Prairie Path and certain
municipalities along the way. The utility companies agreed to share their
easements with the organization.
After the lease ~ad been signed,
volunteers conducted an extensive
clean-up campaign, but other obstacles
remained. Prairie Path membership
dues covered ,expenses for path signs,
maps and newsletter mailings, but left
little for trail maintenance. The group
continued in its efforts to attract
public support for thtt trail. Volunteers
scheduled nature walks, offered slide
presentations, and distributed litera·
ture to civic group$, park districts,

garden clubs, schools. and environmental groups.
The generation of public support
played a crucial roltt in helping the
Prairie Path obtain designation as a
National Recreational Trail. In 1968,
Congress passed the National Trails
Act, authorizing the Department of
the Interior to encourage the establishment of recreation trails on abandoned
rights-of-way. The Prairie Path quali·
fied except for the requirement that
the path be guaranteed for public use
for ten years. After intensive citizen
pressure and front p • press coverage,
the County Board met this stipulation
by extendlngthelease unti11983.
Abandoned railway- rights of way·
offer communities around the nation a·
largely untapped potential for recreation. Although estimates vary, some
railroad officials feel that over 30,000
miles of railroad beds could be converted to hiking, biking, and nature
trails. Communities having access to
railway beds, however, have to move
quickly. The best time to convert
abandoned railroad beds to recrea·
tional use is before the bed begins to
deteriorate. The Illinois Prairie Path,
for instance, waited only four years
before initiating actiorJ.
While the Path's existence is ensured for several more y.ears, Board
members feel that the administration
of the Path by a government body,
such as the state's Forest Preserve,
·would do much toward developing and
improving the trail and protecting it
from the area's increasing urbanization. For the present, people from the
Chicago metropolitan area hike, bike,
and horseback ride among the animal
and plant communitittS that have inhabited the rolling prairie since
pioneers first settled there in the
1830's.

DICK LANE VELODROME
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION
1431 NORMAN BERRY DRIVE
EAST POINT, GEORGIA 30344
(404) 766-7193
.
CONTACT:
DICK LANE
DIRECTOR
Any American who has ventured outside in the past few years knows that
bicycling as a sport, leisurely pursuit.
or means of transportation is the
hottest thing on wheels. During rush
hour in America's citiEIS, one can observe the fanatic cyclist, body bent
low over the handlebar$, denying himself the easy propulsion of the automobile. In 1974 for the first time
Americans purchased more bicycles
than cars marking the start of what
may become a national trend. In an
era of resource shorta~s, Americans
are becoming more conscious of the
contributions that bicycling offers to
the conservation effort and one's per·
sonal health and pleasure.
Over ten years ago, citizens in East
Point, Georgia, already knew of bicycling's beneficial spinoffs. As part of
the city's physical fitne$5 program, the
East Point Recreation Department
held a bicycle race down Main Street
in \964. Entitled the Mayor's Bicycle
Race, the event proved a rousing success and became an annual summer
rite with entrants from other cities and
states participating. When several
mayors from European cities expressed interest in the event, East
Point city officials decided that the
race had outgrown Main Street.
The idea of constructing an efliptical bicycle rack track originated with
Dick Lane, the city's recreation director, who generated the local financial
support for the velodrome by petition-
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ing civic clubs-Veterans of Foreign
Wars, the American Legion, the.
Optimist Club. The $3,000 raised
through local initiative was enough to
convince the State and Federal governments of the city's commitment. The
Governor's Emergency Fund provided
$20,000 while the Department of
Interior, through its Bureau of Out·
door Recreation, added $27,000. Con·
struction of the velodromtt cost
$50,000 exclusive of labor and land.
The one-fifth mile cement track is
the only velodrome in the south·
eastern United States and has been the
site for one national and one regional
racing event. The track has banked
curves sloping 31 ~rees at the
steepest points, and riders who know
from all over the nation are lavish in
their praise of the facility. Non-racers,
interested in a more leisurely pace, can
use a six-foot wide, level strip that lies
at the base of the track's sloping sides.
With the increasing popularity of
bicycling, other cities are certain to
follow East Point's example (as of
June of 1975, there were only eight
Yelodromes in the nation). All it takes
is determination and confidence,
especially the' latter quality-East
Point's engineer had never seen a
velodrome before making his plans!
DIScOVERY MUSEUM OF ES$EX
!_~EX JUNCTION, VERMONT 05452
\OU2) 878-8687
CONTACT:
ftAY DILLEY
DIRECTOR

The more you learn about the Dis-

~ry Museum of Essex Junction,
~t, the more you like it. The
--~~ery Museum is a hands-on
t.n• um for children and ad\llts. It
t a dark, dusty, forbiddin$1 place
"'-re exhibits are to be seen but not

touched. It encourages seeing exhibits
with all the senses, experiencing them
with touch, sound, sight, and even
scent.
More than 22,000 people visited
the museum in its first year of opera·
tion. Families come, and school
groups-almost 250 that first year; a
success by any standard, especiqlly in a
community with a population of
6,511. Visitors enjoy the natural
science comer where they find a
variety of foreign and domestic
animals. Some are stuffed, but many
are alive and can be touched and
handled. The museum is one of the
few Vermont instituions licensed to
keep native wild animals. A number of
qedicated local children come to the
museum daily to care for the animals.
The physical science area cpntains
working science exhibits. To demonstrate basic principles a sand table
illustrates the formation of rivttr beds,
lakes, dams, and deltas. The wave
machine demonstrates how a wave is
formed as well as the operation of a
motor gear; a computer asks questions
and provides answers.
There are special exhibits donated
by major corporations or m~eums:
moon rocks from NASA, African arti·
facts, and a complete hospital room in
which children can raise and lower
the bed manually or electrically, weigh
themselves, and listen to their heart·
beats.
Outside there is a nature study area
complete with marked trails for study
tours and ecology workshops.
The Discovery Museum is operated
by the Essex Community Museum
Society, a non-profit corporation
owned by its members. Operating
funds come from memberships, contributions, grants, and special events.

Individual and family memberships
defray most of the operating expenses.
Robert Donahue originated the idea
for the museum when he proposed
buying and converting the t"listoric
Anna Early house into a museum
oriented to youth. His idea caught the
attention of Raymond Dilley, an experienced museum professional who is
now director. Dilley offered ~is serv·
ices and background in the planning
and development of the museum. Together they attracted the interest, support, and active involvement of the
community which is reflected not only
in attendance but in the 1,500 mem·
berships within this small community.
SUMMERTHING
OFFICE OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS
CITY HALL, ROOM 208
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02201
(617) 722-4100, ext. 497
CONTACT:
MRS. ROXANNE HURLEY
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
Bostonians may have to delay their
celebration of the rites of spring, given
the ambiguity of New England
weather. By July, however, they are
eager to greet Summerthing, a joyous
celebration of that city's cultural and
artistic diversity.
Since 1968 Summerthing has transformed the city's neighborhoods into
centers of entertainment and creativ·
ity. Prior to· that time, downtown
Boston had held a virtual monopoly
on cultural and artistic festivals. This
centralization of activities prevented
many Bostonians from participating in
cultural events. At the request of
Mayor Kevin White, the Mayor's
Office of Cultural Affairs developed
Summerthing to return the arts to all
the city's residents.

The major program goals are to
provide free entertainment for all of
Boston's communities and to help
each of the city's neighborhoods plan
and implement its own cultural and
artistic activities. Each summer, over
800,000 people witness some 1,500
events in parks throughout the citY.
Summerthing staff schedules perform·
ances designed to appeal to the particular cultural ambience of each community. For example, residents of
Roxbury have seen performances by
the African Heritage Ensemble; North
~nd inhabitants have takel'l in opera,
and Irish folksingers have serenaded
the South Boston area. Groups with
broad appeal-the Boston Symphony
Esplanade Orchestra, the Boston
Ballet Company, the Mandala Folk
Ensemble-perform in as many neigh·
borhoods as time and money permit.
It is within the many neighbor·
hoods themselves, however, that the
genuine strength and appeal of Summerthing reside. Each communitY has
a Neighborhood Arts Council com·
posed of all interested residents.
Assisted by Summerthing staff, each
Council selects a coordinator to plan
and implement the neighborhood's
summer artistic festivities. Neighbor·
hood programs provide local residents,
artists, and performers oppomtnities
to display their creative talents in
workshops and performances. In West
Roxbury, residents learn the mysteries
of oriental rug-making; in the South
End, children and teenagers build and
play upon steel drums.
Another popular aspect of Summer·
thing is the Neighborhood Festival. A
fleet of vans laden with creative paraphernalia makes regular visits to neigh·
borhoods distributing various materials. The Plantmobile dispenses
plants and horiticultural information
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to asp1nng gardeners; the Moviebus
provides neighborhoods with the current crop of movies six nights a week,
and the Soul Train tours playgrounds
and parks vibrating with the tunes of
Boston's best jazz musicians.
With an anriual operating budget of
slightly over a half million dollars,
Summerthing receives financial support from the City of Boston, private
foundations, business firms, the
National Endowmenu for the Arts,
the Massachusetts Council on the Arts
and Humanities, and interested clti·
zens. Bostonians would agree that It is
one program where the benefits far
. exceed the costs. A city pleasure.

competition is a winner as a representative of his respective city, and each is
awarded a participation medallion
symbolizing the friendship and peace
between
Indianapolis and Scarborough, and between the United
States and Canada.
The Peace Games is a full recreation
program in thirteen major sports: badminton, baseball, basketball, golf,
horseshoes, wr~stling, soccer, softball, swimming, table tennis, tennis,
track and field, and volleyball. Opportunity for participation is open to
residents of all ages, sexes and races
simply by filling out .-nd submitting a
registration form prior to an established deadline. Tournaments are held
THE INDIANAPOLIS-SCARBOROUGH in each sports area of the city as a
PEACE GAMES
preliminary competition leading up to
2916 N. HARDING
city championships and finally the
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46208
international competition.
(317) 923-3383
The Peace Games program is operCONTACT:
ated by a small staff of three supMS. SARAH M. MEEKER
ported by 400 volunteers on several
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
committees. Literature is distributed
to school students to encourage their
Since 1957, five Arrntrican cities have
participation, and the program is coengaged in a peaceful, olympic-type
ordinated with local recreational
sports competition with five cities In
agencies to prevent a duplication of
Ontario, Canada, to encourage good
services.
sportsmanship and constructive crossDuring the first year, about 17,000
exchange.
Indianapolis,
cultural
Indianapolis
residents participated in
Indiana, and Sca~borough~ Ontario,
the
program.
Scarborough was the
joined this competition in 1973 with
initial host and its citizens housed over
the initiation of the Indianapolis700 Indianapolis participants; exScarborough Peace Games.
changing ideas, beliefs and underThe Peace Games program is essenstanding each other's way of life in the
tially a non-profit program of learning,
process.
participation, and an opportunity to
During the following year, 1974,
excel in one's partioular sport. The
over 35,000 lndia11apolis residents
emphasis is not on awards. No particitried out for the opportunity to reppant is awarded a trophy or medallion
resent their city. And in the host city,
for winning his competition although
Indianapolis families opened their
great care is given to recognizing any
homes to more than 700 Canadians. In
athletic records that might be set or
1975, the same experience was re·
broken. Every participant in the final
peated in Canada, and about 400
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Indianapolis residents travelled to
Scarborough in support of the sports
program. Indianapolis will host the
1976 games.
The Peace· Games additionally have
promoted an expanded sports program
for the city; new sports clubs are being
formed providing year-roum~ training
and competition in a number of
sports, and a number of young people
have achieved national ranking in their
sport.
The Peace Games is a npn-profit
organization that works with other
local recreation agencies to promote a
fuller Sports program for all City resi·
dents. Its program is but one example
of those city-to-city - programs that
bring many Americans into a more
personal relationship with residents of
other countries.
BOTTLE HOLLOW RESORT
UINTAH AND OURAY INDIAN
RESERVATION
POST OFFICE BOX 124
FORT DUCHESNE, UTAH 84026
(801) 722-2431
CONTACT:
JAMES PELTIER
DIRECTOR
Many economically depf8SS1td areas
have developed park or resort complexes as destinations for th.ose ex·
panding American institutions, the
business trip, the weekend, the family
vacation. One such facility is Bottle
Hollow Resort, a Ute Indian owned
and operated tourist developrll8nt near
Fort Duchesne, Utah.
Located on the Uintah and Ouray
Indian Reservation, Bottle Hollow Resort takes advantage of northeastern
Utah's natural good news 11nd bad
news. Only seven inches of Rrecipitation fall annually on the region, making the 430,000 acres of reservation

land arid and unsuited for cultivation.
The surrounding area, however, boasts
an abundance .of water resoun:es
unusual for Utah. The nearby Green.
Lake Fork, Uintah, and Quchesne
Rivers offer plentiful fishing oppOrtunities and act as magnets for wild game
The combination of sunny *ies and
water ideally suited for recreationll
activities offered the Ute Indians an
unusual opportunity.
In 1962, an advisory commiu.e
composed of Ute Tribe members, local
businessmen and staff members from
Utah and Utah State UniverSities recommended construction of commercial recreational facilities to the
Ute Tribal Business Committt~e. Tak·
ing almost $800,000 from oil lease
payments to the Tribe, the Utes approached the Economic Development
Administration for addition~! assistance and received an outri~t grant of
over one million dollars. With an additional Small Business Administration
loan, the Utes opened Bottle Hollow
Resort in July, 1971.
The resort architecture reflects the
Ute pride in the tribe's cultural herit·
age. Three concrete teepees rise impressively above the one-story motel
units and restaurant. Hexagons and
triangles are the dominant architectural themes; even the motel rooms,
beds, and swimming pool are six-sided.
In addition to the striking physical
plant, Bottle Hollow offers a wide
variety of outdoor activities; rflft trips
down the Green River; backpacking in
the Uintah Mountains, fishing (including ice fishing in the winter), boating
and water skiing on Bottle Hollow
Lake; horseback riding in the wide
open spaces, and hunting trips.
Bottle Hollow enjoyed immediate
tuccess. Additional facilities opened
late last year, almost tripling resort
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Indianapolis residents travelled to
Scarborough in support of the sports
program. Indianapolis will host the
1976 games.
The Peace· Games additionally have
promoted an expanded sports program
for the city; new sports clubs are being
formed providing year·rou~ training
and competition in a number of
sports, and a number of young people
have achieved national ranking in their
sport.
The Peace Games is a npn·profit
organization that works with other
local recreation agencies to promote a
fuller sports program for all city resi·
dents. Its program is but one example
of those city·to~ity - programs that
bring many Americans into a more
personal relationship with resfdents of
other countries.
BOTTLE HOLLOW RESORT
UINTAH AND OURAY INDIAN
RESERVATION
POST OFFICE BOX 124
FORT DUCHESNE, UTAH 84026
(801, 722-2431
CONTACT:
JAMES PELTIER
DIRECTOR
Many economically depre~d areas
have developed park or resort corn·
plexes as destinations for th.ose ex·
panding American institutions, the
business trip, the weekend, tt'le family
vacation. One such facility is Bottle
Hollow Resort, a Ute Indian owned
and operated tourist developrY)ent near
Fort Duchesne, Utah.
Located on the Uintah and Ouray
Indian Reservation, Bottle Hollow Re·
sort takes advantage of northeastern
Utah's natural good news ~md bad
news. Only seven inches of Rrecipitation fall annually on the region, mak·
ing the 430,000 acres of reservation

land arid and unsuited for cultivation.
The surrounding area, however, boasts
an abundance .o f water resources
unusual for Utah. The nearby Green,
Lake Fork, Uintah, and Quchesne
Rivers offer plentiful fishing opportunities and act as magnets for wild game.
The combination of sunny sfdes and
water ideally suited for recreational
activities offered the Ute Indians an
unusual opportunity.
In 1962, an advisory committee
composed of Ute Tribe members, local
businessmen and staff members from
Utah and Utah State UniverSities recommended construction of com·
mercial recreational facilities to the
Ute Tribal Business Committt~e. Tak·
ing almost $800,000 from oil lease
payments to the Tribe, the Utes approached the Economic Development
Administration for addition~! assist·
ance and received an outright grant of
over one million dollars. With an addi·
tional Small Business Administration
loan, the Utes opened Bottle Hollow
Resort in July, 1971.
The resort architecture reflects the
Ute pride in the tribe's cultural herit·
age. Three concrete teepees rise impressively above the one-story motel
units and restaurant. Hexagons and
triangles are the dominant architeCtural themes; even the motel rooms,
beds, and swimming pool are sfx~ded
ln addition to the striking phvsic:ll
plant, Bottle Hollow offers a w~de
variety of outdoor activities; r11ft tn~
down the Green River; backpackint'"
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LINE
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CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY 08102
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CONTACT:
ROBERT J.JOHNSTON
GENERAL MANAGER
"A free cup of coffee and a donut,
too" was a night owl bonus if you
were riding on Lindenwold Hi-Speed
Transit last New Year's Eve after
11 :30 p.m. This extra is just one
example of the Lindenwold Line's
effort · to attract potential riders to
mass transit.
The new line is a response to a
typical urban transportation problem,
the high concentration of auto traffic
that clogs the southern New Jersey
highways leading into downtown
Camden and across the Delaware River
to Philadelphia.
The Lindenwold Hi-Speed Transit
Line was constructed by the Delaware
River Port Authority and is operated
by its wholly owned subsidiary, the
Port Authority Transit Corporation of
Pennsylvania
and
New
Jersey
(PATCO). Specifically restricted to
commuter service, the line is exempt
from regulation by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
PATCO claims to operate the highest performance transit cars in the
world on the Lindenwold Line. They
have a normal maximum running
speed of 75 mph and an acceleration
rate of 3 mph per second, aimed at
reducing travel time from the south
New Jersey suburbs to downtown
Philadelphia by half. The cars are fully
climate controlled, air conditioned in
summer, heated in winter. They are

designed to be quiet in operation and
designed for people comfort inside.
For the convenience of its passen·
gers, PATCO provides approximately
8,800 automobile parking spaces at its
six suburban stations. The Lindenwold
Line operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week 365 days a year. Approximately
40,000 passengers a day ride on trips
that are 98.5 percent on schedule. The
"PATCO Patter" is available for light
reading in transit.
Extensive automation supports
PATCO's high level of service and
convenience. The Automatic Train
Operation (ATO) dispatches each.run,
sets up routes and operates switches in
advance of each train. An automated
zone fare system graduates fares by
distance: fare collection areas are
under closed circuit television surveil·
lance, with telephone and public ad·
dress system communication between
passengers and the TV monitor. The
automated system is supported, however, by an operator on each run who
is responsible for opening and closing
doors, and determining train length,
acceleration, and stops. PATCO is convinced that the capability to operate at
full performance in either manual or
ATO modes has prevented many of
the problems that have plagued systems that have gone to full automation.
Revenues cover the cost of the
Lindenwold Rapid Transit to PATCO.
The service cost to the user is competitive with or lower than the cost of
driving.
Is PATCO's Lindenwold Hi-Speed
Line successful? Robert B. Johnston,
general manager of PATCO, says
" .... By providing a viable alternative
to motorists, they have been induced
to forego use of their autos for the trip
into downtown. This is precisely the

type of auto trip that is most uneconomic and contributes most to pollution, congestion, and high energy consumption ..." And for the commuter
still in his car, PATCO has measured a
30 percent increase in rush hour travel
speed along the major highways paralleling the line.
PATCO provides the fastest scheduled transit service in the world: 14.2
miles in 22.5 minutes. Although it is a
small line compared to California's
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART covers
71 miles through 34 stations), this
commuter service demonstrates that
technology and thoughtful design can
make rapid transit an attractive
alternative to the automobile.
BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT
(BART)
800 MADISON STREET
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94607
(415) 466-4100, ext. 241
CONTACT:
WILLIAM M. McDOWELL
MANAGER OF PASSENGER
SERVICE
The San Francisco Bay Area Rapid
Transit System (BART) is the first
totally new regional rapid transit in 60
years to begin operation in this
country. With 34 stations and approxi·
mately 71 miles of track, it is the most
highly automated transit system in
operation. Handsome, comfortable
trains, controlled not by motormen
but by computers and electronic circuitry,
accelerate
rapidly
and
smoothly to their top speed of 80
miles per hour, maintaining average
system speeds of 40 miles per hour,
including stops. In BART's welldesigned stations, electronic signboards announce the impending arrival
and destination points of trains.

The BART system is divided into
sections of track called "blocks." Each
block has associated with it speed
control equipment that can com'mand
a train to operate at a ~rtain speed.
BART is the world's first computersupervised train control system. (Its
incredibly complex automation has
not been problem-free; the system has
been plagued with equipment breakdowns and schedule disruptions.)
BART's civil engineering is universally admired. The Transbay Tube,
stretching 3.6 miles among the floor of
the Bay between Oakland and San
Francisco, is the vital link in this
regional rail transit system. It is both
the longest and deepest vehicular tube
in the world.
Aesthetic considerations play an
important role in BART. Streamlined
trains, graceful aerial track supports,
and works of art placed in stations
reflect this concern. Design relates to
many needs; the system is easily accessible to the wheelchair-bound. In
fact, BART was originally designed to
serve five recognized categories of
handicapped persons, more than any
existing rapid transit system in
America.
BART generally represents a res·
ponsible environmental posture. It is
one of the mote energy efficient
means of transportation available to
Bay area residents. BART trains make
less noise than a diesel truck. By
diverting people from their cars, .
BART is reducing the amount of· smog
forming compounds spewed into the
air. Careful incorporation of BART
rights-of-way within existing or proposed transportation corridors minimized the physical impact on the
landscape.
Not everything is rosy with BART.
Critics claim that schedule and equip111
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ment problems are a direct result of
underestimating the complexities of
new technology. Even with these
problems, BART is the benchmark of
the transit industry, and no existing or
presently planned system is likely to
match its performance or amenities in
the foreseeable future.
WESTPORT MINNYBUSES
WESTPORT TRANSIT DISTRICT
311 EAST STATE STREET
WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT 06880
(203) 226-0422
CONTACT:
RICHARD H. BRADLEY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Westport, Connecticut, has fallen head
over heels for some wheels. The wheels
are eight, 16-passenger buses that
make up the country's first suburban
mass transit system, a cooperative ef·
fort of the Town of Westport and the
Westport Transit District with funding
help from the Connecticut Department of Transportation and the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration,
U.S. Department of Transportation.
The bright red "Minnybuses" h~ve
been in service since the. summer of
1974, covering the suburb's 22 square
miles in 7 routel, 6 days a week,
throughout the normal business day.
During rush hour there is special service to the railroad, and a larger "Maxybus" pitches in to carry peak loads.
More than 50,000 passengers ride
the buses each month, and over 6,000
of the town's 28,000 residents have
purchased yearly passes. The paSSes, a
unique feature of the Minnybus, offer
townspeople the privilege of unlimited
rides for a flat annual rate. For a
husband and wife that rate is only
$25; for an elderly person, $15.
112

Although it took six years of con·
troversy to get the bus system off the
ground-many residents thought it
would never catch on-nearly everyone
is enthusiastic now. Teenagers have
more independence, housewives need
no longer spend their lives chauffeuring children to lessons and appointments, the elderly are more mobile,
and commuters don't need a second
car just to get to and from the train
station. The business district is no
longer clogged with automobile traffic,
and the town has been able to scrap
plans for a $1.5 million parking facility artd $200,000 in additional school
parking. That cost savings alone would
provide operating costs for the bus
system for over ten years.
GREATER METROPOLITAN CAR
POOL
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT
COMMISSION
330 METRO SQUARE
ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55101
(612) 227-7343
CONTACT:
DAVID THERKELSEN
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
It begins to sound like a broken
record: community expansion, shrinking transit servic':es; aging buses; angry
patrons waiting, exposed to bad
weather; an increasing dependence on
cars; pollution. In this case the cities
were Minneapolis-St. Paul; it could
have been anywhere, U.S.A., in the
sixties.
The differences has been the vigor
and resolution with which a Metropolitan Transit Commission has
tackled the problem. Since it took
over as a public owner in 1970, im·
provement has been the order of the

day. With the purchase of 611 new
buses, the average bus age dropped to
4 years-tops in the country. What
counts even more is that the new
buses, unlike their ancestors, are invitii"lg, climate-controlled and dependable, and pick up at 143 new
plexiglas-enclosed
shelters,
many
heated and lighted.
The Commission presently is play·
ing catch-up with development patterns and extending service to riders
who may have forgotten what a bus
looks like. Twenty new bus routes
brought the total route mileage to
1,023, nearly double the figure before
pubtic ownership. Express service between St. Paul-Minneapolis becomes
another reason for leaving your car at
home, with a new concentric fare zone
system reducing fares for thousands of
daily riders.
Marketing has put some of the fun
back in bus riding. This must be the
only system in the country that calls
itself the Greater Metropolitan Car
Pool. And has several buses painted to
look like cars: for starters, a bright
yellow Dusenberg and a "Woody"
station wagon, vintage late-40's.
No one would claim that the
present day bus system is everything it
should be. Yet the Twin Cities has
gone from a shrinking service area to
vigorous expansion, from a "get by as
cheaply as possible" philosophy to an
aggressive marketing of mass transit as
the "in" thing. And the perennially
declining ridership is showing steady
increases; from 50,372,121 in '73 up
to 54,548,292 in '74.
MAGIC CARPET
METRO TRANSIT
600 FIRST AVENUE
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98104
(206) 447-6561

CONTACT:
CARLE H. SALLEY
DIRECTOR
In Seattle, it's chic to ride the Magic
Carpet; some 15,000 people do it
every_day. And they don't pay for the
trip because Magic Carpet is a fare-free
transit system, operated by Metro
Transit since September 1973.
The Magic Carpet covers a 11 0square block area that takes in the
city's government, financial, and retail
districts. Fare-free service was begun in
an attempt to reverse that common
downtown dilemma: increasing congestion-due mainly to commuter traffic-combined with decreasing shopping and cultural activity. City officials hoped the free service would
decrease auto traffic while stimulating
interest in downtown retail center.
The results were dramatic. Bus
ridership in the downtown area
tripled, downtown sales incre.Jsed
nearly $5 million a year, and automobile traffic dropped two percent.
There were other benefits, including
increased mobility for social service
clientele, who often had been unable
to afford bus fare.
First year costs for the city were
$64,000; current costs run around
$115,000 annually. The project price
tag is relatively low largely because the
introduction of free transit in Seattle
did not require the purchase of additional buses. There are no special
Magic Carpet buses as the system
works entirely within the limits of the
existing route structure. Passengers
who board a bus in the Magic Carpet
zone and travel to a destination out·side it 'pay as they get off, a system
which has resulted in some initial
confusion.
Nevertheless,
public
opinion of Magic Carpet has been

highly ;favorable, and the service has
since been copied in a number of other
American cities: among them ~kron,
Duluth, Birmingham, and Nashville.
OIAL·A-RIDE
TWO STATE STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14614
(716) 546-7340
CONTACT:
HOWARD GATES
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
You're a mother, your husband drives
the only family car to work, and your
little boy at school has just broken out
with the German measles. What. do
you do? If you live in metropohtaQ
Rochester, you dial 288-3181, and
PERT will bring him home.
PERT, the acronym for PERsonal
Transit, is the dial-a-bus system of the
Rochester-Genesee Regional Transportation Authority. Since Augu~t
1973, it has been bringing public
transportation to the front door of a~
increasing number of Rochester ~es!
dents who are not served by t~e City s
regular, fixed-route bus service. The
small, air-conditioned ~ses offer a
variety of services includmg home-towork t rips for employees ~f area
industries, home-to-school tnps _for
children without school bus service,
feed-a-bus service to existing major bus
routes and free form service from a!'Y
point 'to any point in the service
area-which has been growing ~tea~lly
from the original 15-square mile pilot
project area. The dial-a-bus sys~em a!so
arranges low-rate, group shoppmg tn~
for the elderly, service for the h~ndl·
capped in specially equipped veh1~l~s,
and weekend charter trips for ~am1hes
and groups. The most recent m_novation has been a 12-month expenment

with an electric bus, the first !n use in
the count ry in a dial-a-bus service.
Fares vary broadly; examples are $5
for weekly home-to-school service and
$1 a trip for general service: Weekly
service like home-to-work tnps must
be arranged in advance, but general
service is only a telephone call away
anytime between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Since the program began, ridership
has increased from 743 to over 4,000 a
week. The break-even point is pegged
at 1,000 a day. The overall plan l~ks
toward a series of eight systems serving
over a million people throughout the
metropolitan area. !~e U~ban Mass
Transportation Admm1strat1on of the
Department of Transportati~n helped
bring the goal within re~h w1th a ~.6
million grant for expansion of service.
PROJECT INDEPENDENCE
WESTERN OLDER CITIZENS'
COUNCIL, INC.
8 HIGH STREET
WILTON, MAINE 04294
(207) 645-4222
CONTACT:
HAROLD COLLINS
PROJECT DIRECTOR
In 1970 the Maine Committee on
Aging undertook a survey of the needs
of the elderly in the western part of
the state. The results confirmed ~at
inany had known for some time: the
older residents of that predomina~tly
rural region suffered from a combmation of low income, poor health and
inadequate transportation.
Armed with hard dat a, the Bureau
of . Maine's Elderly (a branch of the
s-tate government) approached the
Administration on Aging (part of ~
u.s. Department of Health, Ed~tlon
and Welfare) with a proposal designed

to assuage the han
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highly ;favorable, and the service has
since been copied in a number of other
American cities: among them Akron,
Duluth, Birmingham, and Nashville.
DIAL·A·RIDE

TWO STATE STREET
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14614
(716) 546-7340

CONTACT:
HOWARD GATES
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
You're a mother, your husband drives
the only family car to work, and your
little boy at school has just broken out
with the German measles. What do
you do1 If you live in metropolitaQ
Rochester, you dial 288-3181, and
PERT will bring him home.
PERT, the acronym for PERsonal
Transit, is the dial-a-bus system of the
Rochester-Genesee Regional Trans·
portation Authority. Since August
1973, it has been bringing public
transportation to the front door of an
increasing number of Rochester resi·
dents who are not served by the city's
regular, fixed-route bus service. The
small, air-conditioned buses offer a
variety of services including home-to·
work trips for employees of area
industries, home-to-school trips for
children without school bus service,
feed-a-bus service to existing major bus
routes, and free form service from any
point to any point in the service
area-which has been growing steadily
from the original 15-square mile pilot
project area. The dial-a-bus system also
arranges low-rate, group shopping trips
for the elderly, service for the handicapped in specially equipped vehicles,
and weekend charter trips for families
and groups. The most recent innovation has been a 12-month experiment

with an electric bus, the first in use in
the country in a dial-a-bus service.
Fares vary broadly; examples are $5
for weekly home-to-school service and
$1 a trip for general service. Weekly
service like home-to-work trips must
be arranged in advance, but general
service is only a telephone call away
anytime between 1 a.m. and 10 p.m.
Since the program began, ridership
has increased from 743 to over 4,000 a
week. The break-even point is pegged
at 1,000 a day. The overall plan looks
toward a series of eight systems serving
over a million people throughout the
metropolitan area. The Urban Mass
Transportation Administration of the
Department of Transportation helped
bring the goal within reach with a $3.6
million grant for expansion of service.
PROJECT INDEPENDENCE
WESTERN OLDER CITIZENS'
COUNCIL, INC.
8 HIGH STREET
WILTON, MAINE 04294
(207) 645-4222

CONTACT:
HAROLD COLLINS
PROJECT DIRECTOR
In 1970 the Maine Committee on
Aging undertook a survey of the needs
of the elderly in the western part of
the state. The results confirmed what
many had known for some time: ihe
older residents of that predominantly
rural region suffered from a combination of low income, poor health and
inadequate transportation.·
Armed with hard data, the Bureau
of . Maine's Elderly (a branch of the
5tate government) approached the
Administration on Aging (part of the
U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare) with a proposal designed

to assuage the hardships of senior
citizens ·in three counties -And·
roscoggin, Franklin and Oxford. The
Federal officials liked the proposal and
agreed to provide most of the necessary funding.
Started in 1972, Project Independence has provided the area's elderly
with a new mobility and freedom from
isolation. A fleet of ten minibuses
today transports senior citizens to
doctor's appointments, to banks to
deposit social security checks, to social
events for the elderly and to a variety
of other destinations. Many of these
senior citizens lived within 50 miles of
Maine's marvelous coastline but had
not seen the ocean for 10 years; Project Independence arranged a field trip
for them.
·
Anyone desiring transportation
simply has to request minibus service
forty-eight hours in advance; there is
no charge for trips, no income guide·
lines. There is, however, a system that
establishes priorities for users. Requests for transportation to medical
appointments are honored ahead of
accommodations for personal errands,
trips to meal sites, or social activities.
In 1974, Project Independence buses
covered a quarter of a million miles
serving 60,000 riders.
With transportation as the hub of
its programs, Project Independence
also assists the region's senior citizens
with health screening tests, flu shots,
sight and glaucoma tests, and meals.
By contracting with the Androscoggin
Home Health Association, Project
Independence helped screen over a
thousand people in 1974; a quarter of
those required and received additional
treatment. In that same year, Project
Independence also served over ninety
thousand meals at three senior meal
sites. Meals were delivered for the
home~nd.

Community support has grown over
the lifespan of Project Independence;
more and more towns in the threecounty area are allocating money for
the program from their own revenues.
A simple, direct response to the needs
of an area's elderly population, with a
lesson that any American teen-ager
already knows: wheels make a differ·
ence.
AIRPORT PLANNING
HUNTSVILLE-MADISON COUNTY
AIRPORT AUTHORITY
POST OFFICE BOX 6006
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 35806
(205) 772-9395
CONTACT:
J. E. MITCHELL, JR.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Huntsville-Madison County Air·
port opened in 1967; by that time
aerospace opportunities had made
Huntsville the third largest city in
Alabama. As a relatively new airport,
the facl1ity has not had to face the
airport/community
compatibility
dilemma that has plagued most large
airports in recent years. The Huntsville
facility, however, is involved in a
unique planning effort to make sure it
does not wear out its welcome. As J.E.
Mitchell, the airport's execJJtive direc·
tor, has said, ''We want to be sure the
airport does something for the community, not something to it."
What Huntsville has done is to
initiate -and to implement -a longrange master plan for the jetplex.
It is an unusual exercise in off-air
airport land use planning; in the past,
most airport planning focused specifically on the site envelope. The Huntsville master plan looks at the site as a
point in a three-county area and extends planning to a consideration of
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how air transportation might interface
with other transportation modes over
. the next decade. The study focuses on
'airport operation and compatible
development; it also is a planning
model for identifying methods acceptable to other communities where airport problems are still amenable to
planning. For while it is possible, as in
Huntsville, to identify optimal land
use and the methods of improving
airport/aircraft pollution (themselves
mostly a factor of land use control),
the airport authority cannot zone or
require land use within the area.
Implementation in Huntsville and elsewhere requires "the consent of the
governed"; to this end dozens of
public meetings opened up the planning process to the community in
Huntsville, in Madison, in Triana (population 100). And to bring about the
necessary zoning changes, the Airport
Authority then moved into at least six
months of further public hearings with
the six local governments involved.
Such plans require immediate implementation to deal with the amazing
amount of potential development that
is just over the horizon. The Huntsville
plan identified a hierarchy of constraints that will regulate future development. Local jurisdictions, citizens,
Councils of Governments, and· Federal
agencies are cooperatrng in implementation. (The Federal Aviation Administration provided a planning grant;
Interior Department lands are in the
affected area. )
Problems of noise and air pollution
and inappropriate development are
easier to deal with at Huntsville than
in large cities where airports and community priorities collide more sharply.
But Huntsville is convinced that good
planning can make any airport a better
neighbor.
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THE ILLINOIS TRAUMA PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION OF AERONAUTICS
POST OFFICE BOX 218
CAPITAL AIRPORT
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 62705
(217) 782-0128
CONTACT:
DUANE MOORE
CHIEF HELICOPTER PILOT
The reverberation of sound waves
announces the imminent arrival of the
helicopter. Medical assistants stand
outside the circular heliport as the
chopper descends in a fury of wind
and hi!tJ-pitched whine. As soon as the
hdlicopter has touched down, the
trauma center workers dash forward,
heads lowered, to remove the cardiac
patient. Like something out of
MASH*, the Illinois Division of Aeronautics has delivered another patient
needing emergency care.
When most of us think of emergency medical transportation, we
think of the ambulance, but there are
cases when the greater speed of air
transport is crucial for people's survival; the car-accident victim, the premature baby, the cardiac patient.
In 1971, the State of Illinois
decided to develop a statewide emergency medical system and received a
three-year $4.5 million grant from the
U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. The Illinois Division of
Emergency Medical Services, as system
administrators, contacted the State
Division of Aeronautics for helicopter
support. Today three helicopters and
four pilots are on 24-hour standby, 7
days a week. The helicopters are based
at three locations throughout the state
to insure maximum coverage. Each
base answers calls within a 200-mile

radius. :Nprthern Illinois is covered by
a base at Elgin, central Illinois by one
at Springfield, southern Illinois by
Carbondale. When lives hang in the
balance, arbitrary demarcations mean
nothing, and Illinois helicopters have
responded to emergency situations in
neighboring states.
The development of the state's
comprehensive emergency system has
progressed remarkably well. Today 43
hospitals maintain trauma centers, and
62 hospitals have heliports, many on
their own rooftops. Through the first
three and one-half years of the program, the helicopters transported 405
patients. Almost half that number
were carried in 1974, an indication
that the statewide system was be·
coming better established and better
coordinated.
Duane Moore, chief helicopter
pilot, foresees a need for additional
and larger helicopters to meet the
increasing demands on the system.
Since the helicopters belong to the
State's Department of Transportation,
however, most of the pilots' time is
taken up with highway engineering
studies. Highways cost over a million
dollars per mile, and hydraulic, design
and highway engineers require the
perspective of the helicopter to help
them formulate their decisions.
Despite the multiple tasks required of
the pilots, they have managed to get
their vehicles into the air within a
30-minute response time. An extension of transportation services to meet
a critical community health need that
is being duplicated in a growing number of American communities.
CHICAGO AREA EXPRESSWAY
SURVEILLANCE PROJECT
ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF

TRANSPORTATION
230 MADISON STREET
OAK PARK, ILLINOIS 60302
(312) 626-5611
CONTACT:
JOSEPH M. McDERMOTT
SUPERVISOR
The Chicago Area Expressway Surveillance Project is the world's first and
largest computerized freeway surveillance and control network. The
project covers 196 miles of roadway
that handle up to two million vehicle
trips a day.
The backbone of the surveillance
system is an electronic information
network that gathers data from vehicle
detectors embedded in the expressway
pavement every half-mile and on all
ramps. Information from the detectors
is received by a Surveillance Center
computer via telemetry over leased
telephone lines. In the Surveillance
Center traffic conditions are projected
on a map display anc:t summarized for
transmittal to commercial radio
stations broadcasting traffic reports.
Any disruption in traffic flow is
immediately detected by the Surveil·
lance Center, which then dispatches a
special, radio-equipped truck to the
trouble spot. The trucks are operated
by the State of Illinois and have been
patrolling Chicago area expressways
for over 14 years, providing over
68,000 assists per year.
The activity of the patrol trucks is
supplemented by a ramp metering
technique that automati~lly adjusts
entering traffic flow to the available
expressway capacity. Traffic lights at
each ramp release vehicles one at a
time onto the expressways at a rate
dependent on data fed to them from
thq_ Surveillance Center.

The impact of all the elements of
the system has reduced congestion on
area expressways up to 60 percent;
more significantly, the adjusted acci·
dent rate over the last decade has been
reduced by 18 percent.
The Surveillance Project was
recognized by the National Society of
Professional Engineers as one of the
ten outstanding engineering achievements in the United States in 1971.
The project has been a model for
similar efforts in many large cities all
over the world.
AUTOMATIC VEHICLE
IDENTIFICATION
THE PORT AUTHORITY OF
NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER
SUITE 56 NORTH
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 10048
(212) 466-7406
CONTACT:
ROBERT FOOTE
MANAGER,TUNNELSAND
BRIDGES RESEARCH
Vehicle
Identification
Automatic
(AVI) is an innovative method of
identifying vehicles in motion on a
roadway. The AVI system consists of
transponders and interrogators. Trans·
f)onders are "electronic license plates"
attached to a vehicle; interrogators are
units placed on the roadside to pick up
identifying signals from the transponders and pass them along via
electronic circuitry to a central com·
puter. AVI is a vast improvement over
conventional vehicle detection systems
because the use of transponders allows
the system to differentiate individual
vehicles.
In an effort to determine a range of
advantageous uses for AVI, The Port

Authority of New York and New
Jersey has been testing the system in a
series of projects supported by the
Federal Highway Administration, U.S.
Department of Transportation. The
projects began in the summer of 1972
with the testing of the reliability of
AVI on a number of commuter buses
using the Lincoln Tunnel under the
Hudson River. The results of the initial
tests were favorable, and in the fall of
1975, The Port Authority began a
study of AVI's use in automatic toll
collection. Using AVI, it will be possible to ferry Lincoln Tunnel buses
through automatic toll booths, much
as passenger cars pass through an
exact-change-only lane. At the toll
stop, the buses will pull up to a red
light which will turn green when the
AVI computer confirms that proper
payment had been made, based on
information received from interrogators.
AVI is currently expensive-$15 to
$100 per transponder and $5,000 to
$10,000 per interrogator-but when
the cost comes down in the wake of
the inevitable mass production effi·
ciencies, it is expected that AVI will
be of great service in the control of
both public and private vehicular traffic. Until then, AVI will remain
primari ly an aid to the efficient operation of large fleets such as the Lincoln
Tunnel commuter bus service.
OPERATION STREETSCAPE
CITY HALL
801 PLUM STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45202
(513) 352-3481
.
CONTACT:
EMERSON HOFFMAN
PROJECT COORDINATOR
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TRANSpORTATION
230 MADISON STREET
OAK PARK, ILLINOIS 60302
(312) 626-5611
CONTACT:
JOSEPH M. McDERMOTT
SUPERVISOR
The Chicago Area Exp~Y .Surveillance Project is the worlds f1rst a~d
largest computerized freeWay surveil·
lance and control network. The
project covers 196 miles of road~ay
that handle up to two million vehicle
trips a day.
.
The backbone of the .survellla~
system is an electronic mforma~on
network that gathers data from vehicle
detectors embedded in the expressway
pavement every half-mile and on all
ramps. Information from the detectors
is received by a Surveillance Center
computer via telemetry over .teased
telephone lines. In the Survel~lance
Center traffic conditions are p~o)ected
on a map display ancl sum~anzed f?r
transmittal to commercial radiO
stations broadcasting traffic reports.
Any disruption in traffic flow .is
immediately detected by ~e Surveil·
lance Center, which then dispatches a
special, radio-equipped truck to the
trouble spot. The trucks are operated
by the State of Illinois and have been
patrolling Chicago area e~~ressways
for over 14 years, provldmg over
68,000 assists per year.
.
The activity of the patrol true~ IS
supPlemented by a ramp rnet~nng
technique that automatic~lly ~~u:
entering traffic flow to thff.e ~~a~~ ~
expressway capacity. Tra IC lg
each ramp release vehicles one at a
time onto the expressways at af rate
dependent on data fed to them rom
thtt Surveillance Center.
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The impact of all the elements of
the system has reduced congestion on
area expressways up to 60 percent;
more significantly, the adjusted accident rate over the last decade has been
reduced by 18 percent.
The Surveillance Project was
recognized by the National Society of
Professional Engineers as one of the
ten outstanding engineering achievements in the United States in 1971.
The project has been a model for
similar efforts in many large cities all
over the world.
AUTOMATIC VEHICLE
IDENTIFICATION
THE PORT AUTHORITY OF
NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
ONE WORLD TRADE CENTER
SUITE 56 NORTH
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 10048
(212) 466-7406
CONTACT:
ROBERT FOOTE
MANAGER, TUNNELS AND
BRIDGES RESEARCH
Automatic
Vehicle
Identification
(AVI) is an innovative method of
identifying vehicles in motion on a
roadway. The AVI system consists of
transponders and interrogators. TransPonders are "electronic license plates"
attached to a vehicle; interrogators are
units placed on the roadside to pick up
identifying signals from the transponders and pass them along via
electronic circuitry to a central computer. AVI is a vast improvement over
conventional vehicle detection systems
because the use of transponders allows
the system to differentiate individual
vehicles.
In an effort to determine a range of
advantageous uses for AVI, The Port

Authority of New York and New
Jersey has been testing the system in a
series of projects supported by the
Federal Highway Administration, U.S.
Department of Transportation. The
projects began in the summer of 1972
with the testing of the reliability of
AVI on a number of commuter buses
using the lincoln Tunnel under the
Hudson River. The results of the initial
tests were favorable, and in the fall of
1975, The Port Authority began a
study of AVI's use in automatic toll
collection. Using AVI, it will be pos·
sible to ferry Lincoln Tunnel buses
through automatic toll booths, much
as passenger cars pass through an
exact-change-only lane. At the toll
stop, the buses will pull up to a red
light which will turn green when the
AVI computer confirms that proper
payment had been made, based on
information received from interrogators.
AVI is currently expensive-$15 to
$100 per transponder and $5,000 to
$10,000 per interrogator-but when
the cost comes down in the wake of
the inevitable mass production efficiencies, it is expected that AVI will
be of great service in the control of
both public and private vehicular traffic. Until then, AVI will remain
primarily an aid to the efficient operation of large fleets such as the lincoln
Tunnel commuter bus service.
OPERATION STREETSCAPE
CITY HALL
801 PLUM STREET
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45202
(513) 352-3481
.
CONTACT:
EMERSON HOFFMAN
PROJECT COORDINATOR

St reet furniture is t raffic lights, stop
signs, no parking signs, telephone
booths, trash cans, and all the other
utilitarian paraphernalia of the city
street and sidewalk. Street furniture is
also generally an ecllectic messunsightly, uncoordinated, and unsafe.
Except in Cincinnati. Cincinnatians
have street furniture that is aesthetically
pleasing,
technologically
advanced, and smoothly efficient, all
thanks to a project called Operation
Streetscape. Operation Streetscape
began as a research project funded by
a Department of Housing and Urban
Development demonstration grant.
The project involved the installation of
a unified system of street furniture in
a test area of downtown Cincinnati.
Existing furniture in the test area was
first inventoried, and then a number of
new systems were evaluated before a
final selection was made. The selected
system featured an innovative structure called a "multi-purpose pole."
The poles, placed at regular intervals
along the street, are used as a matrix
to support street furniture designed
especially for the new, unified system.
One structure type is a 10' high
cluster of poles which support furniture elements like trash cans, and
telephone booths. The other type consists of a 50' high lamp pole-Street·
scape also involved redesigning the test
area's street lighting-and traffic con·
t rois placed on a boom that cantilevers
18' over the street from the 50' pole.
Besides the obvious visual improvement, the pole system proved safer
and more efficient than the old cluster
because motorists were able to take in
traffic directions at one glance. And
because the system was designed from
scratch, it incorporated many advances
in traffic signalling technology devel-

oped since the old traffic lights had
been installed.
The major hurdle in Operation
Streetscape
coordinating activity
between city agencies and their industry-suppliers. Historically it was this
lack of coordination that had caused
the visual disorder in the first place.
The difficulties were overcome,
however, and Operation Streetscape
went on to achieve national recognition and win two separate design
awards. Cincinnatians were no less
pleased, and the city has since expanded the system into the rest of t he
downtown area. Operation Streetscape
is one facet of a major downtown
facelift that has made Cincinnati a
nationally recognized success story in
urban design.
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THE MIAMI CARGO SECURITY
WORKING GROUPS
THE U.S. MARSHAL'S OFFICE
300 NORTHEAST FIRST AVENUE
MIAMI, FLORIDA 33101
(305) 350-5403

CONTACT:
MALfORD F. DUCLO
U.S. DEPUTY MARSHAL
In 1974, some $1.5 billion worth of
cargo was stolen in the United St at es;
the amount grows each year. Most of
it-approximately
85
percent-is
pilfered by employees of the air, rail,
truck, and maritime carriers who ship
it.
The cargo theft problem is particularly acute in the nation's transportation centers such as Miami,
Florida. Miami boasts one of the
country's busiest airports and one of
its busiest seaports.. It also boasts one
of the country's highest cargo theft
rates, and for that reason, Miami,
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INDEX
along with 14 other U.S. cities, was
selected by the U.S. Department of
Justice to participate in an experi·
mental cargo security program aimed
at reducing the 15 cities' soaring cargo
theft rate.
Under the supervision of the U.S.
Attorney for the Southern District of
Florida, a committee was chosen by
local industry and government to im·
prove and coordinate the efforts of
Federal, state, and local authorities in
the prevention, investigation, and
prosecution of cargo thefts. The Miami
committee was composed of representatives from airlines, local government,
security services, law enforcement
agencies, railroads, maritime corpora·
tions, the U.S. Customs Service, truck·
ing firms, and the International Longshoremen's Association. Industry par·
ticipation currently stands at over 250
members.
The transportation industry, which
had long been reluctant to admit losses
through theft, is being encouraged to
increase and improve security mea·
sures ·and develop more effective ac·
countabllity procedures. More effective accountability procedures help
convict thieves by providing the courts
with proper evidence that a theft has
actually taken place. To facilitate
accurate recording of cargo theft, the
U.S. Marshal in Miami has initiated. a
reporting system for shipping com·
panies that have had cargo stolen.
Since most thefts are perpetrated
by transportation company employ·
ees, often in connection with
organized crime, the Miami Cargo
Security Group also is encouraging
shipping companies to give new
workers a careful screening to deter·
mine if they have criminal records or
associations with organized crime.
Funding for the Miami Cargo Secur-
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ity Program has come for the most
part from $600,000 in grants to the
Dade County (Miami) Public Safety
Department from the Justice Depart·
ment's law Enforcement Assistance
Administration.
HILTON PARK-sAFETY REST
POST OFFICE BOX 194
HOOKSETT, N. H. 03106
(603) 485-3806

CONTACT:
CAROL H. MULLINS
DIRECTOR OF TURNPIKES
Americans who are traveling by automobile are slowing down-and living to
enjoy the calmer pace. As a result of
the new 55 mph national speed limit,
highway and traffic fatalities declined
17 percent in 1974. Percentages become more meaningful when they
translate into 9,377 lives saved. With
this increased emphasis on safety, the
average driver may notice the small
stopping place that he had become
accustomed to bypass in a blur of
speed-the safety rest. Up in the Dover
area of New Hampshire, it is as
though those ingenious, prescient,
Yankees foresaw the return to slower
days-witness the Hilton Park-Safety
Rest.
Located where Spaulding Turnpike
spans Little Bay, Hilton Park is much
more than a picnic table, a trash can,
and restrooms. Its 20 acres offer a
fishing and boat dock, small boat
launching facilities, slides and swings
for children, fireplaces and picnic
tables, and even a touch of colonial
history. Named after Edward Hilton,
the father of New Hampshire, Hilton
Park marks the site of the first settle·
ment at Dover (1623). Local school
groups often visit the park-safety rest

to observe the marine life and migra·
tory birds that also find a resting place
here.
Open from late April until Novem·
·ber, Hilton Park is maintained by
turnpike revenues and enjoys a repu·
tation among local fishermen as an
area of fine fishing. For those for
whom the new speed limit is still too
swift a pace, Hilton Park-Safety Rest
may be the answer to their highway
blues. It also represents an often
unnoticed additon to highway safety,
handled with greater imagination than
most.
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Clean and Green Program/solid waste
management system .•. 59
Huntsv'ille
Huntsville-Madison County Airport
Authority/airport planning ... 113
Sumter County
Rural Development Committee... 52
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Fairbanks
Satellite Remote Sensing Program .. . 18
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Tlingit and Haida Central Council/
volunteers establishing economic planning councils... 5
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Beverage Industry Recycling Program ... 61
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Plan... 39
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to observe the marine life and migratory birds that also find a resting place
here.
Open from late April until Novem·ber Hilton Park is maintained by
tur~plke revenues and enjoys a reputation among local fishermen as an
area of fine fishing. For those for
whom the new speed limit is still too
swift a pace, Hilton Park-Safety Rest
may be the answer to their highway
blues. It also represents an often
unnoticed additon to highway safety,
handled with greater imagination than
most.
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Self Help Enterprises/ housing ... 31

Colorado
Arvada
Alice Sweet Thomas Park/recreation
area built over municipal water
storage tank ... 104
Denver
People, Let's Unite for Schools/
organization promoting understanding
of school desegregation ... 84

Connecticut
Enfield

Connecticut State Prison Program/
academic program ... 93
Hamden
The Davenport Residence/housing for
the elderly ... 28
Hartford
Statewide Solid Waste Management
System ... 59
Westport
Minnybuses/ suburban mass transit... 112

East Point
Dick Lane Velodrome... 106
Helen
Unicoi State Park ... 105
Riceboro
Interstate Paper Mill Waste Treatment ... 64
Savannah
Historic Preservation ... 35

Delaware

Hawaii

Dover
Coastal Zone Management... 63
New Castle County
Water Quality Management... 65

Hilo
Project learn/community leadership
and organization... 98
Honolulu
Water Resources Regional Study and
Plan ... 63

District of Columbia
Community Service Center for the
Hearing Impaired ... 97
Museum of African Art... 82
Project Accountability/videotape programming to communicate city problems... 17
Public Citizen Visitors Center... 7

Florida
Boca Raton
Spanish River Park ... 104
Gainesville
MEDPRO/army reserve health screen·
ing program for disadvantaged ... 70
Miami
Cargo Security Working Groups... 115
Tallahassee
Junior Museum/natural history
museum .. . 58

Georgia
Atlanta
Model Cities Education Complex••. 95
The Patch, Inc./children's resource
and learning center... 8

Idaho
Boise
Executive Reorganization Plan . .. 38
Pacific Northwest Regional Commission Land Resource Demonstration Project/ satellite remote
sensing. . . 19
Idaho Falls
Elderly Contact and Help Organization ..• 86

Illinois
Chicago
Area Expressway Su rv ei ll ance
Project/ computerized freeway control. .. 114
Fifth City Community Reformul ation
Project... 86
Free Street Theater... 82
The Woodlawn Organization/ neighborhood economic development corporation... 10
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Springfield
The Illinois Trauma Program/statewide helicopter emergency medical
service. .. 114
Wheaton
Illinois Prairie Path/nature trail converted from abandoned railbed . .. 106

Indiana
Columbus
The Commons/innovative community
space . .. 48
Indianapolis
Anti-Crime Crusade... 8
Geographic Base File System/links
census data to specific local areas. .. 15
The Indianapolis-Scarborough Peace
Games/international amateur athletic
program ... 108
Rockville
Parke County Long-Time Planning
Committee... 52

Iowa
Des Moines
Community Corrections Project. .. 83
Iowa City
Community Alcoholism Project. .. 74

Kansas
Dodge City
Cultural Heritage and Arts Center... 81
Kansas City
Cross-Lines Cooperative Council/
ecumenical approach to inner city
problems. .. 87
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Louisiana
Abbeville
S.,outhern Mutual Help Association/
community organization . .. 6
New Orleans
Kingsley House/social service
agency ... 89
Lower Garden District/neighborhood
revitalization . .. 34

Maine
Farmington
Rural Health Associates .. . 69
Wilton
Project Independence/transportation
for the elderly . . . 113

Maryland
Baltimore
Charles Center-1 nner Harbor/major
downtown redevelopment. • . 33
South East Community Organization ... 9
Urban Homesteading . .. 25
Mount Rainier
Six Towns Senior Clinic. .. 72

Massachusetts

Kentucky
Hindman
East Kentucky
Center... 70

Louisville
Human Services Coordination Alliance/computerized social services
delivery . . . 19
Teens Who Care/volunteers in service
to the mentally handicapped . .. 74
The Courier-Journal and Louisville
Times Paper Recycling Program ... 60

Health

Services

Boston
Massachusetts
Agency ... 27

Housing

Finance

Summerthing/free music, theater, arts
programs. . . 107
Fall River
Highland Heights/housing for the
handicapped ... 28
Jamaica Plains
Tenant Management Corporation ... 25
Roxbury
Roxbury Action Plan, Inc./neighborhood revitalization ... 10

Mississippi
Jackson
Jackson-Hinds Comprehensive Health
Center.. . 76
Station WLBT-TV 3 .•• 21
Oxford
Yazoo-Little Tallahatchie Flood
Prevention Project.. . 54

Missouri
Michigan
Ann Arbor
Ecology Center of Ann Arbor. .. 58
Detroit
Belle Isle Park ... 103
Flint
Mobile City Hall. .. 43
Novi-Walled Lake
Wastewater Treatment System .. . 65

Minnesota
Marshall
Countryside Council/citizen involvement in regional improvement. .. 12
Minneapolis
Cedar-Riverside/new town in-town . .. 37
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Model Cities Communication Center/
technical assistance to inner city ... 20
Nicollet Mall. . . 32
Metropolitan Council/strong regional
government effort... 43
Rosemount
Ouroboros Experimental Project/alternative energy sources demonstration . •. 62
St. Paul
Greater Metropolitan Car Pool/aggressive marketing of public bus
system ... 112

Boone County
Boone County Community Services
Council / coordinated approach to
funding social services... 44
Kansas City
Wayne Miner Neighborhood Health
Center... 76
St. Louis
Energy Recovery from City Waste . .. 60
LaClede Town / successful lowmoderate income community .. . 29
Lafayette Square/historic preservation .. . 36

Montana
Billings
Northern Plains Resource Council/
citizen organization to preserve land
for agriculture . .. 61
Helena
Medicaid Screening Program/statewide
health screening... 71

Nebraska
Omaha
Inner City Industrial Park .. . 49
Papillion
Engineered Classroom/program
handicapped children . .. 97

for

.Nevada
Las Vegas
Opera ti on Bridge/drug counseling
service . . . 74
Nixon
Paiute Indian Aquacult ure Project... 47
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Durham
Learning in Community... 100
Hooksett
Hilton Park Safety Rest... 116
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Lindenwold Hi-Speed Transit/rapid
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transit commuter service... 111
Hoboken
•
Home Improvement Project... 34
Margate City
lucy/historic preservation ..• 36
Newark
North Ward Educational and Cultural
Center/neighborhood stabilization ... 87
Paterson
Dale Avenue Project/early childhood
education ... 96

New Mexico
Las Cruces
New Mexico Environmental Institute... 57
Taos
Rural Conservation and Development... 53

New York

Nebraska
Omaha
1nner City Industrial Par«. · · 49
Papillion
Engineered Classroom/program
handicapped children .•. 97

New Hampshire

tor

Alfred
Mike Kenyon Children's Park ... 105
Bronx
Clason Point Houses/example of
architectural modification to enhance
"defensible space"... 29

Brooklyn
Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
Corporation/neighborhood development corporation... 11
Second Century Program/neighborhood revitalization spearheaded by
the Lutheran Medical Center... 77
Buffalo
Shoreline Apartments... 30
Cohoes
Erie Canal Recreation-Way ... 105
New York City
Automatic Vehicle Identification... 115
Gaylord White Project/use of television to bring health information to
elderly .. ·. 20
New York State Urban Development
Corporation ..• 26
Paley Park... 103
Roosevelt Island/new town intown ... 38
Summer Work Program for Severely
Physically Disabled Students. .. 73
Ramapo
Managed Growth Program ... 41
Rochester
D iai-A-R ide/direct service public
transportation ... 113
Syracuse
Syracuse-Hancock International Airport Environs Plan . . . 66
Yonkers
land and Building Information
System ... 15

North Carolina
Blowing Rock
Blue Ridge Hearthside Crafts Association... 51
Charlotte
Dimensions for Charlotte-Mecklenburg/goals program ... 5

Greensboro
Greensboro Public Housing .•. 26
Winston-Salem
North Carolina School of the Arts... 81

North Dakota
Fargo
FRIENDS/network of volunteers
available for help in stress situations... 87
New Horizons Manor/ housing for the
handicapped ... 27

Ohio
Cincinnati
Infant Stimulation Program/one program of the Stepping Stones Center
for the Handicapped ... 88
Operation Streetscape/ unified street
furniture design ... 115
Cleveland
Institute for Environmental Education-Cuyahoga Heritage. . . 57
Columbus
Creative Living/housing for the
severely handicapped ... 28
Neighborhood Settlement House,
Inc... . 89
Night Prosecutor Program/dispute
settlement outside court... 84
Dayton
Dayton Housing Opportunities... 85

lane County Regional Information
System ... 15
Medford
Bike Legislation/ Medford Bikeway/
use of highway and gasoline revenues
for bike paths... 67
Portland
Northwest Environmental Communication Network .•. 21
Oregon Bottle Bill/ resource conservation... 66
Salem
Pacific Northwest Regional Comm ission Land Resource Demonstration
Project/satellite remote sensing... 19

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
Allegheny West Community Development Project... 9
Ph i ladelphia Ga r ment Industry
Board/non-profit corporation work ing
to keep industry jobs in city ... 50
Stephen Smith Geriatric Center. . . 72
Pitfsburgh
Group Against Smog and Pollution ... 65

Puerto Rico
San Juan
Old San Juan/historic preservation... 35

Oklahoma

Rhode Island

Oklahoma City
Educational Radio Talking Book/
broadcasting services for the blind ... 17
Tulsa
local Government Cable Television .. . 16

Newport
Fort Adams State Park... 49
Providence
Urban Educational Center... 93

Oregon
Lane County

South Carolina
Ridgeland
Beaufort-Jasper Comprehensive
Health Services, Inc.... 69
119

Williamsburg County
Williamsburg Technical, Vocational
and Adult Education Center... 95

South Dakota
Mclaughlin
Standing Rock Housing Corpora·
tion ... 47
Sioux Falls
Center for Community Organization
and Area Development... 12

Tennessee

Kilgore
East Texas Council of Governments... 39
Odessa
Soil Enrichment Program ... 60
San Antonio
Paseo Del Rio (Riverwalk) ... 33
Woodlands
The Woodlands/satellite new town ... 37

Utah
Fort Duchesne
Bottle Hollow Resort/Ute Indian
economic development... 108
Provo
Rural Health Program ... 69
Salt lake City
Guadalupe Center/Mexican-American
self-help program ... 7

Johnson City
Broadside TV/regional videotape pro·
gramming ... 16
Knoxville
East Tennessee Community Design
Center... 7
Memphis
The Memphis Urban Policy lnsti·
tute.•• 99
Nashville
Tennessee Statewide Consumer Education Program ... 100

Essex Junction
Discovery Museum ... 107
St. George
Development Rights Transfer Program/growth management..• 42

Texas

Virginia

Clear lake
Armand Bayou Park and Nature
Center... 57
El Paso
Jclrdines de Ninos/day care in public
housing ... 88
Dallas
Management Approach to Urban
Design ... 41
Galveston
The Galveston Cultural Arts Council,
Inc.... 51
Houston
New Directions Club, Inc./halfway
house program run by ex-convicts... 6

Charlottesville
Request for Service Program ... 44
Fairfax County
Planned Land Use System ... 40
Virginia Beach
Mount Trashmore/demonstration in
solid waste management... 59

120

Seattle
Group Health Cooperative of Puget
Sound... 75
Magic Carpet/fare free bus service.•. 112
Medex Northwest/medical training
program ... 76
Tacoma
Participatory Management Process... 42
Vancouver
Help One Student To Succeed/
reading improvement program ... 96

,'

West Virginia
Charleston
Experience-Based Ci:areer
tion ... 94
Pipestem
Pipestem State Park .. . 105

Educa-

Wisconsin
Vermont

Madison
Wisconsin Mutual Agreement Plan ... 83
Milwaukee
Industrial land Bank... 50
Inner City Auto Repair and Training
Center... 8
West Side Action Plan/neighborhood
renewal. .. 98

Wyoming
laramie
Improving School Board Efficiency ... 93
Torrington ·
Torrington Community Improvement... 67

Washington
Olympia
Pacific Northwest Regional Commission Land Resource Demonstration
Project/satellite remote sensing ... 19
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